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ABSTRACT 
ACT LIKE A TEACHER: TEACHING AS A PERFORMING ART 
MAY 2007 
ROD HART, B.A., NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 
M.A., TEACHERS COLLEGE - COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
This study involved the creation and implementation of an acting course for educators, 
entitled Teaching as a Performing Art. The primary objective of this course was to aid 
the course participants in their role development by providing them the space and 
technical support (through arts training) to experiment with different ways of being in 
the classroom. The nine participants in this experiential learning course performed the 
work of the actor / performing artist and developed the articulate voices and bodies 
critical for communication and presentation in the classroom arena. Simultaneously the 
participants practiced using these new skills to consciously shape and rehearse their 
emerging teacher selves, the roles they would play when they enter the practicum 
classroom as a teacher. Additional data was collected on two of the participants as they 
completed their student teaching practica the following semester. Results indicate that 
new teachers have several performance obstacles to overcome in the creation of efficent 
and effective teacher roles including: indecision, terror, assumption, embarrassment, 
denial, extremism and ennui. The findings catalog a number of arts-based activities that 
enable new teachers to move toward improved ways of being in the classroom by 
embodying strategy, courage, awareness, presence, honesty, poise and excellence. 
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CHAPTER 1 
TEACHING AS A PERFORMING ART 
Good teaching is one-fourth preparation and three-fourths pure theatre - Gail Godwin 
I wish to be clear on what exactly I mean by performing, in a classroom sense. 
By perform I don’t mean, “put on a show.” I am not talking about frill or entertainment. 
I am not advocating becoming a “sage on the stage,” lecturing from the front of the 
room with the student audience sitting passively in rows. Nor am I saying that teaching 
is acting. What I am proposing is that new teachers need to develop effective ways of 
being for the classroom. To that end, understanding how performing artists work and 
how actors approach a role can benefit the novice educator. In addition, participation in 
an acting class designed expressly for teachers will aid new teachers in the development 
of the vocal, physical, mental and emotional ways of being that will translate to greater 
classroom success. 
Performing, in the classroom sense, means acting in a way that creates a positive 
and welcoming classroom environment that encourages student achievement. Effective 
teachers understand intuitively how to perform in a classroom so that nearly everything 
we say and do - from the tone of our voice to our gestures, body movements and 
furniture layout - is performed in an artful way to maximize our effectiveness in 
promoting student growth and achievement. However, for those teachers for whom 
performing is not second nature, the skills required to be a most proficient performer 
can be learned. That is, if there is someone available to teach them. Unfortunately, 
most college methods courses focus on the whats (planning lessons, knowing about 
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various pedagogical tools and technologies) and focus less on the hows of 
implementation and ways of being in the classroom. 
My work as an actor and director certainly informs and enhances my teaching. 
My training as an actor and director taught me to read an audience, to know whether or 
not they are with me, and then to communicate in such a way that holds the room 
spellbound. Working in the performing arts has sharpened my senses. I understand 
when to lighten the mood, when to slow the tempo and when to be still. As both teacher 
and actor, I use my voice, body and props to establish a sense of trust and rapport, to 
excite imaginations, as well as to communicate ideas and intentions as clearly as 
possible. Moreover, this ability had been nurtured and developed in the theater. 
The Problem 
Performing is central to teaching. Professional performing artists in the theater 
are very careful about how they use their voices, bodies and environment to maximize 
audience involvement and participation in the presented work. These performing artists 
spend years, lifetimes even, learning and perfecting their craft. The performing arts 
have become a great resource in strategies for securing the attention and involvement of 
audiences. Teachers can (and should) avail themselves of this storehouse of knowledge 
as we, too, use our voices, bodies and classrooms to create optimal learning 
environments for our students. 
Yes, as teachers, our collaborators, our audience, our raison d’etre, are first and 
finally our students. Yet, real-life students do not enter into the traditional teacher 
preparation model until the very end, during student teaching. Theoretical discussions 
of “students’' abound, but there is precious little contact with the children themselves. 
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There is scant time for novice teachers to get up on their feet and rehearse how to enter 
their classrooms, call a class to order, take attendance, counsel students, provide clear 
instructions, focus a chaotic classroom, raise the energy level in the room, elicit more 
thoughtful responses from reluctant students, question effectively, implement rules and 
consequences or give meaningful praise and constructive feedback. These are all acts; 
these are performances that can and should be rehearsed. Nevertheless, for most 
education students in traditional preparation programs, no rehearsal time is given before 
the practicum. In the theater world, this would be tantamount to sitting around a table 
discussing the script for a few months and then walking onstage opening night having 
never actually spoken the lines or planned out the blocking. It is a recipe for disaster. 
Perhaps veterans of the classroom and the stage may need less rehearsal and specific 
direction; their experience and familiarity with their roles allow them to operate 
effectively by instinct. For new teachers, rehearsal is not frill; it is necessity. 
These ideas may seem like common sense. They are also backed by a wide 
range of research and writings from teacher developers, researchers, student teachers, 
action researchers and artists alike. (Bums & Woods, 1992; Duck, 1981; Eisner, 2002b; 
Penner, 1984; Remer, 2003; Sarason, 1999; Sullivan, 2002; Tauber & Mester, 2007; 
Thompson, 2003; Travers, 1979; Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 1979; Van Tartwick, 
Brekelmans, & Wubbels, 1998) While many educators recognize the central 
importance of performing as a teacher, traditional teacher education programs still lack 
a performing arts component. (Travers, 1979) Several factors come into play: the 
reluctance to link pedagogy with entertainment, a theoretical belief that performing 
talent should not be a prerequisite for teachers, a belief that training teachers to perform 
better in the classroom would be a step towards turning teachers into clowns and / or 
entertainers and undermine the academic rigor of our nation’s classrooms, or the fact 
that there are few real-world models of performing arts training specifically designed 
for the beginning teacher. But are these obstacles great enough to sanction throwing 
new teachers into the classroom under-rehearsed and under-prepared, without the 
performance skills necessary to succeed with their students? 
Statement of the Problem 
Attaining competency and flair in the performing aspects of teaching is essential 
to classroom success. (Jarudi, 2000; Justen, 1984; Lessinger & Gillis, 1976; Parker, 
2003; Sawyer, 2004; Tauber & Mester, 2007; Thompson, 2003) The literature in this 
area indicates a lack of attention to developing these vital performing skills in 
traditional teacher preparation programs. (Danielewicz, 2001; Jarudi, 2000; Nguyen, 
2000; Richmond, 2002; Travers, 1979) Also well documented are the challenges 
inherent in implementing solutions to this problem. (Nguyen, 2000; Smith, 1979) 
Developing novice teachers’ growth as performers for the classroom stage is 
vital to their overall career development. Determining a specific plan to meet these 
needs is essential. 
The Study 
This study develops such a plan to develop new teachers’ nascent teacher 
identities via participation in a carefully constructed acting class for teachers. The 
development of the new class’s curriculum was based on the educational research and 
literature regarding classroom performance, as well as the knowledge base found in the 
theater community, including the types of exercises, activities and experiences that 
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performing artists use to develop the analogous communication skills for the theater. 
Thus, a critical eye is cast on how these techniques may best be appropriated for use in 
a teacher preparation curriculum. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to explore that which seems insuperable and see 
if it is, perhaps, more tenable than one might think. To this end, the study involved the 
creation and implementation of an acting course for educators, entitled Teaching as a 
Performing Art. A small group of education students at various early stages in their 
professional development enrolled in the course. 
The primary objective of this course was to aid the course participants in their 
role development by providing them the space and technical support (through arts 
training) to experiment with different ways of being in the classroom. The participants 
in this experiential learning course performed the work of the actor / performing artist 
and developed the articulate voices and bodies critical for communication and 
presentation in the classroom arena. Simultaneously the participants practiced using 
these new skills to consciously shape and rehearse their emerging teacher selves, the 
roles they would play when they enter the practicum classroom as a teacher. 
Understanding the performance obstacles that new teachers face in the 
classroom is essential to devising and implementing curricula that will address these 
specific needs and aid effective role development. Therefore, the discovery, naming 
and categorizing of performance obstacles, as well as the identification of the positive 
ways of being that new teachers need to incorporate into their emerging teacher role, 
were essential aspects of this research. 
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A secondary purpose of the study was to offer a model for the professional 
development of teachers, illuminated by the performing arts, that prepares teachers for 
assuming, physically and mentally, the role of teacher in their future classrooms. 
Main Research Questions 
■ How could an acting course, designed specifically for educators, aid new teachers in 
constructing their nascent teacher identities and embodying the effective teacher 
behaviors they studied in their traditional pre-service methods classes? 
■ What would this acting class for new teachers look like? 
Significance of the Study 
What makes someone a good teacher is not methodology, or even ideology. It 
requires an engagement with identity, the way individuals conceive of 
themselves so that teaching is a state of being. (Danielewicz, 2001, p. 3) 
To teach is to perform (Bums, 1999b; Tauber & Mester, 2007) yet there is not a 
place in traditional teacher education program, before the practicum itself, dedicated 
explicitly to the development of crucial performing skills. (Travers, 1979) This study 
sheds light on that fatal flaw and proposes a model for teacher performance education 
based on technologies developed in the performing arts. 
This research reveals the development and implementation of performing arts 
courses specifically designed for the novice classroom teacher to be not only a tenable 
enterprise but an essential one, as well. This study presents a concrete model for an 
acting class, designed specifically for teachers, based on theoretical foundations from 
both educational research circles and arts theory. In addition, by following the 
participants into their practicum classrooms and examining the influence of the course 
on their role development and their flair in performing their duties as educators, we may 
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better understand exactly bow the performing skills developed and rehearsed in the 
acting course transfer to the participant’s own classroom. This knowledge can serve as 
the foundation for future investigations of how the performing arts can most effectively 
be used to affect better teachers. 
Despite the consensus amongst educators and teacher developers that teaching 
has a performance dimension and that the ability to develop an advantageous teacher 
personality or role is vital to superior teaching, education as an institution has been 
reluctant to tap into the wellspring of knowledge possessed by performing artists. 
(Travers, 1979) For centuries, actors, director, improvisational performers and theater 
arts professionals have been developing and refining technologies that allow individuals 
to create fully dimensional roles for a wide variety of performance venues. (Chekhov & 
Prey, 2000; Sarason, 1999; Stanislavski, 1936) When we conceive of the classroom as 
a performance space and the teacher as a performing artist, it seems a natural next step 
to call upon the technologies developed in the arts to aid the performer-teacher in 
developing her role for the classroom. While many modem educational researchers 
have turned to the sciences for models, techniques and answers to questions about how 
to best educate and develop both students and their teachers, the fountain of knowledge 
possessed in the arts has remained virtually untapped. Elliot Eisner calls upon us to 
remember, ‘’Science is a species of research; research is not a species of science.” 
(Eisner, 2002a, p. 209) Turning to the arts to better understand how teachers can best 
be prepared for the classroom represents a paradigm shift whose time has come. 
(Eisner, 2002a, 2002b; Taylor, 1996b) 
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Furthermore, this study illuminates an aspect of teacher development that 
receives scant attention. Identifying the obstacles that cause many new teachers’ 
classroom performance to suffer will allow teacher developers to tailor their curriculum 
to mediate these dangers. Developing an arts-based curriculum that addresses these 
needs will provide teacher developers with a clearer understanding of the types of help 
new teachers require when creating their teaching personas, as well as methodologies 
that can be used to meet those needs. In addition, identifying some of the challenges 
new teachers face on the classroom stage may serve to inform the discussion of new 
teacher fatigue, burnout, resistance and disillusionment. 
It is also significant that this study uses the arts as a source of wisdom and 
insight that can improve teacher development. As such, it contributes meaningfully to a 
growing set of research on arts and education. 
Action Research 
In recent years, practitioner research has become a more valued and accepted 
educational research paradigm, earning itself an entire chapter in the recent fourth 
edition of the American Educational Research Association’s Handbook of Research on 
Teaching. (Richardson, 2001) Susan Noffke (1997) established three purposes for 
action research: the professional, the personal, and the political, and I am comfortable 
categorizing this study as having a professional purpose by her definition. The purpose 
of this study is to bridge the gaps between theory and practice by providing the 
educational research community with immediately useful knowledge that can be 
quickly and efficiently put into practice. 
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Unlike much action research, however, my goal in performing this study was not 
to improve my own teaching practice. It was, first, to generate, through my own 
example, a model acting class for teachers. Secondly, it was to collect data as to how 
participation in this class may affect my subjects’ ways of being as new teachers. 
However, in asking and researching these questions I recognized that I wore many hats, 
including researcher, curriculum specialist and classroom teacher. In detailing the 
events that transpired in my classroom I would, to some extent, be analyzing, or at least 
documenting, my own performance. 
Although this study was somewhat nontraditional in that the practitioner was not 
himself the object of study, this research may be characterized as action research. As a 
researcher, I have collected data on my own students as I analyzed their development. I 
am aware of the difficulties inherent in performing action research of this type, yet I 
chose this paradigm as it was the one best suited to answering correctly and completely 
the important research questions I have posed. 
Existential Action Research 
In approaching this study I have taken an existential action research approach, 
recognizing the primacy of people, rather than institutions, as change agents. (Feldman, 
2002a) I chose this paradigm as it acknowledged the connection between way of being 
and way of knowing. “What we attempt to do with existential action research is to hold 
on to all that we can about our knowledge, understanding and our way of being in the 
world.” (Feldman, 2002a, p. 249) Rather than focusing on practice, as is the case in 
traditional action research, existential action research uses being as the focus of inquiry. 
“The purpose of [existential] action research becomes the improvement of one’s way of 
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being, and in particular one’s way of being as a teacher.” (Feldman, 2007, p. 243) This 
sentiment is echoed in the theater tradition. No less an actor than Sir John Gielgud 
famously understood, “Before you can do something, you must first be something.” 
Like the artist and the teacher who use their entire way of being to perform their 
task, so does the existential action researcher use the entirety of his being to perform the 
research, analyze the data and create a meaningful theory based on the study’s results. 
The goal is to paint a complete and accurate picture of the object of study, in this case 
the acting class, as it is in itself, rather than how it might appear when viewed through 
one narrow lens. “Existential research rejects the theoretical separation into parts. 
What existential research attempts to do is to bring together all ways of seeing who we 
are, where we are, what we do, and why.” (Feldman, 2002a) Thus it is not only 
advisable, but also necessary that I, as the researcher, bring to the table my experiences 
as performer, director, teacher, teacher developer and supervisor, as well as all other 
aspects of self when performing my research. In addition, I seek to understand my 
participants not merely as subjects but as people. When I watch them engaging in an 
art-making activity, when I read their journals, observe them in their classrooms, or 
have an impromptu conversation after class, I am attempting to see them for who they 
are, to uncover their way of being. I seek to recognize how that way of being might be 
changing, shifting or transforming during the course of the study. I document changes 
and shifts in my participants’ way of being as a new educator using the existential 
action research paradigm. This exciting understanding of action research coincides 
nicely with my objectives as a researcher and offers a paradigm within which I may 
work comfortably and confidently. 
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Theoretical Frameworks 
Several theoretical frameworks guided this research as dictated by the study’s 
main research questions. 
Performing Arts Philosophies 
Several performance philosophies were integrated into the course design. The 
foundations of the course were grounded in various philosophies of performance, 
including Konstantin Stanislavsky’s acting method, Viola Spolin’s theater games, Anne 
Bogart’s Viewpoints and Tadashi Suzuki’s stylized stage movement. (Bogart, 2001; 
Spolin, 1983; Stanislavski, 1936; Suzuki, 1986) These philosophies have been chosen 
for their accessibility to new performers, their relevance to the demands of the 
classroom stage and their usefulness in role creation and are expanded upon in the 
following chapter. Using artists’ works as theoretical frameworks for research in 
education, this study further legitimizes the notion that education has much to learn 
from the arts. 
Personal Development Philosophies 
The Developing Self 
The research questions assert that people, novice teachers in particular, can be 
impacted or affected by classroom experiences. Furthermore, they suggest that these 
experiences will have a transformative effect on the new teacher’s self that she may 
then bring into her practicum classroom. This presupposes a dynamic concept of self 
that is subject to change via classroom experiences and interactions with any or all of 
the following: a salient other (such as an acting teacher, mentor, scene partner, 
classmate, etc.), interaction or engagement with a work of art, experiences in a 
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classroom setting and introspective reflection. These assertions are grounded in the 
work of Gary D. Borich. (Borich, 1999) 
Borich draws upon the writings of Allport, Erickson and Mead to propose that 
new teachers possess a developing self that is dynamic and subject to change through 
interactions with salient others, as well as through the impact of experience. It is for 
this reason I chose to make my class less like a traditional school of education lecture 
course and more of an experiential workshop, modeled after an acting class. 
Borich posits that a novice teacher’s developing self has five interconnected 
senses of self including the bodily self, self-identity, self-extension or performing self, 
self-esteem, and self-image. The curriculum I developed for Teaching as a Performing 
Art was consistent with Borich’s theory of the five senses of self. 
Bodily Self 
Many of the early activities my students experienced focused on increasing 
students’ awareness of their bodies and the way they moved through space - their 
bodily selves. Using acting exercises, vocal instruction and many of Viola Spolin’s 
theater games (Spolin, 1983) students experienced the ways they commonly use their 
bodies and the conscious and subconscious signals their body language send out. They 
also began to focus their attention on making conscious, articulate and artistic choices in 
how they presented themselves physically in the classroom. 
Self-Identity 
New teachers often have a difficult time seeing themselves as teachers and not 
students. (Hanning, 1984) Some new teachers tend to cling to the student in student 
teacher, while others are more comfortable embracing the role of classroom teacher 
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more completely. Many of the role-play and acting exercises that students experienced 
in class were designed to help them navigate the transition from student to teacher and 
feel more comfortable and confident in identifying themselves as teachers, rather than 
students. 
Self-Extension or the Performing Self 
Borich defines the performing self as “self-as-doer.” “The performing self 
exhibits repeated, characteristic patterns of valued behavior.” (Borich, 1999, p. 99) In 
other words, our performing self is the self we put on display by the way we speak, 
move and interact with our environment. Many participants expressed “caring”, 
“tough-but-fair”, and “likeable” as qualities they wished to embody in the classroom. 
They had a clear mental concept of the teacher they wanted to be and could describe 
him in words, but enfleshing or performing the role was far more difficult. For 
example, how might a caring, tough-but-fair, and likeable teacher enter the room, greet 
the students, call class to order and take attendance? The bulk of my curriculum 
focused on using acting techniques developed by a series of master teachers including 
Anne Bogart, Tadashi Suzuki, Konstantin Stanislavski and Viola Spolin to enable the 
participants to better perform their new teacher roles as they envisioned them. 
Of Borich’s five senses of self, it was the notion of a performing self - the self 
through which we present ourselves to be understood - that informed the majority of 
our course work, Initially we used the acting lessons to help the participants make the 
leap from intellectually analyzing a character in a drama, unpacking his motivations and 
objectives along with any key personality traits, to performing these characters in a way 
that conveyed to an audience all of that information. Having rehearsed these techniques 
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in scene work, the participants then applied them to their own classroom teaching roles. 
They used the same acting techniques from their scene work to ensure that their student- 
audience saw in them the teacher-self they intended to display. The participants 
literally learned to perform themselves. 
Borich suggests providing “feedback that allows teachers to realistically 
perceive their progress and share an appropriate amount of responsibility with their 
students, thereby moving them... toward internalized standards, an internal locus of 
control, and intrinsic reward.” (Borich, 1999, p. 114) This was key. Much time, effort 
and reflection was spent in developing the participants’ ability to reflect on their own 
experience “in the moment.” I designed classroom experiences that encouraged the 
participants to self-monitor their performance and develop increased sensitivity and 
awareness to the messages they were sending out and how those messages were being 
received by their audience. The acting exercises were accompanied by many 
opportunities for the participants to reflect, both immediately after performing and 
throughout the semester. When giving feedback after student performances, I always 
began by asking, “How did that feel?” in an effort to promote self-awareness and self- 
assessment rather than foster a reliance on my external evaluations. 
Self-Esteem and Self-Image 
Self-esteem is how the students view their own “impact according to acquired 
values”, while self-image represents “perceptions of self formed from the dominant 
values pertaining to standards, beliefs and goals set by and for the self.” (Borich, 1999, 
p. 99) These senses of self were developed less by the acting lessons and experiential 
learning activities performed in class, and more from the participants’ own reflections 
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on these activities alongside their pre-practicum classroom experiences and other 
relevant professional background. However, these reflective opportunities should not 
be seen as secondary to the art-making activities performed in the classroom. Artist and 
researcher Phillip Taylor reminds us that “Arts works [sic] are constructed through 
intense phases of reflection after an activity, as well” as through the creative energy that 
fuels the art making. (Taylor, 1996a, p. 29) In response to Borich and Taylor, ample 
space for reflection was a priority in my curriculum design. 
Performance Obstacles 
Ways of Being 
I, as a man, husband, father and teacher, have many ways of being. I wake up as 
Rod. When I enter the classroom, I change my way of being. Rod becomes Mr. Hart. I 
speak, act and react differently with my students than I did that morning with my 
husband and son. When I return home, Mr. Hart becomes Daddy. The academic 
discourse of the school is replaced by toddler talk. All of a sudden I possess a 
heightened awareness for electrical outlets, which were never on my radar before. Once 
my son goes to bed, my way of being changes again. Although I am one man, I have 
many ways of being, each tailored to the many roles my life demands that I play. As 
Shakespeare wrote, “One man in his time plays many parts.” (Shakespeare, 2000) 
All teachers have a way of being in the classroom. (Feldman, 1997) They exist 
in the room, do things, and therefore are. Their way of being is signaled by the 
conscious and subconscious ways in which they use their voices and bodies in the room. 
“The teacher’s actions in that educational situation are related to her being as a teacher 
in that situation.” (Feldman, 1997) New teachers, like actors new to a role, must work 
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to become comfortable inhabiting this new state of being so that they can respond 
authentically to any classroom situation. They need to make choices based on the 
demands of the role. How best to use their voices and bodies to call the class to order? 
To discipline? To emphasize important academic content? To praise? To handle 
nervous energy or unpleasantness? When teachers are comfortable in their roles, these 
questions require little attention - the teachers simply do. They call attention to 
themselves, discipline, emphasize, praise, etc., without conscious thought as to how 
these tasks are managed. 
In this way, it is similar to learning to drive a car. At first, it requires great effort 
to shift gears, manipulate the pedals, employ the blinkers, mind the mirrors and focus 
on the road ahead. After a few years and many miles logged, all of this becomes second 
nature. When a person slides behind the wheel of a car he may enter a new way of 
being - he is now a driver. New teachers, too, may initially require a lot of conscious 
thought and effort simply to be in the classroom, but, over time, this comes more easily. 
One of the goals of the Teaching as a Performing Art class was to give students more 
time to rehearse their new way of being for the classroom so that it became easier for 
them to inhabit. The class also provided a space for participants to rehearse and 
develop their teacher way of being under the guidance of an experienced educator who 
could assist them in incorporating positive and effective teaching behaviors into their 
individualized manner of being. “What makes someone a good teacher is not 
methodology, or even ideology. It requires an engagement with identity, the way 
individuals conceive of themselves so that teaching is a state of being.” (Danielewicz, 
2001,p.3) 
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Feldman echoes this in his study of two teacher’s pedagogical choices. 
(Feldman, 2002b) In this research study, Feldman tries to understand why one physics 
teacher, Jones, enthusiastically implements a constructivist curriculum in his classroom 
while a second teacher. Smith, is more hesitant. Feldman utilizes four distinct 
theoretical frameworks to explain the phenomenon, the fourth of which he titles “Ways 
of Being a Physics Teacher.” According to Feldman’s “ways of being” framework, 
Jones’ way of being as a teacher is more harmonious with the new curriculum on a 
number of levels as compared to Smith. Feldman cites Smith’s dispositions and 
inclinations, such as his traditional beliefs about high school physics curricula and his 
“inclination to lean away from full-blown use” of new curriculum materials, as well as 
his initial reaction of “‘I’m not so sure about this’” when presented with the new 
curriculum, as reasons for Smith’s distaste. (Feldman, 2002b, p. 1050) Thus, while 
Smith and Jones were both touted as “wise and knowledgeable practitioner^]” they 
arrived at different conclusions as to how to use the new materials based on their 
divergent ways of being. (Feldman, 2002b) 
Feldman does not argue that either Smith or Jones has the preferred way of 
being. In fact, Feldman’s study encourages teacher developers to consider how a range 
of excellent teachers may make different choices in the classroom based not only on 
their knowledge and experience, but also on their individual ways of being. (Feldman, 
2002b) Nevertheless, all ways of being are not equally effective in the classroom. 
Certain attitudes and behaviors serve teachers, and their students, better than others. As 
the literature suggests, engaging with teacher’s identity development in this way may 
bring about changes that significantly elevate a teacher’s efficacy and classroom 
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performance. This study sought to develop more positive ways of being by helping new 
teachers overcome many of the performance obstacles that impede effective classroom 
teaching. 
Performance Obstacles 
While crafting the curriculum in preparation for teaching the acting course, 
Teaching as a Performing Art, I used the upcoming literature review along with my 
own-experiences as a teacher, teacher developer, and supervisor of student teachers to 
identify a few of the obstacles new teachers face in the classroom. Specifically, I 
distinguished the stimuli that impaired their classroom performance. I determined early 
on, before teaching the course that my curriculum needed to address these impediments 
or “performance obstacles” as I termed them. 
In later chapters, I will provide a more detailed description of the seven 
performance obstacles identified in this research, as well as their significance to teacher 
role development and the strategies I employed to aid my participants in overcoming 
these hindrances and learning new behaviors that would yield more classroom success. 
Nevertheless, I think it wise at this point to introduce the term “performance obstacle” 
and briefly discuss its significance. 
While each new teacher is a unique individual, this research named seven 
common obstacles that many of the participants faced: indecision, terror, assumption, 
embarrassment, denial, extremism and ennui. The first four were identified before the 
delivery of the class and thus were addressed in the initial drafts of the course 
curriculum. The new two obstacles, denial and extremism, were identified and named 
during as the class was being taught. The curriculum reflected the realization that the 
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new teachers were struggling with issues of denial and extremism and was modified to 
aid the participants in developing ways of being that could overcome these obstacles. 
The final performance obstacle, ennui, was only isolated after the completion of the 
course; however, data analysis revealed that the curriculum had the unintended effect of 
mitigating participant ennui and encouraging excellence. 
Indecision, terror, assumption, embarrassment, denial, extremism and ennui will 
be discussed in great detail in Chapter 4. Each participant encountered these obstacles 
in various guises and was hindered by them to varying degrees. Many of the 
participants made great strides in overcoming these obstacles and developing wonderful 
traits such as strategy, courage, awareness, presence, honesty, poise and excellence that 
would help them navigate the obstacle-strewn waters of their novice teaching 
experience with greater ease. Some of the participants’ transformations were less 
dramatic. Nevertheless, all of the participants left the class better able to recognize the 
struggles they faced in performing at their best in the classroom and developed an array 
of skills they could incorporate into their nascent teacher ways of being. (RH journal) 
The recognition that teachers have a way of being in the classroom is central to 
this study. Understanding that this way of being is deeply connected to one’s identity as 
a teacher is likewise important. Identifying and naming the many performance 
obstacles that new teachers face in regard to their classroom performance is a 
significant result of this research, as is the discovery, in this study, of an arts-based 
curriculum that can moderate the obstacles and develop behaviors that influence, in a 
positive way, a teacher’s way of being in the classroom. 
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Specific Considerations 
Limitations 
The scope of this project yields several limitations that bear mentioning. Each 
of the central research questions places its own set of limitations on this study. 
Teaching as a Performing Art, the course, draws upon the best practices and 
recommendations culled from the works cited in the literature review; however, it will 
necessarily be a single course reflecting only one model for performing arts training 
within the pre-service curriculum. This study recognizes that other courses with similar 
or divergent curricula could be devised; however, the development of these courses, as 
well as any comparative study of different types of performing arts training models, 
falls outside the scope of this study. 
I also acknowledge that the results of this study are predicated upon the 
particulars of one class’s experience of the Teaching as a Performing Art course. These 
results may not be indicative of all acting classes designed for teachers. In addition, 
future classes working from the same curriculum might achieve divergent results. The 
small number of participants warrants caution against any overgeneralization of the 
findings. 
The performance obstacles encountered by this one group of nine participants, 
and their one classroom leader, may be indicative of the obstacles faced by the majority 
of new teachers or they might be anomalous. In light of these limitations, this research 
may best be viewed as a point of departure for further study in the area of performing 
arts-based teacher development curricula. This does not diminish the significance or 
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necessity of this research; rather, it distinguishes this study as a very substantial first 
step on a longer journey. 
Another limitation is tied to the truism that there is no single way to be an 
effective teacher. Nor is there only one way to prepare a virtuoso actor. One major 
goal of the acting course was that each participant would discover his or her own unique 
way of being in the classroom that was both comfortable and authentic to their larger 
sense of identity and that served to promote the behaviors attributed to successful 
teaching. The learning was necessarily tailored to the individual. Consequently, the 
personalities, needs and dispositions of the specific participants had to be taken into 
account. The highly individualized nature of this activity may be a limitation to 
understanding how teachers, in general, are aided in shaping their teaching identities 
when offered an acting course similar to the one in the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Teacher Education and the Performing Arts 
The concept of the teacher as a performing artist is a particularly useful and 
timely concept for understanding what good teachers do and how good teachers 
are developed. (Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 1979, p. 38) 
The idea of viewing teaching as a performance art is not a novel one. In the last 
several decades, many educational researchers have acknowledged and examined the 
similarities between the performing artist and the educator. In 1979, the topic was 
considered so relevant that an entire issue of the journal Contemporary Education was 
devoted to the topic. The topic still merits attention from educational philosophers like 
Elliot Eisner and Maxine Greene (Eisner, 2002a, 2002b; Greene, 1995, 2001), as well as 
myriad educators nationwide who strive to improve their teaching by enhancing their 
performance skills. Certainly, a case has been made by educators, artists and 
educational researchers alike that teaching may be considered a performance art. 
Nevertheless, critics catalog numerous dissimilarities between teaching and the 
traditional performance arts such as drama, storytelling, music and dance. (Smith, 1979) 
Any thorough discussion of teaching as performance art must begin by examining how 
teaching is (and is not) analogous to performance art. 
The body of literature surrounding this topic is varied. Teachers, researchers 
and artists have all weighed in on the merits of associating teaching with the more 
traditional perfonning arts. Teachers describe how they view performance as an 
essential facet of their work. (Baughman, 1979; Bums, 1999a; DeLozier, 1979; 
Thompson, 2003) Artists appraise the work of the artist and how artist-teachers can be 
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developed through traditional and nontraditional development programs. (Booth, 2001; 
Chekhov & Prey, 2000; Travers, 1979) Educational researchers add to the literature, 
usually through research studies, action research, and personal narrative, as well as 
essays and books detailing the similarities and distinctions between those qualities that 
mark the highly effective teacher and the distinguished performing artist. In the last 
thirty years, education scholars, often working in the qualitative research paradigm, 
have used more scientific research to reflect upon the teacher / performing artist 
connection. (Eisner, 2002a, 2002b; Javidi, Downs, & Nussbaum, 1988; Taylor, 1996b; 
Van Tartwick et al., 1998) Of course, not all researchers agree; therefore, I have 
addressed challenges to the performing artist metaphor in a separate section of this 
chapter. 
Selection of Literature for Review 
In this review of literature, I will examine works by artists alongside more 
traditional educational research, wedding arts and sciences, as both impact the literature 
in this field. Although the joining of artists’ voices, insights and experiences with the 
efforts of educational scholars working in a more scientific paradigm may seem peculiar 
to those who ascribe to a more traditional and narrow view of what constitutes research 
in education, I hold that the nature of the research question justifies the inclusion of 
knowledge gained through the arts as well as the sciences. “Teaching is at least as 
much art as it is science. Yet in our time we glorify the science of teaching and give 
short shrift to the art of teaching.” (Baughman, 1979, p. 26) To review the literature in 
this field requires acknowledging and attending to the artist as well as the scientific 
researcher. Most of the research in teacher development treats teaching as a science, 
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using a scientific methodology in a paradigm borrowed from either the natural or social 
sciences. This review of literature makes the case for “teaching as a performing art” 
using wisdom gained from several research categories: qualitative research, action 
research / teacher narrative, as well as artists’ reflections on their craft. 
Qualitative Research 
Educational researcher and philosopher Elliot W. Eisner advocates increased 
research into arts / education connections, especially for “studies that try carefully 
answer the question ‘What do teachers of the arts do when they teach and what are its 
consequences,”’ (Eisner, 2002a, p. 215). This study is a step in that direction. Eisner 
advocates “qualitative studies of practice” as a proper methodological direction to the 
examination of teaching in the arts (Eisner, 2002a). To this end, I have included several 
qualitative research studies in this review of literature. 
Action Research and Teacher Narrative 
As this study is, in essence, a form of action research I include in this review of 
the literature both action research studies as well as a basis for the importance and 
legitimacy of action research in teacher development. Many arts educators have studied 
their own practice, employing the protocols of action research, an offshoot of the 
qualitative research paradigm Eisner advocates. Jonothan Neelands, an action 
researcher, examines aesthetic issues in teacher education and teacher training. His 
history as a classroom researcher provides him with both the methodology and the 
insights that guide his research. (Neelands, 1996) Neelands is not alone in his use of 
action research as the primary paradigm for exploring aesthetic issues in education 
today; in the last ten years action research has exploded in the area of arts education. 
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The majority of this research is centered on teacher narrative. (Eisner, 2002a; Neelands, 
1996) 
I have been careful to include in this review of literature several action research 
studies in an effort to make sure that teachers’ own voices are heard. I include other 
types of teacher narrative beyond formal action research studies: essays, personal 
reflection pieces and studies that include extended interviews with educators. My own 
voice as teacher, educational researcher and artist has also been deliberately included in 
this review. 
Artist Voices 
Teaching artist Eric Booth in The Everyday Work of Art counsels us that “you 
need to set things apart from the commonplace to attend to them in a special way.” 
(Booth, 2001, p. 6) This holds true in research as in art. “In the humbling process of 
making things with meaning, we have insights that deepen our study of other peoples’ 
work.” (Booth, 2001, p. 20) This certainly has been my experience while surveying the 
literature of the aforementioned artists and educators whose works have touched and 
shaped this field. 
Philosopher Maxine Greene acknowledges the shared goals of the teacher and 
artist: both promote growth in oneself as well as others. The artist and the artist-teacher 
provide their respective audiences with experiences that offer “new ways of seeing, 
hearing, feeling, moving. It signifies the nurture of a special kind of reflection and 
expressiveness, a reaching out for meanings, a learning to learn.” (Greene, 2001, p. 7) 
While researchers have provided wonderful insights into our classrooms, I rely 
on performing artists to tell the nature of the work of the performing artist and how 
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performing artistry is developed. Wherever possible I embrace the voices of teaching 
artists (professional artists, usually associated with a theater, museum or other arts 
organization, who work with school children in their classrooms to augment the 
traditional arts curriculum), as these individuals have an understanding of the work of 
both the teacher and the artist. (Remer, 2003) When discussing the development of 
teachers as performing artists I call upon the wisdom of respected acting teachers such 
as Stella Adler, Michael Chekov, Viola Spolin and Konstantin Stanislavski. 
The Teacher as a Performing Artist 
Before I began teaching at Truman High School, I studied theater at 
Northwestern University. I remember one phone call from a theater colleague who 
asked me how I was enjoying teaching. I remember replying, “It’s far more taxing than 
theater. It’s like performing five shows of Spanish One a day.” 
My background in the performing arts led me to explore performing as a 
metaphor for teaching, but it certainly seemed appropriate. Several other educators and 
philosophers have also found cause for linking the skills and tools necessary to be a 
successful performing artist with those needed to excel in the classroom. 
A review of the literature in this area uncovers several concrete parallels 
between the stage and the classroom. It appears from the amount of research, essays 
and opinions published in the late 1970s that this was the heyday of the “Teaching as 
Performance Art” movement. In 1976, at the height of academic interest in the topic, 
Leon Lessinger and Don Gillis, with their combined experience in puppetry, television 
and classroom teaching, published the book Teaching as a Performing Art. Speaking to 
teachers, the authors say, “You have a stage, a literature, a function, a mandate to 
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perform-to-cause-performance-in-others, and you need performance skills of artistic 
intensity to fulfill your performance objectives.” (Lessinger & Gillis, 1976, p. 35) Both 
teachers and performing artists work in an interpersonal medium and use their selves as 
their primary instruments. (Bums, 1999a; Dennis, 1995; Hanning, 1984; Jarudi, 2000; 
Lessinger & Gillis, 1976; Rives Jr., 1979) Successful teachers and artists capture and 
hold the attention and interest of their respective audiences. (DeLozier, 1979; Hanning, 
1984) Both have a text to follow, be it the actor’s script or the teacher’s lesson plan. 
(Rives Jr., 1979) Both have a physical space set apart as a primary performance area: 
the stage for the actor and, most often, the front of the classroom for the teacher. (Rives 
Jr., 1979; Van Tartwick et al., 1998) Finally, both must create a dialogue or exchange 
between themselves and the audience that will impact both parties. (Bums, 1999a; 
Rives Jr., 1979; Rose & Linney, 1992) If we are to accept the teaching as performing 
art metaphor, we must examine each of these parallels carefully to better understand in 
what ways the teacher’s work is similar to that of the performing artist, and in what 
ways they differ. 
My review of the research has revealed three distinct performance-based 
metaphors in which artists and researchers have compared teaching with performance: 
the "teacher” as a role, the teacher as stage actor, and the teacher as improvisational 
artist. Each of these three approaches has its own theoretical grounding and its own set 
of recommendations for teacher development. 
I will now examine the literature surrounding these three constmcts in more 
detail. 
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Performing the Role of the Teacher 
You don’t have a self to be when you start out as a teacher; that is, you don’t 
have a teacher-self. You have to develop one, and you do that by acting a part, 
by performing a role tailored to the needs of the classroom, by responding to the 
classroom as you would a theater. (Hanning, 1984) 
Anyone who has ever had to sit through a lifeless theatrical performance knows 
that there are few things in life more excruciating than bad theater. However, a boring 
class comes close. (Baughman, 1979; Penner, 1984) Both teachers and actors need to 
have a sense of performance to keep their audiences interested. “One of the greatest 
sins in teaching is to be boring.” (Baughman, 1979, p.28) Often the responsibility for a 
boring class is placed squarely on the teacher’s lackluster performance. “One of the 
reasons for uninteresting, dull teaching is uninteresting, dull teachers.” (Penner, 1984, p. 
118) But in an educational setting, what exactly is “being boring” as opposed to “being 
interesting”, and how do we begin to instruct teachers in new ways to be? 
Much research has been done to identify the characteristics of effective, 
charismatic teaching. (Baughman, 1979; Duck, 1981; Javidi et al., 1988; Penner, 1984; 
Timpson & Tobin, 1982) In addition, there is little surprise that many of the 
characteristics of an effective, charismatic teacher mirror the qualities found in a 
performing artist. (Burns, 1999a; Jarudi, 2000; Javidi et al., 1988; Justen, 1984; Tauber, 
Mester, & Buckwald, 1993; Travers, 1979) Again, training teachers to be more 
charismatic requires doing the work of the performing artist. (Tauber & Mester, 2007; 
Travers, 1979) “If we expect students to absorb the material presented and discussed in 
class, we must cultivate their attention by offering the material in an interesting and 
captivating way... Such attention and interest can be generated through the use of 
dramatizing devices including the development of a dramatic personality on the part of 
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the teacher.” (Tauber & Mester, 2007, p. 27) While the authors’ choice of the word 
“absorb” may imply a non-constructivist teaching style or a passive student, the 
sentiment still applies to more student-centered classrooms. 
In 1988, researchers Mitch Javidi, Valerie C. Downs and Jon F. Nussbaum 
investigated the use of these dramatic devices by award-winning teachers at college and 
secondary levels. They specifically examined the use of humor, self-disclosure 
(revealing information about themselves, their backgrounds and their lives outside of 
the classroom), and narrative. The purpose of their investigation was clear. Previous 
studies had indicated that “a teacher who is dramatic within the classroom leads his or 
her students in identifying relevant material presented during lectures.” (Javidi et al., 
1988, p. 278) This new study proposed to describe the in-class dramatic behaviors of 
effective teachers in order to develop a model which could be used to “guide teachers in 
improving their classroom communication behaviors.” (Javidi et al., 1988, p. 279) 
Javidi, Downs and Nussbaum selected 45 award-winning teachers and 15 non 
award-winning teachers from colleges, high schools and mid-high schools. Strict and 
specific criteria were established to qualify the award-winning teachers, and preliminary 
testing via an instrument designed by R. W. Norton and S. J. Holladay was administered 
to classify the teacher as effective; the researchers do not imply that the non award¬ 
winning teachers were ineffective, only that they did not win awards. The non award¬ 
winning teachers were selected by a computer at random from nine different school 
districts. 
Data, in the form of two videotaped 25-minute segments of each teacher’s 
classroom presentation, were collected by the researchers and examined using a verbal 
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coding scheme (VCS) devised by researcher Nussbaum to uncover the teachers’ use of 
humor, self-disclosure, and narrative. The results of the study include the following: 
■ Award-winning teachers (AWTs) do use dramatic behaviors (humor, self-disclosure, 
narrative) in a 50-minute lecture, primarily in relation to course content 
■ Non award-winning teachers (NAWTs) use humor significantly less frequently than 
the AWTs 
■ While AWTs used self-disclosure and narrative more than NAWTs, it should be 
noted that the AWTs on the high school and college levels used these behavior 
significantly more often than AWTs on the mid-high school level. (Javidi et al., 
1988) 
The research by Javidi and colleagues supports the notion that dramatic and 
charismatic teacher personalities are one of the hallmark qualities of a highly effective 
teacher. In his recommendation for continued research, Javidi acknowledges the lack of 
descriptive research on teachers as performance artists and advocates continued 
research on the connections between a dramatic personality and teacher efficacy, as well 
as between classroom communication and student learning. (Javidi et al., 1988) 
After having read Javidi et arts research, I had a few questions of my own. This 
study did not contrast the teachers’ personalities inside and outside of the classroom. 
Did these award-winning teachers use their dramatic devices in their regular lives, or 
were these devices affected as part of a teaching style? Were the award-winning 
teachers, consciously or unconsciously, adapting their personalities and behaviors in the 
lecture hall to aid their students in understanding and attending to the course content? 
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Were they, in fact, using these dramatic devices to play the role of the effective 
lecturer? Finally, the study raises questions about what kind of teachers win awards. 
Was the relationship between dramatic teaching and award winning causal or co- 
relational? Did teachers win effective teaching awards in the first place for being more 
dramatic teachers than their colleagues? 
A student’s intrinsic motivation and desire to learn about a subject can go only 
so far. A teacher can make even the most interesting subject material dull, or she can 
help disenchanted students experience a seemingly dry topic with interest. How? The 
teacher creates and maintains a charismatic and enthusiastic teaching presence - a role, 
if you will. (Timpson & Tobin, 1982) The transformation of the man into the teacher 
occurs as soon as he enters the classroom. He who was once just a regular fellow is 
now a charismatic educator on a mission to inspire, motivate and educate. 
Successful experienced teachers often note that their personalities undergo a 
shift when they cross over the threshold into their classrooms. I know that I grow more 
animated and enthusiastic; my senses are heightened. When I transform from Rod into 
Mr. Hart, I become more alert, more alive and more giving. Having worked both on 
stage and in classrooms, I say with confidence that the transformation that takes place 
the moment before I step out onto the stage into the spotlight bears a striking 
resemblance to that which occurs as I step into my classroom and begin my lesson. 
While many experienced teachers learn to become more comfortable with their teacher- 
self, new teachers often have a difficult time creating their new role. (Hanning, 1984; 
Thompson, 2003; Travers, 1979) 
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Many of the authors I have cited note that “Scientific literature demonstrates the 
utility of role theory to educators.” (Rives Jr., 1979, p. 7) Role theory concerns itself 
primarily with patterns of human conduct, with expectations, identities, and social 
positions. (Campbell, 1999) 
There are accepted cultural norms surrounding the role of the teacher, and each 
individual classroom teacher will fill this “teacher” role in somewhat similar and 
predictable ways. Examples of behaviors associated with the “teacher role” include 
calling a class to order, assigning work, assessing and evaluating student achievement, 
disciplining unruly students, etc. In his article, The Classroom As The Theater Of Self: 
Some Observations For Beginning Teachers, R.W. Hanning addresses this issue in 
some detail and advises new teachers to “Make yourself a teacher by the process of role 
mastery.” (Hanning, 1984) Hanning reflects on his early years as a graduate advisor 
when he often encouraged new teachers, nervous about performing in front of a 
classroom, to “Just go in there and be yourself.” Older and wiser, Hanning now realizes 
that this advice was incorrect. “You don’t have a self to be when you start out as a 
teacher; that is, you don’t have a teacher-self. You have to develop one, and you do that 
by acting a part, by performing a role tailored to the needs of the classroom, by 
responding to the classroom as you would a theater.” (Hanning, 1984) These days 
instead of instructing new teachers to “Be yourself’, he counsels them to “Make 
yourself.” 
Hanning grounds his advice in philosophy. He contrasts Plato’s notion of the 
“serious” self, the “constant core of selfhood” that lies buried beneath layers and layers 
of affectation, with the postmodern notion of a “rhetorical” self. The “serious” self 
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presupposes that deep down each of us has an unchanging essence that forms the core 
of who we really are. When Hanning initially advised his students to “Be yourself’, he 
was referring to their “serious” selves. However, the postmodern sense of a “rhetorical” 
self precludes the possibility of a constant “serious” self. Instead, our identity or 
persona is constantly shifting, adapting to situational needs and purposes. In fact, we 
are continually inventing ourselves via our actions in response to new environments, 
stimuli and siaiations. (Hanning, 1984) Hanning, at least for classroom purposes, now 
subscribes to the notion of a “rhetorical” self as he counsels his students to “make 
themselves.” That is, to construct a self-tailor made for success in front of the 
classroom. Hanning recognizes that the unique situational demands of the classroom 
teacher require the construction of a new self to best respond to the demands. 
The notion that one can make one’s self, that is to say, one can consciously 
shape the manner in which she acts, speaks, behaves, thinks and responds to address her 
specific needs in a given situation is at the core of most modem acting training. 
Hanning’s counsel is helpful, “Make yourself’, but ultimately it is insufficient unless 
the new teacher has the technologies with which to make herself into a teacher. 
Training in the performing arts provides the skills necessary for a person to “make” 
herself into a teacher. In The Classroom as the Theater of Self: Some Observations for 
Beginning Teachers, Hanning offers suggestions for constructing one’s teacher-self by 
comparing the teacher to the actor in two separate but interrelated ways. First, the 
teacher must do the work of an actor to construct and inhabit his new role. He advises 
performing vocal and physical exercises similar to those done by actors. Secondly, he 
illustrates qualities appropriate in a teacher by drawing an analogy to those found in the 
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performing artist. “You must take confidence into the classroom with you.. .Can actors 
afford to lack confidence in themselves? Can they defer to, crumble before, an 
audience? Not at all.” (Hanning, 1984) Hanning provides a careful framework 
detailing why such an analogy is appropriate. Like several of the other authors cited in 
this review, he examines the relationship between stage/classroom, script/curriculum, 
student body/audience, and - of course - the similarities in the roles of both 
professionals. Like actors, teachers communicate, enlighten, and connect emotionally 
with their audience. They walk the tightrope between authority and vulnerability. 
Through skillful interplay of these two qualities, Hanning argues, “You open a gap 
between yourself and the students while simultaneously inviting them to close it.” 
(Hanning, 1984) Like the actor, set apart from his audience by a proscenium yet still 
connecting heart-to-heart with each person in the auditorium, so, too, the teacher is 
apart but connected - in control yet vulnerable. 
Although Hanning provides valuable insights into the need for arts training and 
even describes, briefly, what types of training might be most beneficial - he stops short 
of actually proposing a method to deliver this vital professional development. After 
reading Hanning’s article, a new teacher may understand why she should develop her 
voice and movement skills for the classroom stage and she may subscribe to Hanning’s 
belief that an effective teacher self will embody the authority/vulnerability paradox, she 
will not have been shown how to “make herself’ into an effective teacher. Thus, the 
course I have created and studied picks up where Hanning leaves off - by providing an 
opportunity for new teachers to practice the theater arts with a goal of developing the 
expertise necessary to make or create a teacher self for the classroom. 
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Often new teachers enter their practica unprepared to embody the role of 
teacher. Their preparations have taught them about pedagogy and content matters, but 
have not allowed them to create and rehearse their teacher roles to a degree that they 
enter the practicum classroom embodying the qualities of an effective teacher. (Sarason, 
1999) 
If the new teacher is fortunate, she may have a cooperating teacher or supervisor 
who can aid in her teacher role creation, but this is rare as most educators are not trained 
to view their vocation as a performing art nor are they skilled in developing the 
performing artistry of a novice. Given my background in the arts, education and teacher 
development, I frequently used my experience to aid the new teachers whose practica I 
supervised. I have had many discussions about the creation of a teacher role with my 
student teachers. I ask them to think like a performer. For example, when a young 
female student teacher, Gale White , was lamenting her inability to feel confident and in 
control of her biology class, she defaulted to her college cheerleader personality. If 
anything, this served to undermine any credibility she had and encouraged the students 
to misbehave even more. I helped Gale focus on creating a more suitable and effective 
teacher-self by posing a series of questions to help her differentiate between the way 
she, Gale, acts in her daily life and the way she, Ms. White, acts in the classroom. 
“What does Ms. White look like when she enters a room? What energy does she bring 
with her? How does she show her enthusiasm, her interest in the students, her love of 
science? How does Ms. White handle a rowdy classroom? How does she distribute 
papers? How does she signal for the class to come to order?” There are as many ways 
1 Throughout the research pseudonyms have been used to respect participant anonymity. 
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to do these things as there are teachers, and yet when we choose, either consciously or 
unconsciously, the ways in which we perform these tasks, we send signals to our class. 
We create our teacher-self and we put her up on stage in the front of the classroom for 
our students to respond to. Acting, actually getting up on one’s feet and performing the 
actions of an effective teacher, is key to learning how to be an effective teacher. 
However, we must not allow the similarities between acting and teaching to 
overshadow key distinctions between the two arts. It can be said that the creation of a 
teacher role is the creation of a new, authentic way of being. Unlike the actor who 
creates an external character, the teacher is creating another way to be herself. The 
teacher does not want to create a role that is a ‘false front’ but rather wants to create a 
way of being that maintains her personal integrity and allows her to interact with her 
students most effectively. She can build this personality using the same tools as the 
actor, even though the type of role she is creating is somewhat different. Artist-teacher 
Morris Bums identifies it thus: “Actors will frequently tell you that the external leads 
to the internal.” (Bums, 1999a) Doing leads to being. 
In her book, Teaching Selves, educational researcher Jane Danielewicz takes 
role theory a step further. She asserts that teachers do not merely “play the role” of 
teacher, but, rather, must actively construct a new identity, a teacher identity, that 
fundamentally changes who they are inside and outside the classroom. Becoming a 
teacher is “an identity forming process whereby individuals define themselves and are 
viewed by others as teachers.” (Danielewicz, 2001, p. 3) Via an extensive qualitative 
research study, Danielewicz observed and interviewed several new teachers over a 
three-year period to uncover the process of how teachers create their new teaching 
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identities. She collected not only interview and field observation data but also student 
anecdote, teacher reflections and her own personal vision of teacher education and 
identity development. Danielewicz concludes, “What makes someone a good teacher is 
not methodology, or even ideology. It requires an engagement with identity, the way 
individuals conceive of themselves so that teaching is a state of being.” (Danielewicz, 
2001,p.3) 
New teachers are often encouraged to ape the teacher self of a more experienced 
teacher rather than create an authentic teacher self of their own. (Travers, 1979) “All 
too often the teaching practicum is not regarded as a means of developing a teaching 
personality but only as an opportunity to copy another teacher. That is a fatal 
mistake...” (Travers, 1979, p. 17) Like Hanning, Travis advocates that teacher 
developers not cast novice teachers into rigid external roles by having them clone their 
mentor. They propose guiding new teachers as they explore many ways of being a 
teacher and create their own scripts. (Hanning, 1984; Travers, 1979) 
In 7 Will Tear You To Pieces The Classroom As Theater, Judith Thompson 
details many of the challenges new teachers face in creating their first teacher-selves. 
“When I first started to teach, I had stage fright. I was floundering and improvising; I 
am shy in a profoundly visceral way, and I found the scrutiny of the students 
excruciating.” (Thompson, 2003, p. 28) Thompson knew she needed to create a role for 
herself but her “ideas about thwarting the pedagogical model of expertise and 
paternalism” (Thompson, 2003, p. 28) left her unsure of what to replace it with. She 
knew who she did not want to be but had not yet discovered who she was. 
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Thompson fumbled uncomfortably without a clear sense of who she was in the 
classroom. During this difficult time she recalls, “I began to hate and fear teaching.” 
(Thompson, 2003, p. 28) Adding to her dismay was the fact that her students had a very 
clear picture of what they expected from a teacher. In the vacuum created by 
Thompson’s lack of self, the students began to pressure her to take on a role she 
despised. “Many of the students, schooled in our tired, bureaucratic system, wanted me 
to perform the role of ‘teacher’; they wanted a strong hand, an expert who would firmly 
guide them, give them a little book of rules, so that they wouldn’t have to think for 
themselves. But I refused to play along.” (Thompson, 2003, p. 28) This caused 
physical and psychological turmoil for Thompson. She found several of her students 
threatening, aggressive and resistant. They began “to take over my psychic 
landscape.. .suffocating me. I never slept the night before a teaching day.” (Thompson, 
2003, p.28) 
Thompson’s story does have a happy ending. Eventually, after hitting rock 
bottom, she rediscovered her identity as a caring, competent professional and used that 
to inform her teaching. She became more organized, recreated her classroom as a 
rehearsal space, bought a watch and a daybook - symbolic tokens of her willingness to 
be a teacher - and affirmed herself as qualified to teach and to lead. The 
transformation, documented via introspective action research, did not occur overnight; it 
was a process. At times Thompson’s students still tried to box her into a more 
traditional role. “Sometimes I can feel certain individuals resisting my efforts to 
communicate in an egalitarian way, trying to force me into a mythical teacher role...I 
try to communicate with them until they see me as a human being and not as "teacher 
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mask’.” (Thompson, 2003, p. 30) Even as she recognized that she was not playing the 
traditional mythic teacher role for her students, Thompson still understood and accepted 
that she had created a teacher-self, albeit a more nontraditional role. “I am the Queen 
who never wanted to be queen, and, like Hermione in The Winter’s Tale, sometimes 
standing accused of crimes (too strict, unapproachable, plays favorites) of which I know 
I am innocent.” (Thompson, 2003, p. 31). 
Thompson’s story highlights the importance of teachers trying on many different 
roles as they strategically create an authentic self for the classroom. She also reminds 
us that while our colleagues, our administrators and even our students may have very 
forced, rigid ideas of the role they would like us to play in our teaching, at the end of 
the day we are responsible for the enfleshment of our chosen roles. We become 
diminished when we enact a role that is antithetical to what we believe. It would be 
folly to ask all new teachers to ape behaviors that work for one effective teacher, yet 
this is often what teacher education programs do - expect novice teachers to ape 
effective behaviors as explained. This can lead to new teachers trying to live up to an 
external standard or, worse yet, trying to ape their mentor teacher’s behaviors rather 
than looking inward to create their own most effective teaching self. (Sawyer, 2004) 
This type of teacher training makes the novice dependent on a mentor for her 
personality and role development. The teacher as performing artist model encourages 
teachers to do the work of the artist to create an authentic way of being effective in the 
classroom; authentic because the teacher looks inward to find solutions that work for 
her, rather than aping another teacher’s personality. Few teacher development 
programs specifically address the issues surrounding the creation of an authentic and 
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effective teacher role. (Travers, 1979) In The Performing Artist Dimension In Effective 
Teaching, John Van Hoose and Richard E. Hult, Jr., underline the difficulty new 
teachers have in performing their role as teacher. “This difficulty needs be addressed in 
teacher development programs. The development of a teaching role.. .is critical in the 
training and continued development of teachers.” (Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 1979, p. 37) 
In 1993, Robert T. Tauber, with colleagues Cathy Sargent Mester and Stephen 
C. Buckwald, published an article in the National Association of Secondary School 
Teachers Bulletin entitled The Teacher As Actor: Entertaining To Educate. This article 
was written in response to the fact that “very little has been written about the parallel 
between teaching and acting. Nor has much been written about theatrical devices that 
might be suited to the classroom.” (Tauber et al., 1993, p. 20) Tauber began this article 
by quoting R.W. Hanning’s assertion that teachers play roles within the classrooms. 
Tauber asserts that one’s success in securing and maintaining a class’s attention is based 
largely in her success at playing the role of an effective and engaging performer. 
Tauber acknowledges that the performing / teaching link is not new. Explorations of 
effective teaching practice, as well as anecdotal research of master teachers, clearly 
indicate how effective teachers incorporate acting strategies into their teaching. Tauber 
pushes for the creation of a course that would train teachers to be better actors. (Tauber 
et ah, 1993). He suggests that “Skill training in the elements of acting can be provided 
directly by a theater person or, better still, team-taught by someone in theater and 
someone from the school’s staff.” (Tauber et ah, 1993, p. 27). At the conclusion of 
their article Tauber et ah propose, “New as well as seasoned teachers must train in 
delivery methods; they must develop their teacher selves.” (Tauber et ah, 1993, p. 27) 
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Thus, there is a significant literature supporting the notion that teachers, like 
actors, must create a role they will enact in their classrooms. Hanning and Tauber 
assert that special training should be given to new and experienced teachers as they 
create, rehearse and enflesh that role, going so far as to propose coursework in schools 
of education that invite the teacher to do the work of the actor as preparation for the 
classroom stage. This then begs the question - what exactly is the work of the actor, 
and how can doing this work benefit the teacher? More research, by myself and others, 
is needed to answer this question. 
Teacher as Actor 
Fall 2006 I was involved with a course that met at 9:30 a.m. in a windowless 
lecture hall. Approximately 200 undergrads squeezed into the auditorium for a 75- 
minute presentation. As if the cinderblock walls, fluorescent lighting and cramped 
plastic seats of the hall weren’t uninviting enough, the fact that many of the students 
had just rolled out of bed made learning even less likely to occur. The greatest 
challenge I faced as a presenter was gaining my audience’s attention. How could I 
present my material and myself in such a way that these students would be focused, 
alert, present and engaged for the full lecture period? I can tell you in all honesty that 
the techniques I used were not taught in an education course, but rather were honed 
during my years as an actor. 
Every performer knows the importance of making an entrance. Master acting 
teacher developer Evgeny Vakhtangov from the Moscow Art Theater imparts this 
advice to new acting teachers: “Prepare your entrance. When you cross the threshold, 
you must already be concentrating on giving with as much love as you can feel.” 
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(Chekhov & Prey, 2000, p. 20) Backstage stories abound of playwrights writing and 
rewriting opening scenes until the lead actor’s entrance had just the right balance of 
grandeur and excitement. Directors often wrack their brains for the perfect way to 
introduce the leading lady in Scene 1, and playwrights revise and edit their dialogue 
until she has just the right line to propel the drama forward. When I teach, I am 
conscious of my entrance. I know that if I do not grab my students’ attention within the 
first 15 seconds of class, I very well may spend the rest of the period trying to engage 
my students, often with much effort and variable success. 
It is imperative that teachers and actors alike seize and maintain the attention of 
their audiences. (Burns, 1999a; Lessinger & Gillis, 1976) Therefore, much can be 
learned by examining the great teachers of acting who prepare their charges to perform 
on the stage. Many of the principles they stress are easily adapted to the front of the 
classroom. Again, Vakhtangov reminds us, “The pupils will look to the teacher for 
inspiration. The teacher must speak with power.” (Chekhov & Prey, 2000, p. 20) In his 
book, Acting Lessons for Teachers: Using Performance Skills in the Classroom, theorist 
and teacher developer Robert Tauber makes clear the connection between the demands 
placed on both the teacher and actor to engage their respective audiences. “If [teachers] 
expect to educate their students, they must, in some form or another, first attract and 
hold their [students’] attention - just as an actor must do.” (Tauber & Mester, 2007, p. 
26) 
It should be noted that using the metaphor of audience for a student body does 
not necessarily connote a passive, receptive student body. Contemporary actors and 
performance artists realize the importance of an engaged, receptive, and active 
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audience. Most actors spend time reading the audience while performing to ensure that 
the audience is engaged and responsive. Likewise, teachers working in a frontal 
didactic mode can learn from the performing artist how to keep their students actively 
engaged during a traditional lesson. Teachers working in other modes, such as 
laboratory, small group supervision, constructivist activities, etc., may also benefit from 
performing artist training. Teachers operating in these classroom structures still need to 
be able to deliver effective whole-group instruction, but also need to be extremely 
flexible in providing extemporaneous instruction while circulating through the 
classroom guiding their students’ inquiry. The ability to engage students in this fashion 
is very similar to improvisation, where performers have a general idea of what they will 
be performing, but tailor their texts to the specific situations, needs and interests of their 
active audiences. 
Like actors, teachers, too, use various techniques to keep student attention and 
encourage active engagement. “It is through the teacher’s dramatic flair and style and 
the presentation of intrinsic dramatic features in a subject matter that learning materials 
come alive and take on additional value and meaning for students.” (Van Hoose & Hult 
Jr., 1979, p. 38) Moms Bums, a performer and teacher, reminds us that adding 
enthusiasm and feeling our words increase their impact on learners. “When we attach 
feelings to our ideas, we convey the notion that these ideas are valuable to us, thus 
increasing our impact on students.” (Bums, 1999a) It is not enough, therefore, simply 
to be knowledgeable in one’s subject area; a truly effective teacher, like a performing 
artist, possesses an ability to engage his audience on both emotional and intellectual 
levels. 
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The Work of the Actor 
Voice and movement are the two primary tools actors possess to create a 
character - and these are also the chief tools we teachers have to engage students, 
present information and conduct and manage the classroom. “The actor’s voice and 
body are indispensable tools in communication with the audience. This is also true for 
the teacher.” (Bums, 1999a) 
Much of the success Bums and other effective teachers have in the classroom 
can be linked to our ability to use the voice and the body to communicate clearly. All 
teachers must communicate a great wealth of information daily, using little more than 
the performing artist’s tools - thus, training in the work of the actor may help teachers 
develop the skills that easily transfer to their classroom stage. My review of literature 
surrounding the study of teaching as a performance art reveals that other professions 
have already made this connection. “Although the literature on ‘self as instrument’ has 
been generated by professionals in counseling and the performing arts, the applicability 
of their message to teachers is becoming increasingly clear.. .Once the aspiring teacher 
realizes the importance of using himself or herself as an instrument to promote students’ 
growth and development, the careful acquisition of a repertoire of dramatic as well as 
academic skills can begin.” (Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 1979, p. 37) 
In The Teacher as a Performance Artist, published in 1979, F. Charles Rives, Jr. 
advocates applying role theory and performance artistry to the teacher development 
curriculum. “The teacher who is a performing artist makes use of everyday theatrical 
skills he possesses. These skills include universally recognized body actions, facial 
expressions, and voice modulation to convey emotions, mind-sets, and moods.” (Rives 
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Jr., 1979, p. 9) Rives Jr. explores five similarities between teachers and performing 
artists, namely: 
■ An instrument to play 
■ Modes of performance to use 
■ Information to communicate 
■ A stage or place to perform 
■ An audience to engage 
The Artist-Teacher’s Instrument 
In 1984 Jon G. Penner, associate professor of speech at Lake Michigan College, 
wrote the aptly titled, Why Many College Teachers Cannot Lecture. His work, not 
solely limited to lecturing, examined much of the research surrounding the inability of 
many college professors to communicate clearly in front of a classroom. 
Penner describes the teacher as “a professional whose main function depends on 
the voice.” (Penner, 1984, p. 139) Timpson and Tobin concur. In their 1982 work, 
Teaching as Performing, they profess, “One of the primary tools shared by actors and 
teachers is the voice.” (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 29) They go on to say that “given 
that words dominate so much of what happens on stage or in the classroom and that 
actors receive extensive training in voice, it certainly seems that educators are remiss in 
not providing similar training to teachers.” (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 29) Prof. 
Morris Bums adds, “It would behoove us as teachers, too, to think about the impact of 
our voices on students, for we depend on this instrument just as the actors do. Perhaps 
we could even take voice lessons.” (Bums, 1999a) 
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Like many of us, I am uncomfortable with the sound of my own voice. Having 
recently given a lecture for an introductory education course, I was reticent to play back 
the tape of my performance since I dislike hearing myself on tape. In fact, I don’t even 
record my own outgoing messages on my home answering machine; I leave that to my 
husband. Listening to an audiotape of myself speaking, I am always surprised at how 
much the voice on tape doesn’t sound like me. I am used to hearing the sound of my 
voice through bone conduction, not air conduction. Yet the truth is, my students don’t 
hear my voice the way I do as I am speaking - they hear the voice on the tape. 
Therefore, even though I am often disconcerted by my taped voice, I do play my 
lectures back and analyze them. Awareness of one’s voice is the first step toward 
interpreting and adjusting our sound for increased classroom efficacy. 
One of the primary tools shared by actors and teachers is of course the voice. 
Given that words dominate so much of what occurs on stage or in the classroom 
and that actors receive extensive training in voice, it certainly seems that 
educators are remiss in not providing similar training for teachers. Vocal range, 
strength, and flexibility can add valuable variety, emphasis, and even drama to 
any lesson. (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 29) 
Actors and singers are extraordinarily aware of their breathing. The reason is 
simple: sound production begins with breath. However, most people - teachers 
included - tend to tense their muscles when nervous or under pressure. Thus, shallow 
breathing is common in many teachers. “There certainly is little if any attention paid to 
voice and vocal training within the confines of the traditional teacher preparation 
program.” (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 56) Increased awareness of the mechanics of 
voice production can be achieved by performing the vocal warm-ups done religiously 
by performing artists. (Chekhov & Prey, 2000; Tauber & Mester, 2007; Timpson & 
Tobin, 1982) 
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Students immediately recognize a teacher with poor vocal skills. This alone can 
make learning thorny. I am reminded of Ben Stein’s portrayal of Ferris Bueller’s 
history teacher in the film, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. While the teacher’s dry monotone 
drones on about voodoo economics, the director cuts to images of the students looking 
catatonic, falling asleep, and drooling. “Overwhelmingly, students felt that the 
monotone voice was the most objectionable behavior of a teacher. They felt that the 
monotone voice projected the image of boredom, non-caring and non-immediacy. They 
also said they learned less when a teacher had a dull or monotone voice.” (Richmond, 
2002,p.73) 
Often public speakers’ words will say one thing, but their delivery will indicate 
another. An under-rehearsed actress at the Oscars reads a joke off the teleprompter 
without the proper intonation, and the joke falls flat. “The verbal and vocal messages 
should be in harmony with each other. The actual words themselves should not convey 
to the listeners one thought, while the vocal variety in the voice is portraying something 
else, or even indicating an opposite meaning, except, of course, for the purpose of 
creating an effect, as in the use of irony or sarcasm.” (Penner, 1984, p. 145) It is not 
only what we say, but also how we say it that determines how effectively we 
communicate with our students. Actors rehearse and study long hours to make sure that 
the timbre and intonation of their voices complement and, indeed, illuminate their text. 
Teachers can learn to do the same. 
In addition to our voices, our bodies shape the way we communicate in the 
classroom. “For both actor and teacher, a relaxed and expressive body is essential.” 
(Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 32) Just as actors study to become aware and in control of 
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their physiques, so too must teachers recognize the usefulness of their bodies and their 
movements in classroom performance. “As teachers, most of us are unaware of our 
nonverbal behavior. Teachers should practice their lectures in front of mirrors or study 
videotapes of themselves to learn what forms of nonverbal behavior they use which 
might detract from their verbal messages.” (DeLozier, 1979, p. 25) 
Effective performers are animated. (Dennis, 1995) A rare few, such as John 
Ritter'or Buster Keaon, are famously agile. The same is true for teachers. 
Reflected again is the concept that, to a certain extent, teachers are performing 
artists. As such, it would behoove us to follow the actors’ guidelines concerning 
physical movement. We should allow ourselves to move enough to create 
character, convey meaning, share enthusiasm, and hold the listeners’ attention, 
but not so much as to become a character. (Tauber & Mester, 2007, p. 41) 
My high school French teacher, Madame Schlegel, communicated equally with 
her animated enunciations of French words and her exaggerated facial and gesture cues. 
Even a simple sentence like “Non!” was adorned with a scowl, a fist and a pout. She 
was masterful in helping us see what she was saying by manipulating her body. 
Certainly, Madame Schlegel had our attention and used her physicality as a scaffolding 
device to illuminate the meanings of the various French words and phrases we were 
studying. 
All too often teachers forget that they even have bodies or that while they are 
going about the business of their lesson, their bodies are communicating loud and clear 
with the students. Nervous ticks, such as wandering movements, foot tapping and 
twirling a piece of chalk, speak volumes. (Dennis, 1995; Penner, 1984) In fact, these 
unconscious behaviors often speak louder than the teacher's words. We used to count 
the number of times one of my middle school teachers unconsciously touched his nose 
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as he spoke. “From the very moment the instructor enters the classroom at the 
beginning of the lecture or class period, until the students leave at the close of class, the 
teacher’s body is communicating messages and in some way influencing the members 
of the course by physical appearance and visible actions.” (Penner, 1984, p. 146) 
Actors are trained to not only move in specific ways to convey character and meaning, 
but also to develop an awareness of their own body habits, especially those habits that 
can distract and audience or otherwise undermine a performance. (Hobgood, 1988) 
This includes vocal ticks like “urn” and “like”, as well as physical habits such as biting 
one’s nails, standing off-balance or slouching when seated. “All lecturers and teachers 
have certain mannerisms, many of which are unconscious effects of bodily tensions. 
Sometimes they do not seem to get in the way of the lesson or the message. On other 
occasions, however, these quirks become disasters. Students are distracted.” (Timpson 
& Tobin, 1982, pp. 32-33) 
As teachers, it is imperative that we be sure our own bodies support what we are 
saying and not detract from our lessons. A teacher may use subtle nonverbal messages 
to complement the content of a lesson. For example, when the teacher walks his 
students through a thought process, he may physically walk from one point in the room 
to another. Later, while emphasizing a key concept, he may stand still in a strong 
stance, shoulders square, not allowing any self-effacing gestures to undermine his point. 
These examples may seem slight; but they underscore the verbal messages in the lesson. 
Using one’s body to communicate clearly can be a subtle art; it does not necessarily 
involve jumping on the radiator and swinging from the chandeliers. “Economy of 
movement is central to presentational clarity and power. Study, attention to detail, 
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direction, and rehearsal are essential to successful movement.” (Timpson & Tobin, 
1982,p.29) 
Rehearsing for the stage often means learning how to do everyday physical 
movements in a new way to clearly communicate a character’s state of mind. “For 
actors, the study of movement fulfills the physical requirements of the script and also 
reveals much about the psychological attitude of their characters. For teachers, these 
lessons are equally relevant. Appropriate and energetic movements will add to the 
material and convey a certain excitement to students.” (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 29) 
Artist-teachers are also very aware of their bodies. (Tauber & Mester, 2007; Timpson & 
Tobin, 1982) I have seen elementary school teachers whose faces lit up as they read 
stories to the class, high school teachers whose bearing changed when they contrasted 
the attitudes of the Roman patricians and plebeians. These teachers realized that their 
bodies can serve to complement and enhance their texts when used consciously and 
creatively. Some actors and teachers are instinctively kinesthetic communicators, but 
for those who are not, this skill can be learned. It is learned by doing the work of the 
artist. 
Nancy Houfek, the head of voice and speech at the American Repertory Theatre, 
regularly leads a workshop at Harvard’s Bok Center to support the incorporation of 
acting techniques in teaching. One aspect of her workshops is aiding teachers to 
communicate and respond authentically via their bodies as opposed to their brains. “T 
want your body to be your brain... Theater is one of the few places where you have 
permission to use not just your mind, but also your body to communicate,' Houfek said. 
‘I think teaching is like that, too.’” (Jarudi, 2000) Houfek works with the teachers in 
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her workshops in much the same way she works with the performing artists at the 
American Repertory Theatre. “Rather than treating the symptoms of ineffective 
teaching - stiffness, hand twitching, feeble voice, lack of eye contact, slouching, or 
inarticulate speech - Houfek tries to impart positive qualities of performance to 
teaching - energy and charisma, relaxation and focus.” (Jarudi, 2000) The result is 
teachers who feel more at ease in their own skins and who use their self-instrument in a 
more sophisticated manner to better express themselves. 
Today’s teachers are routinely called upon to communicate several important 
ideas and emotions: caring, authority, sympathy, and enthusiasm and joy, for example, 
are all communicated by teachers through their bodies. “I can be sensitive to the way I 
use my body: A brisk movement that enables me to give the syllabus to each students 
while making eye contact with them that can convey my interest in being there and my 
commitment to doing all I can to make the class meaningful. Lethargic, less than 
enthusiastic movement conveys a much less positive message.” (Bums, 1999a) 
In 1971, researchers Barbara Grant and Dorothy Hennings videotaped a number 
of classroom teachers and analyzed their body movements. (Grant & Hennings, 1971) 
These movements were categorized as follows: 80% were related to classroom 
activities while a full 20% were nervous, personal ticks not linked to the teachers’ work. 
The 80% of work-related movements were broken down even further. Over 60% of on- 
task behaviors were labeled “conducting” behaviors, which included disciplining 
students and focusing student attention. Approximately 30% were classified “wielding” 
behaviors. “Wielding behaviors” included collecting papers, writing on the board, 
moving towards action, etc. That left only 10% of on-task behaviors (8% of total 
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classroom behaviors) to be identified as “acting” behaviors - behaviors that clarify and 
illustrate course content. These behaviors included role-playing, pantomiming, 
illustrating, emphasizing, etc. Grant and Henning conclude that the lack of acting 
behaviors leaves many wasted opportunities for effective teaching. They even go so far 
as to specifically recommend strategies for how teachers can modify their current body / 
movement habits to eliminate extraneous motion and maximize the “acting” that help 
students learn. 
Acting teacher Anne Dennis has written a book entitled The Articulate Body, 
which outlines the actor’s relationship to his body-instrument, the specific qualities that 
“permit the actor to be physically explicit, alive and articulate in the theater space”, as 
well as specific exercises for preparing the actor to use his body in a more sophisticated 
manner. (Dennis, 1995, p. 49) Dennis affirms that only “a prepared body, sensitive and 
capable, will provide the actor with the physical possibilities to communicate and make 
clear statements.” (Dennis, 1995, p. 49) This, of course, can also be said for the 
teacher. While the teacher may not have to train to meet the demands of delivering a 
Shakespearean soliloquy, dancing a pas de deux or swashbuckling through an extended 
sword-fighting scene, she does need to be able to use her body to communicate her text 
consciously, creatively and clearly to her students. Dennis reminds us that preparing 
physically for the stage is not simply a matter of what we do, but also what we don't do, 
making choices, being strategic. No movement without a purpose, nothing to distract. 
“A fleeting gesture of the hand or a wandering of the eyes reflects a thought or emotion 
specific to the given moment.” (Dennis, 1995, p. 51) Teachers may use slight 
movements, glances and gestures in myriad ways to manage their classroom: quieting 
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disruptive students with a stare, granting permission with a slight nod of the head, 
expressing solidarity with a pat on the shoulder or praise with eye contact and a smile. 
Dennis reminds us that these signals cannot always be prepared ahead of time; often we 
as teachers, like our performing artist brethren, are called upon to respond authentically 
in the moment. It is then that our ability to think not just on our feet, but with our feet 
and our entire bodies becomes necessary. Articulate bodies “can be relied upon; [they 
are] instruments that respond and react.” (Dennis, 1995, p. 50) In her book, Dennis 
outlines ways in which an actor can train her body to be more articulate, thereby 
establishing that artist-teachers also can train their bodies to become more expressive, 
as well. 
In their 1994 article, Acting Lessons For Teachers: Using Performance Skills In 
The Classroom, Tauber and Mester review the links researchers have made connecting 
teacher expressiveness (verbal and nonverbal) with teacher performance. Additionally, 
their research methodology involved the collection of several testimonials in which 
award-winning college professionals who described, in some detail, their own teaching 
styles. Each of these teachers, without fail, identified in one way or another with the 
performance artist. Most use the word “perform” somewhere in their short testimonial; 
many make direct comparisons to actors and acting; some use direct metaphor, such as 
“engaging the audience” or “curtain up.” Using these testimonials to underscore the 
book’s “acting lessons”, Tauber and Mester pull together many of the points discussed 
thus far. Their analysis clearly indicates at least three benefits for teachers who use 
their self-instrument well. First, they are more able to present their content in a clear 
and interesting manner that supports student learning. “Like actors, teachers should act 
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with a moderate level of animation, as is appropriate to their own enjoyment of the 
subject matter and of the process of teaching and learning. Their reward will be 
enhanced instructional effectiveness due to their own increased confidence and their 
students’ increased motivation.” (Tauber & Mester, 2007, p. 36) Second, teachers who 
are trained in speech and movement techniques develop increased confidence in the 
classroom. “People trained in comfortable, expressive, physical movement were people 
who were able to speak with more confidence, thus developing better control of their 
communication situation.” (Tauber & Mester, 2007, p. 36) And finally, “more 
expressive teachers are better liked by students.” (Tauber & Mester, 2007, p. 36) This 
increases student motivation. (Justen, 1984; Tauber & Mester, 2007) 
Modes of Performance 
Rives Jr. uses modes of performance to refer to the many ways performing 
artists engage with the audience: the one-man show, the puppet theater, the Broadway 
musical, the chamber drama, the multimedia spectacle, etc. In the classroom, the 
teacher also has a number of performance modes: the lecture, the seminar, the 
workshop, the tutorial, the discussion section, etc. More often than not, teaching is a 
solo performance, although team teaching is a common ensemble alternative. (Rives Jr., 
1979) 
Text: Information To Communicate 
Rives Jr. cites information to communicate, a script or curriculum, as yet 
another similarity between the actor’s work and that of the teacher. “All performing 
artists have a literature to perform. Actors have plays; musicians have musical scores; 
and an teachers have their subject matter.” (Rives Jr., 1979, p. 8) While this connection 
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seems relatively simple on the surface, it has quite a few complexities both in the type 
of information or script that the teacher and actor use, and in the way that information is 
conveyed. 
First, in the same way that different actors can inhabit the same roles in their 
own unique ways (think of Carol Channing and Pearl Bailey both playing Dolly Levi in 
Hello Dolly as one striking example), different teachers can teach the same lesson from 
the same lesson plan in strikingly dissimilar ways, often to a very different effect. Thus, 
the presence of a shared text does not predicate an equal or comparable performance. 
On Broadway, several famous singers and actors, including Raul Julia, Brian Stokes 
Mitchell, and Richard Kiley, have inhabited the role of Don Quixote in Man of La 
Mancha. Each actor, however, left his own mark on the role and brought his own 
unique talents, dynamic and presence to the part. Through the individuality of their 
interpretations, as well as their unique physical, vocal and personal performance styles, 
each actor made the role “his own.” This is similar to the way that different TAs may 
conduct their discussion sections very differently although they are ostensibly covering 
the same material, or different fourth grade teachers may teach a mandated unit of study 
in a different way. The teacher’s personality shapes the material and colors it through 
her delivery of the text, in much the same way each actor creates his own unique take 
on a scripted role. (Danielewicz, 2001; Javidi et ah, 1988) 
The Classroom Stage 
“Both teachers and performing artists have a performance area in which to 
engage their audience.” (Rives Jr., 1979, p. 8) The classroom environment will shape a 
teacher’s performance mode. The size of the room, the lighting, the furniture, 
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specialized multimedia capabilities, whiteboards, technology resources, and the like all 
influence the presentation of the artist-teacher just as the actor’s theater environment 
will shape her performance. (Rives Jr., 1979) 
Like a performing artist, a teacher makes strategic decisions about the use of 
space when delivering her lessons. Peter McLaren has described certain areas of the 
classroom as power spots. These spots “represented a ritual space which the teachers 
felt offered them the most advantageous position for instructing the class.” (McLaren, ^ 
1986, p. 197) I find certain “power spots” in my room where I tend to stand at key ( 
t 
points in a lesson or when giving directions to the whole class. Conversely, there are s 
spots that undermine my performance. When I am lecturing, I try not to stand with my 
(I s 
back to the window. I know from my experiences on stage that this type of 
Ik 
< 
backlighting will obscure my face and body, that looking into the light may be tough on 
f! 
my students’ eyes, especially at certain times of the day, and that the sights outside may 
upstage my performance. As an artist-teacher, often I select a location based on the 
»: 
specific content I am presenting. I have a chart in my room with guidelines for peer 
s 
editing. I stand near that chart right before my kids break into editing pairs. Without 
saying a word, my presence near the chart reminds them of the guidelines. They 
connect what I am saying with the activity they are about to do, and if any of my 
students ask questions or need clarification on how to do the activity, the chart is within 
arm’s length; I can refer to it easily, thus adding a visual cue to my spoken response. 
Just as there are many types of stage / audience configurations in the modem 
theater, teachers have many options for how to configure their classroom stage. “Actors 
are trained to use their space effectively; teachers could undoubtedly do much more in 
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and with theirs. For instance, seating arrangements can be varied.. .The teachers’ 
advantage is that they can choose the design that best suits them, their students and their 
scripts.” (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 26) The traditional classroom or lecture hall is 
analogous to a proscenium theater, with a separate performance stage front and center 
and rows of seating for the audience (or student body). Some teachers choose to design 
more like a thrust stage, arranging their students’ desks in a U-shape so that the teacher 
not only performs in the front of the room, but also can actually walk into the 
“audience” area. Still other teachers organize their classrooms like theater in the round. 
In this configuration, the audience is on all four sides of the teacher who occupies the 
central area of the classroom. Each of these arrangements, illustrated above, affects 
how the teacher is able to present their information and connect with their students. 
Each has advantages and drawbacks. For example, in the traditional formation, students 
sitting in the back rows can be very far away from the teacher. This is especially true in 
large auditoriums where it can be especially difficult for teachers to move out of their 
“teacher space” and interact closely with these students. In the ‘Theater in the Round’ 
configuration the teacher positions herself nearer to all students; however, no matter 
where she stands in the teacher space, she will always have her back turned to a portion 
of the class. 
I have seen many student teachers opt for the “theater in the round” formation, 
and then undercut their effectiveness by, for example, giving directions while their back 
was turned to half the class. Often these novice teachers undercut the effectiveness of 
their visual aids by hanging them on a wall behind several of the students or using a 
blackboard out of the sightline of much of the class. “The teacher functions within the 
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classroom environment in any of the styles or modes available to him, adapting to the 
positioning of the audience and the size and shape of the room... The master teacher 
must adapt to his setting or redesign the space for his performance.” (Rives Jr., 1979, p. 
8) Artist-teachers who do the work of the actor and director will be better equipped to 
mitigate the negatives and maximize the advantages of whichever configuration they 
choose for their classroom. They have learned how to think like a theater director and 
have had experience performing in several types of stages. Thus, they can strategize, 
choosing the best arrangement for the type of lesson they are presenting keeping in 
mind the important distinction between teachers and actors raised earlier: teachers often 
seek much more active involvement from their students than performers do from their 
audiences. 
Performance artists are very aware of all the objects in and around their 
performance space. Environments are carefully designed, props are specific, scenery is 
purposefully selected, and audio-visual multi-media technologies are incorporated when 
advantageous. Several of the articles reviewed thus far advise the teacher to be as 
conscious of her environment as the performance artist is when constructing his setting. 
Hanning advises, “Make the classroom really yours as a stage for performance. Use its 
potential as a space fully, and use all its props - furniture, chalk, windows.” (Hanning, 
1984) 
Communicating With The Classroom Audience 
The philosophy of “teacher as actor” helps remind teachers that when they speak 
in front of a class, the students are receiving more signals than merely the teacher’s 
words. The environment is a factor and teachers would do well to maximize its 
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efficacy, especially given the impact of the classroom environment on students’ 
perceptions of their teacher’s style. (Van Tartwick et ah, 1998) 
In 1998 a study was published in the journal Teaching and Teacher Education 
entitled “Students’ Perceptions of Teacher Interpersonal Style: The Front Of The 
Classroom As The Teacher’s Stage” which investigated what specific types of teacher 
behaviors had the most impact on student perceptions of teacher style. (Van Tartwick et 
al., 1998) For this study, 34 in-service teachers were videotaped while giving whole- 
class instruction in the front of their classrooms and again while students were doing 
seatwork. Their students were given a questionnaire to rate their perceptions of the 
teacher’s interpersonal style. These ratings were mapped on a 2-coordinate grid with 
Influence as the y-axis dimension and Proximity as the x-axis. 
Later, trained judges watched one segment of each teacher’s video (either the 
whole-class lecture or the seat work) and rated the teacher on the grid tool according to 
specified criteria. A strong correlation resulted between the students’ perceptions of 
their teacher’s style and the judge’s perceptions of the teacher when they were shown 
the front-of-class tapes. There was no significant correlation between the student 
perceptions and the perceptions of judges watching the seatwork tapes. This led the 
researchers to conclude that students’ perceptions of a teacher are formed during whole- 
class teaching and supports a “description of the position in front of the classroom as 
the stage for the teacher role.” (Van Tartwick et al., 1998) This does not mean that the 
teacher is invisible during seat-work; however, “situations in which the teacher 
communicates with one or just a few students may have a more backstage character.” 
(Van Tartwick et al., 1998, p. 615) 
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Some of the more interesting results and implications of this research underscore 
the performance aspects of teaching. Van Tartwick’s study is grounded in a systems 
approach to communication, which suggests that when individuals communicate, their 
behaviors will mutually influence each other. Thus, teachers influence their students’ 
behavior, for better or for worse, by the manner in which the teachers choose to 
communicate when on the classroom stage. For example, teachers classified as 
dominant could spend less time on whole-group instruction yet their classes were more 
likely to stay well behaved and on task. Thus, teachers with a strong presence do not 
have to constantly assert (and reassert) their authority throughout the period. This frees 
them to spend more time on tasks that positively correlate to student achievement. (Van 
Tartwick et al., 1998) 
Additionally the results of this study may focus teacher developers’ attention on 
the front-of-class performance of novice teachers since these behaviors have a much 
greater impact on a teacher’s ability to set the tone for her classroom. “A profitable 
suggestion for teacher educators would be to instruct student teachers in such a way that 
they show behaviors that bring on the image of an experienced teacher when they 
address the class as a group.” (Van Tartwick et al., 1998, p. 615) This underscores the 
notion of working with student teachers to create an effective teacher-self. For teachers 
having difficulty sustaining their role for an entire class period, the study indicates that 
the role is more necessary during whole group instruction and more flexible during 
individual and small group instruction. 
In his seminal work, Teaching as a Performing Art, Seymour Sarason outlines 
four obligations of the teacher self. The first, “the teacher must know the subject matter 
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well enough to be able to pinpoint when or where the student may have difficulty.” 
(Sarason, 1999, p. 94) This requires the actor’s skill of understanding, anticipating and 
responding to the audience’s experience of the play, not just the actor’s own experience. 
The second, “To engender and sustain a relationship in which the student feels 
respected and understood and safe enough to give voice to thoughts and feelings.” 
(Sarason, 1999, p. 94) Again, the teacher must set the mood, the tone, and the 
emotional environment in which the learning will occur. This is a talent developed in 
the performing arts, and one that requires significant practice and skill. Third, the 
teacher not only makes “the creative effort to identify with how the student of that age 
or grade is likely to think but also make his or her own understanding believable and 
reassuring.” (Sarason, 1999, p. 94) Thus the teacher must be convincing as an authority 
on his subject to engender trust and respect and yet be approachable and permeable 
enough to take into account and address his students’ levels of comfort and interest with 
the material. Finally, Sarason advocates the teacher have awareness that he is 
performing a role that allows the student to feel understood and respected. (Sarason, 
1999) This is a very powerful idea. Recognizing that we are performing our teacher 
selves allows us to view ourselves as if through a window and creates a slight 
separation, through which we can view our own performance. Actors do this. 
Although an actor may seem totally immersed in his character part of him is always 
cognizant that he is role-playing. The actor, despite his convincing performance, still 
remembers to stand in his light, recall his scripted text, perform his rehearsed 
movements, read the audience, and keep an eye out for the other elements on the stage. 
The audience may see only the character, but the actor is aware of the duality - that he 
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is two at once. The teacher, too, may benefit from a “window” between his self and his 
teacher role and use this space to observe his own actions and movements as well as to 
remain aware of his role in the overall classroom drama. Preparation in the performing 
arts allows new teachers to “make themselves” in a most effective manner, keeping 
Sarason’s four obligations in mind. 
One final connection needs be drawn between the way performers approach 
their stage and the way teachers prepare to enter the classroom. “There is a ritualized 
process whereby [actors] make the transition from the place of everyday life to the 
world of the character. Teachers should take note of this process. Too often, we enter 
the classroom without leaving ourselves any time to prepare mentally or physically for 
teaching.” (Bums, 1999a) I have seen many actors utilize many different methods but 
invariably every actor I have known prepares before stepping into the spotlight. Some 
arrive early and do physical, vocal and breath exercises. Others collect themselves just 
seconds before their entrance. I once knew an actress who would sit behind the curtain 
listening as the audience filled the house. All of these rituals mark the transition from 
the performer’s being offstage to his being onstage. As teachers we, too, set aside a 
moment to transition from our daily selves to our teacher-selves as we take center stage 
to begin our lessons. Thus cementing the classroom / stage analogy Morris Bums 
reflects, “Walking into a classroom is much like walking onto a stage.” (Bums, 1999a) 
Teacher as Improvisation Artist 
While the actor’s lines remain constant from performance to performance, the 
teacher varies her text each time she performs a lesson. This is a critical distinction. 
The player’s scripts are not for the actor to write or organize; this is the role of the 
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playwright. The work of the actor is to deliver the lines via the character he or she has 
created. Teachers, however, must script themselves. “Teachers are in much greater 
control of their own scripts - they write, direct, and produce them.” (Timpson & Tobin, 
1982, p. 28) While standards, curriculum guides, teacher’s editions of classroom texts 
and other materials may serve teachers as they create their scripts, when it comes time 
to deliver the lesson, the teacher most often speaks extemporaneously. Even seasoned 
teachers who have lectured off the same notes for years find they vary their 
performance from class to class. Thus, when it comes to the text, the teacher is not only 
the actor, she is more akin to the vaudevillian who writes, directs, and performs his own 
material, making changes - sometimes subtle, sometimes substantial - with every new 
performance of the routine. 
“Teachers as well as actors must beware of becoming bored with their scripts 
and losing the energy so necessary for successful performances.” (Timpson & Tobin, 
1982, p. 28) Like actors, teachers must work to keep their performances fresh. Actress 
Marlene Danielle played the role of Bombularina over 7,000 times during the 18-year 
run of the Broadway musical, Cats. Most teachers, and actors, do not have to repeat 
their performances as often but still must find ways to stay focused and in the moment 
when they perform; otherwise they become mechanical. “One important tool for the 
actor is keeping the performance fresh for the audience. Performers are sensitive to 
audience reactions. An audience’s inattentiveness may prompt the performer to quicken 
or slow her tempo, to bring more intense feelings to the lines. As a result, the 
performance stays fresh if the actor is listening and adjusting to the audience. Teachers 
can also take this approach by being sensitive to student reactions.” (Bums, 1999b) 
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When teachers disconnect from their texts and gopn autopilot, they invite the audience 
to do the same. This detachment often leads to boredom. And as we all know, “one of 
the greatest sins in teaching is to be boring.” (Baughman, 1979, p. 28) 
Thus, teachers enact their lesson plans on the spot in a process less like that of 
the traditional stage actor and more like that of the improvisational actor. In clubs 
across the country ‘improv’ shows feature actors who take basic skeletal scripts and act 
upon them in novel ways on the spur of the moment. Sometimes they solicit input from 
the audience, like a teacher, and then build an artistic response around the audience 
feedback - again, like a teacher. For example, the improv actor may ask an audience 
member for a location, then immediately develop a scene set in that location. 
Alternatively, the improv actor may ask an audience member where she is from and 
then engage with her in an extemporaneous, and often comic, dialogue based on her 
response. 
“Whether they know it or not teachers are involved in improvisational activities 
all the time... [The teacher] is constantly being called on to improvise as one 
unexpected interruption after another interferes with the regular classroom 
process. Lessons may be carefully planned over both the long and the short 
haul, yet almost daily adjustments are necessary as students and materials 
collide. The problems and needs of both students and teachers interact in a 
dizzying dynamic that requires the utmost in spontaneity and ingenuity.” 
(Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 71) 
An article in a recent issue of Educational Researcher, entitled “Creative 
Teaching: Collaborative Discussion as Disciplined Improvisation” (Sawyer, 2004), 
explores the connection between theatrical improvisation and the work of the teacher. 
The author, R. Keith Sawyer, asserts, “Conceiving of teaching as improvisation 
emphasizes the interactional and responsive creativity of a teacher working together 
with a unique group of students.” (Sawyer, 2004, p. 15) Certainly, a metaphor like 
improvisational theater which takes into account not only the teacher as performer but 
also includes the student and the classroom environment as vital collaborators is very 
much in keeping with the constructivist views of learning as co-construction by teacher 
and student. Perhaps nowhere in the classroom is improvisation more appropriate than 
during a class discussion. “An effective classroom discussion emerges from classroom 
discourse and is not scripted by the lesson plan or the teacher’s predetermined agenda.” 
(Sawyer, 2004, p. 17) 
Successful improvisation is not easy. Many seasoned actors flail without a set 
script to guide them. To be successful at improvisation or at teaching requires a wide 
range of abilities: a high degree of comfort with the material, strong communication and 
performance skills, an ability to think creatively and the capacity to connect and engage 
with an audience on an immediate and personal level. (Sawyer, 2004) Sawyer notes 
that experienced teachers are more likely to be successful at improvisational teaching 
than their green colleagues. “As teachers become more experienced, they improvise 
more...Expert teachers use routines and activity structures more than novice teachers; 
but they are able to invoke and apply these routines in a creative improvisational 
fashion.” (Sawyer, 2004, p. 17) The teaching as improvisational performance metaphor 
also acknowledges the importance of pedagogical content knowledge. The stronger a 
teacher’s background in her field, the easier it will be for her to respond to unscripted 
student inquiries. “For a successful performance, an artist must adjust to the unique 
aspects of stage and audience. Similarly good teachers take into account the unique 
circumstances of each teaching situation.. .Good teachers are sensitive to these 
variations and are capable of varying their approaches. They have a range of adaptable 
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personality skills as well as a command of the subject matter.” (Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 
1979, p. 37) 
Challenges to the Teacher as Performing Artist Metaphor 
In the Fall 1979 issue of Communication Education, dedicated to exploring the 
notion of teaching as a performance art, Ralph A. Smith, Professor of Cultural and 
Educational Policy and Editor, Journal of Aesthetic Education, University of Illinois, 
Urban'a-Champaign, wrote a dissent piece entitled Is Teaching Really A Performance 
Art? “The image of teaching as a performing art, where it implies an analogy of 
teaching to acting, is weak and misleading and therefore should be set aside.” (Smith, 
1979, p. 34) Smith, a devotee of the aesthetics theory and aesthetics education, is 
reluctant to apply aesthetics theory outside the realm of the arts. Teaching, he argues, 
does not withstand the scrutiny of aesthetic criticism, “and thus attempts to impose 
aesthetic forms on such phenomena are likely to distort our understanding of 
educational phenomena.” (Smith, 1979, p. 34) Examining teaching as if it were a work 
of art, according to Smith, would misrepresent the actual work of the teacher. Smith’s 
tone throughout the article indicates his concern that teaching is perhaps a lesser 
vocation than art making, and that a comparison between the two would debase art. 
“Art, that realm in which man’s highest aspirations and darkest inclinations have been 
articulated, is now, it seems, being called upon to inject fresh life into educational 
theory and practice.” (Smith, 1979, p. 34) 
Ralph A. Smith is not alone in his critique of teaching as a performing art. In 
this next section, I will review and rebut many of the issues raised concerning the 
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extension of the “teacher as performance artist” metaphor into educational practice and 
teacher development. 
Student As Passive Audience 
One of the more specific key concerns expressed by Smith is that the teacher-as- 
actor metaphor casts the student in the role of a passive audience member; it “has the 
effect of subordinating the learner.” (Smith, 1979, p. 33) 
Now we come upon perhaps the most controversial similarity between the 
teacher and the performing artist - the existence of an audience, “those individuals, 
collectively or singly, for whom performance is designed.” (Lessinger & Gillis, 1976, p. 
30) Any comparison between teachers and performing artists must recognize that the 
existence of an audience is what makes performance, in a theatrical sense, possible. In 
this analogy, however, we must be careful not to view the role of the audience as a 
passive one. The artist-teacher is not the sole active party, performing for a passive 
student audience. “The classroom, like the theater, is a public forum; the teacher’s 
relationship with the class, like the actor’s with an audience, is one of mutual 
dependency.” (Rose & Linney, 1992, p. 26) 
“Both teachers and performing artists have an audience.” (Rives Jr., 1979, p. 8) 
As a teacher is nothing sans students, an actor needs an audience. “In the theater, a 
production is not a production until it is played to an audience. Similarly, the final test 
for any lesson or lecture must be its effect on the students.” (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 
25) Neither classroom teaching nor performing can exist alone; they are social acts 
requiring an audience. Rives Jr. offers us a model for the teacher-student dynamic in 
terms of performer-audience. “The teacher performs both for and with the audience as 
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he guides the learner towards the development of desirable understandings, attitudes 
and skills.” (Rives Jr., 1979, p. 8) Teachers with an improvisational sensibility may 
initiate and orchestrate action, but the true “actors” in this metaphor are the students 
themselves, struggling toward their own self-development under the watchful eye and 
direction of their artist-teachers. “This places upon the teacher the responsibility of 
being sensitive to his audience with the understanding of individuals as individuals.” 
(Rives’ll*., 1979, p. 8) 
However, the roles of the audience in the theater and in the classroom are very 
distinct. Theater audiences elect to be there and pay to watch the show7. Most often 
students are a “captive audience” compelled to attend class. The actor sees his audience 
but once; they attend the show and leave. However, the teacher sees her audience many 
times over the course of a semester or year. “Teachers do not engage in a series of one 
night performances with different audiences. On the contrary, the teacher develops a 
prolonged and often close relationship with students. [This dynamic] requires that the 
teacher master much of what the performing artist masters and then use his or her 
repertoire of skills for an extended period of time.” (Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 1979, p. 38) 
Thus, the teacher’s performance is really the culmination of many acts performed over 
many weeks. This creates a somewhat different dynamic. “Teaching is different from 
any other performing art for many reasons, and particularly because of the relationship 
of the teacher to those who are to be influenced by the performance.” (Travers, 1979, p. 
14) Teacher developers Rose and Linney are careful to train their teachers to possess a 
director’s eye “to give our students who will be teachers the sensibility of directors and 
producers who know that they must shape the scene within which meaning thrives.” 
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(Rose & Linney, 1992, p. 27) Performances are not set in stone; teachers constantly 
make in the moment decisions on how to interact with their students to best achieve 
their professional goals. These in the moment decision-making skills are similar to the 
lightning cognitive and physical reflexes of the improv artist as she shifts gears in 
response to all the stimuli present in her performance environment. 
With so much to attend to, the teacher must focus the attention of her audience 
and engage them in a relationship. She does this the same way the actress does, by 
inviting the students on a journey, making them feel safe, and leading them through a 
new world of ideas, thoughts, concepts, information, emotion and perspective, then 
delivering them safely back into themselves. The actor and the teacher share the goals 
of communicating ideas and feelings to an audience. We, as artist-teachers, guide our 
students’ looking. In our role as guide, we provide experiences that enable our students 
to interact with their world in new ways, see through more sophisticated eyes, savor 
more nuances, more colors, more life. “The teaching-learning experience is a series of 
sharing experiences.” (Baughman, 1979, p. 28) Similarly, performing artists ask us to 
engage in situations, in worlds, that exist onstage not for the purpose of detaching from 
reality, but so we may move beyond ourselves into the work of art and then return at the 
final curtain stimulated and perhaps changed by our experience. Teachers may change 
tactics based on the responses they receive from their students. (Lessinger & Gillis, 
1976) 
Just as actors are our guides in the playwright’s world, so teachers guide their 
student-audiences through the curriculum where every new experience holds the allure 
of the undiscovered. R.W. Hanning writes, “The classroom is a theater, and the piece to 
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be acted is nothing less than the growth of the person.” (Hanning, 1984) Philosopher 
Maxine Greene echoes this suggestion and borrows an image from Virginia Woolf to 
describe teaching as “an effort to move individuals (working together, searching 
together) to seek grounding for themselves, so that they may break through the ‘cotton 
wool’ of dailyness and passivity and boredom and come awake to the colored, 
sounding, problematic world.” (Greene, 2001, p. 7). The artist-teacher’s appreciation of 
artistry in her own profession enable her to value creativity in her students. Connecting 
teaching and learning to the arts, Greene illuminates the role of the teacher as an artist 
and guide. As teachers lead their students through the curriculum with a creative 
aesthetic of an artist, “our students will in some sense be free to find their own voices, 
as they find their eyes and ears. They may even find themselves free for a time to 
possess their own lived worlds.” (Greene, 2001, p. 7) 
The work of both teachers and performing artists is predicated on having an 
audience. Both connect with their respective audiences and guide them through new 
experiences. The actor creates a world onstage that allows her audience to vicariously 
experience people, places and events they might never encounter in their daily lives. 
Moreover, she guides their looking through her scripted and crafted performance. 
(Greene, 1995, 2001) She engages the audience heart-to-heart and uses all of her 
performance training (voice, physicality, movement, props, and theatrical technology) 
to evoke emotion and recognition in her audience. Likewise, the artist-teacher invokes 
his performance skills to provide his students with new experiences to aid in their 
growth as individuals. The teacher may be addressing a class of thirty, but he always is 
aware of each individual in the group and makes sure that each student is engaged and 
on-board. “This places upon the teacher the responsibility of being sensitive to his 
audience with the understanding of individuals as individuals.” (Rives Jr., 1979, p. 8) 
Performing artist Peter Brook writes, “The focus of a large group of people 
creates a unique intensity - owing to the forces that operate at all times and rule each 
person’s daily life can be isolated and perceived more clearly.” (Brook, 2001, p. 99) 
Great teachers do this as well. They leave classes energized. (Chekhov & Prey, 2000; 
Duck, 1981) When I taught high school, there were days my kids left the classroom 
still talking about Shakespeare. It reminded me of how I often leave a great 
performance wanting to go to a coffee shop and discuss it, relive it, hold on to the 
experience for just a little longer. I am amazed to see my students do the same thing, 
reliving the lesson as they leave the classroom. Sometimes kids come back the next day 
and tell me they were discussing the lesson with their parents or friends; they don’t 
want to move on, but want to stay in the moment and continue with what we were 
discussing the day before. They are not ready to let it go yet. In those moments, my 
students embody all the best qualities of an active and engaged theatrical audience. The 
way in which I performed the role of the teacher encouraged their enthusiastic response. 
In the classroom as on stage, we are able to stop time, explore new worlds, 
investigate hypotheses and entertain alternate realities. This requires willingness on the 
part of the audience, as well as the teacher. The audience is not passive. (Greene, 2001) 
They are not there to be entertained, but rather to be engaged. Engaging the audience is 
likewise the onus of the artist-teacher. 
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Critiquing Teaching as Artistry 
Smith also sees teaching as an ongoing, incomplete process where the arts are 
bounded: a play ends after two hours, a photograph can be framed. When does learning 
end? He argues that anesthetizing education would add a degree of unity and closure 
and doubts that this would be desirable in teaching. (Smith, 1979) Finally, while Smith 
deigns to acknowledge that a teacher may perform his work artfully, “a teacher will 
perform a number of activities more or less well - even, it may be admitted, more or 
less artfully,” Smith does not see the need for a teacher to develop his performance 
artistry, saying, “I don’t see that the theater arts have to be brought into the picture.” 
(Smith, 1979, p. 34) 
Smith takes umbrage with the ideas expressed by Eliot Eisner, whose work he 
refers to as “a product of the recent tendency to anesthetize educational theory [that] 
features the notions of educational connoisseurship and a concept of educational 
evaluation modeled after art criticism.” (Smith, 1979, p. 35) 
Performance versus Authenticity 
In recent years, authors and researchers who support the artist-teacher model 
have addressed the criticisms brought by Smith and others. Perhaps the staunchest 
supporters of this position are those people charged with developing new teachers and 
preparing them for the classroom. Teacher educator Jane Danielewicz in her book 
Teaching Selves: Identity, Pedagogy, and Teacher Education addressed head on the 
concern that the concept of teacher as performing artist inevitably raises: Isn’t 
performing a synonym for lying? Dame Judy Dench isn’t really Queen Elizabeth I in 
Shakespeare In Love; she is just pretending. She is lying. Moreover, by teaching 
teachers how to construct a role, their teacher-self, aren’t we asking them to construct a 
false front? Danielewicz answers no, not if you subscribe to the theory that identity is 
not fixed, but, rather, “malleable, subject to invention, created by individuals and others, 
flexible and sensitive to social context.” (Danielewicz, 2001, p. 3) She argues that we 
are constantly creating ourselves in light of new experiences and information. This 
process is often subconscious, but teacher educators can provide information and 
experience to help new teachers consciously shape their teaching personalities to be 
more effective. (Danielewicz, 2001) Travers echoes the sentiment. “The art of living 
is, to a great extent, the art of becoming. Learning to be a teacher is a special part of 
that art of becoming.” (Travers, 1979, p. 18) He adds that “the prospective teacher has 
to undertake the central task of creating in himself a new personality that can function 
effectively in the classroom.” (Travers, 1979, p. 18) 
The “Talent” Question 
One of the leading misconceptions about the teaching of communication skills is 
that some people are bom charismatic performers and others are not. Many, including 
myself, challenge this limited view of the arts. “Artists are not foolish, they are not old- 
fashioned; they are onto something.” (Booth, 2001, p. 15) Effective communication is 
not an innate talent, but rather an intelligence, a skill that can be learned and developed. 
One of the great theater teachers of the recent era, Viola Spolin, writes, “Everyone can 
act. Everyone can improvise.” (Spolin, 1983, p. 3) Spolin does not agree with 
traditional notions of “talent”, that it is a gift reserved for the few, the lucky. “We must 
reconsider what is meant by talent.” (Spolin, 1983, p. 3) When discussing one’s ability 
to leam how to do the work of the performing artist well, she believes that the 
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combination of an individual’s willingness and a supportive environment for 
exploration and experiencing are the keys to success. “Talent or lack of talent,” she 
adds, “has little to do with it.” (Spolin, 1983, p. 3) 
Researcher and teacher developer Robert M.W. Travers opines that training in 
the theater is not limited to teachers with readily apparent charisma; most teachers can 
do the work of the performing artist and benefit from it. “Students of education are 
capable of creating in themselves personalities favorable for learning.” (Travers, 1979, 
p. 16) People are constantly shifting and adapting their personalities to fit the multiple 
contexts of their lives; learning to create an advantageous and effective teaching 
personality is not different. (Campbell, 1999; Hanning, 1984; Thompson, 2003; 
Travers, 1979) 
Myths of the talented and the talent-less have discouraged research into how 
teachers can use the arts to improve their practice. (Travers, 1979) On the other hand, 
many studies have been undertaken which indicate that children’s oral communication 
skills improve drastically when they undertake meaningful explorations in the dramatic 
arts. (Eisner, 2002a) Is it not such a leap, then, to believe that a teacher’s own oral 
communication abilities might also improve by her engaging in the work of the actor? 
(Lessinger & Gillis, 1976; Travers, 1979) 
The Feasibility of Developing New Teachers as Performing Artists 
Perhaps the critics’ greatest concern is the feasibility of developing teachers as 
performing artists. If we do accept the overwhelming literature that suggests that 
developing a teacher role or identity is essential to preparing new teachers, that 
rehearsing and developing the teacher’s voice and physicality via the work of the actor 
is essential to increasing the teacher’s communicative efficacy, and that supporting a 
teacher’s growth as an in-the-moment improviser boosts the teacher’s ability to relate 
authentically with her students, then why don’t traditional teacher development 
programs address these concerns? Why aren’t teachers trained to use their voices, 
bodies, and improvisation skills to create and rehearse effective teacher identities in 
order to become more dynamic performers? 
One of the most formidable obstacles is the lack of qualified teacher developers 
trained in the performing arts. Travers, a staunch supporter of training teachers in the 
performing arts, notes that “proper guidance is absolutely necessary” in this type of 
training. “This guidance has to be provided by a role trainer, a person highly expert in 
identifying the difficulties that a novice may have in performing a particular role.” 
(Travers, 1979, p. 17) He notes that the qualities that make for an excellent teacher, or 
an excellent supervisor of teachers, may be quite different from those required to be, 
what he terms, a “role trainer.” (Travers, 1979) A role developer must have a 
background in teaching, pedagogy, methods, teacher education and in the performing 
arts, as well as the teaching of acting. Few such people exist. 
A second hurdle to be cleared is the widespread understanding that developing 
teachers is more than just instructing them in new pedagogical techniques. (DeLozier, 
1979; Hanning, 1984; Tauber et al., 1993; Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 1979) In order for 
teachers to improve, they must, in effect, become a different person; one way to do this 
is by using acting and theater techniques to develop a more advantageous teacher 
personality. (Hanning, 1984; Tauber et ah, 1993; Travers, 1979; Van Hoose & Hult Jr., 
1979) This existential approach necessitates a teacher preparation program that goes 
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beyond a methods course and a practicum. Unfortunately, in an age of standards many 
psychologists and liberal arts faculty have turned to a “bag of tricks” behaviorist 
approach to teacher preparation in an effort to find “simple solutions to complex 
problems.” (Travers, 1979, p. 18) “Teacher education must resist pressures exerted by 
proponents of any bag-of-tricks approaches, reductionists, and administrators looking 
for simple solutions” if we are to succeed in assisting teachers to create new 
personalities, new ways of being in the classroom. (Travers, 1979, p. 18) 
Knowing that we can move beyond teaching behaviors to a more existential 
approach is wonderful; however, “Teacher educators have done little work on the 
problems of developing appropriate classroom personalities, but a large amount of 
practical knowledge has been developed by others, particularly by those in the theater 
arts, where an attempt has been made to set forth a quite complete theory of how a 
personality can be created.” (Travers, 1979, p. 16) Travers is referring to the work of 
Konstantin Stanislavsky and his acting method. Several other great acting teachers such 
as Michael Chekov and Stella Adler have carried on Stanislavsky’s teaching, expanding 
and clarifying his core philosophies and techniques. 
One of the strengths of the teacher-as-performance-artist philosophy is that 
teachers do the work of role creation themselves, rather than passively receive their bag 
of behaviorist tricks. In our education programs, there is a wealth of research and 
knowledge of effective teaching practices; our deficiency lies in our capacity to develop 
teachers who engage in a way that flows naturally from the teachers being. (Travers, 
1979) Like a director who guides her actors but can neither create nor perform the 
characters for them, a role developer may guide the education student as she creates her 
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teacher role, but does not (and cannot) do this work for her. “When he finally enters the 
classroom, [the teacher] radiates assuredness. This is acting - and his students are the 
benefactors.” (Timpson & Tobin, 1982, p. 55) Role developers may use a variety of 
paradigms from the theater world, including Konstantin Stanislavsky’s method of role 
creation, Viola Spolin’s improvisation and game approach, Tadashi Suzuki’s highly 
physical method, and Anne Bogart’s collaborative Viewpoints training. Each of these 
great acting teachers has much to teach teacher developers about how to create 
personalities. (Bogart, 2001; Spolin, 1983; Stanislavski, 1936; Suzuki, 1986) We can 
better prepare our new teachers for the classroom by using the theories developed by 
theater artists. 
Towards the Development of an Acting Course for Teachers 
It was with great anticipation that I opened my copy of Acting Lessons for 
Teachers. From the title, I assumed that the book would offer some specific exercises 
and activities from the theater that teachers could use to train their voices and bodies for 
the classroom stage. I dared to dream that the book might even offer a working 
curriculum that I could tailor for my Teaching as a Performing Art class. I was a bit 
disappointed. The text was less a collection of activities, exercises and lessons, and 
more of an exploration of how some lessons from the acting world might be applied to 
the teaching world. It was a book for the mind, full of clever thoughts and insights, but 
not for the hands, feet, voice and body. Reading it, a teacher might be convinced of the 
many acting-teaching parallels that exist, but would not receive concrete performable 
lessons that might help her develop her own performing skills for the classroom. 
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Finishing the book, I wondered if the authors themselves had ever taken a 
professional acting class or had worked professionally as actors. This led to the 
beginning of a series of email correspondences with author Robert T. Tauber, which 
resulted in my being included in the second edition of the book. The new edition of the 
book featured an introduction that began, “We should explain the title of our book, 
Acting Lessons for Teachers. In actuality, there are few, if any, of the “lessons” you 
might expect to experience in an Acting 101 class.” (Tauber & Mester, 2007, p. 4) This 
admission highlighted a gaping hole in the literature on teaching as a performing art. ;; 
T 
Where were the research, the literature, and the concrete, performable acting lessons for 
5 
teachers? Was there only theory? 
0 
While many educators were finally recognizing the performance dimension of 
* 
$ 
teaching, few were prepared, or knowledgeable enough about the performing arts, to 
1 
develop a curriculum that could be used to develop new teachers’ performing artistry 
Uj 
for the classroom. There was a clear need for this information. Thus, as one of my two 
main research questions I ask, “What would an acting class for teachers look like?” 
( 
Answering this question necessitated the development of a sound, cohesive curriculum 
j 
that I could implement with my participants. As the literature on teacher education 
appeared devoid of immediate useable curriculum suggestions, I turned to some of the 
great acting teachers of the last century to uncover what philosophies and techniques 
guided their training of actors. I then synthesized this information with my own 
experiences as an actor, director, teacher, and teacher-educator to create my own 
original curriculum for what is, to my knowledge, the first semester-long acting class 
designed explicitly for pre- and in-service educators ever offered anywhere. 
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There are many different philosophies for the training of performing artists. 
Different acting classes, teachers, schools and traditions have developed a wide range of 
technologies for just this purpose. For the development of my course, I reflected upon 
the many acting teachers and directors that I had worked with over the course of my 
career. I examined my own background working with Dawn Mora and James Coakley 
at Northwestern University, as well as my training at the Actors Institute in New York 
City. My experiences as an observer in Julie Nelson’s acting class at UMASS Amherst 
and my work alongside Lincoln Center Teaching Artist Jean Taylor offered additional 
insights. Beyond personal experience, I surveyed the literature reading books by 
renowned performing artists, directors and acting teachers such as Hagen, Spolin, 
Stanislavski, Adler, Bogart, Suzuki, Mamet, Chekhov and others. (Allen, 1999; Bogart, 
2001; Bruder et ah, 1986; Chekhov & Prey, 2000; Hagen, 1973; Hobgood, 1988; 
Mamet, 1999; Moore, 1984, 1991; Robbins, 2002; Spolin, 1983; Stanislavski, 1936; 
Suzuki, 1986) Some of this information seemed immediately applicable to the 
development of teachers; while some, invaluable to the actor, was not necessarily so 
vital to the teacher’s craft. The question arose: What, of all this information, should be 
included in my 12-week class? 
To begin, I informally polled my colleagues in the theater to uncover what 
acting classes they found most beneficial and why. I found that few of these 
professional actors strictly adhered to a single training philosophy. While they may be 
currently enrolled in a class based on Meisner, Stanislavsky, Spolin or Adler, they had 
all worked with other teachers and directors from different backgrounds. Many were 
even studying with multiple teachers from different traditions concurrently. There 
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seemed to be great consensus that no one school of thought was preeminent when it 
came to the training of actors. In addition, many of the actors took classes in Alexander 
technique, dance, creative movement, and voice in addition to their formal acting 
studies. These classes rounded out the set of skills they needed to develop for their 
craft. 
The results of my information gathering echoed my own thoughts. To base my 
course-strictly on the works of one theater philosopher, like Stanislavski, meant 
ignoring a host of other relevant technologies. I thought it best to cherry pick the most 
essential, relevant, clear and immediately useful information, technologies and activities 
from my own experiences and from the literature. Critically reviewing the literature, I 
discovered three acting teachers whose works seemed most appropriate for classroom 
teachers: Stanislavski, Bogart, and Spolin. I did not use these teachers’ works 
exclusively. I included activities of my own design along with others from different 
sources; nevertheless, these three theater professionals’ works had the greatest influence 
upon my curriculum. Here are some of the highlights of each artist’s philosophy and a 
brief rationale for their inclusion in my course. 
Stanislavski 
A revolutionary, Stanislavski’s insights into acting are at the heart of modem 
Western theater training. (Allen, 1999) He is most noted for his creation of “The 
System,” a framework that allows the actor to embody a character on stage. “My 
system is the result of lifelong searches... I have tried to find a method of work for 
actors to enable them to create the image of a character, breathe into it the inner life of a 
human spirit, and, through natural means, embody it on stage in a beautiful artistic 
form.” (Stanislavsky in Allen, 1999, p. 4) To do this, Stanislavki advanced many 
specific techniques used by actors today, including: action, “as if’ and the concentration 
of attention as well as emotional recall. (Stanislavski, 1936) These techniques were all 
included to some degree, in my curriculum as they were immediately applicable to 
teacher role creation. 
For example, action involves actually doing something rather than pretending to 
do it. A person who is really looking for her brooch behaves differently than a 
mediocre actor pretending to search for a brooch. (Allen, 1999; Stanislavski, 1936) In a 
teaching context, many new teachers often execute an action (such as soliciting 
feedback, giving praise, or explaining a new concept) much like the mediocre actor - 
they go through the motions of asking questions, checking for understanding, or 
delivering a clear explanation without really committing to it. Just as it is easy to peg 
the actor who is just “pretending” to look for her brooch, it is easy to spot the teacher 
who is not fully invested in explaining a concept to her students. Using Stanislavski- 
based “action” exercises provided the new teachers an opportunity to gauge how 
completely they were invested in various classroom actions they performed. 
Similarly, the other aforementioned Stanislavski techniques illuminated the 
steps many actors take when creating a character. (Stanislavski, 1936) Providing 
concrete exercises and a special time and space to rehearse those techniques was central 
to my curriculum’s objectives. Thus, many of Stanislavsky’s exercises found their way 
into my curriculum. 
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Anne Bogart 
American theater director Anne Bogart, of the Saratoga International Theater 
Institute, focuses less on the psychological and more on the concrete in her work. In 
fact, her goal as a director has been described as, “to free her theater of the curse of the 
American Method developed from the Stanislavski System.” (Anderson, 1995, p. 115) 
Bogart herself is more generous towards Stanislavski; “It was Stanislavski who first 
understood that to make a moment real on stage, you have to think about 90 different 
things. His approach was psychological.. .but the principle is right. You can’t just walk 
on the stage and be actual or authentic.” (Bogart in Anderson, 1995, p. 116) , 
I 
Teachers, like actors, communicate on many levels. Bogart reminds us that we 
ji \ 
must pay attention to the reality of the physical voice, body and movement in time and 
5 
space. She created a set of Viewpoints, adapted from modem dance terminology, that 
rr 
provide a concrete way of discussing and shaping a moment, on stage or in the 
classroom. “The Viewpoints are things that the body and mind can ‘think’ about to 
actually take your mind off of being natural.” (Bogart in Anderson, 1995, p. 116) 
Addressing some of Bogart’s ideas and exercises along with the Stanislavski method 
combines both physical and psychological techniques for role creation. 
In my teacher acting class, I used the Viewpoints as a launch pad for learning to 
‘think’ with our bodies, recognizing the impact that viewpoints such as spatial 
relationship, body shape, tempo, and kinesthetic response can have on a classroom. 
This is especially important for educators who do not naturally move much while 
teaching. Learning what to do with the meat, as Bogart says, reminds the teachers that 
they are a physical presence in the classroom. Becoming strategic with his use of body 
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language and developing his presence within the classroom environment is a skill the 
sophisticated teacher needs to become a more physically articulate communicator. 
Bogart’s philosophy provides a framework for development in this area. 
In 2001, Anne Bogart published a series of essays on art and theater entitled A 
Director Prepares. (Bogart, 2001) Two of those essays directly attend to performance 
obstacles I sought to address in my class, namely embarrassment and terror. Bogart’s 
modem collaborative approach to performing artistry provides a new, structured, 
physical way of thinking about movement and presence that may be rehearsed until it is 
absorbed into the teacher’s natural way of being. (Anderson, 1995) It seemed fitting to 
include her philosophies in my syllabus. 
Viola Spolin 
When I sat down to create the course I was most excited to avail myself to the 
works of Viola Spolin. Spolin is perhaps best known for her use of theater games and 
improvisation. (Spolin, 1983) Spolin’s techniques and curriculum materials are very 
popular with theater educators working with performers of all ages, as they are simple 
to understand, easy to facilitate and encourage creative expression, problem solving, 
action and articulation. 
Spolin’s theater games can be performed on the spot, without prior rehearsal or 
preparation and can be arranged in myriad ways to develop any number of performing 
skills. (Spolin, 1983) Spolin herself provides example sequences tailored to meet the 
needs of different audiences. (Spolin, 1983) The convenience of Spolin’s theater games 
was ideal for my class. The students could perform the games immediately, without 
first having to memorize texts or prepare scenes or complex scenarios. The games often 
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call upon the students themselves to supply contexts or environments for improvisation; 
this allowed us to tailor the games to focus on classroom situations as necessary. 
Finally, unlike scene work, the games did not require preselected groups or pairings. 
Therefore, if a student were absent one day, her absence did not preclude a partner or 
classmate from participating in the games. The games could be played with whoever 
was present. The games could also be repeated as the students’ skills developed and 
become increasingly challenging and enjoyable. 
Many of the acting skills developed in these games are essential to the work of 
the teacher, such as overcoming embarrassment, making decisions, cooperation, 
listening and responding, resisting assumption, reacting to the environment, and 
achieving objectives despite unforeseen obstacles. I selected her approach to anchor the 
first few weeks of class for the reasons listed above and was so pleased with the 
positive, enthusiastic, creative and cooperative classroom atmosphere the games helped 
to create. (RH journal). Philosophically, the ideas of theater games emphasized the play 
in play-acting and encouraged the participants to access the joy and excitement of 
acting rather than focus on the fear of public performance. 
CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The literature suggests that teachers would be well served by having some 
training in the performing arts; however, few opportunities to receive this essential 
training exist in today’s schools of education. (Travers, 1979) There is a lack of 
research discussing how to design and implement a performing arts program that would 
specifically address the needs of educators (as opposed to actors or other performing 
artists). (Travers, 1979) Creating such a class could help to answer several important 
questions, namely: How might this class be structured and what type of curriculum 
would be followed? Could an acting course, designed specifically for educators, aid 
new teachers in constructing their nascent teacher identities and embodying the 
effective teacher behaviors they studied in their traditional pre-service methods classes? 
If so, what effects might the class have on the new teachers who participate? 
Main Research Questions 
■ How could an acting course, designed specifically for educators, aid new teachers in 
constructing their nascent teacher identities and embodying the effective teacher 
behaviors they studied in their traditional pre-service methods classes? 
■ What would an acting class for new teachers look like? 
This study aims to answer these two central questions. To do so, I used the 
research on effective teaching along with the literature on the teaching of acting to 
construct curricula for an acting class designed specifically for novice teachers to 
develop their teacher selves for the classroom stage. The resulting class was then 
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offered as part of the pre-service curriculum at a school of education, and pre-service 
teachers were invited to enroll in and satisfactorily complete the course. 
Overview Of The Study 
The study begins with the creation of the acting class for teachers in Summer 
2004. The class is then taught during the Fall 2004 semester. Data is collected and 
participants are tracked in an effort to uncover answers to the two central research 
questions. During the Spring 2005 semester, two of the participants are followed into 
their student teaching classrooms where more data is collected in an effort to better 
understand how the identity development that occurred during the class may transfer 
into the practicum. 
Summer 2004: Designing An Acting Class For Teachers 
The study began in Summer 2004 with a thorough review of the literature in an 
attempt to devise a curriculum for the acting class. This resulted in the creation of a 
course outline ( Appendix A). I selected course objectives to meet the needs of new 
teachers as they hone their classroom identities. 
Just as the actor uses voice and movement to create a character, the teacher uses 
these same tools to clearly communicate her curriculum and connect with her 
students. This workshop provides a space for students to explore and develop 
the performing artistry vital to being an engaging and effective teacher. Specific 
communication topics include: providing directions and explanations, offering 
feedback, classroom management, effective classroom demonstrations, 
managing misbehavior and basic classroom dramatics. Techniques include 
participation in a series of carefully selected vocal and physical training 
exercises; acting exercises, structured improvisation, role-playing and scene 
study to create and rehearse the teacher roles they will embody in their future 
classrooms. (RH, Course Overview, 2005) 
I paid careful attention to my selection of course objectives, ascertaining that 
they were both important and achievable given the twelve-week period of the course. I 
designed activities and developed lesson plans for the initial three weeks of the course 
that would focus on three areas of teacher development via the performing arts. To 
appeal to the novice teachers I worded the course objectives to focus on areas of 
classroom communication that my experience with student teachers had taught me were 
of great importance to the novice educator, namely: classroom management, giving 
directions, managing misbehavior and giving feedback. I also wanted to be upfront 
about the different types of theater activities I had in mind for the course. It was 
important that the participants be aware that my class would be very different in content 
and methodology than the other education courses they might have taken. To that end, I 
included the following recommendation at the end of the course overview handout: 
You will want to wear comfortable clothes for this course, as we will be very 
active! You should have a pair of sweat socks - some activities will be shoeless. 
Sneakers will be more appropriate than dress shoes or flip-flops for many 
activities. You are invited to bring a towel for floor activities if you choose. 
(RH, Course Overview, 2005) 
The course overview that I distributed to the students focused on the classroom 
communication skills and the types of theater activities we would be exploring. Flyers 
and advertisements for the course featured phrases like: “Exude confidence, uncover 
your charisma, unleash your creativity, speak with authority.” 
My own notes and goals for the course enumerated four areas of growth that I 
had identified from the literature would be important to helping new teachers overcome 
performance obstacles and develop more effective ways of being in the classroom. The 
class would aid new teachers in overcoming indecision, terror, assumption and 
embarrassment. Later on, while teaching the course, I would add two more obstacles to 
my list: denial and extremism. Finally, after reading many of my participants’ journal 
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entries and reflection papers I learned that my curriculum addressed a seventh 
performance obstacle, ennui. Aiding new teachers in overcoming these seven 
performance obstacles via experiential learning in the performing arts became the 
central purpose of the class. In the data analysis and findings chapter, I will explain in 
more depth how these seven categories came to be, their basis in the literature, as well 
as their impact on teacher development. 
'With the course, I mapped out weekly topics for the remaining weeks of the 
course. (See Appendix B) The topics I selected to address included: 
■ Our instrument: voice and movement 
■ Identity 
■ Comfort and Discomfort: recognizing how our bodies manifest discomfort 
physically, mentally, emotionally and vocally 
■ Overcoming Discomfort: adopting a relaxed, confident, positive and welcoming 
demeanor. 
These topics would lay the foundation of all that was to come. They would help 
the new teachers to become aware of their voices and bodies and the messages (verbal 
and nonverbal) that they communicate. Acknowledging the power of their bodies to 
communicate would underscore the importance of making strategic vocal and physical 
decisions (overcoming indecision). (Danielewicz, 2001; Dennis, 1995; Grant & 
Hennings, 1971) Attentiveness to these signals in others, including students, would 
help increase awareness and aid in overcoming some of the assumptions that hinder 
teacher performance. (Chesebro & McCroskey, 2002; Spolin, 1983) Additionally, the 
participants would discover how they manifest discomfort and develop strategies to 
overcome anxiety. This would be crucial in overcoming such performance obstacles as 
embarrassment and terror. (Bogart, 2001) 
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Like most teachers designing a new course, I did not predetermine the exact 
activities and experiences that would fill every minute of the entire semester. However, 
I did develop a strategy, based on experience as well as on the literature. The first three 
weeks were devoted to physical activities including much silent miming and 
improvisation work. These games and experiences were largely derived from Viola 
Spolin’s theater games; however, I liberally incorporated other techniques I had 
acquired in my own acting training and developed my own unique activities that would 
more clearly relate to the classroom stage. Nonetheless, my choice to emphasize the 
physical over the vocal was strategic. The literature revealed the importance of 
nonverbal classroom communication (Dennis, 1995; Grant & Hennings, 1971; Jarudi, 
2000; Richmond, 2002; Spolin, 1983), as well as the way some teachers use speech as a 
shield when experiencing discomfort (Muijs & Reynolds, 2001; Penner, 1984; 
Richmond, 2002). 
Over the next few weeks, I added text via improvisations with voice, as well as 
the preparation of a short monologue. Next, we transitioned to scene work and building 
relationships with both our scene partners and our audience. This led to a foray into 
direction and an exploration of Anne Bogart’s Viewpoints. The purpose of these 
exercises was to discover the ways in which elements of the environment may affect the 
way a performance might be received. These topics underscored the importance of 
strategic decision-making and an increased awareness of one’s teaching self. 
In the final weeks, we shifted focus to reflection and connection to our 
classrooms, present and future. The students engaged in a number of reflective 
activities, including a final writing piece, an exit interview and a series of classroom 
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exercises that aided reflection and highlighted any transformations that had taken place 
in the development of the participants’ teaching selves and professional self¬ 
perceptions. 
The overall vision for the course, outlined above, was reflected in the syllabus 
distributed on the first day of class. I provided the students readings, taken from the 
review of literature, to complement each week’s theme. I assigned weekly reflection 
papers-to provide a space for the students to contemplate their performance, growth and 
ideas about teaching and performing, as well as to communicate to me any lingering 
questions or comments about the course. I scheduled interviews after week 10, to gauge 
student progress, understanding and interest. 
All the activities described in this section were performed before the first day of 
class. Although I was very flexible and responsive in my teaching, I found that the 
strategies outlines in this section served me well and provided a clear guide for the 
semester’s work. 
Fall 2004: Teaching as a Performing Art 
With the curriculum outlined, materials prepared, and lessons planned, I eagerly 
awaited the first day of class. I was pleased to find that nine students enrolled and 
agreed to take part in this research project. Of these nine participants, eight committed 
to attending the class, for which they received university credit towards their degrees, 
and resolved to participate in all in class activities, out-of-class assignments, and scene 
work. Additionally they kept journals and wrote reflection pieces that they released as 
data for this study. Informal conversations both in class and outside of the classroom 
were collected as data, as were transcripts and audiotapes of more formal, scheduled 
interviews held at the course’s end. Finally, the participants’ performances in class 
activities were videotaped and these tapes yielded additional data for the study. The 
ninth student, Delia, audited the class. She attended regularly and participated in all 
classroom activities, including scene work, but was not required to complete the weekly 
assignments or keep a reflection journal. 
The course began on September 15, 2004 and ran weekly through December 15, 
2004 in a manner consistent with the University schedule. Data collected during the 
class included the videotaping of key classes, the collection of weekly reflection papers 
and assignments, and the audiotaping of interviews with each student, as well as my 
own field notes and observation journals, and any additional artifacts collected over the 
course of the semester. 
Project consent forms were distributed (and collected) early in the semester. 
Participants also received notice of the reasons why many class sessions were 
videotaped and how the videotapes would and would not be used. 
Spring 2005: Data Collection in Greg and Faye’s Practicum Classrooms 
I collected secondary data from two of the nine participants in the semester 
immediately following the completion of the course. At this time, two of the 
participants were engaged in their student teaching and volunteered to videotape 
themselves in their classrooms several times throughout the semester. Additionally, 
they agreed to maintain their journals, participate in regular interviews and 
conversations with me, and arrange for me to visit their classrooms five times during 
the semester to observe and, later, discuss their performance. The willingness of these 
two participants to share their student teaching experiences during the semester 
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following our acting class yielded important data. It provided a window into how the 
skills and behaviors rehearsed in the class might be internalized by the participants and 
demonstrated in their nascent teacher personas. 
In late January 2005,1 initiated a series of five visits to both Faye’s and Greg’s 
classrooms. I introduced myself to their cooperating teachers and explained the nature 
of the research. We established protocols for each of the participants to videotape 8 to 
10 lessons during the course of the semester. I arranged to collect any videotapes at the 
end of each month and scheduled three monthly one-on-one interviews with each 
participant for March, April and May 2005. During these interviews, the videotaped 
lesson plans were used as prompts for interview questions focusing on how the 
Teaching as a Performing Art class experience influenced the student teacher’s 
attitudes, behaviors, and thought processes during his or her practicum. I also 
scheduled audiotaped final interview sessions for late May, which would complete the 
data collection. 
Data analysis was ongoing throughout the project. Final integration and analysi 
of the data began in the late Spring 2005. 
Participants 
The participant body consisted of those novice educators who self-selected to 
take EDUC695c: Teaching as a Performing Art and consented to participate in the 
research. Due to a late start getting the course listed by the School of Education, many 
special efforts were made to ensure that at least 6 to 8 persons registered for the course 
and that those participants represented a mix of pre-service and in-service teachers. 
These efforts included a marketing campaign designed to raise awareness of the course 
and generate buzz via high-impact flyers and posters hung both in the education 
building and in other more mainstream campus locations such as the student center and 
campus bus stops. In addition, I visited classrooms to raise awareness and enlisted 
several faculty members to publicize the class to their students and advisees. I 
contacted former students of mine from a large undergraduate lecture course I had 
worked on for several semesters. Finally, I sent out an email announcement to 
STEMEd (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education) participants 
to cast an even larger net and generate a larger enrollment in the course. All of these 
efforts yielded nine participants. 
I observed only two of the nine during the following semester as they performed 
their student teaching, which may be explained as follows: First, of the nine 
participants in the class, only four were student teaching the next semester. Of those 
four, one of the students audited Teaching as a Performing Art and, although she 
attended regularly and participated in the acting workshops and scene studies, she had 
not kept up with the readings, written reflection pieces and journal entries. Thus, I did 
not see fit to include her in the second part of the study. The fourth potential candidate 
for phase two of the project was initially included, but he later failed to videotape his 
classrooms and maintain a reflective journal. Thus, his incomplete data set was not 
included in this research. 
On the first day of class, September 15, 2004,1 met the nine individuals who 
registered for the course - eight for credit, and one auditor. They were a remarkable 
bunch. The participants came from a range of backgrounds and with an array of 
rationales for why they registered. However, each arrived with a positive attitude, a 
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willingness to do the often challenging work of the performing artist and with a 
determination to use the opportunities provided by this course to improve their 
classroom teaching. Upon reflection, I realize that while my initial preparation of the 
curriculum, materials, scope and sequence of the course was valuable and certainly 
served as a rudder to guide the semester’s journey, the contributions of the nine 
personalities in the class were exceedingly important in shaping, coloring and creating 
the actual experience of the course. In other words, it took the efforts, talents and 
creativity of my colorful cast to bring to life the curriculum I prepared on the page. 
The data I collected during the course of the semester and beyond enabled me to 
provide answers to the central research questions I posed earlier in this paper. I thank 
my generous participants who, once they consented to join my study, granted me access 
to their thoughts, reactions, feelings and insights via hours of taped interviews, access to 
their reflection journals, their lesson plans and other written materials. Additionally 
they shared with me via phone calls and email exchanges, formal conferences, informal 
conversations, videotapes and personal invitations to view them in their classrooms. In 
fact, I have stayed in contact with many of the participants post-graduation as they are 
now ensconced in their own classrooms throughout New England. 
Each of the nine students in the class possessed a unique back story about how 
they came to teaching and specifically what attracted them to study teaching as a 
performing art. After our first class meeting, I began to classify the participants in 
terms of their prior experience with acting and teaching into three categories: aspiring 
teachers, maybe teachers, and the in-service teacher. Allow me to introduce this 
remarkable cast of characters. 
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The Aspiring Teachers 
Alexander Olivier 
Although he was not yet thirty years old, Alexander described himself as a 
“stodgy old fart.” (A journal) With brown tousled hair, wire rimmed glasses, a soft 
voice and easygoing demeanor, Alexander did not appear stodgy in the least, let alone 
like an “old fart”. When pressed to explain this seemingly odd self-portrait Alexander 
referenced his romantic ideal of a more traditional, classic liberal education, his love of 
great literature and scholarly discussion, as well as his philosophy of education. I came 
to find out over the course of the semester that he had been a drum major and had sung 
bass in choir; thus, he had some experience being in the spotlight. He also developed a 
strong and powerful voice that was quite unexpected given his otherwise mousy and 
bookish self-presentation. Alexander’s written reflections, participation in class 
exercises and journal entries revealed early on that Alexander was self-motivated to 
develop his nascent teaching role and eager to create a teacher identity that would serve 
him and his future students. 
Alexander was an artist, a writer. “Teaching is my career goal beyond 
completing an MFA in creative writing.” (A Interview) He was at the time enrolled in 
the MFA program in creative writing at a large New England university. He envisioned 
himself one day as a literature professor and author. As part of his work/study, he 
intended to apply for a variety of TA positions in the writing center on campus. 
Discussing his reasons for taking the class he first answered that in preparation “for that 
first semester [as a TA] the class would be a great way to start, to get me prepared, and I 
do need to have some ‘coming out of his shell’ issues dealt with, and I do need to deal 
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with how to prepare, and some of the things that don’t come as common sense to you as 
you think about going into the classroom to teach.” (A journal) Alexander also made 
numerous mentions of his telephone and email conversations with me before the start of 
class and the role they played in persuading him to take this class. In an interview 
session, Alexander commented, “In talking to you beforehand, you were very well 
prepared. Your description of [the class] seemed that we were going to deal a lot with 
these similarities between acting and sort of the persona of a stage character and who 
you are as a teacher. And so I expected to learn about these things as I accepted them." 
(A Interview) In addition, the format of the course appealed to Alexander. “I want to 
have an interactive class environment for the focus of the class I take rather than having 
colleagues progress obscured by research papers or confined to small discussion 
groups.” (A Interview) 
Alexander had some experience as a substitute mathematics teacher. However, 
he made no bones about his lackluster performance in this capacity, describing his work 
as “an utter failure in my own evaluation” (A journal) and was reflective enough to 
have reasoned some explanations for his disappointment: “My own teaching persona, as 
it marginally exists, needs attention in order to maximize my effectiveness for myself 
and for my students in the future.” (A journal) 
Fave Redgrave 
In her first journal entry, Faye shared her enthusiasm for the course. “When I 
heard that Teaching as a Performing Art was being offered I was excited about the class 
and thought I understood the connection between teaching in front of a class and acting 
in front of an audience.” However, like many of her classmates she soon realized that 
the demands of the performing artist, be she actor or teacher, were far more extensive 
than she had naively believed. “I realized that I did see a connection, but only the most 
basic one. I expected the class to deal more with the speech class topics than actual 
acting.” (F journal) Faye’s underestimation of the rigor of arts training and the 
discipline necessary to develop the abilities to purposefully and aesthetically shape 
one’s performance of self and creation of role were typical of the class in general. Faye, 
however, showed a remarkable willingness to embrace the challenges of the class and to 
reenvision herself as an artist-teacher. By the end of her first two weeks of class she 
reported the following: “If anyone questioned me about my artistic abilities before I 
would probably look at them and ask, ‘What artistic abilities?’ Now I love to think of 
myself as an artist. The word itself expresses feelings of creativity, vibrancy and 
energy.” (F journal) 
Faye came from a family of teachers. She had discussed teaching and education 
issues with her mother and therefore had a more developed sense of the professional 
responsibilities of a teacher than many of her peers. In addition, Faye had sought out 
opportunities to gain classroom experience. She taught Spanish to home-schooled 
children and substituted in local middle and high schools, including a special school for 
children with cognitive and behavioral issues. Faye had little background in the arts; 
however, she was a competitive equestrian who came to view competitive horseback 
riding as both an athletic feat and an art. 
Faye’s embracement of the class mission at such an early stage in the course - to 
develop better teachers through the performing arts - served as a springboard for her 
remarkable growth over the course of the semester. Her enthusiasm in viewing herself 
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as an artist was brilliant. “I hope I can become an artist like Robert Henri described in 
the Art Spirit, ‘Where those who are not artists are trying to close the book, he [the 
artist] opens it.’” (F journal quoting (Henri, 1923)) 
Charles Barrymore 
Charles bounded into class full of energy. He had spent the day performing his 
student teaching practicum in American history at a local high school. He was full of 
ideas about teaching and excitement about finally getting to take over a classroom. 
“Teaching to me is as much a lifestyle as it is a job.” (C Interview) He agreed with one 
of his university professors who “says that the reason to teach is so that you can spend 
the rest of your life being creative and intellectually alive, and I absolutely agree. 
Teaching is perhaps the most like being an artist one can be for a living without actually 
being an artist.” (C journal) 
Charles echoed my thoughts when he described himself as an “enthusiast.” (C 
Interview) I could hardly think of a better word to describe this tall, sturdy, stocky man 
whose admittedly large physique was dwarfed by his massive energy and enthusiasm. 
“I want to be the teacher who gets kids to start talking about politics and social issues. I 
want to be the one that gets them reading the newspaper every morning. If they already 
do that, I want to be the guy who gets them to read three newspapers every morning 
because they don’t trust one source to give them accurate information. I want kids 
coming out of my classroom to be totally confident standing up and giving a 
presentation about any topic I put on the table. I want my students to argue with me and 
win.” (C journal) 
Charles possessed a more extensive background in the performing arts than his 
classmates. “I’ve been an amateur performer all my life -1 was in plays and musicals 
in high school and Student Theater in college. I sang with choirs and played in 
orchestras and in general enjoyed the experience of getting in front of people and 
strutting whatever my stuff happened to be at the moment.” (C journal) However, prior 
to the course he had not realized that these experiences could help him in the classroom. 
In his first journal entry he wrote, “Teaching isn’t something that I’ve looked at as an 
extension of that [performing] experience before, but clearly it is.” (C journal) 
Like many actors, Charles believed that his core self was very different from the 
gregarious bounding man we saw in class each week. “Normally, I am an extremely 
shy person. In a classroom situation, however, I tend to be animated and gregarious.” 
(C journal) Thus Charles, who appeared so open, so willing to share with his students, 
classmates and peers, was actually quite self-protective and resistant to bringing his 
whole self into the classroom. There remained another side of Charles waiting in the 
wings, a sensitive core that remained untapped and could provide a quiet, solid, center 
of gravity to his exuberant teacher self. 
The first few weeks of class I thought a lot about Charles and the disconnect he 
described between his core self and his teacher self. One of my goals for Charles was to 
integrate all of his individual complexity and nuance as a person into his teaching 
persona so that he could relate to his students and his curricula as a whole person with 
all of his wonderfully human contradictions. I wanted Charles to be able to access all of 
the strengths and resources he possessed as a complete human being so that his teaching 
came from a more authentic place. By holding his softer, more reserved side at bay he 
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risked becoming a one-dimensional parody of his true self; his teaching self more of a 
mask than a fully realized way of being. 
Gregory Redford 
Greg was naturally athletic and felt most at home in the outdoors, especially on 
the face of a jagged cliff, rock climbing. 
The closest experience that I can relate to acting is rock climbing. There are 
times in my climbing where the demands of a particular climb bring out very 
focused emotional and physical responses. If a route requires balance and 
sequence on small holds that are difficult to see I find myself in a calm and 
meditative state, approaching the obstacle as a kind of puzzle. If a climb is 
powerful and overhung or if I am in danger of falling, I find myself angry, 
fearful and enraged, moving through movements with powerful lunges and 
grasps. These different states often accompany sequences of movement that are 
very technical but executed without conscious thought. (G journal) 
This insightful early entry from Greg’s reflection journal reveals not only his 
keen ability to make connections between the acting training and his life, but also 
reveals one of Greg’s great strengths as a budding actor - his ability to express emotion 
directly through his body, bypassing conscious thought; his ability to act in the moment. 
Gregory and I had known each other for approximately six months before the 
start of class. We both served as teaching assistants for an introductory level education 
course entitled Education at the Movies. As lead TA for the course, my responsibilities 
included designing the curriculum to be used in the various discussion sections and 
cooperating with the team of six teaching assistants to ensure that they were 
comfortable with not only the course content but also their roles as discussion leaders. 
During the semester Greg often expressed self-doubt in his abilities to lead his 
discussion sections. He never was self-pitying; rather, he sought to pinpoint causes for 
lackluster performance and often came to me for advice on how to improve his 
effectiveness with his students. (RH journal) I advised him to enroll in my Teaching as 
a Performing Art class as a means of building upon his innate ability to think with his 
body, a skill cultivated on the sides of many a rock, and use this strength to grow his 
comfort level in responding in the moment to classroom stimuli, as well as to the 
geological. 
Very early in the semester, I challenged Greg to explore more deeply the 
connections that he observed between his newfound acting training and rock climbing. 
“[When rock climbing] I am reacting with trained responses, similar to an actor’s 
preparation. Yet at the same time much of my action is coming from a response that is 
very much in the moment.” (G journal) I was curious to know if climbing was always 
second nature for Gregory. He explained, “Climbing wasn’t always this way for me. 
For a period in the first year of my climbing, I had to spend time developing footwork 
and technique on simple and challenging routes. I cannot remember any sequences 
coming naturally to me, or feeling in control on any but the most undemanding routes.” 
(G journal) I asked Gregory to consider his teaching in relation to his rock climbing, to 
which he responded, “I suppose my teaching might best be viewed as in a [early] 
developmental stage where many actions will have to be forced. When things don’t 
flow or come together I’ll need to concentrate on building habits and techniques that 
eventually I’ll be able to access without conscious effort.” (G Interview) Finally, 
Gregory connected these ideas with his acting training from our first few class sessions. 
“Becoming in touch with one’s impulses is perhaps one of the most difficult things 
about acting. Acting, to me, is first and foremost a foreign activity. I scrutinize most of 
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my impulses because I am existing with caution in a new experiential landscape." (G 
journal) 
Acting was relatively new for Greg, so it was understandable that he had not yet 
come to trust his instincts or “impulses" as he did on the rock face. On the rock wall he 
trusted himself enough to let go, go with his impulses, act before thinking and achieve a 
state of artistry and athleticism that can only exist when one is truly in the moment. 
However, Greg also exhibited signs of self-doubt when teaching. (RH journal, G 
Interview) This led him to think rather than act, to retreat into his head, scrutinizing and 
analyzing, rather than remaining in the moment in the classroom with his students. For 
example, Greg described in his journal an experience in his discussion section where his 
students asked if they could leave class early. 
I paused for a beat. In that hesitation I could tell that I was losing my audience a 
bit. When I try to consider why I hesitated I realize that it’s because I was 
confronted with something that I’m unsure what my answer will be. Ultimately, 
that hesitation is where I am objectively weighing the pros and cons of letting 
students out early, but simultaneously controlling a range of emotional impulses. 
The problem is that all of this takes too much time. (G journal) 
For Gregory, responding as a teacher had not yet become automatic. Working 
with Gregory in the context of our acting class, I looked forward to helping this 
wonderful young man develop confidence in his performing artistry in a way that would 
cross over onto the classroom stage so that he could respond as effectively, on impulse, 
to classroom situations as he did on the climbing wall. 
Delia Bergman 
Delia really wanted to take my acting class despite a host of challenges that 
would have prevented a less determined person from enrolling. Delia was a single 
parent of two beautiful children who was juggling, in addition to parenthood, her pre- 
practicum, a required methods course, an independent study, and a recent diagnosis of 
Crohn’s disease. “I really need to take it easy,” she wrote me in an email after the 
opening of the semester, “So that is the primary focus of mine, and secondly, staying in 
school with the bare minimum required of me. I’m in your class because I soooo dig it! 
My SOUL needs it. I’m learning a hell of a lot about myself!” (D email) 
Delia was preparing for a career as a social studies teacher on the high school 
level. She was an advocate for social justice and was very passionate about teaching 
tolerance and fostering respect. “In the Spring I am teaching a class on The Law and I 
am allowed to teach whatever I want to. I think I may focus on hate crimes for one of 
the weeks and issues of tolerance, acceptance, embracing of all peoples.” (D Interview) 
Her desire to change the world through teaching was evident even in a cursory 
discussion with Delia about her chosen profession. “Lots of work to do [to make the 
world safe for all peoples] and I’d like to think I’m doing it from the way I teach. 
Sometimes I think about moving to Texas or somewhere else and see if I could survive 
there and make some ripples start happening in places that really need it. I just have to 
believe.” (D email) Delia was a strong believer in the power of love, and that was 
central to her self-image as an educator. “I just want to take all these kids under my 
wings and protect them all from themselves and each other and the world.” (D email) 
In the end, Delia decided to audit my acting class. This enabled her to 
participate fully in class activities without having to worry about receiving a failing 
grade or incomplete should she be absent due to her many responsibilities, fatigue or 
illness. As an auditor Delia participated in all class activities including the performance 
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of scenes and monologues but was not required to complete the course readings, keep a 
reflection journal or sit for one-on-one conferences with me throughout the semester. 
On a positive note, Delia was an essential member of the classroom company; however, 
her status as auditor significantly lessened the amount of data I was able to collect from 
her. Delia was very excited to be included in the study, was the first to return her 
informed consent form, and made herself available for informal phone conversations 
and emails which I collected and analyzed alongside her many contributions to 
videotaped classroom activities. 
The Maybe Teachers 
Bernard Newman 
Strolling across campus, it was not uncommon to stumble across Bernard sitting 
on a bench in a dormitory courtyard strumming his guitar and singing along to 
contemporary folk tunes by the likes of Bob Dylan, the Indigo Girls or Ani DiFranco. 
On one particular day he was wearing a tie-dyed t-shirt, cargo pants cut-off into shorts 
and loose sandals. A small crowd had gathered to hear him play. He obligingly fielded 
a request and leaned into a throaty rendition of “Don’t Think Twice, It’s Alright.” (RH 
journal) 
Bernard was an undergraduate student at the university in a self-designed major 
“tentatively called, well, I guess I don’t really have a name for it yet.” (B Interview) He 
expressed a desire to work as a youth counselor or to teach music to young people. He 
was not quite sure exactly where his path would lead, but he was certain it would 
involve a nontraditional education setting, children and music. (RH journal) During the 
summers, Bernard worked for a summer camp where he was supervised a platoon of 
counselors in training (or CITs). Short, tan, always comfortably dressed in oversized 
t-shirts, baggy shorts and sandals, Bernard certainly cut the figure of a laid-back 
summer camp counselor. Having experiences working with children as well as with 
leading groups at the camp, Bernard decided that he could improve his job performance 
by studying the performing arts. (RH journal, B interview) 
Interested in theater, though “mostly in a behind the scenes capacity,” 
(B journal) Bernard joined the Theater Guild, a student theater production company, last 
semester. “Theater is relatively new to me,” (B journal) and he stage-managed his first 
production while enrolled in our acting class. In addition, Bernard registered for an 
introductory course in the Theater department, although he was quick to point out, “I 
don’t act. I don’t like to go onstage.” (B journal) 
Bernard was also interested in teaching and education. He had taken 
coursework in the School of Education, including an Introduction to Early Childhood 
Education class that he greatly enjoyed. (B interview) Specific skills he hoped to 
develop in our class during the semester included “I can be very high energy. Finding a 
way to focus that energy” as well as “I know I can throw down walls [between myself 
and others]. One reason for taking this class is to help me with this. I know I’ll need to 
break down my walls sometime, better sooner.” (B journal) 
Esther Hepburn 
Before registering for Teaching as a Performing Art, Esther was a star student in 
an undergraduate course entitled Education at the Movies. Esther was tall, lean and 
athletic, with blonde hair and blue eyes; her manner was self-assured and direct. Esther 
spoke her mind. I remember an incident in our Movies class when Esther came to class 
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wearing a tank-top t-shirt that exposed a large and colorful tattoo on her left shoulder. 
Many jaws dropped in the class, including my own, because Esther, who had formerly 
presented herself as an outspoken feminist intellectual, now revealed a seemingly 
incongruent aspect of herself, appearing less like Susan Sontag and more like Angelina 
Jolie. When several of the students commented on her tattoo, she revealed that she was 
a motorcycle enthusiast pursuing a career as a stuntwoman. It was her desire to perform 
as an entertainer in this capacity, as well as my invitation, that led to her decision to 
enroll in Teaching as a Performing Art. (RH journal, E interview) 
Esther also had an interest in teaching, though not in becoming a classroom 
teacher. Esther’s mother was a classroom teacher and while Esther showed great 
respect for her mother’s work, and for the many great teachers she had studied with, 
Esther had decided that teaching was not the job for her, at least not in a traditional 
setting. (E interview) To help support herself, she worked long hours as a tutor and 
companion for a mentally challenged boy named Drew. Esther drew extensively upon 
her relationship with Drew in her reflection papers and journal entries in the Movies 
course and did the same in our acting course. 
Esther was intelligent and highly self-aware. In an early interview she 
commented, “I know that I can present myself in many different ways. I know different 
ways that I can be.” (E journal) She even laughed, recalling a time when during a 
discussion in Movies class she playfully told the class that she was a mother of two 
children. The class went dead silent. With perfect timing she waited a beat before 
smiling, “I’m just joking.” The room collectively exhaled and giggled nervously. Thus 
Esther came into our performing arts class already somewhat skilled in manipulating 
others’ perceptions of her via the way she performed herself. (RH journal, E interview) 
As she later remarked in her midterm interview, “I now want to learn to present myself 
more effectively; to make strategic choices about how I enact myself.” (E journal) 
The In-Service Teacher 
Hank Grant 
Hank was a very atypical elementary school teacher. Tall and laconic with a 
quiet charisma, Hank drew people near with his short utterances and deep voice. There 
always appeared to be something just out of reach, something he was holding back; he 
had an air of mystery. (RH journal) Hank did not speak much the first two days of class 
other than to say that, although he had registered, he was not sure he was going to stay 
in the class. “I just want to see what it’s all about.” (H journal, video record) 
Nevertheless, Hank participated in all classroom activities, albeit occasionally with 
hesitation. It became obvious that Hank was not entirely comfortable with “letting go” 
of his cool reserve to launch himself mind, body, voice and soul into some of the crazy 
vocal and physical exercises designed to loosen up the teachers and develop a sense of 
play and abandon necessary for the forthcoming acting exercises. In his own words, “I 
am set in my ways. It takes a lot to move me beyond my comfort zone.” (H journal) 
Even so, once I sat down with Hank for our first interview I realized that he was very 
forthcoming, as long as you asked the right questions. He may not have volunteered 
much information, but he certainly expressed himself if given an invitation. Early on, 
when I asked him about his teaching self he commented dryly, “I am bored with me.” 
(H journal) In fact, the more Hank talked about his own presence in the classroom, the 
sadder he appeared to me. (RH journal) 
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Hank was the sole licensed teacher in the class; he had been teaching for several 
years. (H interview) He had amassed over 200 credit hours at the university. In 
choosing to register for the performing arts course he was looking for “something 
different.” (H interview) At our final interview at semester’s end Hank remarked, “A 
lot of the education courses at [the university] recycle and repackage the same 
information. This class did not repeat other course content. [The other courses were] 
never about helping you as a teacher in front of the classroom.” (H interview) Yet 
despite the direct emphasis on students and learning theory typical of his other courses, 
Hank felt that this class “was more connected to real teaching and connected with 
students more than most. It went beyond the cerebral,” as he found the rhetoric of many 
education courses to be “out in the stratosphere” as opposed to being grounded in the 
everyday realities of the classroom teacher. (H journal, interview) 
While Hank had the most teaching experience of the participants, he had the 
least theater experience. None, (video record) What most intrigued and excited me 
about the prospect of working with Hank was his self-expressed reticence to try 
something new combined with his desperate need to break out of his “rut.” (H journal) 
Teaching as a profession has a notoriously dismal attrition rate, and I personally would 
hate to see a talented male elementary school teacher like Hank leave the classroom due 
to boredom, not with his students, but with himself. If ever there were a teacher who 
could benefit from the excitement, dynamism, and sense of possibility inherent in the 
performing artist, it was Hank. (RH journal) 
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Setting 
This study was predicated upon the teaching of a graduate level course, 
Teaching as a Performing Art, to a body of in-service and pre-service teachers. The 
research took take place at the University of Massachusetts under the auspices of the 
School of Education and, more specifically, under the TESI (Teacher Education / 
School Improvement) department chaired by Linda Griffin. I arranged with Professor 
Allan Feldman to secure funds via a grant with STEM Ed to sponsor the class. To 
address administrative requirements, Prof. Feldman was the professor of record for the 
class, entitled EDUC695c: Teaching as a Performing Art, with myself listed officially 
as the Teaching Assistant, although I designed the course and provided the entirety of 
the instruction throughout the semester. 
Initially, I proposed an auditorium with a stage space or a studio space designed 
for the performing arts (dance or theater). However, a large open room that offered 
many opportunities for creative use of space could not be found. A traditional 
classroom with rows of intractable desks or bolted down furniture was inappropriate for 
this course. Thus began an exhaustive search for an open space that eventually yielded 
a large classroom with collapsible, movable furniture. This room, though not ideal, did 
provide enough open space for the nine students to move around and perform various 
exercises, improvisations and scenes. It had large banks of windows that provided 
natural light for the start of class. After sundown, we switched to overhead fluorescent 
lights that hung from the room’s very high ceilings. The room also featured a rolling 
blackboard, which we used on occasion as either a blackboard or a screen during scene 
work activities. At times, when all nine students worked on their scenes at once, the 
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class spilled out into the hallways and adjacent stairwell to rehearse in their own spaces. 
This proved unobtrusive, as few classes were held simultaneously with ours. Having 
the option to use public spaces within the building, in addition to our assigned room, 
proved invaluable. 
During the Spring 2005 semester, I visited Faye and Greg at their practicum 
sites. Greg taught at a recently renovated middle school in a working class community. 
Faye taught at a public high school in small town county seat that faced similar 
economic concerns. I visited each of the teachers at their site a minimum of five times 
during their practicum. Additionally, each of the student teachers videotaped several 
lessons for me, which I added to the data set. I observed the tapes, recorded any notes, 
and held interviews with the student teacher using the video prompts to uncover what 
the new teachers think about their roles, their behaviors, their performance and identity 
as a teacher in their practicum classroom. The settings for these monthly interviews 
included a small conference room, equipped with TV and VCR, in Furcolo Hall at the 
University of Massachusetts - Amherst, my living room, and the student teachers’ 
practicum sites. 
Data Collection: Observations and Interviews 
I employed several different methods of data collection on this research project. 
Field notes and personal observations were gathered both in the Teaching as a 
Performing Art classroom and at Faye’s and Greg’s practicum sites. Videotaped class 
sessions; audiotaped interviews; informal interviews; participant journals, emails, 
written assignments, performances and conversations; independent evaluation by the 
Center for Teaching; and my own reflection journal were also included in the data set. 
Work product such as the class syllabus, curriculum, course overview, assignment 
sheets and other product provided additional data. Data sources were carefully chosen 
for their ability to yield reliable information and to triangulate for accuracy of 
information. Review of literature of qualitative research methodologies, arts-based 
research, action research and curriculum development yielded insights into how to best 
collect, manage and analyze the data for this research. (Edmiston & Wilhelm, 1996; 
Eisner, 2002a; Neelands, 1996; Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Taylor, 1996a, 1996b) 
Data Collection During EDUC695C 
Field Notes and Observations 
During class time, I earned a clipboard on which I scribbled notes, reminders 
and key observations, as well as documented the exercises done in the class and the 
students’ progress. I transferred these observations into a field notes journal on my 
computer immediately following the class while the memories and observations were 
fresh in my mind. These notes were expanded later in analytical memos, as suggested 
in Learning in the Field by Rossman & Rallis. (Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Taylor, 1996a, 
1996b) 
Use of Videotape in the Class Sessions 
I videotaped several of the lessons over the course of the semester. At times, 
these videotapes were made with the camera set on a tripod and placed in a fixed 
location in the room to minimize intrusion; however, during particularly active sessions 
I employed a cameraperson to take more sophisticated handheld footage. These tapes 
were reviewed, their contents noted and the data units extruded and cataloged. 
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Participant Journals 
The students in Educ695c were asked to submit weekly reflection journal 
assignments. These journal entries documented any connections the participants 
observed between the work we did in our acting class and their work in their own 
classrooms. Journal entries were saved and coded for future analysis. It bears 
mentioning that some participants, notably Bernard and Hank, were somewhat lax in 
their managing of this assignment. Rather than submitting weekly reflections, they 
handed in a few at a time every couple of weeks. 
Independent Evaluation 
It seems logical that the more effective and well run the Educ695c class was, the 
more students took away from it and the longer lasting and more transformative the 
impact on their teaching. In an effort to gain insights into how well the Educ695c class 
was running, I obtained data from three sources: my own field notes and observations, 
the students (via journal entries and interviews - formal and informal) and an 
independent evaluation performed through the Center for Teaching at UMASS. The 
results of the CFT audit were delivered to me in person; however, a concise summary 
was also prepared by the CFT and is available as Appendix C. 
Exit Interviews 
During the last weeks of the course I conducted 30- to 45-minute exit interviews 
with the students. These interviews were audiotaped, and documented via field notes. 
The individual exit interviews with my participants contained a combination of highly 
structured, preplanned questions and unscripted, exploratory questions. The interview 
questionnaire is available as Appendix D. 
The interviews had a relaxed, informal feel and were often punctuated with 
laughter, camaraderie and an easy exchange of ideas, as is my interview style. I do not 
believe, however, that the quality or veracity of the data was compromised due to the 
easy rapport. In fact, I believe the relaxed nature of our conversation invited my 
subjects to speak freely and with candor; often revealing more than I had anticipated. 
Below are some of the questions that yielded the richest data for the study: 
■ In what ways have you changed (as a teacher) between September and now? 
■ Has this class aided in your development as an educator? How? 
■ Has this course affected the way you prepare for your own classroom? How? 
■ Has this course affected the way you use your voice and body when teaching? How? 
■ Has this course affected the way you view classroom communication? How? 
■ Has this course affected the way you view yourself as a teacher? How? 
■ What role did the instructor play in the effectiveness of the course? How could he 
have been more effective, helpful, etc.? 
■ What tools / skills / ideas / questions do you take away from this class? 
Documents and Class Materials 
Any additional materials created during the course were collected and added to 
the data set. These included the course description and syllabus, course texts and 
handouts, as well as class communications including emails. 
Data Collection during Spring 2005 
Additional data was collected during the Spring 2005 semester when I visited 
the practicum classrooms of participants Faye and Greg. 
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Participants: Faye and Greg 
Two of the participants from EDUC695C continued their participation in this 
study through their practica. These two participants, Faye and Greg, were selected 
based on the following criteria: successful completion of the Teaching as a Performing 
Art course, willingness to continue in the study, and participation in a student-teaching 
practicum at a local high school or middle school during the Spring 2005 semester. 
Observations were held on-site at the schools where these participants were student 
teaching. Interviews were held at the practicum sites, my home, or UMASS. 
In addition, I served as the university supervisor of both Greg’s and Faye’s 
practica in Spring 2005. In this capacity, I was able to provide ongoing support and 
feedback and establish a collegial relationship with their cooperating practitioners. The 
observation tools I used during supervision proved useful in collecting relevant and 
meaningful data for this study. The videotaping of the lessons was also doubly useful 
as both a source of guided interview questions for this study and as a supervision tool. 
Both Faye and Greg agreed that any data I collected in my role as university supervisor 
could be used in this study. Both appreciated the extra attention and support that the 
convergence of roles offered them during their practica and individually presented me 
with lovely cards and gifts at the end of their successful student teaching experience. 
Data Collection 
Field Notes and Observations 
I observed each participant in his or her practicum classroom five times during 
the semester. For the first few observations, I used a simple three-column observation 
tool of my own design based upon suggestions from the literature on qualitative 
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research and student teacher supervision. (Glickman, Gordon, & Ros-Gordon, 2001; 
Rossman & Rallis, 2003) In addition I created a tool to aid me in observing and 
recording some of the behaviors and attributes that we explored in Teaching As A 
Performing Art. After the first meeting with each participant, I tailored the tools to 
address the individual participant’s concerns, skills and needs. 
Immediately following each observation, I scheduled time to debrief the 
participants about their teaching. I opened each debriefing session by asking the same 
question I asked after the participants performed a scene in our acting class: “How’d it 
go?” From there I listened (and recorded in my field journal) the participant’s self- 
evaluation, answered any questions they had of me, and provided constructive feedback. 
I asked probing questions about moments in the lesson that were interesting or unclear 
to me and challenged the participants to explain behaviors and decisions they had made 
during the lesson. 
Additionally, I collected supplementary documentary evidence from these 
observation sessions, including worksheets, lesson plans, rubrics and other work 
product. Occasionally the participants chose to share with me photos taken of their 
classroom lessons (taken for their student teaching portfolios), additional lesson plans, 
assessment tools, visual aids they had created, work product for their teaching portfolios 
and unsolicited writings from their reflection journals. 
I transferred my observations into a field notes journal on my computer 
immediately following each observation / interview session while the memories and 
observations were fresh in my mind. These notes were expanded upon later with 
analytical memos. 
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Guided Interviews 
Both Faye and Greg videotaped several of their lessons over the course of the 
semester. I reviewed and cataloged the contents before meeting with the participants 
for their guided interviews. 
During the Spring semester, I met with Faye and Greg to discuss their practica. 
Rather than playing back their entire videos, I selected snippets from the video footage 
they collected in their classrooms. The selection of these excerpts proved to be both an 
art and a science. Snippets were chosen based on several criteria: because they 
illustrated a particularly well-performed lesson segment or interaction; because they 
depicted a missed opportunity for employing performance training; because there was a 
particularly poignant classroom interaction; or because I sought clarification of the 
participant’s thought process in a particular moment. The key criteria for selecting 
snippets reflected the Teaching as a Performing Art course objectives. Additionally, by 
the time I sat down to select snippets for the guided interviews, I had already observed 
and interviewed the participants at their schools, read excerpts from their reflection 
journals and assessed their progress during the acting class. This data aided me when 
selecting snippets, scripting interview questions and prompts, and performing the 
interviews themselves. 
Participant Journals 
The students in Educ695c had submitted weekly reflection journal assignments 
during the Fall 2004 semester. During Spring 2005, Faye and Greg maintained student 
teaching journals as a practicum requirement. Rather than require the participants to 
keep a separate journal for this study, I asked them to share any or all of their journals 
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with me for the study. They did this graciously, often photocopying sections at a time 
for my perusal and analysis. 
Exit Interviews 
After the completion of the practicum, I held exit interviews with each 
participant. These interviews were documented via field notes and audiotape and 
contained a combination of highly structured, preplanned questions and unscripted, 
exploratory questions. 
Documents and Class Materials 
Any additional materials created by Faye and Greg were collected and analyzed 
for this project with their express consent. These data sources included lesson 
materials, reflection journal entries, portfolio elements, completed observation tools, as 
well as communications such as emails. 
Final Participant Check 
At the conclusion their practica, 1 offered both Greg and Faye the opportunity 
for a participant check of the aggregate data and early analysis. Unfortunately, Faye 
had moved from the area, but we had a pleasant phone conversation and email contact, 
and she expressed good faith in my early documentation and analysis. Greg and I had 
the opportunity to meet in person to review the data. 
Data Analysis 
Early Ongoing Analysis 
I began analyzing my data as it was collected. This preliminary analysis 
included transcribing and expanding interview notes, clarifying field notes, reflecting on 
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the class observations and interview sessions, compiling research memos, and keeping a 
journal record of my own analytical memoranda. 
My usage of the constant-comparison method of analysis entailed reading and 
rereading my data several times and evaluating the content to discover underlying 
themes. (Rossman & Rallis, 2003) I reread, coded and searched the emerging data for 
connections before each subsequent class meeting (in Fall 2004) or interview (in Spring 
2005). This led to a deeper awareness of what skills were being learned in this acting 
classroom and how these skills may have transformed the teaching style and teacher- 
role formation of the participants. During this process I took heart from the words of 
Eric Booth: “Artists” (and researchers, I might add) “create masteipieces the way we 
accomplish all things in life, by putting small component pieces together in complex, 
satisfying ways. They use skills like asking good questions, solving interesting 
problems in innovative ways, making stories, using intuition, not-knowing things for a 
while, paying attention, and making good choices” (Booth, 2001) 
Coding the Data 
I developed my coding system organically via analytic induction, constructing 
relevant categories based on emergent regularities in the collected data. When reading 
the data, I searched not only for responses to the questions I initially posed, but also for 
any relevant additional information the data may have revealed. I preliminarily coded 
individual data units in the margins of my field notes. I then transcribed these units 
onto index cards and sorted them into initial thematic categories. As the study 
progressed, I constantly compared incoming data with the information previously 
gathered, before copying them onto index cards and sorting into piles. Next, I assigned 
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labels to each thematic pile and coded the individual cards accordingly. As I collected 
more data, the individual units in each pile were scrutinized once again to reflect the 
purpose of the research, and to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive. At each stage in 
the process, I carefully checked the categories for conceptual congruency. 
Throughout the data-gathering period, I expanded and reevaluated my initial 
analyses. By coding and organizing the data thematically, I gained a deeper 
understanding of the thematic links contained therein, enabling me to cite specific 
examples to best illustrate the dominant themes I was uncovering. Finally, I interpreted 
the data holistically to uncover any relationships between the categories themselves. 
With the data thus distilled, I am confident that answers that emerge to my main 
research questions are accurate and valid. 
Data Analysis 
My first research question investigates the performance nature of teaching, 
specifically in what ways training in the art of acting may influence the development of 
a new teacher’s classroom identity. 
■ How could an acting course, designed specifically for educators, aid new teachers in 
constructing their nascent teacher identities and embodying the effective teacher 
behaviors they studied in their traditional pre-service methods classes? 
This question is predicated on the research, discussed in the review of literature, 
that details the many parallels between acting and teaching, as well as the research body 
on the new teachers’ development of teaching identity. In particular I cite Borich and 
Hanning’s theoretical analyses of new teacher role development as influential to the 
construction of my acting course for teachers, as well as Sarason, Timpson, Tauber and 
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Mestre’s works about how to design and deliver this kind of professional development. 
(Borich, 1999; Hanning, 1984; Sarason, 1999; Tauber & Mester, 1994; Timpson & 
Tobin, 1982) In addition, I have drawn upon the works of several renowned acting 
teachers to discover the technologies performing artists in the theater use to develop 
their skills. (Bogart, 2001; Bruder et al., 1986; Chekhov & Prey, 2000; Hagen, 1973; 
Mamet, 1999; Moore, 1991; Spolin, 1983; Stanislavski, 1936; Suzuki, 1986) 
• Borich offers us insights into how an emergent teacher self might be nurtured. 
(Borich, 1999) I have previously discussed the five-fold nature of Borich’s theory of 
self: bodily self, self-identity, self-esteem, self-image and self-extension (a.k.a. the 
performing self). All five may be developed simultaneously via the performing arts; 
however, while the first four senses of self focus inward, the performing self is the 
aspect of self that interfaces and engages with the world (students included) and seeks 
to impact the environment. In Dimensions of Self That Influence Teaching, Borich 
specifically discusses the challenges novice teachers face in creating their teaching role. 
Borich asserts that new teachers possess a developing self while “gradually forming a 
concept of one’s professional self through interactions with significant and salient 
others (principals, supervising teachers, teacher educators) and through the 
environment.” (Borich, 1999, p. 94) As one’s professional self is developed via 
experiences, it follows that a course seeking to develop teachers’ sense of self be 
conducted not as a lecture but as an experiential learning workshop. Perhaps it is no 
coincidence that the experiential workshop is a format echoed in many professional 
acting classes, including those offered at most conservatories and university acting 
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programs and, likewise, was the model for the curriculum I created for my class, 
Teaching as a Performing Art. (Jarudi, 2000; Spolin, 1983) 
Hanning argues that new teachers lack an adequate teacher role. “You don’t 
have a self to be when you start out as a teacher; that is, you don’t have a teacher-self. 
You have to develop one, and you do that by acting a part, by performing a role tailored 
to the needs of the classroom, by responding to the classroom as you would a theater.” 
(Hanning, 1984) Hanning advocates performance as the mechanism for developing a 
teacher self. He even specifically mentions the theater / classroom analogy, which 
forms the basis for my research. Despite my agreement with these assertions, I do find 
the comparison lacking. Hanning never explains exactly how a new teacher might go 
about developing the performing skills necessary for the classroom stage. Would a new 
teacher benefit from a traditional acting class designed to meet the needs of a young 
theater professional or would a specialized training in the performing arts provide a 
superior preparation? I argue for the latter. While there is a basis for responding to the 
classroom as one would the theater (Jarudi, 2000; Rives Jr., 1979), the classroom is not 
the theater and there are many dissimilarities between the performing arts of acting and 
teaching (Smith, 1979). An acting class designed for professional actors may serve 
most beginning teachers as a means of developing many useful performing skills; 
however, I do not believe that this theater training, designed for actors, would best 
address the specific needs of the novice teacher. 
I created a performing arts curriculum for novice teachers and implemented it 
with a group of nine participants as the basis of my research. In developing my acting 
class for teachers I examined not only the similarities between acting and teaching but 
also the differences. What might distinguish the acting class for teachers from the 
acting class for actors? How is preparing for the classroom stage different from 
traditional theatrical training? What performing skills, essential for the teacher, are not 
part of the actor’s training? What performance techniques commonly practiced in a 
traditional acting class might be unnecessary for the classroom teacher? Answering 
these questions laid the foundation for the creation of my class. Teaching the course 
and carefully documenting the curriculum as it was implemented answered my second 
research question: 
■ What would this acting class for new teachers look like? 
A pair of research studies I conducted in 2004-2005 yields insight into what 
takes place in a university acting class. I investigated a series of university acting 
classes taught by theater department faculty to better understand what performing skills 
were being taught to young actors and which, if any, of these skills might be applicable 
to the classroom teacher. The results demonstrated that while some of the course 
content was indeed applicable to classroom teachers, other material was discipline- 
specific. For example, the acting class spent much time on theater-specific skills, such 
as developing a professional lexicon and knowledge base, blocking and staging scenes 
for the traditional proscenium stage, discussing the profession of acting, preparing 
audition pieces, analyzing scripts and decoding Shakespearean dialogue. These skills, 
while essential for the actor, are not vital to the classroom teacher’s work. However, 
other skills developed in the university acting class, such as overcoming discomfort, 
focusing and concentrating one’s energy outward, preparing physically and emotionally 
for performance, vocalizing, developing a deeper awareness of time and space, 
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connecting with fellow actors, reading a room, consciousness of the impact of one’s 
body and voice on an audience, improvising inspired explanations in the moment and 
“on your feet” creative problem-solving, are indispensable skills that the classroom 
teacher must acquire if she is to deliver lessons effectively and connect with her 
students and her curriculum on a profound level. These performing skills were certainly 
key facets of the young actor’s training that would benefit the novice teacher. (Bums, 
1999b; Bums & Woods, 1992; Rives Jr., 1979; Sarason, 1999; Tauber & Mester, 1994; 
Timpson & Tobin, 1982) 
Identifying the Performance Obstacles Facing Novice Teachers 
Early in the semester, Greg Redford caught me trudging across the baseball field 
towards the large brick building where our class was held. He offered to help me carry 
one of two large boxes full of props I brought for use in one of our acting exercises; 
however, his motives were not entirely altmistic. He wanted to talk. He had had a 
rough week as a teaching assistant leading an undergraduate discussion seminar, and as 
we walked across the damp field, Greg related some of the challenges he was facing. 
Greg’s students were becoming “hostile”, “argumentative” and “increasingly 
disrespectful.” In his journal entry for the week, Greg described a group “of about five 
students” whose “attitudes expressed an active disrespect toward me and the other 
students” via “rolling their eyes and making comments under their breath while I or 
other students were speaking.” To make matters worse, Greg “was also dealing with 
one student who was very angry that I would not accept a handwritten assignment,” 
despite the fact that the syllabus clearly required all assignments to be typed. 
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I asked Greg how he handled these disruptions (which occurred early in the 
class period) in the moment: “defensively... [thus] being available to all of my students 
was much more difficult.” The impact of this rocky start lasted throughout the class 
period. “My awareness of the class must be altered when I am defensive. [During a 
discussion] I misread the room. I don’t think this would have happened if I were in a 
calmer mental place... My unavailability was tied to a deeply defensive posture I was 
assuming... What’s my role?” (G journal) 
I continued to listen as Greg provided more detail about the incident. Then, just 
as we arrived at the door to the gym building, Greg turned to me and suddenly, without 
hesitation, revealed what was really bothering him. “I wasn’t able to be myself.” (RH 
journal) 
“Just be yourself.” What teacher hasn’t been given this simple and seemingly 
sage piece of advice? Yet, frustratingly enough, it is unusable - as soon as one tries to 
be oneself, the act of trying makes natural behavior impossible, forced. It is like the 
incompetent director instructing the actor to “be natural.” It is a direction that cannot be 
acted on, and the harder one tries to act natural, the more impossible natural action 
becomes. R. W. Hanning (1984) finds another flaw in dispensing this advice to novice 
teachers. “You don’t have a self to be when you start out as a teacher; that is, you don’t 
have a teacher self. You have to develop one.” As the preceding review of literature 
makes clear, developing oneself as a performing artist is an extremely effective way to 
consciously and effectively develop a teacher self. Playwright, director and theater 
commentator David Mamet offers an insight into how acting can aid novice teachers in 
this regard. “The study of acting consists in the main of getting out of one’s own way, 
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and in learning to deal with uncertainty and being comfortable being uncomfortable.” 
(Mamet, 1999, p. 19) While Greg would still have to face unpleasant situations (and 
student behaviors), his training as an actor would help him remain more comfortable in 
these unpredictable and uncomfortable moments and enable him to get out of his own 
way (i.e., lose the defensive posture) and remain himself in the classroom. 
Over the course of the semester, each of my nine participants, like Greg, recalled 
several experiences where they were “thrown” or caught off guard by classroom events. 
They reported times when they felt “paralyzed”, “shut down”; times when they “wanted 
to quit” or “felt lost” or “so angry.” (participant journals) Some reported “crying” or 
“wanting to disappear.” (participant journals) In order to develop confidence in their 
teacher selves, they would need the skills to push through trying moments in the 
classroom and turn opposition into an opportunity for self-growth. 
By listening carefully and asking questions during class sessions, as well as via 
email conversations, formal journal entries, observations and interviews, I began to 
uncover how any one of these grievances - a lack of photocopier access, for example - 
changed the way a new teacher perceived and performed her role in the classroom. As 
part of my data analysis, I tried to pinpoint what types of classroom interactions 
precipitated these moments. Was there a pattern? 
I made a detailed list all of my student teachers’ disappointments, frustrations, 
anxieties and gripes taken from their journals, emails and interviews, as well as 
comments made during recorded classroom exercises. The data quickly separated itself 
into two mutually exclusive sets which I labeled internal and external triggers. Internal 
triggers were pressures or anxieties the new teachers felt, usually stemming from a 
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sense of powerlessness, ineptitude, failure, frustration or unpreparedness. These 
internal triggers were emotional baggage that the new teachers often brought with them 
into the classroom and which impaired their ability to perform. Examples of 
phenomena my participants experienced which I have categorized as internal emotional 
triggers included: 
■ A sense of dread or panic before entering the classroom to teach a particularly unruly 
group of students, or, in some cases, a class that included one exceptionally 
challenging student 
■ The feeling that they were totally unprepared or unqualified to teach. Sometimes 
this was because they were teaching subject matter that was outside their comfort 
zone (for example, a history teacher with an American history background teaching a 
non-Western history course) or because they felt a sense of failure after teaching a 
series of lessons they deemed unsatisfactory 
■ Unhappiness or anxiety resulting from events outside of their professional lives, such 
as the illness of a relative or pet, roommate problems, housing or financial issues or 
the weight of scholastic obligations 
In addition to these internal, emotional triggers there were also circumstantial 
triggers that resided outside of the participants’ locus of control. While these external 
triggers did not affect the participants as emotionally as the internal triggers, these 
factors did affect the participants’ classroom performance. Specific examples of 
external triggers cited by my participants included: 
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■ Inflexible curricula or overemphasis on MCAS (Massachusetts Comprehensive 
Assessment System) exam preparation 
■ Unsupportive supervisors, principals, or cooperating teachers 
■ Unreliable equipment, broken photocopiers, VCRs, and inadequate supplies 
My first rounds of data analysis focused heavily on these triggers. Only after 
much thought and careful examination did I realize that the triggers themselves were 
more or less irrelevant for my purposes. Studying the performing arts was not going to 
make a teacher more proficient in her subject matter, keep her cat from contracting 
leukemia, sweeten a sour student, or eradicate the MCAS. These were obstacles that no 
teacher-training program could erase; no education course could make a photocopier 
magically appear or transform a disobliging cooperating teacher into a paragon of 
enthusiasm. 
Although I had not differentiated between these types of triggers prior to 
constructing the course, I had already determined, at the outset, that my class would aid 
teachers in constructing their nascent teacher identities. During the first weeks of class, 
as I recorded data and reflected upon some of the causes of resistance and 
dissatisfaction my participants encountered that negatively affected their classroom 
behavior, I made the distinction between internal triggers and external ones. 
Recognizing these internal and external triggers impacted my construction of the 
remainder of the course. I realized that many of the acting exercises and experiences I 
had planned not only would aid the students in using their voices and bodies more 
articulately but also could provide cognitive, emotional and behavioral strategies for 
overcoming the internal triggers that were undermining the novice teachers’ 
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performances. The discovery of the internal triggers and their apparent connection to 
teacher resistance and dissatisfaction proved an important consideration in the 
development of my curriculum. I devised performing experiences and artistic activities 
to enable my participants to name and dismantle these performance obstacles. 
Many parallels exist in the world of the performing arts. Professional actors 
often face obstacles beyond their control, such as lack of direction, poor pay, 
unflattering costumes, inhospitable theaters, inadequate backstage space, etc. No acting 
class will improve these conditions either. However, the actor’s training allows him to 
give a first-rate performance despite these external inadequacies. I believe that 
developing a sense of performing artistry via training in acting, improvisation, direction 
and other performing arts can aid teachers in acquiring these vital skills, making them 
less likely to bring external frustrations into the classroom with them when they teach. 
Billed as “an acting class for teachers”, my course was designed to develop my 
participants’ abilities to walk onto the classroom stage each day and perform their 
lessons successfully in spite of the wide range of personal and circumstantial 
frustrations they were sure to encounter. 
While this initial discovery was significant in my understanding of the ways in 
which an arts based curriculum could nurture new teacher identity formation, I 
continued to collect data, write and reflect. I noticed with interest how different 
teachers often responded to a similar stimulus (such as a perceived lack of support from 
the administration) in a host of different ways. For example, over the course of the 
study three of my participants (Delia, Hank, and Greg) cited tense relationships with 
administrators as an obstacle they faced at their schools; however, this one obstacle 
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affected each participant’s classroom performance differently. One teacher lived in fear 
of being asked to leave the school due to her progressive teaching of social studies that 
did not mirror closely enough, in one administrator’s eyes, the statewide MCAS exam. 
Another acquiesced to his superior’s demands by “going through the motions” and “not 
getting too invested” in school wide initiatives he felt pressured to perform by the 
school’s administration. The third teacher practiced denial; she submitted lesson plans 
that made it appear she was teaching according to her superiors’ wishes when in reality 
her classrooms lessons intentionally varied wildly from her submitted plans to adhere to 
her own subversive agenda. Thus, although all three participants cited the same 
obstacle to their development as a teacher, namely a difficult relationship with the 
administration, it manifested itself differently in each case. The first teacher faced the 
terror of feeling like she might be fired at any moment. The second teacher battled 
with ennui as he covered his bases by doing the bare minimum without enthusiasm. 
The third struggled with denial, acting one way in the classroom and another way with 
her administration. 
Focusing on the different ways in which these obstacles compromised the 
participants’ classroom performance, I took to my data with new eyes. I soon 
discovered that although each of the nine participants encountered a wide variety of 
frustrations in their school settings, the ways in which these obstacles carried over into 
their classroom performance was less diverse. Careful analysis of participant’s 
journals, classroom observations, casual and recorded discussions, as well as reviewed 
video footage, revealed a circumscribed set of ways in which these new teachers 
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responded to professional obstacles, and I next began to wrestle with labels for the data 
categories. 
Categorization and Coding of the Data 
Exhaustive categorization and coding of my data units and a detailed review of 
my field notes revealed an array of examples of my participants either falling victim to 
or overcoming these performance obstacles. The teacher who griped that her kids 
behaved poorly during a group reading activity decided not to do any more group 
readings that semester, instead opting for the kinds of activities they could already 
perform well, such as worksheets and silent reading. In deciding not to strive for 
excellence but to settle for satisfactory teaching, she succumbed to ennui. By vowing to 
avoid all group reading activities in response to one failed lesson she also embodied 
extremism, choosing an exaggerated solution to a small-scale problem. She was not 
alone. When Alexander submitted a sample lesson plan stating that he planned to group 
his students “in pairs or triads”, I easily detected indecision. Certainly, whether or not 
to have students work in pairs or triads will affect the outcome of the lesson. It is a 
strategic decision that should take into account the lesson objective, individual student 
personalities, social skills, classroom environment, etc. Not determining in advance the 
criteria for grouping students is indecision. In a videotape of Greg being confronted by 
an aggressive student, he averted his eyes, folded his arms and gripped his clipboard. 
He clearly looked panicked and may have been battling terror. (G journal) In a 
classroom exercise, Bernard’s slouched posture and small voice revealed his 
embarrassment in addressing the group, an emotion that he alluded to in his journals. (B 
journal) 
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I place special emphasis on the amount of deliberation and consideration that 
went into naming the seven categories. Each category name was selected to clarify the 
precise nature of the performance obstacle it described. Although the categories 
appeared mutually exclusive and exhaustive, I was concerned that the seven categories 
were not parallel. For example, terror is visceral, embarrassment emotional, and 
indecision mental. Ennui is conscious while assumption is unaware. Extremism is 
reactionary, indecision and embarrassment, not necessarily. I wrestled with the 
questions: Why these seven categories? What do they have in common? 
The answer is that they are all ways of being. They each describe a way in 
which we enact our identity. One may be embarrassed, indecisive, etc. One can act 
from a place of terror, denial, assumption, ennui or extremism. These are qualities that 
greatly affect who we are in the moment and how we behave. They are all obstacles to 
performance or, to coin a term, performance obstacles. These seven responses came up 
time and time again as each participant discussed what struggles she faced in the 
classroom. The performative nature of the seven categories fit perfectly with the 
research questions I sought to answer. By investigating my participants’ ways of being 
in the classroom, I uncovered how their nascent teacher identities were developing and 
how they manifested themselves via classroom performance. 
After living awhile with my categories, I began to refer to them the seven 
performance obstacles, given the negative impact each had on a teacher’s behavior in 
the classroom. This led directly to a second concern of mine - the use of negative 
language in the category labels. I certainly did not intend to approach my data to prove 
a negative viewpoint; however, in choosing to code the various frustrations and 
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obstacles faced by my participants (with the goal of discovering where they could use 
the most assistance), I placed a negative lens on the analysis. As an educator, I choose 
to focus positively on the skills we are developing; therefore, I rephrased the categories 
in the positive for pedagogical purposes. 
■ From Indecision towards Strategy; 
■ From Terror towards Courage 
■ From Assumption towards A wareness 
■ From Embarrassment towards Presence 
■ From Denial towards Honesty 
■ From Extremism towards Poise 
■ From Ennui towards Excellence 
Discovering the Seven Performance Obstacles 
Before I began teaching my class, I had performed an extensive review of the 
literature. This process, in addition to my experiences as actor, teacher developer and 
supervisor of student teachers, made clear the connections between acting and teaching 
and illuminated some of the ways an acting class for teachers might help novice 
educators overcome performance obstacles and shape their teacher identity. Thus, 
before the first day of class, I had already selected four of my seven categories: 
indecision, terror, assumption and embarrassment. I designed the course specifically to 
enable new teachers to overcome these four performance obstacles. 
The next two performance obstacles, denial and extremism, were identified 
during the run of the course. As I collected, read and analyzed my data, using the 
constant comparison method, two new performance obstacles revealed themselves via 
the participants’ performances, comments, behaviors and discussion of their work. I 
collected the information, discussed it in my journals and found links to the literature. 
Denial of the truth, whether on the proscenium or classroom stage, is a 
performance obstacle that is frequently discussed in the literature. Its counterpart, 
honesty, is discussed in every one of the books on theater that I have read. Morris 
Bums, author of Teacher as Actor, even titled a pivotal chapter of his work, “Honesty.” 
(Bums & Woods, 1992) In this chapter, Bums not only discusses the actor’s dilemma 
of playing a fictional character honestly but also addresses the importance of projecting 
honesty in the classroom. While selecting the term honesty to denote the quality that 
the new teachers should embrace was not difficult, naming the performance obstacle 
itself was a challenge. I chose denial as it implied a willful disregard for the tmth, a 
refusal to either not acknowledge or not respond to the tmth of the moment. I believe 
that denial, with its conscious act of refusal, is the best term to describe the performance 
obstacle wherein classroom teachers reject the tmth of the moment. This denial 
precludes honest action. Overcoming denial and moving toward honesty was a fifth 
way in which the participants changed their way of being in the classroom. 
The sixth category, extremism, was also discovered during my teaching of the 
class. Upon reviewing the data set I was surprised to find how often the new teachers 
responded to classroom situations with extremely hostile or, conversely, nonassertive 
behaviors. Under fire, many of the new teachers were losing their cool and over- or 
under- responding to classroom scenarios. The same tendencies appeared in their acting 
work. I will discuss specific examples of this phenomenon in the upcoming discussion 
of extremism. However, participation in the acting class provided a space for the 
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novice teachers to rehearse more poised and professional responses to classroom 
stimuli. I used the artistic term poise, with its connotations of balance, composure and 
equilibrium to describe the preferred way of being the participants sought to achieve. 
One final performance obstacle, ennui, revealed itself to me only after the data 
collection had ended. I had not specifically sought to address ennui in the new teachers 
but realized after reading the final journal entries and reflection papers, and conducting 
the final interviews, that our class had pushed many of the participants to strive for 
excellence in their teaching. In the upcoming discussion of ennui and excellence, 1 will 
show how participating in the class left the students more energized to do their best 
work. This was not an outcome I had predicted for the class, but I am pleased to 
include it as a seventh category, supported by the data set. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
I present my findings in seven sections - one for each of the performance 
obstacles discussed in Chapter 4. In each section I provide detailed accounts of how the 
classroom performance of several participants was compromised by the particular 
obstacle (indecision, for example), as well as specific course activities and experiences I 
created to help the participants overcome their negative performance behaviors and 
move towards a more positive paradigm (for example, courage). I include participant 
self-assessment taken from their end-of-course reflection interviews, emails and 
journals that provide insight into how the training improved their classroom 
performance, in addition to my own observations of student growth. 
From Indecision Towards Strategy 
Greg Redford never decided what he would do if a student did not follow one of 
his classroom procedures. Therefore, when a student entered with a verboten 
handwritten assignment, Greg had to decide on the spot what course of action to take. 
Unfortunately, Greg chose not to decide. (RH journal) He did not tell her to redo the 
assignment, he did not tell her that he would accept it this time but not again, he did not 
tell her that it would be marked down or marked late. He simply told her that . 
handwritten work was unacceptable. The student argued her case. This put Greg on the 
defensive and the exchange spiraled downward in front of the other students at the start 
of the class period. Still Greg refused to take a strong, decisive course of action. (G 
journal) He did not table the discussion until after class, he did not take the student into 
the hall, he did not administer a consequence, and he did not take a step back or de- 
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escalate the situation with his handsome smile. Nor did he present the student with an 
option (for example, either hand it in now for a reduced grade or type the assignment 
and email it to me by tomorrow for full credit). Perhaps if he had committed to any of 
these actions, or one of his own design, he would have left the situation feeling more 
satisfied. Greg’s indecisiveness resulted in a loss of face in front of his entire class 
from which he was unable to recover during the 75-minute class period. Later that 
night he wrote in his journal, “Even as I think about it now, I realize I haven’t decided 
what teacher I should be in these moments [of conflict].” (G journal) 
Experiencing Indecision 
I use indecision in this study to signify an unwillingness or incapacity to commit 
to a course of action. Thus, an indecisive teacher suffers from an unwillingness or 
incapacity to plan strategically for her classroom. This may be evident in the lack of 
routines or systems for accomplishing administrative classroom tasks like taking 
attendance, passing out papers, handling lateness or scheduling make-up exams. 
Indecision may be evident in a lack of clear, thoughtful systems of rules and 
consequences to guide disciplinary matters as they arise. It may rear its head as unclear 
assignments, opaque grading techniques or nebulous expectations for student 
achievement and comportment. Lesson plans may be imprecise or incomplete, lacking, 
for example, realistic timetables, clear transitions between activities or ready techniques 
for differentiation and reinforcement. Classroom materials may be disorganized, 
activity directions unrehearsed. Often teachers have not thought strategically about the 
important themes in the lesson and thus spend inordinate amounts of time on details and 
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minutia while leaving key concepts vague and underemphasized. There are many ways 
that a failure to make clear strategic decisions affects teacher performance. 
One of the ways in which my acting class helped to prepare new teachers for the 
classroom stage was in moving them away from indecision and towards strategy, the 
making of effective and appropriate choices. This goal was particularly suited towards 
the acting class environment since performing artists are trained in the having and 
implementing of strategic aesthetic choices to create a compelling work of art. (Dennis, 
1995; Hobgood, 1988) Bogart, Spolin and Stanislavsky all encourage their artists to 
make compelling choices in their work. (Allen, 1999; Anderson, 1995; Spolin, 1983; 
Stanislavski, 1936) There is an understanding in the performing arts that signs have 
significance. That a head tilted down communicates something different than a head 
tilted up; a slouching Hamlet reads differently to an audience than one with a stiff spine; 
the color of Juliet’s dress, red, white or black, makes a difference. Directors, actors and 
designers all are attuned to the importance of making strategic aesthetic choices to 
convey their messages to a receptive audience. Experiences in the performing arts, via 
my acting class, encouraged my participants to become more strategic in their actions 
and classroom behaviors. Overcoming indecision, the incapacity or refusal to make 
strong choices, and moving towards strategy, the making of influential aesthetic 
choices, was a key course objective. 
Being indecisive, therefore, precludes strategic decision-making. The making of 
strong, meaningful choices is an essential element of classroom teaching. (Rubin & 
Feezel, 1986) Thus, classroom teachers can leam much from the study of the 
performing arts in this respect. Actors are very aware of the importance of decision and 
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strategy. To the performing artist the height of a chair, the drape of a fabric, the color 
of a spotlight are all of great importance. One reading I assigned to my class detailed 
how “Laurence Olivier repeats lines of dialogue to himself again and again until he 
conditions his tongue muscles to a point of absolute obedience - and so gains total 
freedom.” (Brook, 2001, p. 138) One might expect that the very talented Olivier may 
not have needed to rehearse exhaustively each line of dialogue. And yet it was because 
of this preparation that he was freed from worrying about his own instrument and 
enabled to focus all his energies outward on the truth of the moment - the relationships 
between him and his fellow actors and creating a connection with his audience. 
Proactive decision-making is vital to the performing artist. Choices must be 
made and set so that the performer is free to experience the truth of the moment with his 
audience. (Anderson, 1995; Bogart, 2001) This may seem paradoxical and yet it is self- 
evident. Imagine if a theater company were indecisive. Imagine the artists hadn’t 
chosen which play to perform until it was time for the actors to go onstage, or who 
would portray each role, or where the lights would be set, or how the props would be 
arranged, or which cuts to make in the text, etc. Actors would not know their lines; 
stagehands would not have the lights focused or the set pieces waiting in the wings. 
Pandemonium. The more technical variables are set, the more space there is for artistry. 
The same holds true in the classroom. The unprepared, indecisive teacher 
cannot focus her full attention outwards towards her students. She is preoccupied, 
thinking about what to do next, will there be enough time, do I have enough materials, 
where did I put my clipboard, how should I handle misbehavior, will this assignment be 
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graded, is this even related to the state standards, etc. Her energies are not being put to 
good use. 
Reasons for Novice Teacher Indecision 
Underestimating the need for strategy 
This brings us back to Greg’s indecisiveness and the inordinate amount of 
energy he spent reacting to the distress caused by his unclear expectations for a creative 
class assignment. Allowing an idea to remain nebulous is another form of indecision. 
In his journal, Greg admits that he did not have a clear idea of what a satisfactory end 
project would look like when he gave the assignment. “I had an idea but I didn’t really 
put it into words.” (G journal) He was unable to articulate his expectations to the 
students. It is no surprise, then, that the students’ work was not exactly what Greg was 
hoping for. (G journal) Although Greg had not decided on specific standards for 
acceptable and unacceptable work in his own mind, he still chided the students for not 
submitting satisfactory projects. This earned him ill will from his students and he lost 
credibility as a fair and effective educator. (RH journal, G journal) 
Greg even had problems being decisive when he was not under the gun. In a 
reflection journal entry Greg discussed “a lack of awareness as to how consistent I was 
with certain elements of teaching. Minutia comes very difficultly to me. Giving 
feedback on homework is a primary example of this. I continually found myself 
needing to make decisions as to how much I would write on students’ [homework] 
papers.” (G journal) Greg’s discomfort with his teacher role was so profound that even 
while grading papers in the safety of his apartment away from the classroom, he still 
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was indecisive about how much feedback his teacher self, Mr. Redford, would or should 
write on the students’ papers. (RH journal) 
Novice’s perception of expert teachers as not having plans 
In fact, each of my nine participants admitted to difficulties in planning, setting 
and enforcing classroom policies and procedures. For some, like Faye and Alexander, 
indecision stemmed from a reluctance to assume the mantel of leadership in their 
classroom. Others, like Delia, Greg and Esther, simply did not realize the level of 
scrutiny necessary to proactively ready oneself for the myriad pitfalls of the classroom. 
A few participants, like Charles, thought that the hallmark of a good teacher was his 
ability to whip up a fantastic lesson on the spot with little to no preparation. (RF1 
journal, C journal) Planning was for amateurs; real teachers just walked into the room 
and made it work. Given the misconceptions my participants had about strategic 
decision-making, I concentrated my efforts on teaching them how to make critical 
decisions for classroom success. (RH journal) 
I explained to Charles and the group that expert teachers were able to appear as 
if they haven’t planned for the same reason experienced actors appear so natural on 
stage with little warm-up. Their years of experience, practice and rehearsal have been 
their planning. They have integrated their teacher selves so completely that they now 
almost effortlessly embody the strategies they had decided upon over the years. I used 
myself as an example. I no longer have to consciously decide not to stand behind the 
table (positioned at the front of the room) because after years of making the decision to 
stand in front of it, I naturally position myself in front. Even in a new classroom, 
teaching a new subject with a new group of students, I now embody the strategic 
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decisions I made long ago and position myself in front of whatever table or podium may 
be in the room, rather than hiding behind it. Similarly, I no longer have to consciously 
think about raising the pitch of my voice when giving praise, or darkening the timbre 
when disciplining or reemphasizing key information during a lesson. Years of 
rehearsing using my voice this way have made it natural for me. However, the fact that 
I have so incorporated these strategic behaviors into my way of being in the classroom 
does not alter the fact that my strategic use of voice and movement was bom from a 
decision to act and speak a certain way and that this decision was rehearsed over the 
years until it became natural. (RH journal) 
Discomfort with authority 
Early in the semester we discussed the importance of classroom management, 
especially classroom routines and procedures. I asked the participants to explain their 
lateness policies to the class as clearly and concisely as possible. I was amazed that 
none of the teachers could do this. Greg admitted that he “wasn’t sure” what his 
lateness policy was. Faye didn’t know if her cooperating teacher had a lateness policy. 
Charles said it depended on what kind of activity they were doing and “wasn’t set in 
stone.” (RH journal) Delia expressed that she allowed her cooperating teacher to handle 
management issues. When I asked Delia to then state her cooperating teacher’s policy, 
she replied that she “wasn’t sure exactly” what it was but that “the kids don’t come in 
late very often.” (RH journal) I was flabbergasted. How could these teachers expect 
their students to meet expectations when the teachers themselves seemed to have no 
expectations for acceptable behavior? If they were not willing to communicate clear 
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expectations for behavior, how would they ever establish clear expectations for 
achievement and academic success? 
I expressed my surprise and redirected the activity. I had the students work in 
pairs to create a lateness policy that they could use in their own classrooms. It should 
be clear and concise and detail exactly what behaviors the students were expected to 
follow. It should also have consequences for non-compliance to be enforced, if 
necessary. I did not anticipate how difficult this assignment would be for the group. 
They seemed to struggle, asking me many questions about how to word or structure a 
lateness policy and what consequences might be acceptable; some even balked at the 
idea of having any set policy whatsoever. “I don’t want to spend all my time 
disciplining. I’d rather teach,” Delia said. “If they are late they will miss important 
information and that is punishment [enough],” added Charles. Bernard didn’t want to 
have set consequences. “If I say I’ll call home if they are late, that could be a lot of 
calling and parents could get annoyed. I don’t want to set myself up.” Greg wondered 
if maybe his school already had a policy that he could just borrow for his own 
classroom. (RH journal) 
This activity emphasized to me how reluctant many new teachers are to making 
decisions. Not only do many feel unqualified to set policy, but they also worry that they 
will become slaves to enforcing any policies they do set. After all, once an idea has 
been clearly worded, taught to the students and established as policy, the teacher must 
take on the role of enforcer - a role many of my participants worked hard to avoid. 
However, it was a role my acting course helped them perform more comfortably. 
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Fear of losing flexibility 
The participants’ reluctance to be resolute had other causes, as well. Several 
students noted that once a policy was set, it must be adhered to, not only by the students 
but also by the teacher, as well. There were fewer options, less flexibility. If unexcused 
lateness resulted in one point off a quiz grade, as one participant suggested, then the 
teacher was bound to uphold that rule faithfully. There was no fair way to avoid taking 
a point off the quiz of a favorite student or to give a warning if a warning had not been 
part of the original policy. Having no set policy meant the teacher could decide in the 
moment how to punish a student, if at all, and while these penalties might be subjective 
and biased, they were entirely at the teacher’s discretion. If the teacher decided one day 
that she was being too harsh she could choose to give warnings instead of penalties; if 
students were flaunting the rules, she could administer detentions or phone calls home. 
She was not bound to be consistent or fair. The students, however, would never know 
what response their behavior might yield and were likely to view the teacher as erratic, 
biased or dictatorial. What might appease the indecisive teacher could hurt the student. 
That night after class, I reflected in my own journal about the emotional cost of 
making a decision. Strangely enough I began to think about the television game show, 
“Let’s Make a Deal.” On this program, a contestant would have to decide whether to 
take a small but significant prize or risk the “sure thing” for a chance to win what was 
behind a numbered curtain. Now, behind that curtain could be something highly 
valuable (like a new car) or a booby prize (like a goat). The contestant almost always 
acted with great optimism, risking the small prize for a chance at what was behind the 
curtain, but not before “agonizing” over the decision. Often the contestant needed the 
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support of his friends, the game show host and the studio audience before deciding to 
make the leap. As a viewer and, I can only assume, as a contestant, the greatest thrill is 
in that moment before the curtain is drawn back. In that final moment, there are so 
many possibilities: a car, a yacht, a goat, a life supply of Rice-A-Roni; the possibilities 
seem endless. One second later, after the curtain is drawn and the prize revealed, all 
those glorious possibilities are gone, replaced with certainty as the prize is revealed. 
Not surprisingly, the camera usually takes one reaction shot of the contestant and 
audience and then moves on to the next game. There is nothing more to see here. No 
more mysteries, no more anticipation, no more dreams, excitement or wonder; just a 
prize, fully revealed by an open curtain. 
It is no wonder then that many new teachers would prefer not to make bold 
strategic choices in the classroom. This indecision was present in the way many of the 
participants in my study discussed their classroom plans and policies: 
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■ Charles had not decided how many days he wanted to devote to preparing for an 
upcoming class project (C journal) 
■ Faye was not sure whether or not she would give a quiz at the end of a week long 
unit in her biology class (F interview) 
■ Greg had not decided what protocols should be followed for kids who arrived late to 
class (G journal, RH journal) 
■ Delia had not decided what size groups to use for a class project, nor had she decided 
how those groups were to be formed (RH journal) 
In choosing irresolution over strategy, each of the new teachers left many crucial 
pedagogical decisions to the whims of chance. Charles did not set clear and specific 
guidelines for the project, nor did he anticipate what resources (time and materials) the 
kids would need to satisfy the requirements of the project. Faye did not select an 
assessment strategy that would enable her to gauge her students’ understanding of the 
material. Greg’s students were never sure how he would react when they arrived late 
for class, and worse, Greg himself was never sure how to react when students were 
tardy. Finally, Delia lost an opportunity to critically shape her students’ learning 
experience. Although she knew that the way the kids were grouped would certainly 
affect the project’s outcome, she did not make a clear, proactive decision about how to 
use grouping strategies to maximize student achievement. A valuable pedagogical 
opportunity was lost. 
Teachers must not rigidly adhere to all classroom decisions; flexibility is 
essential. However, having a sound strategic rationale from which to digress, if 
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necessary, is preferable to not having any strategy whatsoever. For example, Charles 
might have added or subtracted a day from his planned project based on a variety of 
specific factors (student interest, availability of materials, a fire drill, etc.). 
Decisiveness does not preclude flexibility; rather, it permits it. One can bend a policy 
that is already in place or modify an existing strategy; however, Charles cannot modify 
his project’s timetable based on student need if no such timetable exists. Greg cannot 
clarify his classroom policies if he doesn’t have any. Faye cannot adapt an assessment 
tool she has not created. Having failed to make strategic classroom decisions, these 
teachers have no position from which to be flexible. Instead, they are constantly 
struggling to overcome the uncertainty created by their lack of proactive decision¬ 
making. 
In the theater countless strategic decisions are made before the performance 
begin, yet there is flexibility. While there may be seemingly limitless ways to play a 
character like Hamlet, for example, the actor must get specific and decide with his 
artistic collaborators how he will make this cipher a specific human being. This 
requires making specific decisions, but not without first exploring the realm of the 
possible. 
For most actors and directors, there are two stages to the rehearsal process. 
First, actors rehearse scenes line-by-line, moment-by-moment. They explore the many 
possibilities that the text, the set and the imagination offer. Then the creative process 
shifts. Rather than focusing on the generation of possibilities, the actors and director 
narrow down their options to make strategic aesthetic choices for the production. 
Things become fixed. Hamlet’s soliloquy is set downstage left, for example, and the 
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lighting designer positions a spotlight there to make sure that the actor will be lit just so. 
Now the actor, bounded by the fixed pool of light, is no longer free to walk all around 
the stage as he may have done in early rehearsals. 
Not all strategic decisions may be made prior to performance. For example, if 
that light were to bum out during a performance, the actor might have to adapt in the 
moment and find another space to deliver his speech. Endless possibilities do exist 
even while the actor remains within the predetermined pool of light. As Hamlet himself 
might say, “I could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself a king of infinite space.” 
(Shakespeare, 1994) In fact, confident that he is well lit and in his strategic position, 
the actor is now free to concentrate on his performance. 
Developing Strategy 
It is completely understandable that new teachers in particular would avoid 
deciding, knowing that once any decision is made, the delicious possibilities that existed 
previously go up in smoke. There may be hundreds of ways for an algebra teacher to 
introduce the concept of irrational numbers, but she has to choose just one for her lesson 
with a specific class. There may be several different ways that a teacher can design a 
bathroom pass policy, each with different strengths and weaknesses, but a teacher can 
have only one policy - if there is to be a policy at all and not a free for all. In fact, the 
sad reality for many teachers is that once they have settled on a lesson plan, a classroom 
policy or any course of action, they now feel compelled to follow through with their 
decision. This often leaves a new teacher feeling trapped, shackled to a decision she 
made with which she may not be entirely comfortable. To a veteran this kind of 
strategy and certainty can be very freeing. Having fixed procedures and routines for 
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mundane classroom business allows me to focus attention on the more personal aspects 
of teaching. (Muijs & Reynolds, 2001) To an inexperienced teacher, like my 
participants, many of whom expressed not being fully comfortable with their authority 
or aptitude, committing to a lesson plan, discipline policy or classroom routine can be a 
decision fraught with anxiety and self-doubt. How much more comfortable is the time 
before making the decision, when she can explore in her mind the endless possibilities 
without commitment. Nevertheless, strategic decisions must be made. 
Teachers can learn from actors about the freedom decision offers. In our class 
we used scene study to underscore the importance of making strong choices and to 
rehearse strategic decision-making. 
Analysis and performance of scenes 
Midway through the semester, students were assigned a scene partner. Each pair 
was then given a short, two-page scene from a contemporary play. The scenes were 
carefully selected based on the following specific criteria. The characters were modem, 
American, young (in their twenties or early thirties) and spoke in Standard English, 
using language similar to that of a professional educator. No accents were required. 
Nor were the actors asked to play other externals like being drunk, having a limp or 
portraying someone mentally or emotionally unstable. The scenes contained a mix of 
emotions: fear, need and love among them. The characters had clear objectives, their 
desires either stated explicitly or easily inferred from the dialogue. Finally, the scenes 
themselves were self-contained. They did not require an understanding, or even a 
reading, of the entire play to make sense. They were sufficiently independent to be 
performed, analyzed and enjoyed on their own merits. 
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The participants received their scenes fourteen days before they were to perform 
them for the first time in class. They were to have the scenes completely memorized. 
In addition they were encouraged to meet outside of class to run through the scenes with 
their partner. Selected readings were assigned during the fourteen-day preparation 
period that specifically outlined the many ways actors approach a scene. (Bruder et al., 
1986) Discussion of the readings in class gave us the opportunity to share strategies for 
scene analysis, including identifying and playing objectives, marking the beats in a 
scene and exploring the truth of the moment. 
Identifying the objective involves an actor determining what his or her character 
wants or is trying to achieve in the scene. Esther and Greg were partnered for a short 
scene from Craig Lucas’s Prelude to a Kiss. Esther determined that at the start of the 
piece her character, Rita, wanted to charm Peter, Greg’s character. This was just one 
possible reading, of course. Given the playwright’s dialogue, another actor might have 
played Rita as wanting to tease Peter, test Peter or make Peter jealous. Esther had 
determined, however, that her Rita “wanted to charm Peter”. (RH journal) Esther 
explained that she chose this objective because “it worked well with the lines” and 
because “it seemed natural” that Rita would want to charm Peter given the nature of 
their relationship in the scene; they were lovers who had found in each other an 
increasingly comfortable, passionate, true love. (E journal) 
Greg, meanwhile, had determined that at the top of the scene, Peter’s objective 
was “to learn more about Rita.” (RH journal) Peter wanted to find out all he could 
about this woman with whom he had fallen in love. This fit easily with the dialogue in 
which Peter playfully asked Rita about her past relationships: 
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Peter: That was the Communist? 
Rita: Socialist. 
Peter: Socialist. 
Rita: No. That was the one who liked to dress up, go out. 
Peter: Oh right. But you don’t like to go dancing, do you? 
Rita: Sometimes, I change. 
Peter: Uh-huh. 
Rita: People do. 
Peter: So before that was the Communist? 
Rita: Socialist. 
Peter: (Overlapping) Socialist. And before that...? 
Rita: Oh, it was just high school, you know. This looks great. No, wait there 
was someone else, who was it? (Lucas, 1990) 
Having decided upon their objectives, Greg and Esther met outside of class to 
rehearse and stage their scene. They decided to sit on the floor, relaxed, as if they were 
sharing dessert at the close of a romantic evening. The first time they ran through the 
scene for the class they appeared decidedly uncomfortable. Their classmates and I 
noticed that Greg and Esther avoided eye contact, spoke quickly, and never touched 
during the scene. (RH journal) Unfortunately, despite their analysis they did not make 
skillful decisions about how to embody those objectives. 
Working with Greg and Esther I began to ask questions and offer direction. I 
asked Esther how she used her eyes, voice and body when she wanted to charm a man 
she was interested in. I asked Greg to refine his objective - was he merely seeking 
information like a private investigator or someone doing a Google search, or did he 
have a more specific want? Greg replied he was flirting. We decided to add the adverb 
flirtatiously to Greg’s initial objective. Peter wanted to learn more about Rita 
flirtatiously. I then asked Greg how he would use his eyes, voice and body if he wanted 
to flirtatiously show interest in someone and learn more abut her. Rather than have 
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Esther and Greg answer these questions in words, I had them start the scene over, 
showing the audience their answers. 
This time around, their performances had changes. Greg’s Peter looked Rita in 
the eye and tried to hold her gaze whenever she looked away. He leaned forwards 
towards Rita and even rubbed his chin at one point, as if he were taking in what she had 
said and seriously considering it before formulating another question. Esther's Rita also 
behaved differently. She blinked more, as if batting her eyes. She leaned in and then 
abruptly leaned back from time to time, enticingly. She looked away as if feigning 
trying to remember these past paramours, but then always returned to look straight at 
Peter. She shrugged and smiled disarmingly when she said, “Sometimes. I change.” 
I asked the actors afterwards how they felt about their performance, what they 
noticed. “It felt so much better,” began Greg. “I really felt like I wanted to know more 
about Rita, that she was important to me and it was important to find out everything I 
could. And I wanted her to like me. I smiled more.” Esther added, “I felt like I was 
teasing him a little. It was more fun.” I asked Esther if before this run-through, had she 
ever thought about how she might use her eyes, voice and body to clearly communicate 
her objective. “No,” she replied. 
Despite the fact that we had spent four weeks working on voice and movement 
in theater games and improvisation work, neither she nor Greg had made conscious 
decisions about how to perform their objectives. The time spent analyzing the scene 
and performing their analysis was a huge leap for the participants. It underscored just 
how important it is not only to know in your head what you want to accomplish, but 
also to know in your body how to convey your wants. Frequently in methods classes, 
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teacher educators stress the writing of strong objectives, but rarely do they discuss how 
teachers should use their voices and bodies to convey the objectives to the class. This 
epistemology is central to the actor’s work. By the end of our first rehearsal session, 
not only had Esther and Greg analyzed the scene intellectually, but they had also made 
specific strategic choices about how to use their hands, eyes, voices and bodies to 
clearly communicate their text to the audience. As a result, the audience responded 
much'more favorably to the strategic performance. 
A second element of scene analysis was defining and emphasizing the beats. 
Actors can break a scene down into a series of beats separated by beat changes. (Bruder 
et al., 1986) A beat may be defined as “a single unit of action” of which there may be 
more than one in a scene. (Bruder et al., 1986) A beat change is “the point in the scene 
when a new action begins. It occurs when a new piece of information is introduced or 
an event takes place over which the character has no control and which by its very 
nature must change what the actor is doing.” (Bruder et al., 1986) In Esther and Greg's 
scene, Greg determined that a beat change occurred after Rita says, “who was it? (RH 
journal) 
Peter: So before that was the Communist? 
Rita: Socialist. 
Peter: (Overlapping) Socialist. And before that...? 
Rita: Oh, it was just high school, you know. This looks great. No, wait there 
was someone else, who was it? 
-beat change- 
Peter: Is that what’s going to happen to me? 
Rita: Oh no, John, I told you about John. 
Peter: The one who wanted to run away with you? Is that what’s going to 
happen to me? 
Rita: You’re going to want to run away? 
Peter: You’re going to forget my name over dinner with someone else equally 
enamored of you and just attribute it to your lousy memory? “Oh yes, 
that’s right, Peter. Peter...” 
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Rita: Probably. 
Peter: “What did he look like?” And then you’ll tell them my dirtiest fantasy and 
how you degraded yourself just for a home-cooked meal. 
Rita: Mmmm. I told my parents about you. (Lucas, 1990) 
In this moment, Greg decided, Peter changes his objective. Now he wants 
“reassurance from Rita that she is serious about him.” (RH journal) This was an 
insightful bit of analysis and worked well on an intellectual level. Again, however, it 
did not translate, at first, into Greg and Esther’s performance, largely because Greg did 
not mark the beat change physically or vocally. Therefore, I suggested a simple 
direction - stand up before the line, “Is that what’s going to happen to me?” Standing 
up would shift the stage picture and emphasize the change in beat. 
The actors performed the scene again. “It felt stiff. It wasn’t natural.” Greg 
remarked. I told him to forget standing; instead, take her hands and lower his voice. 
They performed the scene this way. “I liked that better, she had to look at me.” Greg 
had now tried two different ways of marking the beat change and was beginning to 
strategically evaluate his options. We quickly discussed a few other strategies he might 
wish to try when rehearsing outside of class with Esther. These included raising his 
voice, taking a pause, shifting his position and refocusing his gaze (on her or away), 
among others. The shifts could be grand or subtle, but should clearly mark the beat 
change; the character now wants something new, and this will be reflected in his voice 
and body. (RH journal) 
Next, I asked Esther how it was for her. “I felt bad that I continued to tease him. 
It seemed cruel.” I asked her how that felt. “Powerful.” Does that change ever? She 
replied that after teasing him one final time with “Mmmmm,” she does change the 
subject - another beat change. Now Esther wants “to let him know she is serious about 
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him.” This is her new objective. Her tactic for accomplishing the objective is to let 
Peter know that she has discussed him with her parents. I asked her how she could 
mark the beat change. She decided to take a long pause. They revisited this moment in 
the scene and, not surprisingly, the pause was a hit with the audience. 
“I liked the silent tension,” said one classmate in the audience. “You could see 
he was hurt [during the pause] but when she talked about her parents, Greg [Peter] 
perked up again,” responded another. (RH journal) 
Before wrapping up the day’s rehearsal, I asked Greg and Esther to join their 
classmates in the audience section of the classroom, and I stood on what had been the 
stage area. There I reiterated the importance of marking beats physically, not only in 
scene work, but also in the classroom. I also drew the class’s attention to where I was 
standing. When my objective had been to observe the scenes and provide feedback, I 
sat with the audience. Now that I had a new objective, to summarize the lesson and 
transition the class to a new activity, I marked the beat change by standing up and 
shifting my position in the room. I invited the participants to think about ways they 
could use their bodies and voices to mark beat changes in their teaching, as well as in 
their acting. 
Greg and Esther’s scene was only one of many scenes that were performed in 
class. Each participant performed in at least one scene, and each scene was brought up 
in front of the class at least three times. Thus, all of the participants had the opportunity 
to work with me to analyze their scenes and then embody that analysis in their 
performance. In addition, the students were able to watch and give feedback as their 
classmates performed their scenes multiple times during the run of the course. The 
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attention paid to strategic use of voice and movement in the scene work increased the 
participants’ awareness of the decision-making process performing artists use when 
they take the stage. 
Summary 
Indecision is a common performance obstacle encountered on some level by 
every one of my participants. Indecision expresses itself in a variety of forms, 
hindering the new teachers from being able to perform at their best in the classroom. 
Class activities, in particular, the analysis and performance of scenes, increased 
participant awareness of their own indecision and provided the participants a space to 
rehearse more strategic ways of being in the classroom. 
Taking special notice of all the beat changes in a short scene and exploring a 
variety of vocal, physical and emotional techniques for marking each change gave the 
participants an opportunity to make conscious proactive decisions as to their use of 
voice and movement. These decisions were strategic in that they were made as a 
conscious attempt to clearly communicate information and emotion to their audience in 
the moment. 
Many of the participants reported a more sophisticated understanding of how the 
choices they made when performing both as an actor in their scenes and as a teacher in 
their classrooms affected their confidence, enthusiasm and their audience. Given the 
length of the course, a mere 12 sessions, I was curious as to how profound a change the 
work might have on the participants. Certainly, their indecisive ways of being would 
not be wholly replaced by strategy. However, I was heartened to witness that even 
Greg, who struggled mightily with his indecisive way of being, became much more 
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aware of these tendencies and consciously took steps in his practicum classroom to be 
more strategic. 
I found ample evidence of this when I visited Greg to observe him leading a 
seventh grade earth science class. Greg has strategically decided to hang three posters, 
depicting the earth’s layers, on three different walls on the classroom. This allowed him 
to “travel” around the room from crust to mantle to core. In addition to the use of visual 
aids, the plan gave shape and movement to the lecture, allowed for clear “beat changes” 
as the classroom orientation shifted and also got him out from behind the desk and 
interacting with his students. Moving as he did allowed him to stand near different 
students at different points in the lecture; his creative movement made sure that no 
student was in the “front row” for the whole day. 
At our post observation meeting, Greg walked me through the thought process 
he followed when drafting the lesson. His explanation took into account more than just 
standards-based lesson planning objectives and methodologies. He thought about his 
voice, his body, his movement, his audience and his stage. While both every one of 
Greg’s lessons was so successful or strategically orchestrated, Greg demonstrated that 
he no longer planned lessons the way he did before the course. He approached things 
differently now, more strategically with increased sophistication and awareness, more 
like a performing artist. 
The increased awareness of the role of strategic vocal and physical choices as 
well as the increased understanding of different techniques and strategies for 
implementing these choices was a testament to the Teaching as a Performing Art class. 
The participants had moved, in varying degrees and in varying ways, from a more 
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indecisive way of being to a more strategic way of being as a result of the course. They 
had incorporated some of the artist’s decision-making processes into their teacher role. 
From Terror Towards Courage 
For many new teachers, just entering the classroom for the first time and writing 
their name -their last name - on the chalkboard holds a sense of terror similar to bungee 
jumping, skydiving or taking that leap off the high dive into the pool. (RH journal) It is 
the start of a terrifying and transformative journey. To this day, I remember my first 
day of class at Truman High School in the Bronx. I remember my classroom number 
(422), the clothes I wore (a tie!) and stepping back to look at my name in bright white 
letters on the board. I remember my first student entering the room, pausing to take me 
in, then asking, “Where’s the teacher?” I remember his laughter when I answered that I 
was the teacher. I remember summoning every ounce of courage as the bell rang, 
signaling the start of homeroom and the beginning of my life as a professional educator. 
Then I remember letting go and making the leap. 
I am not alone. American director Anne Bogart also experiences a “sensation of 
being out of my league at the beginning of rehearsals. We all tremble in terror before 
the impossibility of beginning.”(Bogart, 2001, p. 85) For student teachers, the start of 
their practicum is the beginning of the beginning. Perhaps it is not unreasonable to 
assume that the terror may be doubled. 
What saved me on my first day of teaching was not some special gift of 
fearlessness. What saved me was a skill that I had learned in my years of performing. I 
knew how to handle terror, how to push through it. I had experienced opening nights... 
and survived. I had successfully conquered fears and developed strategies to manage 
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the terror so that I could perform myself, so that I could be me and not some frightened 
animal acting out a fight-or-flight impulse. I breathed. I looked at my students and 
took in the energy of the room. I relaxed my shoulders and jaw. I spoke in a clear, low, 
confident tone. I smiled. I opened myself up to the moment and entered in, still 
terrified, but courageous enough to welcome my students and myself to a new year, a 
new class, a new beginning. 
- Terror is a strong word, and it may surprise some readers that overcoming terror 
would be a concern for many bright, articulate and positive young educators like my 
participants. In this study, I use terror to refer to the combination of panic and fright 
that can result in a person’s inability to speak or respond in the moment. I chose the 
word terror, with all of its grand connotations, because it would take such a strong 
emotion to cause otherwise bright and articulate novice educators to be rendered 
speechless and immobilized in front of their students. The terror may not last days, 
hours or even minutes, but it is enough to cause the teacher to freeze up and appear 
paralyzed. Cultivating the actor’s courage in the face of stage fright, hostile crowds, 
unexpected onstage mishaps, hecklers and other stimuli was one of the goals of my 
curriculum. In this chapter, I will explain how the specialized training my participants 
received in the performing arts helped them to incorporate a new type of courage into 
their teacher roles. 
Experiencing Terror 
After reading the initial journal entries of my participants and engaging them in 
a few classroom exercises and discussions with the nine participants, I realized that each 
of them was craving some assistance in developing the courage to face terror in the 
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classroom and use that vital life energy productively. The teachers all had stories of 
classroom moments gone out of control or a moment of self-doubt or fear so strong that 
they were terrified they would lose control and flee, cry, yell or break down. (RH 
journal) Some of these stories will be recounted in this section. Our theater activities 
provided the teachers with a chance to rehearse staying in the moment, even when 
terrified. 
Theater philosopher Peter Brook writes, “A large part of our excessive, 
unnecessary manifestations come from a terror that if we are not somehow signaling all 
the time that we exist, we will in fact no longer be there.” (Brook in Bogart, 2001, p. 
79) Charles spoke of wanting to allow space for his students to question, to find their 
voices, to explore, and yet he couldn’t stop talking. Whenever a pause or a silence 
would creep into his classroom, be it during a discussion or after a question was posed, 
Charles felt the need to fill the space with, what he termed, his “unnecessary 
manifestations”. (C journal) Silence, emptiness, space seemed to terrify Charles, and 
his response was not simply to act but to overact. 
Through the use of theater games borrowed from Viola Spolin, many of which 
featured slow motion pantomimes, Charles and his classmates learned to relax into 
milder vocal and body rhythms. Evidence of this newfound courage in the face of 
stressful situations was documented in their journals, my field notes and on videotape 
and includes the following incident which illustrates one way in which Charles 
developed a sense of calm that he was later able to incorporate into his teaching self. 
In the context of a theater game, Charles and a partner created balls made of 
space matter and began to play a silent game of catch. During the exercise, Charles 
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kept his attention outwards on the ball and his partner, the focus of this activity being to 
keep the ball in the environment and out of your head. It required great concentration. 
It also required teamwork and trust. As Charles and his partner eased into the exercise, 
I added another level - the ball was now growing very heavy. Responding to the 
weight of the space ball, Charles began to move his body more slowly and with 
increasingly exaggerated mannerisms. His improvised movements resembled those of 
tai chi-. After a few minutes of play, a clearly observable change came over Charles: 
his jaw relaxed, his shoulders dropped, his stomach loosened and his gaze softened. 
(RH journal) He exhibited an overall sense of release. Normally very dynamic, Charles 
found a new, mellower way of being, a way of being that would become a new 
component of his teacher self, as evidenced by the following data. 
Later in the semester, I challenged Charles to bring this developing sense of 
stillness and control into his acting work. He had prepared a scene from Angels in 
America in which his character, Joe, walks in to his apartment to find his wife waiting 
with bad news; she is leaving him. I selected this scene because I wanted Charles, 
through Joe, to have the experience of confronting an unexpected and hostile situation 
and to discover ways to handle the situation calmly without histrionics or an over¬ 
reliance on animation. As the scene is written, Joe barely gets two feet into the 
apartment before his wife initiates the conformation, and despite his attempts to speak, 
she controls the dialogue of the scene. Working on this scene, Charles rehearsed 
stillness. He rehearsed listening without moving or interrupting. His scene partner built 
a lot of silences and pauses into her performance to which Charles, as Joe, had to 
respond and react. He could not speak since he did not have the next line and therefore 
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had to remain present in the silence, which he later expressed was quite a challenge. 
The combination of pantomime exercises, relaxation exercises, breathing techniques 
and carefully selected and directed scene work allowed Charles to develop an array of 
techniques for overcoming terror with stillness and calm. (RH journal) 
Moving into the pre-practicum classroom, Charles transferred the skills from our 
acting class into his new role as teacher. In his own words, Charles describes an 
incident with a particularly challenging student. 
“Managing my physical movements and emotions was tough and perhaps an 
artifact of how drained I was came out right at the end [of the period] when I 
nearly got combative with a student who quite arrogantly asserted a number of 
flatly incorrect points about the Iraq War (Saddam paid Osama Bin Laden, the 
9/11 terrorists were Iraqi, all Arabs are fanatical Islamists, etc.). I was forced to 
remind myself... that even when [the students] are offensive and rude and 
aggravating it is important to maintain as neutral a mentality as I can, and pack 
away my desire to publicly humiliate the student.” (C journal) 
In an interview session at the end of the semester, Charles admitted that his 
passion for his subject matter and his students left him particularly vulnerable to having 
his “buttons pushed”. In those moments, his theater training was especially helpful, (C 
interview) keeping the terror and fight-or-flight impulses in check and enabling him to 
maintain a calm and effective teacher presence. The opportunity to rehearse stillness in 
response to terror was invaluable and, by Charles’s own admission, made quite an 
impact of his teaching. 
Acknowledging the role that his theater training played in his ability to stay 
present with his students, Charles reflected, “I was pleased by the degree to which all of 
these issues were present to me as I taught, and by the ways in which they are making 
me a better teacher.” (C journal) For him, one of the key benefits of the class was an 
understanding of the terror that actors may face onstage and an appreciation of the 
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various techniques performers use to stay clear, focused, honest and present under high- 
stakes circumstances. (C interview, C journal, RH journal) 
Developing Courage 
Cultivating stillness was one of several strategies for gaining courage that I 
presented in my course. Two others that bear mentioning are: 
■ Contact 
■ Willingness to be seen 
Contact 
In order to rehearse overcoming terror, the students needed to face their fears. 
To this end, I incorporated some fairly challenging improvisation activities into the 
curriculum including an exercise entitled Contact. In this improvisation, two students 
began an improvised scene (one of the more memorable examples from our class 
featured Donald Trump and Oprah Winfrey competing in a chili cook off). However, 
there was a twist. An actor could only speak if she had made physical contact with her 
scene partner, so, our scene began when Oprah nudged Donald to start speaking and he 
then grabbed the pepper from her while responding. Despite seeming light and non¬ 
threatening, these improvisations made many of the students uncomfortable for a 
variety of reasons: they were unscripted, they were performed in front of all their 
classmates, the scenarios were often ridiculous, there was no real way to prepare ahead 
of time and they had to touch their classmates. (RH journal, H journal, N interview, C 
interview) Even though the contact was always handled with courtesy and 
professionalism, the class consensus in our post-activity debriefing was that the activity 
was “very uncomfortable”, if not terrifying, especially as it demanded that the 
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participants to initiate contact with a classmate while constantly moving the 
improvisation forward. (RH journal) 
After a few improvised scenes, the participants became noticeably more relaxed: 
their shoulders dropped, their scenes were more natural, there was more laughter and 
students began to give honest positive feedback to their performing peers. To maintain 
the terror, I raised the stakes. In a second round of improvisations, the players could not 
repeat any form of contact more than once. If Oprah touched Donald’s hand to speak 
one line, she needed to find a new way of making contact before initiating her next 
exchange. Many participants acted as if paralyzed; seconds would pass with no 
movement or speaking while the participants stood frozen. The scenes faltered as 
several actors reported that they could not think of new ways of making contact. (RH 
journal) 
I paused the game, paired up the participants and had them quickly go back and 
forth making contact in different ways. Elbows tapped, hips bumped, there were 
playful kicks, hands on shoulders, even a head butt. Having solved the problem of 
discovering novel ways to make contact, we returned to the scenes. Immediately they 
were stronger - so strong, in fact, that after a few rounds we had to add a new rule: no 
contact using hands. This brought the terror back until students became more 
courageous and audacious (and wacky!) as they came up with inventive ways to contact 
their partner throughout the short improvised scenes. 
The combination of several purposefully awkward elements made the Contact 
game very difficult for the participants - as it had to be in order to create an 
environment in which students could rehearse strategies for overcoming panic and 
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fright. Despite initial fears and occasional paralysis, each student was able to navigate a 
scene successfully by the end of the exercise, despite the mounting challenges. 
Nevertheless, the participants were unanimously relieved when the activity ended. 
“Thank God,” one exclaimed, relieved that she would not have to perform again. The 
participants bravely worked through their fears but were happy to stop - for the day, at 
least. 
' I asked the students if it got easier as they played. “Are you kidding? It got 
harder, you couldn’t touch hands anymore,” exclaimed one actor. Then why were the 
scenes longer, funnier and more successful, and the actors seemingly more at ease, the 
longer we played? “I guess we just got used to it. We just did it.” They just did it. 
This may seem simple, but action in the face of terror is anything but simple. It requires 
determination and courage, two qualities polished via the Contact activity. 
Willingness to be seen 
A second technique I included in the curriculum specifically to aid the students 
in overcoming terror involved the development of a willingness to be seen. Many of the 
participants had repeated the new teacher’s oft-sung refrain (“The kids don’t pay 
attention to me”) in various ways and at various times throughout the initial weeks of 
the course. (RH journal) Some participants were obviously terrified that they would 
never be able to gain control or harness the attention of their students. To their cries of 
“they won’t pay attention to me”, I countered, “How willing are you to be seen, to be 
heard, to be attended to?” If you want the students to pay attention, give them 
something worth paying attention to. “Don’t ask for attention. Command attention.” 
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This was easier said than done. I employed various theater exercises, including 
the performance of short monologues that rewarded bold, audacious choices. While 
these activities often had multiple objectives, one goal was to force the students to work 
through the paralyzing terror of the moment courageously. These exercises made the 
participants aware of how often they want to hide, to shield themselves or to retreat 
from their students’ scrutiny. (RH journal) The activities also helped them to 
consciously develop a willingness to be seen, an ability to be present, to be here now, to 
communicate Linda Loman’s dictum “Attention must be paid” by their very presence in 
the room. 
Before the students began their monologues, I asked them to look each 
classmate in the eyes and make a connection. Only when they had connected 
individually with every member of their audience could they begin to speak. At first, 
this was met with much resistance. Students whizzed by, glancing only momentarily at 
a classmate before moving on to the next. The students wanted to just get up there, 
speak their lines and get it over with. Their classmates colluded, replying, “She made 
contact with me,” when it obviously was not true. 
Sometimes the lack of contact was laughably evident. To ensure that an actor 
made a connection with every classmate before beginning his monologue, I required 
that the classmate in the audience raise her hand if and only if she felt that the actor 
“really saw her and made a conscious connection.” However, as one actress prepared to 
speak, she bobbed her head crisply at one person after the next, not bothering to pause 
or catch (let alone, hold) the gaze of each classmate. Still, many of the participants 
raised their hands, which led to a revealing moment when both Bernard and Delia had 
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their hands up at the same time. Obviously the actress could not have been connecting 
one-on-one with each simultaneously, thus her lack of commitment and connection was 
exposed. 
At this point, I asked Charles to stand behind the actress with his hands on her 
shoulders. I asked her to breathe, eyes opened, looking at her classmates, until Charles 
felt her shoulders soften. This took over two minutes, despite the fact the actress kept 
saying she was ready. She wasn’t ready; she was terrified - shoulders raised, heart rate 
up, pulse pounding, eyes darting. Charles gently rubbed her shoulders, which at first 
made her tense up even more but eventually aided her in releasing tension. I told the 
actress that she would not have to recite her monologue; I just wanted her to look into 
each classmate’s eyes, to hold that person in her gaze for a while. The classmates were 
asked not to raise their hands until they both felt a connection had been made and 
observed that the actress had become more relaxed. This exercise took some time and, 
true to my word, after she got the signal from the last classmate, we concluded the 
activity. She did not recite her monologue. 
Instead, we discussed terror and what it felt like when our “fight-or-flight” 
switch was activated. We also discussed what triggered this response in the classroom. 
The actress revealed what was self-evident: “I just wanted to sit down. I was so angry 
and upset that you kept making me do this.” (RH journal) 
“What was so difficult about looking at your classmates?” I countered. “You do 
it all the time.” 
She had no reply, but her classmates came to her defense. The gist of their 
response was that it wasn’t looking at the classmates that was difficult; it was having to 
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stand in front of the group and being looked at that was tough. The fact that they were 
expected to perform monologues for the group made it even worse. Connections to 
classroom teaching were apparent to all. When I brought up the phrase “willingness to 
be seen,” the participants got it. “Sometimes I don’t want to be seen,” Hank admitted. 
We talked about when these moments of preferred invisibility occurred. Their list 
included times when they are stumped by a question, when they do something 
embarrassing, when they feel like they are losing control of the class or the lesson, and 
when they feel under-prepared. 
Despite the one actress’s severe discomfort during the activity, the remaining 
participants were able to overcome terror and invite their audience to look at them, 
connect with them and pay attention. I was pleased with their courage. Forcing my 
new teachers to slow down and to establish connections before speaking reminded them 
that the goal was not merely to speak, but to be heard and to be seen. This goal requires 
a certain audacity, courage and commitment that can be difficult, but not impossible, to 
summon. 
Fortunately, it becomes easier as the teacher rehearses, prepares and becomes 
more confident. Faye’s classroom performance provides evidence of this. 
Faye worked as a substitute teacher while enrolled in our class. As a substitute, 
Faye found it a challenge to face a new group of students every period and try to 
establish a productive work environment. Initially she reported a feeling of terror that 
manifested itself as “panic and exhaustion.” (F journal) In fact, just the thought of 
entering another room of unfamiliar student oroved enough to trigger a sense of terror 
that began even before Faye entered the classroom. (F interview) At our final exit 
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interview after a semester of training in the performing arts, I asked Faye in what ways, 
if any, she felt she had changed as a teacher. Immediately she referenced her newfound 
courage in the face of terror. “You must be courageous to try new things even if you’re 
a little nervous about it. These [moments] usually bring the most rewarding outcomes.” 
(F journal) 
For Faye, the acting exercises and techniques provided her with the courage to 
be more audacious in the classroom. Whereas before the class she was not sure what 
exactly she should do to call the class to order, now she was armed with techniques 
from her acting training. When substituting in an eighth grade math class with 
“obnoxiously loud” students (F journal), she recalled pausing to take a breath before 
using her newfound performing skills to gain the room’s attention and involvement 
without resorting to shouting. From one of Faye’s journal: 
“They were sitting at small tables with four or five students at a table. I began to 
scan the room from the chalkboard attempting to connect [non verbally] with as 
many students as possible. All those who didn’t connect with me were facing 
away from me, so I then began to move around the room attempting to connect 
with them. Obviously, the students had no idea what I was doing and it was a 
little odd to them, so I gained students’ attention that way. I still hadn’t said 
anything and I began to hear other kids yell out, “She wants us to be quiet!” or 
“Stop talking, Matthew!”... It was pretty great because I was able to get 
announcements over with and give the class directions with most kids listening. 
I wouldn’t have been able to do that months ago.” (F journal) 
Faye faced a terrifying situation with courage and skill. Her way of being in the 
classroom was silent, slow and focused, and in doing so, she silenced, slowed and 
focused the classroom energy in a relatively short amount of time, enabling her to create 
an ordered work environment for herself and the students. Acknowledging that she 
would not have been able to handle herself so professionally and with such confidence 
at the start of the semester, Faye reflected, “I have undergone a real identity shift. My 
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teacher self is different than she was and it’s really exciting to be able to realize that this 
is happening... I know that I’m not the same teacher I was when I taught summer 
school in June-July 2004 and so much of that is due to this course.” (F journal) 
Summary 
V 
Terror is one of the most disturbing of the performance obstacles. It is stronger 
than merely being shocked or flustered. Terror is about panic and fear. It may cause 
new teachers to shut down emotionally, hindering them from being able to perform. 
Many different events may trigger a terror response: combative students, hate speech, 
violent activity or any other highly disturbing scenario that might occur in the 
classroom; however, no matter what the cause, it is important that the teacher respond 
courageously. 
It takes courage to respond to a fight in the room, a student’s highly provocative 
or abusive language, a direct insult or a difficult parent-teacher exchange. After a new 
teacher has had a particularly troubling experience, it may be difficult for her to enter 
the classroom the next day. Doing so is a courageous act. Likewise, the refusal to quit, 
to be cowed or to shut down, become defensive or respond with aggression is an act of 
courage. Deescalating a situation when your blood is boiling is courageous. 
Overcoming one’s terror to respond to highly emotional situations calmly and 
courageously is a wonderful way for a teacher to be. 
Many of the acting exercises, especially those like Contact that required 
participants to boldly improvise their way through difficult scenarios using their bodies 
and voices audaciously recreated for many of the participants the type of highly charged 
scenario that triggers panic and fright, albeit in a safe and supportive environment. 
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Every time the participants chose to engage in these difficult, anxiety-producing 
activities they exercised courage. When they stayed in the activities, despite the stage 
fright, panic and fear - they behaved courageously. When they did not volunteer 
themselves, yet I asked them to jump in, and they did, they acted courageously. 
These repeated acts of courage made them stronger. They faced fears. They 
stayed calm and focused in difficult settings. I am pleased, but not entirely surprised, to 
report-, that none of the participants ever refused to engaged in any of the improvisation 
games no matter how uncomfortable the challenge. Standing before their classmates 
and demanding to be seen, the participants displayed a level of confidence and self- 
assurance that grew from week to week. 
The journey from terror to courage was most evident to me in Faye. Observing 
Faye teach during the final week of her practicum in the Spring of 2005 I saw very little 
of the woman who entered my class that September. Most noticeable, at first, were the 
cosmetic changes. Faye had cut her hair short, traded glasses for contact lenses and 
traded in ill-fitting blazers for smart sweater sets. She looked amazing. She also stood 
taller, spoke crisper and walked through the room with a more confident gait. She 
showed the students slides of her recent equestrian competition, making connections 
between the horse’s anatomy and athleticism; I was struck by her confidence. 
After the lesson, we sat down to talk. She told me that she finally felt like she 
was at home in the classroom. She had relaxed. I used the word metamorphosis to 
describe her transformation and she laughed and agreed. I read back to Faye what she 
had written in her class journal. “I have undergone a real identity shift. My teacher self 
is different than she was and it’s really exciting to be able to realize that this is 
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happening... I know that I’m not the same teacher I was when I taught summer school 
in June-July 2004 and so much of that is due to this course.” (F journal) She 
responded, “Yes! And it just goes on. I tell myself to breathe. Even when things don’t 
go as planned I know I’m ok.” I blurted out, “You mean before [the class], when you 
taught, you didn’t know you were going to be ok?” She paused and then answered. 
“No.” After a few more seconds, “I was worried a lot.” (RH journal) 
This exchange highlights a real shift in Faye’s way of being as a teacher. She 
moved from a way of being, characterized by fear, lack of confidence, and anxiety to a 
more confident way of being. In her new state of being, she was less likely to 
experience terror, even during difficult encounters. She also was able to more 
courageous in her teaching choices, incorporating more of herself into the classroom 
lessons. 
The acting class allowed all of the participants a safe space to practice courage 
in the face of panic, and fear. The confidence they gained as a result affected their way 
of being in the classroom. Although terrifying events may occur during their careers, a 
more confident way of being will allow them to respond courageously in the face of 
adversity. 
From Assumption Towards Awareness 
One of the first questions non-actors ask me about my own performing 
experiences is “How do you keep it fresh?” How can the opening night performance be 
just as compelling as a mid-week matinee five months later? Any actor who has ever 
done a long run of a show has had to answer this question for himself. So has any 
teacher who has taught the same lesson many times to many groups of students. Of 
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course, the answer, as all good actors and teacher know, is that the play (or the lesson) 
is never the same twice. Unlike a film, which can be played over and over without a 
single variance, a live performance exists fleetingly in the here and now. It is from this 
novelty that the actor draws new inspiration. 
When I played Romeo in a college acting class, I knew in my head that I would 
fall in love with Juliet and die tragically within the next few hours. I knew every scene, 
every line, and every action by heart. However, in Act One, I put all of that knowledge 
aside and played a young man going to a dance hoping to score some moments alone 
with Rosalind. I never expected to meet Juliet, but when I did, I saw her as if for the 
first time. And for the audience, it was the first time. I still remember my acting 
teacher’s advice; “Don’t play the death scene in act one. Stay in the moment. Don’t get 
ahead of yourself.” These words of wisdom apply to the classroom as well. Stay with 
the students in the here and now. See them as they are. Stay in the moment. For if I, as 
actor or teacher, get ahead of myself or close my eyes to the realities of what is actually 
happening here and now I will make the gravest, and most common, mistake of all: 
assumption. 
Experiencing Assumption 
Several seminal texts on acting warn against making assumptions and urge 
actors to extend their focus outwards, to become aware of the moment as it is and not as 
they expect it might be. (Bruder et al., 1986; Mamet, 1999; Spolin, 1983) In this study, 
I use assumption is acting on what one thinks is, or should be, rather than what one 
actually senses is true in the moment. This is an important distinction. It requires that 
the teacher or actor use their powers of observation to connect with what is going on in 
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the moment and not retreat into their head and preconceived ideas about the lesson or 
scene. It also requires that teachers and actors remain present, aware of what has come 
before and where they are headed, yet still rooted in the moment, taking in all that is 
going on around them and remaining connected to their environment, their audience and 
their text. 
Assumption may express itself in many insidious ways. Assumption occurs 
when we act on what we expect to see rather than what we see, when we choose fantasy 
over the observable reality of the situation. Assumptions occurs most often when we 
are “in our heads” and not focusing energy outward into the classroom space, living “in 
the moment.” 
All nine of the student teachers reported difficulties in acting based on the 
reality of the classroom moment while teaching. Most often these obstacles were the 
result of the teachers’ selective vision: seeing what they wanted to see rather than taking 
the time to objectively and non-judgmentally observe the reality of the moment. (RH 
journal) For example, while observing Faye in her classroom I saw the new teacher 
chide two smiling girls whom she assumed were making jokes when, in reality, they 
were happily on task. Faye’s assumption that smiling kids had to be misbehaving led 
her to respond with hostility towards two kids who were joyfully doing the work 
assigned them. 
During one of our structured interviews, Charles discussed his folly in assuming 
that a certain student who frequently challenged him in his world history discussions 
was being disrespectful. In fact, the student was using a tool that Charles frequently 
models, playing devil’s advocate. After many weeks of avoiding and dismissing the 
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inquisitive student Charles finally realized the error of his assumption and began to 
handle the student in a more appropriate manner, praising his curiosity and 
argumentation skills and inviting his further engagement with the complex issues of 
world politics. 
Alexander shared with our class a difficulty he was having in maintaining a 
positive learning environment. Alexander’s lesson plans were based on what he 
assumed his kids could handle, rather than what their behavior and achievement were 
indicating was appropriate. After viewing Alexander teach a model lesson in class it 
became clear to me that he was covering too much information too quickly and frying 
his students’ brains, as well as draining their energy and sapping their good will. 
Alexander admitted that he had been pacing his lessons in accordance with his own 
ideas about how quickly he felt his students should learn rather than his actual students’ 
feedback. His choices were based in assumption, not reality. 
Greg reported a similar situation in her work with a middle school science class. 
Greg had repeatedly explained to his students a complicated multi-step lab procedure. 
Wisely, he used a combination or visual and auditory cues as well as gestures to explain 
the procedure. Even so, some of his students had difficulties knowing exactly what they 
were supposed to do and after completing a few steps were lost as to what they should 
do next. Greg became frustrated. He assumed that they had not been paying attention 
to his explanations. Upon reviewing the videotape tape of Greg's class, it seemed clear 
that the students had been paying attention to Greg’s explanation; however, the ability 
of several students to take in a long list of directions and retain them while doing a lab 
experiment was not sufficient to be successful in this activity. Greg’s assumption that 
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the kids were not trying did not seemed false. The problem resulted from Greg’s 
assumption that his students would be able to follow all of these instructions presented 
in one fell swoop before the start of the lab. Interviewing Greg about the incident later, 
he voiced that he should have been able to predict that the kids might have difficulty 
and prepared for their confusion. He also admitted that his lesson planning choice (to 
present all the instructions first) was based on what he assumed eighth graders should 
be able to do, rather than what he had observed these specific kids were able to do 
during his pre-practicum observation phase. In my role as Greg’s practicum supervisor 
during the Spring 2005 semester, I encouraged him to work with the students to develop 
their ability to follow long lists of instructions more easily. Simultaneously he should 
realize that several students might need a more structured plan if they are to complete 
lab experiments with the degree of independence that Greg would like. By 
implementing these suggestions Greg’s instructional goals would be based less on an 
assumption of what kids should be able to do and based more on objective observation 
in the moment of the children’s actual skill levels and abilities. 
Towards Awareness 
In the theater, actors spend much time learning to observe, concentrate and 
focus. Actors must throw their energy out into the space and fully observe the reality of 
the scene. This involves looking at their scene partner, feeling the onstage environment, 
hearing and listening to their scene partners’ dialogue as if for the first time as well as 
simultaneously being open to receive messages from the audience (are they in rapt 
attention or is their coughing, cellophane crunching or other tell-tale signs of flagging 
interest). Actors concentrate their energy to be present in the here and how and then 
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focus this energy into the scene to make an impact. All of this happens at once: the 
observing, the listening, and the concentrating on the here and now as well as the 
focusing of one’s energy constantly to create the scene in the moment. All of this to 
make sure that an action the actor takes is grounded in the truth of the moment and not 
in some assumption about the way the moment should be or the way it went the day 
before. 
• Awareness is difficult to attain and may develop incrementally. During an 
exercise early in the semester, I directed Greg to begin his improvised scene when felt 
he had the room’s attention. Although two students were obviously not paying 
attention, one was shuffling papers while the other was searching for something in her 
purse, Greg began. I stopped him. Greg admitted it was hard for him to tell when the 
class was paying attention to him, he was too busy concentrating on what he was about 
to perform to send his energy outwards and focus on the people in the room with him. 
This led him to assume that, because the audience was quiet, they were attending to his 
performance. I then asked Greg to make eye contact with each and every one of his 
classmates before starting; he did this and thus began his scene only after making sure 
he had the room’s attention. From here I had him practice scanning the room with his 
eyes to assess whether or not he had the room’s attention; he did this successfully. We 
later added in techniques for beginning a scene that would invite the audience's 
involvement. After several weeks, Greg had this to say in his journal. “You know, the 
funny thing about teaching is that I can finally feel when I am getting people's attention, 
and I know how to move my students through a lesson, at least on a basic level.” Greg 
had begun to move from assumption to awareness via his arts training. 
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This is not to say that there wasn’t still more to learn. Like any performer, Greg 
had to constantly rehearse and perfect his skills. He also needed to stay alert and aware 
even in difficult scenarios. I visited Greg in his practicum classroom a few months after 
our course was over. After a lesson during which the students were very quiet, I asked 
Greg how much information he believed the students had learned that day. “I think 
today went great,” he remarked. Then I stopped three kids in the hallway and asked 
them very simple questions about one of the lesson’s most emphasized datum. Only 
one answered correctly. Greg had assumed that because the students were well behaved 
that they were paying attention and processing the information. However, had he truly 
been present in the room he would have seen what I, the observer, saw: kids passing 
notes, kids fidgeting, kids staring blankly or looking at the clock, kids reading or 
looking at pictures for other parts of the textbook, etc. 
Developing Awareness 
Assumption often stems from a disconnect between actor and audience, or 
teacher and student. In the aforementioned examples, Faye assumed that her two 
smiling students were off-task because Faye was not connected to the students; she 
wasn’t connected to what was really occurring in the space. Reviewing this classroom 
incident via videotape during an interview session, Faye admitted that at the time she 
was feeling concerned that she was losing her students’ attention. Her internal 
monologue was one of panic, self-doubt and agitation and this hampered her ability to 
be in the room with the students. Had she been more present and aware she would have 
seen two girls smiling and doing their work. It seems that given Faye’s mental state, 
any kids seen smiling, laughing or enjoying themselves would have been assumed off- 
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task, which was hardly the case. More outward focus and less internal agitation would 
have allowed Faye to realize how well her lesson was being received. She would have 
been more able to accurately assess her students’ interests and the efficacy of her 
instruction as well as respond more appropriately to student behavior. 
In our acting class, Faye received many tools to help her avoid future 
assumptions in the classroom. She learned the importance of being present and aware 
of her environment, skills that I saw her implement in her practicum classmate. (F 
journal, F interview, RH journal) Faye also developed concrete strategies for staying 
out of her head and in the space that were evident both in the videotaped lessons from 
her practicum classroom as well as her discussion of those clips during our guided 
interview sessions. (RH journal) Faye and her classmates learned via monologue work 
how to maintain eye contact and outward energy when delivering a text. To increase 
the participants’ awareness of their bodies, their audience and their environs I employed 
several different theater games and activities, including: 
■ Mirror 
■ Observation Activities 
■ Zip Zap Zop 
Mirror 
The Mirror exercise is one of the most useful acting exercises to help the new 
teachers move out of their heads and into the space. During the semester, we did 
several variations on mirror, but all of them involved the students pairing up and facing 
their partner. One player will become the Initiator while the other is the Mirror. The 
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Initiator begins to move, silently and slowly, and the Mirror responds by mirroring the 
motion completely at the same time. When done expertly, it is difficult to tell who is 
the Initiator and who is the Mirror; the two are so in synch. After a minute or two, I 
will call out “Switch” and seamlessly the partners alternate roles. We will switch back 
and forth several times before drawing the activity to a close. One of the skills required 
to play Mirror is the ability to focus on mirroring your partner completely in the 
moment. This precludes making assumptions about what motion you think they are 
going to do and simply putting all of your attention on the present, doing only what you 
see and exactly what you see. When playing Mirror, both participants must focus their 
energy outwards on their partner and kinesthetically respond to their partner’s motion 
without thinking ahead or over analyzing. This helps the teacher/actor learn to respond 
to what is actually happening in front of them, rather than what they think is or should 
be happening. 
The mirror exercise challenged the participants to reflect only the movements 
that their partners were actually performing, not the movements they expected their 
partners to perform, which was a challenge to Faye. “I kept trying to anticipate what 
[my partner] would do next... It was annoying... It was so hard not to think [and simply 
respond]” (F interview) 
Later in the course, when we began scene work, I used the mirror activity as a 
warm-up. Scene partners would spend up to five minutes performing the mirror activity 
in silence, focusing energy outward and making connections, before beginning to speak 
the text of the scene. The most amazing example of abandoning assumption to connect 
in the moment came while working on a scene from Company with her partner, Hank. 
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In the scene, Faye’s character, Kathy, is ambivalent about whether or not to rekindle a 
relationship with Hank’s Robert. At one point during an in-class rehearsal of the scene, 
Faye, noticed that Robert was standing beside her silently with a tender lost look in his 
eyes. Softly she laid her hand on his chest and began smoothing out his scarf in a 
loving intimate fashion. This gesture coincided with Kathy/Faye’s line “I’ll make a 
good wife.” In this moment, in the scene, Faye’s eyes were soft, her gesture natural and 
her neck and shoulders were down and more relaxed than I had ever seen them. 
After the scene was completed every single member of the class pointed to that 
moment as being particularly honest, real, and moving. Tellingly, Faye had never 
performed the scarf smoothing gesture before in rehearsal, so I asked her what was the 
impetus at that moment to touch Hank/Robert - what was it that caused her to respond 
that way? Faye answered that “it wasn’t planned or anything, he just...” Her voice 
broke off. In my journal that night I reflected, “Although Faye, fresh from a wonderful 
performance, did not have the words to finish that sentence, it was obvious to all of us 
what moved her - the moment. She played the moment. She was truly aware of 
Hank/Robert, she saw him, and that led her to touch his scarf. In doing so, Faye acted 
not by rote, but naturally on impulse.” (RH journal) True that it wasn’t planned, but all 
of the rehearsing allowed her to know her lines, to know her motivations and to enter a 
relaxed, centered emotional space. These conditions enabled her to mm off the internal 
nagging voices in her head and focus her energies and attentions on the man in front of 
her, Robert, and her desire, as Kathy, to reconnect and take of him. This moment was 
especially transcendent because Faye was notoriously self-conscious in her 
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presentation, and it marked the first time I had seen her perform in front of the class 
without a trace of insecurity or doubt. (RH journal) 
Our interviews revealed that many of Faye’s struggles with being natural and 
acting in the moment stem from a desire to script and ‘‘plan every action” both in the 
classroom and on stage. Discussing her methods of preparing early on in the course, 
Faye admitted, “I know that the way I prepare isn’t the best use of my time.” In a later 
interview she elaborated, “Sometimes I drive myself crazy trying to make sure that I 
have everything just right before class starts. Even when I know that I will be fine [I 
feel compelled] to have everything organized, and it never is as organized [as I’d like it 
to be.” (F interview) A degree of preparation is admirable, if and only if, it does not 
prevent the actor/teacher from becoming rigidly adhering to the plan at all costs, or keep 
the actor/teacher locked in her head constantly comparing the live performance to the 
“perfectly scripted” one that she had prepared. (F interview) Faye’s performance as 
Kathy showed that when an actor/teacher is brave enough to pack away assumptions 
and act upon an awareness of the moment a magic can occur that is greater than 
anything one could have plan. Connection occurs. In the classroom or the theater, 
playing the moment trumps assumption any day. 
In a journal entry written after having performed her scene in class, Faye 
connected the skills she learned as an actress to the role she is developing in her 
classroom. “If you are teaching you must use your audience to gauge how well you are 
doing... Teaching is like improvisational acting where your fellow actors are the 
students or student you are acting with in the moment.” (F journal) The next week 
during an informal interview, Faye and I discussed the idea of being in the moment 
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during an acting exercise versus during a classroom exchange in more detail. We 
discussed the necessity, in both scenarios, of focusing one’s attention and energy 
outwards. Faye had never considered this before, but felt that through our acting class, 
“my awareness of what’s going on around me has changed... This class has provided 
me with lots of opportunities to work and on [my] focus and awareness. I believe I can 
present or perform for the class with greater relaxation and presence.” (RH journal) 
Overcoming assumption requires that teachers use all of their sense to accurately gauge 
the classroom moment and use this data to inform lesson delivery. It is analogous to the 
actor’s task of delivering the scene, not from rote, but grounded in the reality of the 
moment. 
Observation Activities 
One of the biggest cliches in the teaching of acting is the director’s comment 
“Be natural.” The irony is that the quickest way to stop being natural is to try to be 
natural. To be natural, to be confident, to be comfortable, to be present, to be available, 
to be connected, to be honest... all of these are essential and yet the minute we 
consciously make an effort to be natural, confident, or comfortable, etc. we immediate 
retreat into our heads. And as soon as we are in our heads thinking about how we 
should be acting, wondering how we are doing, trying to remember our texts or 
worrying about being interesting enough we are no longer living the moment. 
Therefore, the acting teacher must lead students to a natural, confident and connected 
state through a back door. This back door is outward focus of attention. Focusing our 
awareness outwards into the space yields two complementary results - the actor stays in 
the moment with his audience and makes it possible for the actor to be natural. 
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comfortable and connected. Being connected then allows the actor to live the moment 
and take in the energy, reactions and messages that his scene partners and audience are 
sending him. Now, he is finally free to respond based on what he observes happening 
in the moment and not on preconceived assumptions about what he thinks, hopes, or 
wants to be happening. 
One class period was spent almost entirely performing tasks that called for an 
outward focus of energy. The first task was a space walk warm-up. During this 
exercise the students walked throughout the room, at first focusing on their breathing, 
then the space around them. They were asked not to speak, to simply walk looking 
around^ noticing things in the classroom that they had not seen before. As they walked I 
coached from the side, “Look more closely. There is always more to see. Explore 
every surface, every object, every color, every texture.” After the exercise we briefly 
regrouped and the students shared any observations, things they noticed about the 
classroom space that they had never seen before. Delia mentioned the patterned ceiling. 
Hank and Charles also noted architectural details including the location of electric 
sockets and position of doors, the condition of window moldings, and subtle variations 
in the color of the walls. The participants were all able to name at least six new 
awarenesses they had of the space, a space we had been meeting in for several weeks. 
“I never thought about it before, but it is exciting that there is always more to see,” 
remarked Esther. (RH journal) 
I then asked the participants how they were feeling “Are you more of less 
relaxed than you were at the start of class?” Every participant present admitted feeling 
“calmer,” “more'relaxed” and “more focused.” (RH journal) 
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Charles began “All we did was walk around looking,” when Delia interrupted, 
“and breathing.” Charles nodded, “And breathing.” But something had changed in 
them. (RH journal) We discussed how this technique could be used when walking 
down the hallway towards our classrooms at the beginning of the day to help us gain a 
deeper sense of awareness and to remind us that there was always more to see, always 
more to learn. 
' Next, I led the participants to a table where twenty small objects had been set on 
a tray. These objects included a pad of post-its, two markers, a squeaky duck toy, a key 
ring, and other common items. The students had one minute to look at all the items. 
Then I asked them to turn around, close their eyes and yell out the names of any of the 
items they could remember. The eight participants present that day listed sixteen items. 
They turned back and we replayed the game, this time with twenty new items. I asked 
the participants to really focus this time on observing every item. Surely enough, after a 
minute, when they were asked to recall the objects, they easily listed all twenty. 
“Awareness can be expanded. It can be rehearsed, it can be practiced,” I reminded 
them. “When we focus our energies outwards and really take in our environment, we 
can get out of our heads and see more. We can see more.” (RH journal) 
For the next activity, the participants present partnered up. They had one minute 
to look at their partner closely. Then the partners split up, moved to a more secluded 
area of the room where they changed three things about their appearance. Then the 
students returned to their partners, who had a few second to declare what three changes 
had been made. Due to an odd number of participants, I paired with Alexander. When 
we split up I untucked the back of my shirt, unbuttoned a collar button, and tied a 
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shoelace that had previously been undone. Alexander immediately took notice of all 
three changed. 
We played the game again. This time after a minute of studying their partner, 
one person in each pair closed his eyes. The partner then shifted her body in three 
ways. Playing with Alexander, I raised my left shoulder, crossed my leg and tilted my 
head slightly to the left. When Alexander opened his eyes he immediately noticed my 
crossed legs and, after only a couple of seconds, said, “Your head is tilted.” Then he 
said “You shifted your weight this way” and demonstrated a change in stance that 
elevated his left shoulder, so, of course, I gave him credit and acknowledged that I had 
indeed raised my left shoulder. Alexander, with his increased awareness replied, “No, 
you did more than just raise your shoulder, your hip changed as well.” I had already 
changed postures, so I could not be sure in the moment. However, a replay of the 
videotape revealed that he was correct. He was more aware of how I had changed my 
posture, than I was myself. 
At the conclusion of these activities: Space walk, Table objects and Three 
changes, the participants and I gathered in a circle to reflect. I was especially interested 
in their reactions since, working with Alexander, I could not focus as closely on all the 
pairs as I normally do. The students really enjoyed the activities, more than I had 
expected them to, and admitted that each one served as a preparation for the next. The 
space walk made them relaxed and centered which allowed them to focus more easily 
on the table objects that prepared them for the three changes. While I expected the final 
version of three changes, with the s otle shifts in body posture, to be more difficult for 
the actors, they all reported success. 
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Concluding the discussion I asked, “How do these activities relate to your 
developing teacher selves?” Although Charles began to speak, I gestured for him to 
hold his thoughts for a moment and employed ten seconds of wait time to give all the 
participants some time to think. Charles then shared that he was excited to do a space 
walk through his classroom and see what new things he could notice. Esther remarked, 
“It wasn't especially difficult [to notice things] I just don’t do it all the time." She 
added-that, “A teacher really needs to be aware of what’s in the room, especially the 
students.” 
In a moment of incredible self-awareness, Greg said that he was quick to notice 
the changes in his partner during the three changes activity but has trouble reading his 
own students. “I feel that my students are sending me messages all the time, [from their] 
behavior to their body language and I don’t think I am always able to see them,” before 
adding, “or maybe I am so in my head or I am just not willing to see them because I 
want to, you know, get through what I am doing without always having to be 
interrupted.” (G journal) I responded him by restating Esther's point made earlier - 
awareness is not especially difficult to attain, but if you really look at what is going on 
in your classroom you may not like what you see, you may notice things that bother you 
or that require a response. “Kids tend to be somewhat direct in their messages. Their 
body language often conveyed when they are enthusiastic, engaged, indifferent or 
bored. Becoming aware of what signals the kids are sending you is step one. Step two 
is responding truthfully in the moment.” (RH journal) 
The students had experienced the importance of slowing down to look at and 
experience truthfully their environment. Responding to the truth of the moment is a 
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skill that would be further explored in other activities. The three exercises in increased 
awareness via observation and an outward focus of energy laid the foundation for this 
work. 
Zip Zap Zop 
It is no secret that actors and other performing artists warm-up both before a 
rehearsal and before taking the stage. These warm-ups can serve physical purposes 
such as preparing the voice and body, as well as psychological, emotional and spiritual 
objectives. Walking onto the stage is crossing a threshold from the everyday world to 
the heightened world of performance. So is entering the classroom. Teachers, as 
performing artists, can also benefit from warming-up before taking the classroom stage. 
In our course, we began every class meeting with a series of warm-up activities based 
on those used by actors. 
The 6-point warm-up is a comprehensive plan for centering one’s self before a 
performance that I introduced to my participants based on the work of acting teacher 
Jane Marla Robbins (Robbins, 2002). The six-point warm-up includes vocal, physical, 
mental, emotional, spiritual, and relaxation preparations. We used this type of 
preparation at the start of each class and again before beginning any scene or 
monologue work as a way of readying our bodies and minds and focusing our physical 
and mental energies. The participants overwhelming responded that preparing in this 
way raised both their consciousness and their energy level. Responding to a journal 
prompt about preparation, Alexander writes, “The most valuable recurrence of ideology 
in our course is the insistence of focus on the task at hand.” (A journal) Preparing like 
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an actor enabled the participants to take on a more active awareness in the classroom 
environment. 
Tongue twisters, recitations, stretches, puzzles and quick improvisations were all 
used in the first fifteen minutes of class to mark the transition from the outside world to 
the classroom world. No preparation, however, was as loved by my participants as Zip 
Zap Zop. 
' Zip Zap Zop begins with the participants standing in a circle. One player will 
begin by doing the following three things simultaneously: he will look another player in 
the eye, say the syllable “zip” and direct a focused clapping gesture toward the player 
whose gaze he has secured. The recipient of the first player’s “zip” continues the game 
by focusing on another classmate, saying, “zap” and clapping in his or her direction. 
This third player who received the “zap” will, in turn, send a gaze, clap and “zop” to 
another person in the circle, who repeats the pattern by sending a “zip” across the circle 
to someone else. 
In theory the game could go on forever with an endless cycles of “zip, zap, zop, 
zip, zap, zop, zip, zap, zop...” ad infinitum. In reality it took my students playing the 
game for many weeks to successfully pass the syllables ten times in succession. One of 
the reasons that the game is so difficult, despite its superficial simplicity, is that is 
requires complete focus and awareness. The players must maintain eye contact, at least 
peripherally, with every player in the circle simultaneously since one never knows when 
she might receive the “zip.” In addition, once a player receives a zip, zap or zop. she 
must instantly send it back out again to a classmate. Thus, in that moment she must 
choose a recipient, lock her target’s gaze, use her body to send a directed clapping 
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gesture and send her voice out to the target - of course, pronouncing the correct 
syllable. This requires vocal, physical and mental engagement. The act of remaining 
open and aware, willing to receive the signal and send it out again, requires emotional 
preparation; not jumping the gun requires relaxation. 
There are several common pitfalls that snared my participants as they warmed- 
up playing zip zap zop. At first, many players were not focused on the game, their 
attention wandered; they got trapped in their heads. Some players, like Faye and Hank, 
admitted to spending too much time thinking about what they would do if they received 
the signal, that they failed to acknowledge the signal when it was sent to them. “I was 
thinking about who I’d send it to, so I wasn’t ready yet,” Faye explained after she broke 
the cycle. (RH journal) 
Another common difficulty was when players said the wrong syllable. For 
example, when Bernard was sent a “zip” he responded with a “zip” rather than a “zop.” 
“I was so excited to play that I wasn’t listening to what she was saying,” he explained to 
the group. Again, if Bernard were to be more successful they would have to increase 
their awareness, paying more attention to the aural cues being sent across the circle. 
Finally, many times a signal was send rashly, without the sender first locking on 
a target. This happened repeatedly. In one instance Hank taken aback that Charles, 
who stood next to him in the circle, sent the signal his way stammered and then spewed 
forth an undirected “zop” that no one received. The signal seemed to pass through the 
gap between Esther and Faye and neither girl was sure that she was the intended 
recipient. Their confusion was warranted since Hank in frustration cried, “I had no idea 
who I was sending it to.” He had jumped the gun. Caught unaware, he responded 
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wildly and never took the time to focus his response: selecting a target, making eye 
contact, clapping and speaking clearly in her direction. I asked Hank, usually a solid 
player, why he was caught so unaware. “I didn’t expect him [Charles] to send it to me.” 
Hank assumed he wouldn’t receive the signal. He acted on assumption and lowered his 
awareness. We continued to play. Hank did not miss another zap for the rest of the 
activity that day. (RH journal) 
* Zip Zap Zop was played at the opening of most every class meeting. When I 
announced, “Circle up for zip zap zop” the response of the participants was always 
enthusiastic. After a few weeks the games got longer the players became stronger and 
more confident. 
After one particularly successful volley I asked the class, “You guys are getting 
much better at this game. What does it have to do with classroom teaching?” and 
immediately voices called out. The participants volunteered many of connections but 
one rang out loud and clear when I watched this moment again on videotape, “It makes 
you more aware of everyone at the same time, their voices and body language and the 
way they stand and you have to respond in the moment. It makes you quicker and more 
alert to your surroundings like as a teacher when you ask a question and you want to be 
aware of everyone’s body language to see what they know and then choose who to call 
on. You can see everyone at once.” (RH journal) 
I seized upon this answer to highlight Esther’s use of the word awareness. This 
led to a brief discussion about, as Faye put it, “How difficult it is to be aware of 
everything at once.” To which Hank responded, “[But] not impossible.” His response 
made me smile. I reminded the students how much they had improved in zip zap zop, 
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and how they were beginning to understand the value of rehearsing awareness. I invited 
them to practice heightened awareness in a variety of settings in the upcoming weeks. 
To become students of their environment and to read the signs and the signals that 
people all around were sending with their voices, bodies, gestures and movements. 
Summary 
During one class discussion, I admitted that as a child I would play school. I’d 
line up stuffed animals on my bed and teach them a spelling lesson or geography lesson. 
I’d even make up little quizzes. Many of the participants laughed knowingly; they had 
done the same thing. Often I would ask my pretend students questions. Pause for them 
to “answer,” then say things like “Very good” or “Wrong!” 
This led to a conversation about the differences between teaching and “playing 
school.” It was during this conversation that I got a real sense that many of the 
participants “played school” rather than taught. By this I mean that they scripted 
lessons at home. Often they rehearsed what they would say. Then they entered the 
classroom and delivered the lesson they had planned with little student interaction. 
After all, if the stuffed animals could understand it, why wouldn’t the kids? Teaching 
this way, they courted assumption. They did not leave room for the chaotic reality of 
real kids with varying levels of attention, willingness, preparation and energy. 
Getting the participants to move outside their head and into the classroom was a 
challenge. Actors face the same challenge, moving from the script on paper to the live, 
chaotic reality of performance. The theater techniques from class were especially 
useful in moving the participants out of their heads and into the space. They resisted, of 
course. The lessons are so much neater on paper or with stuffed animals than they are 
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in a real classroom. Nevertheless, each participant was dragged, sometimes kicking and 
screaming, into the messy and delicious world of performance. 
Zip Zap Zop was a favorite warm-up, and a difficult one for many of the 
participants. Being aware of the right syllable at the right time with the right body 
gesture was a challenge. Looking back it is fun to watch the videotape of the first time 
we played this game. It seemed so easy, until they tried it. They were shocked at how 
much focus and energy it took to be open and aware of all that was going on in the 
space and then to respond to it, correctly and quickly. It took several weeks before we 
could complete 20 passes with any regularity. 
Mirror provided a challenge of another sort. It called upon the participants to 
respond physically instead of mentally. Being the mirror required turning off the 
critical voices in their head, concentrating fully on another person, head to toe, and not 
getting ahead of one’s self. For these teachers who enjoyed academic and cerebral 
activity to choose to live in the physical world rather than up in their heads proved a 
challenge. 
Acknowledging and experiencing the differences between being “in your head” 
and being “in the space” was a great leap forward towards the goal of being in the space 
rather than in your head when teaching. I am heartened that all participants left the 
class understanding the differences in these two ways of being and having had the 
experience of being present in the space at some point during the Teaching as a 
Performing Art class. 
While I’d like to report with confidence that these teachers are now able to 
easily switch out of being in their heads at will, I do not believe this is the case. In fact, 
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many actors struggle with getting out of their heads and staying in the space and in the 
moment. It requires much focus and attention. 
Silencing one’s inner critic and focusing all one’s energy and awareness 
outwards is easier said than done. Still, all of the participants have done it, albeit it 
intermittently. They know what it feels like to be in the moment. They also know 
when they are not there. Finally, they are aware of the benefits to being in the space 
with their students and the dangers of staying in their heads, making assumptions, when 
teaching. It is up to them to continue the work until focusing their energy outwards is 
their natural way of being in the classroom. 
The participants had moved, in varying degrees and in varying ways, from a 
assumption and towards awareness as a result of the course. By doing the work of the 
actor, they learned how to focus their energies outwards and become more aware of 
their students and their classroom environment. This increased awareness would allow 
them to see their students more fully and respond to them more truthfully. It is a 
valuable skill indeed, and one that was developed and rehearsed in our class. 
From Embarrassment Towards Presence 
Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain (Wizard of Oz, 1939) 
There is an iconic scene from the 1939 MGM classic film Wizard of Oz wherein 
Dorothy Gale and her friends arrive at the palace of the great and powerful wizard. 
They are dazzled and cowed by a display of pyrotechnics and a booming baritone voice 
that thunders from behind a giant, imposing mask of authority. Watching this scene 
now, as an educator, I am struck by the similarities I find between the Wizard’s mask of 
authority and the mask many teachers wear in their classroom. 
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To begin, the mask commands reminds the child, Dorothy, and her friends of 
their lowly status, “You people should consider yourselves lucky that I'm granting you 
an audience tomorrow instead of 20 years from now.” It continues by issuing 
assignments to the child, including the seizure of a witch’s broomstick. The mask is 
implacable. Like a classroom teacher afraid to yield any control, whenever Dorothy or 
her friends would question the mask’s absolute authority, flames shoot up and the 
deafening voice bellows, “Silence!” This scene plays out daily in classrooms across 
America. 
At first Dorothy, and the moviegoer, is convinced that the Wizard’s display of 
power, his mask of authority, is authentic. It is only later in the film, after the wizard 
proves himself unable to uphold his end of the bargain and deliver Dorothy back to 
Kansas as promised, that Dorothy and her friends revolt. They refuse the mask’s 
repeated calls for “Silence!” and imply that the wizard himself is a fraud. This leads to 
their being chastised and banished from the palace, not unlike a student sent to the 
principal’s office for insubordination. Dorothy and the moviegoer are disenchanted. 
We could accept a fair and demanding authoritative power, but not a capricious, 
dishonorable one. 
Then, in a fortunate turn of events, Toto leaps from his basket and, sensing a 
fake, pulls back a velvet curtain to expose a small man furiously pulling levers, turning 
dials and speaking into a voice-altering microphone. The wizard is revealed. He is 
small, unthreatening and vulnerable, very different from the awesome impenetrable 
mask he has constructed. Dorothy and her friends have been duped and they are 
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understandably angry. She rails, “You’re a very bad man.” To which the wizard 
meekly replies, “Oh no, I’m a very good man. I’m just a very bad wizard.” 
The wizard’s self-assessment turns out to be valid. As a mask, he could only 
bellow, command and chastise. He turned the friends out of his chambers empty- 
handed, humiliated and admonished. As a man, however, he is much more effective. 
He provides Dorothy and her friends with invaluable insights and gifts. Freed from the 
mask, revealed in his full humanity, he can look each guest in the eye. He can teach. 
He holds a mirror up to the scarecrow, tin man and lion and speaks to the three friends 
from the heart, revealing to them the wonderful traits they have always possessed, yet 
never recognized. He presents the three men with symbolic tokens, rewards for their 
achievements. He validates them. He confers upon them tokens of esteem. He enables 
each to see himself in a more full and positive light. Revealed as a man, the wizard is 
now able to help even Dorothy and offers her a ride back to Kansas with him in his 
wondrous balloon. Freed from the mask, he is not only a very good man, but also a 
very good teacher. 
How ironic it is that the mask of authority that the wizard constructed to hide his 
small frame and feeling of impotence and inadequacy, should be the device that renders 
him impotent. Only stripped on his false construct is he able to connect with his 
subjects. Only then is he able to establish relationships, perform meaningful work, and 
be the “very good man” he know himself to be. What folly to hide such a very good 
man behind the mask of such a very bad wizard. Why hide? 
Embarrassment. Embarrassment at being revealed, seen as vulnerable, human, 
imperfect. How much more grand and glorious to be seen as a mask, a wizard, an 
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absolute authority. The temptation to shield oneself from embarrassment and hide 
behind a mask, rather than stand present, revealed the moment, is not specific to only 
wizards. It is a temptation that may teachers know too well. 
Robert W. Hanning's article, The Classroom as Theater of Self, cautions new 
teachers to walk the tightrope between authority and vulnerability with care. While it is 
necessary to have a commanding teacher presence and to present one’s self as an 
authori-ty in the field, a teacher should temper this perception with humility, respect and 
humanity. (Hanning, 1984) Navigating the authority / vulnerability paradox may be 
difficult at times. Charles did not know how to respond when students asked him his 
age. Greg was flustered when students asked if he had a girlfriend. Both these men 
struggled with embarrassment (RH journal) wondering if they should run and hide 
behind the wizard’s velvet curtain and bellow “Silence!” like the cinematic image of 
authority, or whether they could remain present and respond to the questions in a way 
that was truthful in the moment. In the end, an embarrassed Greg dodged the question 
and lost face with his students (G interview) while Charles owned his youth while 
affirming his experience and expertise. 
Experiencing Embarrassment 
Merriam-Webster online dictionary provides synonyms for embarrassment such 
as disconcertment and abashment. (Merriam-Webster Online, 2007a) I find this 
definition is especially broad for my objectives; therefore, for the purposes this study, I 
define embarrassment as anxiety that arises when one’s shortcomings are revealed in a 
public setting. They key word in my definition is revealed. For example, I may be 
conscious of the fact that I am not particularly athletic; however, this in itself is not 
embarrassing. Should I be asked to play basketball in front of an audience, I would 
become self-conscious and ashamed of my lack of coordination and skill. It is the 
public revelation of my inadequacy that triggers my embarrassment. 
Embarrassment is somewhat different than the other performance obstacles. 
While teachers can develop methods of becoming more strategic, courageous and aware 
and thus overcome indecision, terror and assumption in most situations, we cannot 
remove embarrassing situations from our lives. Our flies will come down from time to 
time. We will bump into furniture. We may lean against the chalkboard rail and get a 
yellow chalk dust line across our pants. We may mispronounce a name or experience a 
Freudian slip. We may trip on the stairwell and drop a box of papers. These things will 
happen. We will be publicly revealed as fallible, small, and human. There is little any 
teacher training program can do to prevent these mishaps. 
While my class strove to replace an indecisive way of being with one more 
strategic, I could not do the same for embarrassment. What my acting class could do 
was to aid new teachers in developing a sense of presence, being in the moment, 
refusing to hide, that would serve them when embarrassing situations occurred. Rather 
than get angry, lose face, hide, scream, or retreat behind their wizard curtain and start 
spewing fire and commands, the new teachers could remain in the moment, 
acknowledge the situation and their humanity, maintain dignity and maybe even laugh. 
Actors know that it is often in the unplanned moments that magic happens. Our guards 
may drop and there is a moment of true human connection. We must not feel shame or 
hide during these moments. We must remain present and r. tch through them. 
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It may seem paradoxical, but when we remain present, human and available 
through uncomfortable situations we appear stronger than ever. I have been known to 
bump into furniture when I am wrapped up in my teaching. Recently, while 
enthusiastically leading a middle school Spanish lesson, I backed up into a garbage can 
and lost my footing. I almost fell backwards, but flailed my arms spastically enough to 
remain upright. The class laughed. I laughed too. I acknowledged how excited I was 
by the-ideas we were discussing. It was a nice classroom moment. Had I chosen to turn 
red, shut down and hide the situation would have been awkward. Had I chosen to yell 
at the students for laughing at me, it would have been capricious. Either of those 
responses, though natural, would have made me look small. Remaining present even as 
I stumble, even through the laughter, I remain connected with my students. We share a 
very human moment. We are closer than before. Laughing along with them at my 
stumble, I give them permission to make mistakes without losing respect. I lead by 
example. I handle an awkward situation with grace. I acknowledge that I am no 
wizard, just a very good man. And there is no shame in that. 
Teachers, new teachers in particular, are often self-conscious and self-critical of 
various aspects of their professional preparation. (Hanning, 1984) My participants 
recounted several specific perceived deficiencies, including lack of classroom teaching 
experience, lack of knowledge in their subject area, lack of familiarity with their school 
environments, lack of confidence in their ability to engage and maintain a class’s 
attention, inability to discipline effectively and discomfort with various teaching 
methodologies. (RH journal) To avoid the discomfort of embarrassment, my 
participants created a litany of strategies to avoid having their shortcomings revealed in 
the classroom to their students, cooperating teachers and supervisors. Thus, the 
participants’ classroom behaviors were often guided more by their desire to keep their 
weaknesses hidden, than to be fully present in the room. (RH journal) In order to 
present, they needed to reveal themselves. Yet in revealing themselves they risked 
embarrassment. Thus, a key objective of our Teaching as a Performing Art class 
became how to overcome the performance obstacle of embarrassment to reveal oneself, 
via presence, in the classroom. 
The educational and theatrical literature both are rife with examples of 
embarrassment experienced and overcome as essential events in the work of the teacher 
and actor. R, W. Hanning explicitly discusses “stage fright” as part of the teacher’s 
experience. (Hanning, 1984) He sees overcoming the desire to hide, accepting the 
challenge to be present and available, as central to the successful teacher’s mission. 
Entering the classroom should always be something of a struggle - we should 
always be aware of the symbolic importance of stepping over the threshold. 
However much experience we have, entering a classroom should be seen as a 
challenge accepted, as a kind of heroic act - never a neutral event. A great 
class, then, isn’t one in which you, as the instructor, communicate facts - though 
that happens, of course - but one in which you sense and meet a challenge, 
forming a community of risk around and by the intensity of your presence. 
Your job, in other words is to create a presence analogous to that of the 
successful actor, a presence by which you are at once completely in control, 
completely the aggressor, yet always potentially open to attack and therefore 
threatened, vulnerable, available to the students, inviting them to become 
involved, not cowed. (Hanning, 1984) 
American theater director Anne Bogart adds, 
To avoid embarrassment is a natural human tendency. Feeling truly exposed to 
others is rarely a comforting sensation. But if what you do or make does not 
embarrass you sufficiently, then it is probably not personal or intimate enough. 
Revelation is necessary to warrant attention. The feeling of embarrassment is a 
good omen because it signifies that you are meeting the moment fully, with an 
openness to the new feelings it will engender. (Bogart, 2001, p. 116) 
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To the performing artist, feeling embarrassed is not necessarily a call to retreat; 
it may signal that the artist is on the right track. Furthermore, avoiding embarrassment 
often means avoiding the artistic risks that make the performance vital. 
Many of the acting techniques, activities, games and strategies explored in our 
class were designed to help the participants leap audaciously from a place of 
concealment to a place of revelation, to discover how to come to terms with their 
perceived shortcomings, rather than letting these inadequacies stifle their classroom 
performance. 
During the first weeks of the course, one of the participants, Alexander, voiced a 
fear that his “teaching personality” would not be strong enough to hold his students’ 
attention. (A journal) Many of the participants commiserated, sharing moments in their 
teaching experience when they were unable to engage their students. Embarrassment, 
caused by failure to engage their classes, was a common thread among the participants. 
At the time of the class, Greg was working with a group of college students as a 
teaching assistant for a 100-level introductory course in the school of education at a 
major New England university. He shared recent experiences where his students 
rebelled against his lack of presence by either tuning him out, sitting silently and 
refusing to participate in discussions, being argumentative (bordering on combative) 
and otherwise misbehaving. Charles wondered aloud if there might be a connection 
between student misbehavior and teacher enthusiasm. Hank volunteered that his 
elementary school students were more prone to misbehavior when they were bored. 
I asked the participants if they were aware, while teaching, that their students 
were bored: and, if so, what strategies did they use to “wake up” and engage their 
classes. The turn that the conversation took next was not what I had expected. Instead 
of responding with techniques they used to energize a flagging lesson, the participants 
shared how embarrassed a low-energy lesson made them feel. (RH journal) This 
embarrassment led to their unwillingness to risk improving high-energy interventions to 
break the boredom; instead, they often went down with the ship, so to speak, and 
allowed the lesson to continue deteriorating until the bell rang. Greg discussed letting a 
lesson “play out” until the end of class, while Charles related aborting a lesson to have 
the kids read from their books about a topic they were unwilling to discuss in one 
particularly low-energy class. In an observation of Faye’s biology class I saw her 
interrupt a slow PowerPoint slideshow to ask the class if they were awake and keeping 
up with the material. They responded in a non-committal fashion and Faye took their 
reaction as an indication to just keep going on with her lethargic presentation. (RH 
journal, F interview) 
In none of these situations did the teacher feel confident enough to risk taking an 
audacious leap to re-energize the class. Several weeks later, each participant taught a 
brief sample lesson in class. Alexander presented a slow, tedious and overly long 
lesson on Latin grammar. He lost the class’s attention almost immediately and did not 
make any obvious attempts to regain it. (A interview, RH journal) In a journal entry 
after the fact he explained what he was thinking during the lesson: “I feel I have 
completely embarrassed myself.” In a discussion with Alexander before class the next 
week he related to me, “When you can tell that it is going wrong, you know you should 
change, but then, you just keep going, thinking... it will get better even as you know it 
won’t.” (A journal) 
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Often I wonder whether or not the teacher could actually handle the full 
attention of the class directed at him. What would he do if suddenly confronted with 28 
sets of intently focused eyes, hanging on his every word? For most of us, the 
expectations and performance anxiety from such an intense gaze would be terrifying. 
They may even trigger a fight-or-flight response, making us want to hide. We’d be 
embarrassed by such rapt attention. Thus, it may be more comfortable to not command 
the room, to not engage and involve each of our students, and later simply complain 
about how inadequate the kids’ attention spans were. 
Overcoming embarrassment and being fully present is a challenge for all 
performing artists, and teachers and actors are no exception. Yet being fully present is 
essential. “Embarrassment is a teacher... If you try to avoid being embarrassed by what 
you do, nothing will happen because the territory remains safe and unexposed. 
Embarrassment engenders a glow and a presence and a dissolving of habit.” (Bogart, 
2001, p. 116) No less an actor than John Gielgud famously remarked, “Acting is half 
shame, half glory. Shame at exhibiting yourself, glory when you can forget yourself.” 
Speaking in front of a crowd can trigger the shame of exhibition, especially if 
one feels under prepared, under rehearsed or undeserving of such leadership. For new 
teachers there is paradox that arises, a desiring to be simultaneously the center of 
attention and to disappear. Many new teachers hide behind a desk, a podium, their 
notes, a textbook, a PowerPoint slideshow, videos, or their cooperating teacher - 
preferring to stay in the background rather than exert their presence and command the 
room. Some new teachers even use group work, not for its own merits, but as a way of 
deflecting attention from themselves. 
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My participants each described using many of these strategies in their teaching. I 
witnessed Greg and Faye using several of these techniques during routine classroom 
observations. For example, I found quite a few instances of Faye hiding behind her 
overhead projector and subconsciously twirling her hair like a little girl, undermining 
her authority and diminishing her presence. Meanwhile during an eighth grade science 
lesson, I discovered Greg spending three quarters of the class period behind a large 
demonstration table that functioned as a barrier, keeping him safe and apart from his 
students. I noted that the table was never used in any way as an instructional tool. 
Although both teachers were in a didactic mode at the time, ostensibly asking the 
students to pay full attention to their words and movements, neither teacher was fully 
present in the space; neither commanded the room by voice and movement. Their 
didactic teaching mode signaled, “Listen to me,” but their voices and bodies said, 
“Don’t look or listen to me too intently -1 am hiding from you. I don’t want to be 
seen.” 
Developing Presence 
The participants were expected to come to each class session ready and willing 
to perform in front of their peers. Still, they never knew what to expect. One day they 
might be jumping rope with an imaginary rope. The next day they might be 
improvising a family fight, rehearsing a scene from a contemporary play, miming, or 
staging a choral ode from a Greek tragedy. They realized very quickly, however, not to 
get too comfortable. Another activity was always right around the comer that would 
challenge them to step outside of their comfort zone and expose themselves to the group 
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in new and often awkward ways. Thus, the participants became accustomed to feeling, 
and working through, their embarrassment during our class meetings. 
While almost all of our class activities required shedding inhibitions and 
remaining present in uncomfortable and revealing performances, certain exercises I 
employed with the express purpose of challenging the participants to overcome their 
embarrassment. The following three activities each developed the participants’ ability 
to stay present in the moment despite their discomfort. 
■ Improvisation games 
■ O Splendor of Sunburst 
■ Monologue study and performance 
Improvisation games 
The activities I prepared for the first few weeks of class were largely silent 
improvisation exercises adapted from the work of Viola Spolin. (Spolin, 1983, 2000) I 
chose silent, miming activities because in my experience with new teachers, many 
tended to ramble or use talking as a way of masking embarrassment. Comparing Greg 
and Faye’s actions in their classrooms with copies of their lesson plans, I found both 
new teachers spent far more time lecturing than they intended to. Once I recorded the 
amount of classroom time Greg spent addressing his students. Before revealing the 
number of minutes to him, I asked him to estimate how much time he thought he had 
spent lecturing the kids. His answer was half the actual amount of time. Greg was 
unaware of the amount of time he was spending lecturing (which refers back to 
assumption / awareness paradox in our last subsection) but the reason for this was that 
Greg was not present in the classroom with his students. 
Greg admitted as much in an interview immediately following the class, 
“sometimes I just get on a tangent and forget what 1 am doing.” (G interview) I asked 
Greg why he thought it was so difficult for him to stay in the room with his lesson and 
his students for the full class period. The thought a while, talked for a bit, and then 
ended with the phase “And sometimes I get embarrassed.” (G interview, RH journal). 
The embarrassment comes from being self-conscious, self-critical, and self-aware and 
initiates a fight-or-flight response that can lead Greg to retreat, out of the room and into 
his mind. He takes refuge behind physical barriers, like the table, behind instructional 
methods like PowerPoint that deflect student attention away from his own voice and 
body, and, finally, he can hide behind his words. (RH journal). 
Words tended to be Greg’s refuge of choice. (G interview, RH journal). After 
making Greg aware of his tendency to lecture far longer than he planned, Greg kept 
informal records of the amount of class time he spent speaking and found that, 
especially in his “tougher” classes, Greg was over speaking. (G journal, RH journal). 
The theater activities rehearsed in our class, stripped teachers of their words and 
encouraged them to stay present in the moment. By silencing the new teachers during 
the mime exercises, I took away their preferred method of camouflage and encouraged 
them to be physically present in their work. For Greg, newly aware of his tendency to 
hide behind language, this opened up a new pattern of behaviors he could use when 
feeling embarrassed in the classroom, behaviors that he could incorporate into his way 
of being as a teacher. 
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I summarize five of the many theater improvisation games used in our class 
below and give examples of how each allowed the participants the opportunity to work 
through embarrassment and sustain a stronger physical presence in the space. 
Exposure. 
In this activity, several students lined up facing the group. They were asked to 
do nothing. I kept them in this position for 3 minutes repeating my one instruction: “Do 
nothing. Let us look at you.” After three minutes, I altered the instruction “Count the 
number of cinder blocks in the wall in front of you.” I repeated this instruction for an 
additional three minutes as the students continued to stand facing the group. After a 
total of six minutes, I allowed them to sit down. I then repeated the activity with the 
other half of the class. Afterwards we gathered to reflect. I asked the students what it 
felt like to do nothing and what, if anything changed when they were allowed to count 
bricks. I also asked the students in the audience what they observed as they watched 
their classmates do nothing. 
Most of the students initially said they were comfortable doing nothing, but 
discussion revealed that they were actually doing something - either decidedly staring 
blankly ahead, thinking about how ridiculous the exercise was, shifting their weight, or 
touching their pants. Most participants reported feeling more comfortable when asked 
to count blocks. The students observing noted that their classmates shifted less, 
lowered their shoulders and had softer eyes after they began to count bricks. Several 
students in the group that observed before performing the exercise noted that although 
they knew what was going to happen, they were still “uncomfortable” and 
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“embarrassed”. The group decided together that they were more aware of being looked 
at while doing nothing then when they were counting blocks. 
This activity illuminated how uncomfortable it can be to be looked at by a group 
of relative strangers. (We performed this activity during our first class session.) It also 
demonstrated how being absorbed in any activity, however mindless, can take some of 
the stress off and deflect potential embarrassment. Facing a group without the security 
blanket of “activity” was embarrassing to all nine of the participants. Most, even when 
asked to do nothing, could not bear the weight of the audience’s gaze and did something 
to mentally escape. 
Random Walks 
I played a CD of different types of music (hip-hop, opera, slow jazz, show tunes, 
new wave pop, etc.) and asked the students to walk around the room, allowing the 
music to dictate their movement. After a few minutes I gave the group tasks to do as 
they circulated through the room, such as directing traffic, gliding on ice, vacuuming, 
etc. Again, the participants were to take their cue from the music as to how they should 
perform these actions. The activity lasted a full ten minutes. Then we regrouped to 
reflect. 
Students participated with varying levels of apathy. Many seemed unwilling or 
unable to meet the demands of the exercise. For example, Hank’s vacuuming hardly 
changed when the music switched from a balletic classical piece to Donna Summer’s 
disco classic, “Bad Girls.” He continued to move, head down, shoulders stiff, through 
the room in a slow shuffle, avoiding eye contact with his classmates. When questioned 
directly about how he felt using the music to direct his movements, he gave a non- 
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committal response, “It was OK.” Other students were equally tight lipped. They 
seemed to me acutely aware that they did not embrace the activity, but performed it 
grudgingly. 
Before we ended our reflection, I asked the participants to consider silently why 
they resisted the exercise. I also asked them to think about activities in their own 
classrooms that students had performed apathetically. I asked them, if they were going 
to be unwilling or unable to lose their cool for a minute and get swept up in an 
exuberant moment, how could they expect this of their kids? 
This activity was performed in our first class meeting and became the basis for a 
discussion on the need to take risks, to leap audaciously, to participate enthusiastically 
and to let go in front to a group. All of these skills, I assured my participants, could be 
developed this semester if they attended class with a positive, willing spirit. 
Entrances and Exits 
In this game, students pantomimed an improvised scene. For example, couples 
dining at a fancy restaurant. At some point during the improvisation, each actor was 
required to “make an exit” and “make an entrance.” 
Discussion about the activity illuminated the difference between entering and 
“making an entrance.” The participants decided that entering a room made no demands 
on others, but “making an entrance” required securing the attention of the room, often 
causing the group to stop what they were doing and focus their attention on the entrance 
being made. Of the enterer, it required a willingness to be seen, to have all eyes on you. 
It required a bold presence, a refusal to hide or self-efface. 
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Many students struggled with this exercise, but as we continued to play the 
game they found creative ways to make their entrances and exits. Most memorably, 
Bernard entered with a cataclysmic pratfall, and Esther leapt up at a random moment in 
the scene, screamed, “Oh my God, it’s Brad Pitt”, and ran out of the room like a 
maniac. The participants were eager to point out the many potential uses of making an 
entrance or exit in the classroom, especially as a tool for gaining students’ attention and 
involvement at the start of a lesson. 
O Splendor of Sunburst 
The first day of our class was devoted to exploring the artist-teacher’s 
instruments: voice and body. To this end, I hung a large poster at the front of the 
classroom on which I had printed a short text from Euripides’ The Trojan Women: 
O splendor of sunburst 
Breaking forth this day 
Whereon I lay my hands once more 
On Helen, my wife. 
I coached the participants to stand in a neutral pose with their hands relaxed at 
their sides, legs shoulder-width apart, knees soft, chests raised, heads high, chins down. 
The group spoke the text in unison. 
For the next several minutes we continued speaking the text, experimenting with 
rate, pitch, dynamic, tone, gesture, body shape and emotion. At the end of 
approximately 25 minutes of work having performed the text in unison, pairs, small 
groups, call-and-response and other variations, I challenged the group to give me an 
energized and exciting reading, worthy of a Greek Chorus. In this culminating exercise, 
I found every member of the class struck a strong pose weakly and used a strong voice 
timidly. They exhibited hesitation, resistance and tension. (RH journal) It was as if 
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they wanted to look strong without inhabiting a solid posture; to use their voices in a 
way that read as confident without actually putting themselves “out there”; to appear 
just strong enough to receive a good grade for their effort without committing to 
actually being a presence in the room. I was disappointed, but understanding. 
“What I am asking you to do in this exercise is take command. I want you, as 
you speak the text, to demand to be seen." The actors took a minute to think about what 
this meant, and then they repeated the activity, speaking in unison. Again, not one of 
them commanded the room. In my journal entry after that class session, I asked myself 
whether they were unwilling or unable to demand to be seen. After reading their 
reflection journals and observing their participation in a number of activities over 
several weeks, I determined it was both. (RH journal) 
The participants were not willing or able to project themselves fully into the 
classroom via their voices and bodies for a variety of understandable reasons. It was the 
first day of class. They were novice teachers, they did not know one another (or 
myself) well, and - perhaps most importantly - they may never have been asked to 
project a commanding presence. This was the first day of the semester, I told myself. 
We certainly had our work cut out for ourselves. 
We used the snippet from Euripides’ The Trojan Women in many ways 
throughout the semester. At first it was text we could use as a choral vocal warm-up. 
We practiced saying it majestically, focusing on clarity, rate, pitch and projection. 
Later the group choreographed gestures for the piece that could illuminate various 
themes in the text. This enabled them to practice incorporating clear, bold, meaningful 
gestures into their presentation. 
One week, I gave the students spears to carry as they moved in a straight line 
through the room speaking the text, conscious of their body posture, center of gravity, 
eye contact and voice. This activity was a variation of a Suzuki acting exercise 
designed to increase an actor’s consciousness of his physical being. Performing the text 
this way grounded the students’ delivery of the lines and gave them a strong sense of 
authority and power. For many of the students, it was one of the most enlightening of 
our exercises. Esther, in particular, commented on how strong she felt performing this 
way and how it reminded her of the focus she had when performing acrobatic stunts, a 
hobby of hers. Greg commented in his journals that the level of focus and body control 
was similar to what he experienced as a rock climber. 
Several commented that the exercise was “a workout.” Charles wished he had 
known ahead of time of the physical demands. “I wouldn’t have worked out at the gym 
right before class.” Interestingly enough, most participants expressed that having such a 
specific, extreme physical challenge was freeing. They were able to channel any 
nervous energy into the physical requirements of the activity (the tight posture, 
extended spear, controlled walk and gaze), which left their minds and emotions clearer 
than in everyday life. 
Observing the class, I found that their delivery of the text was less mannered, 
self-conscious and forced. They simultaneously appeared strong, authoritative and 
calm. And this is a powerful and endlessly beneficial state of being for a teacher to be 
able to present to her class. When I shared this with the group, they agreed. I also 
shared that they achieved this state not because I asked them to “Be strong. Be 
authoritarian. Be calm.” That would be as pointless asking them to “Be themselves” or 
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“Act natural.” Rather, they achieved this state by exercising a degree of control over 
their physical presence in very specific ways - position of hands, movement of feet, 
placement of center of gravity, gaze - from which a calm strength resulted. In the 
classroom, should they wish to be strong and calm, they now had a specific technology 
to use, which we had rehearsed in class, and which, I assured them, did not require a 
spear. 
Monologues 
One of the most anticipated, and by that I mean dreaded, moments for my 
participants was the first time they presented their very short monologues for the class. 
Although I had been clear about my expectations - “All you need to do is recite the text 
verbatim from beginning to end. No acting is required.” - the students were 
apprehensive. For many, it was their first acting experience. For others, it was the first 
time performing a monologue in an “acting class” and for a few, it was just another 
dreaded public speaking exercise. I want to be clear that these were mini-monologues, 
one to five sentences in length. 
For their first presentations of the monologue I asked the students to face the 
group and speak the text - that’s it. It took as many as five tries for some to do this. 
More then once a student explained, “I did it fine last night.” One participant was 
unable to complete the task; she could not say her memorized words in order despite 
many tries and several glances at her text. Thus, the first realization that several 
students had was how different presenting a text to a group is, as opposed to reciting it 
to oneself while on line at the cafeteria. It required a heightened level of presence and 
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preparation. Several participants expressed new levels of admiration for actors, 
realizing one difficulty of their profession. 
During our second monologue session, the following week, I challenged the 
students to do more than just speak the text. Each student received specific feedback 
from me, as well as acting exercises designed expressly to help him or her better 
connect with the text and the audience. Like the aforementioned Suzuki spears 
exercise, my directions to the actors were physical and specific. I gave them defined 
tasks or foci that would occupy their mind or body, alleviating potential distraction and 
facilitating presence. 
In Esther’s monologue, Blanche from A Streetcar Named Desire addresses her 
sister Stella. As an exercise, I had another student, Faye, sit in front of Esther and be 
Stella. I then asked Esther to braid Faye’s hair as she spoke the text. Sisterly warmth, a 
relaxed body and voice, and a more nuanced reading resulted. Esther had something 
concrete to do with her hands, her legs, and her eyes. As in the exposure exercises, in 
which counting cinder blocks relaxed the actors’ posture, braiding Faye’s hair softened 
Esther’s performance and made her more present. A relationship emerged between 
Blanche and Stella. The text now had more meaning, and the students in the audience 
were quick to compliment Esther and effusive in their appreciation of her performance. 
Taking the exercise one step further, I positioned Faye, as Stella, in a chair in the 
center of the stage area and instructed Esther (Blanche) to circle her sister like a shark, 
keeping her eyes always on Stella, her pace steady and her voice soft. Esther’s 
performance was electrifying. A menace emerged. When Esther passed behind Stella 
there was a palpable sense of danger. At one point, standing directly behind her 
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“sister’, Esther began to play with Stella’s hair, tracing her finger up the back of 
Stella’s neck as she said the line, “O what pretty boxes they pack them away in.” I got 
goose bumps. The line had new, layered meanings. Was Stella the pretty box? Was 
this a veiled threat? The sisterly act of braiding hair had taken a dark turn. 
I must emphasize that the movements Esther created were improvised. At no 
point did I direct her to touch Faye’s hair on this line or that, or to say the lines a 
specifi'c way. The vocal and physical choices arose organically from Esther’s being in 
the moment as she performed the monologue. My role, as the leader of the course, was 
to provide each student with direction that was simultaneously specific and open - for 
example, moving in a circle or evoking a shark. I resisted giving instructions like, “Say 
it this way” or “Do this gesture on this particular line.” My goal in directing the 
participants was to provide exercises that were focused enough to be immediately clear 
and actable but which did not overly prescribe the participants’ behavior or lock them 
into performing the monologue according to my vision. In other words, I was not 
attempting to hand them my interpretation of the piece, but rather creating conditions in 
which they might be open to tapping more deeply into the truth of the moment as they 
lived it. 
The exercises I gave Esther were not pre-scripted. I fashioned them in the 
moment in response to the actor’s performance needs. Providing the participants with a 
starting direction, a vessel into which they could channel any anxiety or distracting 
thoughts, freed them up to be more present and responsive to the truth of the moment. 
In Esther’s case I felt hesitation in her initial reading. I chose the braiding to ground her 
in the physical and facilitate a warm, soft, sisterly dynamic. The shark exercise brought 
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out the darker, more dangerous elements of a sibling rivalry. For her final performance 
of the monologue the following week, Esther synthesized both elements, and added 
others, to create a complex, sophisticated presentation of the text. While I admit to 
being appreciative of her acting skills, I was most concerned with (and pleased by) 
Esther’s presence during the activity. She used her entire instrument - voice, 
physicality, movement, emotion, mind and spirit - to perform her piece. Her ability to 
focus and be in the moment was commendable. There was no hint of self-doubt or 
embarrassment, although I am sure that for this non-actor, there still must have been 
quite a bit of performance anxiety, perhaps heightened by the fact that Esther was one 
of two undergraduates in this 600-level graduate course. The real achievement in this 
exercise was her ability to overcome any embarrassment and be so very present in her 
performance. 
Observing others’ performances and providing feedback was as important as 
speaking one’s own text. Alexander wrote in his journal, “Watching others as they 
performed their monologues instructed me, before I ever stood in front of an audience, 
to speak my own piece.” In the case of Esther, the students could not wait to voice their 
positive feedback at the end of her performance. They remarked how much more 
comfortable she seemed, how much stronger her vocal and physical presence appeared. 
Participants were also asked to reflect on their own experiences performing the 
monologues for the class. In her initial response, moments after having completed her 
piece, Esther observed she was having “more fun”, feeling “looser” and “definitely 
more connected.” Interestingly, she laughed nervously, shifted her weight 
uncomfortably and touched her hair self-consciously during this post-performance 
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discussion. The enormous shift between her focused actress self and her uncomfortable 
daily self were immediately obvious by the changes in her physicality and voice. Like 
many actors leaving the stage, the self-consciousness and shame that she had 
sequestered during the performance came rushing back. 
One of the unkind criticisms some professional actors receive is that they are 
“actor-y” in their regular life or that they are “always on”. Indeed, it seems unnatural 
and unnerving to have the heightened presence of the performer in all aspects of one’s 
daily life. The teacher is no different. The ability to be fully present in the moment 
during one’s teaching is not a state of being that can or should be extended into every 
waking moment of a teacher’s day. Being able to relax after a hard day’s work is also a 
blessing. And, believe me, the participants certainly left the monologue activity with a 
fuller appreciation of the labors involved in overcoming embarrassment and remaining 
fully present and open to the truth of the moment for the duration of a scene or class 
period. As Charles commented, “Who knew acting was such hard work?” (C journal) 
The embarrassment of performing in front of the group is a formidable obstacle. 
Esther reflected, “Being in the moment is scary because it feels like everything else is 
gone. In order to stay in the moment you have to focus, you have to have a connection 
with the people involved and be totally absorbing everything that’s happening.” This 
type of presence is not easily achieved. “The benefits are that [in the moment] you feel 
there is nothing else, therefore your all is in each moment. Your students get the best 
you have to offer.” (E journal) Succumbing to embarrassment siphons valuable energy 
and distracts both the performers and those with whom they communicate. Similarly, 
embarrassment dilutes a teacher’s message and diminishes a teacher's presence. And 
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yet learning to be present is an essential aspect of teacher identity development. As 
educator Jane Danielewicz reminds us “Authority in the classroom is signified by 
presence” (Danielewicz, 2001) 
Another aspect of the monologue work was the giving and receiving of 
feedback. In a reflection piece written after he had performed in front of the class, 
Alexander wrote, “I find the encouragement, critique, success and failure of each person 
forthcoming and unapologetic, making my own self-consciousness and timidity less. 
The value of this peer feedback is improved, I think, by the instruction and arrangement 
of classroom exercises.” (A journal) 
The monologue activity, stretched over three consecutive weeks, gave each 
student the opportunity to overcome his or her embarrassment and develop presence as 
a performer. This strengthened the participants’ abilities to instinctively make sound, 
audacious, authentic choices on a moment-to-moment basis, a skill that would serve 
them well both onstage and in the classroom. 
Summary 
Embarrassing situations will occur and teachers will respond. This is a given. 
How teachers respond when embarrassed depends on their way of being in the 
classroom. In our class, we let our hair down, we took risks and we tried new things. 
We often looked like idiots. I know this because every once in a while we would lose 
ourselves in some activity only to look up and realize, with a pang of shame, that folks 
were staring at us through the classroom windows. We were caught. Nevertheless, we 
learned to laugh at ourselves and take pride in the fact that we were so invested in our 
work that we dared to look silly. 
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I am especially proud at the transformation all the participants made in moving 
from embarrassment to presence. The work in the first few weeks of class was tepid 
and measured compared to later assignments. We co-constructed a safe environment to 
explore, rehearse, and develop our skills. We took risks and invited embarrassment. 
Yes. We invited embarrassment. That is a major leap forward. 
The Teaching as a Performing Art class defused the stranglehold that fear of 
revelation, or o looking silly, can have over a new teacher. It made us bolder. It 
encouraged us to be like the great teachers we remember from our past or from the 
movies - standing on chairs, losing themselves in a passionate recitation, crying or 
laughing or feeling free to express emotions in front of students. The participants, in 
varying degrees, overcame their fear of being embarrassed and embraced instead the 
challenge of being fully present in their teaching. 
This shift is most evident when watching the early monologue work side by side 
with the later scene work. Students like Alexander who seemed afraid to lift an arm or 
take a step while speaking the monologue develop into performers capable of grasping, 
touching, strutting and holding the gaze of their scene partner. Delia, who broke down 
crying when asked to vary her frozen reading of the monologue, became an audacious 
and defiant actress who committed fully to the moment in a complicated and 
emotionally layered performance from the play Proof 
When we discussed their increased willingness to take risks and stay in the 
moment, many of the participants credited the classroom environment we had created. 
This led to a short discussion of the power of teachers to lead by example and take risks 
themselves. I am confident that the growth the participants experienced in our class 
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will be integrated into their way of being as teachers, enabling them to cultivate greater 
presence and encouraging their students to do the same. 
From Denial Towards Honesty 
Hank had a problem with the acting / teaching connection. After all, Hank 
asked in an early class meeting, “wasn’t acting a fancy word for pretend, a way to be 
fake?” Hank gamely participated in classroom activities for many weeks, obviously 
enjoying many of them, but made few connections to his own professional role. In fact, 
although all of the participants were required to record their reflections about acting and 
teaching in their journals each week, Hank failed to complete this assignment for 
several weeks in a row. Then, midway through the course, without provocation, he 
presented me with five single-spaced pages full of questions, rants, ideas and insights 
into his feelings about teaching, acting and our class. 
“[As a teacher] there is a standard which I feel compelled to emulate and I am 
not sure why.” Hank believed that there was, in fact, a correct way to be a teacher and 
it was his job to fill that prescribed teacher role. He felt that the demands of his job 
made him behave in ways that went against his nature, especially when dealing with 
difficult parents and administrators and in situations involving test preparation for the 
MCAS exam. “This course has helped me examine, to the exact percent, how much my 
heart is in what I do. I know teachers who manipulate children and situations to reach 
their desired goal, and I admit that to a certain extent it needs to be done. The challenge 
for me is to be a genuine actor. It is a paradox because actors are not what they pretend 
to be.” 
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During our next interview, I read Hank his quote and asked him to walk me 
through it, expanding upon his ideas sentence by sentence. Hank was struggling with 
several issues around denial. First, he had been denying himself the opportunity to 
examine to what extent his heart was in his teaching. In fact, I believe his resistance to 
completing his weekly journals was symptomatic of his denial to reflect on his 
dissatisfaction with his chosen profession. Our course, with its emphasis on emotional 
honesty, encouraged him to consider how emotionally invested he was in his profession. 
Hank admitted that he had been denying his students some of his best qualities, his 
kindness, playfulness and sense of humor, because they did not fit in with the image of 
the teacher he was trying to emulate. 
It was then that Hank had an epiphany. He already was acting for his students; 
only he was playing a role he didn’t like and playing it poorly. It sapped his energy and 
his spirit. By learning in our acting class to be emotionally connected and to respond in 
the moment, Hank began to realize that the goal of an acting class is not “to get better at 
being fake,” as he once jokingly described it, but to enable us to be present and respond 
truthfully in the moment. “One thing this course does is help me to break out of the 
conformity role,” Hank later wrote. “It also helps define/examine teaching in a way that 
typical college lecture or discussion courses don’t. I will remember more from this 
experience than from other courses.” I asked Hank to tell me one thing specifically he 
will remember. He replied, without hesitation, “It is more important to act myself than 
to try to be someone else.” Then he laughed and added, “It is also a lot of work to be 
myself all the time.”(H journal) 
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Experiencing Denial 
I define denial as willful blindness, a refusal to recognize or acknowledge truth. 
Often denial functions as a defense strategy enabling a teacher to avoid confronting an 
unpleasant reality. 
Denial can be used against oneself. For example, a teacher may deny that the 
students are unprepared for the next day’s exam, even though she knows from formative 
assessments that the students are nowhere near prepared for the test. Denial may also 
function as a form of deception enacted against others. For example, a teacher may 
mislead a supervisor to believe that she is following the school’s ban on cell phones 
while consciously ignoring her students’ buzzing pockets so as to avoid disciplinary 
confrontations. 
Denial may reveal itself either through an action or a lack of action. An overt 
act of denial may involve a teacher telling a lie to herself, her supervisor or her students. 
Denial via lack of action may be subtler and involve a willful blindness to reality. For 
example, a teacher may pretend she did not see one student taunt another on the 
playground to avoid having to cross the field and take appropriate action. Likewise, a 
teacher may deny signs that a student has a learning disability. Perhaps this is because 
the teacher is not confident in her ability to diagnose such a problem or in her 
knowledge of what the appropriate steps might be to report her suspicions; perhaps she 
does not know how to discuss such a sensitive subject with the student, her parents and 
the school’s special education team. Instead the teacher continues, simply trying her 
best to encourage and support the student. In this case the denial is quite serious, 
especially if it denies a student access services to which she may be entitled. 
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Of all the seven performance obstacles, my participants were most reluctant to 
discuss issues of denial within their own teaching. I suspect this is because to do so 
would be to honestly and openly acknowledge a truth they had been ignoring or 
suppressing. Only after participating in a number of theater games that challenged them 
to acknowledge the truth of the moment, did many of the participants open up and 
reveal times when they had denied the truth in their own teaching. 
* The attractiveness of denial as a means of resistance is that it allows new 
teachers to wish away any problem in their classrooms. If they do not acknowledge a 
problem, it does not exist; the teacher is off the hook. Denial is a most dangerous 
obstacle. Issues that my participants refused to name and recognize could not be openly 
discussed. Denial often functioned hand-in-hand with embarrassment. Both offered 
teachers the chance to avoid being fully present, available and honest in their 
classrooms. Although I had not realized this at the onset of the class, over time I 
acknowledged that one crucial objective of our Teaching as a Performing Art class was 
how to overcome the performance obstacle of denial in order to act upon the truth of the 
moment, honestly, in the classroom. (RH journal) 
While denial may seem like a harsh, pointed and nasty word to apply toward a 
group of new teachers, be assured that I mean no ill will. Denial is a performance 
obstacle for all people in all walks of life, and teachers are not immune. Nor do I 
suggest that new teachers’ denial is malicious. New teachers themselves are often filled 
with enthusiasm for their chosen profession; this was true of many, though not all, of 
my participants. (RH journal) However, all professed caring, commitment, and desire 
to help students achieve high academic goals. Nevertheless, when confronted with the 
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harsh realities of classroom teaching, many denied themselves the assistance they 
needed rii vide, fear of appearing less than confident, or a refusal to acknowledge 
their problems. This appeared especially likely when the new teacher did not have a 
trusting partnership with a caring mentor. 
Still, despite good intentions and the resources of a comprehensive teacher 
development program, each of the nine participants admitted to exercising denial in his 
or her teaching. Some examples for the data include: 
■ Elementary school teacher Hank professed to be on board with his school’s test 
preparation plan for mandated high stakes exams. He claimed he wanted his 
children to succeed and so he had implemented the required lessons in good faith. In 
a later class session, after a discussion of truth of the moment, Hank admitted that he 
showed a blatant lack of enthusiasm during the test preparation lessons he was 
compelled to present and that his lack of enthusiasm precipitated a dip in the 
students’ overall energy and concentration during these lessons. Hank 
acknowledged that he had been denying that his behavior was undermining the 
curriculum and perhaps adversely affecting the children’s ability to succeed on the 
exams. In a paper written after this in-class acknowledgement, Hank committed to 
an action plan for change. “I can honestly say that... organizing the big picture of 
curricula as it pertains to the testing they do in the spring is lacking. Needless to say, 
[resolving this] is one of my teacher objectives for the year.” (H journal, H interview, 
RH journal) 
■ Greg was struggling with disciplinary issues in a seventh grade science class he was 
leading for his practician. He repeatedly voiced frustration with certain kids’ 
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attention spans and willingness to engage in the lesson. He told me point-blank that 
he had been implementing a variety of strategies to rectify the problems but nothing 
was working. Therefore, I visited his classroom. I found that Greg had developed 
two methods for interacting with the troublesome kids that he never mentioned: 
sidelining them or nagging them. He sidelined a difficult girl by sitting her in a 
comer seat and not looking in her direction during the lesson. He even sent her from 
the room to run an errand at one point. The nagging was most evident in how he sat 
three difficult boys directly in front of himself at the center table. He then hounded 
them throughout the class period, interrupting his discussions to publicly redirect 
their behavior and hovering over their table during a small group activity. I began to 
make marks on a sheet of paper for every time he nagged one of the boys. It came to 
18 times in 15 minutes. I also kept track of how many times he spoke to the 
sidelined girl in the same period. Twice. I should mention that these were both in 
response to the girl’s bold misbehaviors: leaving her seat once to walk around the 
room and a second time to sit under the desk. In our post-observation conference we 
discussed the importance of responding to student misbehavior. I asked Greg if he 
ever willfully ignored a misbehaving student. He said he had not. 1 asked him if he 
ever excessively micromanaged his students or nitpicked their behavior, just looking 
for a reason to scold. Again, he said he did not do this. Greg was in denial. After I 
confronted him with the data I had collected, especially the tallies, the honesty came 
out. (RH journal, G journal) 
■ Delia’s cooperating teacher gave her a lot of free reign over what material she would 
cover during her practicum. Her principal, however, had a stricter take on the 
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curriculum. Delia confessed to misleading her principal as to her lesson topics. 
Some weeks, Delia submitted bogus lesson plans to the department chair that she did 
not intend to follow in her teaching. Most egregiously, she even brought the kids 
into her web of deception, admitting that one day she began the class with the 
statement, “If anyone asks, we...” Delia related that her cooperating teacher was 
aware of and even encouraged these practices. Yet Delia listed teamwork and 
respect for others as two of her strengths as an educator. In this moment, it became 
obvious to me that Delia was not being honest with herself about her occasionally 
deceitful professional behavior. (RH journal) 
In all of the aforementioned examples a rift appears between the beliefs that the 
teachers claim to hold (and which I believe that they do hold) and the ay in which they 
behave. Hank is committed to his students' academic achievement yet his flagging 
enthusiasm during testing months indicated otherwise. Similarly, Greg believes all 
children can learn and deserve access to an excellent education (G journal) and yet 
made little efforts to engage a difficult student. Delia, meanwhile, wants to be part of a 
high-functioning school team yet she misleads her superiors. The discrepancies 
between belief and behavior lessen the teachers’ integrity and are a troublesome 
indicator of the new teachers’ lackluster way of being. The performing arts challenge 
us to enact our beliefs and act in accordance with our objectives. Practicing this skill 
aids new teachers in creating a more authentic and honest way of being. 
On a good day, I lose myself in the act of teaching. In its boldest sense, 
enactment entails a full investment of myself (person, mind, spirit) in the act of 
teaching and learning alongside my students. Enactment means embodying the 
principles I espouse.. .How I behave in the classroom and the things I ask my 
students to do are enactments of my beliefs and self (the teacher I am at the 
moment. (Danielewicz, 2001, p. 174) 
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The theater recognizes the inherent difficulties in acknowledging and accessing 
the truth of the moment while in a performance mode. “Using honesty as a conscious 
tool... is extremely elusive for beginning actors. Learning how to project honesty, by 
the way, is the subject of early lessons in internal acting. Honesty is considered the 
base-line for all the techniques the actor uses, as well as being demanded in almost all 
scripts.” (Bums & Woods, 1992, p. 79) Therefore, recognizing and acting on the truth 
of the'moment was a theme that permeated all classroom activities throughout the 
semester. I also designed a series of activities that would specifically challenge the 
participants to police themselves and recognize when they were being honest with 
themselves and their peers and when they were choosing to deny the reality of the 
moment. 
Developing Honesty 
Early in the class, we played many theater games that involved miming. One of 
the challenges in the mime exercises was to allow the audience to see an object that was 
not there: for example, drinking from a cup made of space or brushing one’s hair with 
an invisible brush. The goal of these exercises was to commit to seeing and using the 
space-object in a realistic manner so that the audience could see it. In other words, the 
actor must make the invisible visible to his audience. This is a terrific metaphor for 
what we do as teachers: we help students to see things that they could not see before. 
We illuminate. We make the invisible visible. 
These mime exercises were later extended. I asked the students to show cold, 
show hunger and show fear. In doing so, the actors used their bodies and voices in 
increasingly articulate ways to reveal to their audiences what they were feeling and 
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what they believed. They created environments and inhabited them. This, too, 
connects directly to teaching. As teachers, we help our students to “see” that we care 
for them, that we are committed to their achievement, that we value diversity and 
respect their efforts. All of these invisible things are communicated to our students via 
our use of body and voice. 
The performer knows that these space objects are created through consistency. 
For example, if the mime puts the space-comb down on her right, she must not pick it 
up on her left. As performers, we need to be mindful of how our behaviors can not only 
create a universe but also destroy it through a careless action. The cliched street mime, 
pantomiming being trapped in a box, can easily shatter the illusion if she reaches 
through the box to swat a pesky mosquito. In order to maintain the space she created, 
she must be vigilant that every move she makes is consistent with the universe she is 
creating. Likewise, the teacher in his efforts to create a consistent classroom 
environment must be vigilant to act within the parameters of the classroom environment 
he seeks to create. 
While the participants in my class (none of whom expressed any professional 
interest in miming) may not have been inclined to invest the energy in sustaining the 
illusion of a space-brush or space-cup, they certainly were invested in creating 
classroom environments so positive and welcoming that anyone would feel the good 
energy immediately upon entering the room. Learning to commit to creating a space- 
object was a fantastic exercise in recognizing the amount of care and control it takes to 
create a classroom culture of achievement and appreciation. 
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Let me be the first to admit, this is difficult. It requires a lot of dedication, focus 
and energy. And sometimes we slip. Professional actors know that you cannot wish 
these little blunders away. They must be addressed before you can move on; however, 
all too often, novice performers, be they actors or teachers, try to ignore their missteps 
and in doing so risk shattering the universe they worked so hard to create, thus revealing 
themselves and their environment as a sham. 
* The mime exercises were a starting point for a semester-long exploration of 
honesty and truth in the moment. Throughout the course I encouraged the participants 
to reflect honestly on their work and to be truthful if and when they felt they were not 
acting on the truth of the moment. Several classroom activities were used to explicitly 
develop the participants’ willingness to be honest in the moment; they include: 
■ Discussion of selected texts 
■ Space objects: jump rope 
■ Peer feedback during scene work 
Discussion of Selected Texts 
A theater professor on campus recommended A Practical Handbook For the 
Actor (Binder et al., 1986), which is required reading for her advanced acting students. 
I had previously encountered this book when studying acting in New York City at The 
Actors Institute and assigned the chapter, “The Truth of the Moment”, to my class. 
Many of the other texts were classroom specific. Thus, the reading list was expressly 
created as a guide for classroom teachers to introduce them to the performing arts and 
help illuminate connections between acting and teaching. 
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Honesty was a recurring theme in several of the weekly readings I assigned to 
the participants. In addition to a close reading of the assigned texts, students wrote a 1- 
2 page response paper, connecting the themes in the text to their own work as an actor 
and teacher. On occasion, we discussed the texts together in class. 
The excerpt from A Practical Handbook for the Actor referred to “The Squeaky 
Door theory.” This reading gave a concrete example of what acting on the truth of the 
moment looks like in a theatrical context. 
If your action involves sneaking unnoticed into a room and the door squeaks as 
you open it, coping with the noise is the true difficulty you face in executing 
your action. If you ignore it because you feel it inappropriate for the scene, the 
audience will instantly see that you are ignoring the truth of the moment. In 
effect, by ignoring the noisy door you stop acting and beg the audience’s 
indulgence until you find a suitable moment to resume. (Bruder et al., 1986) 
Greg, who was given to close intellectual self-analysis, initially balked at the 
idea that he would be better served by acting on impulse to the exigencies of the 
moment, rather than delivering his prepared lesson without varying from the script. 
“The Truth of the Moment describes a focus on the action of the moment and the 
responses of the audience and other actors to me within that moment. This is a concept 
that I wouldn’t say I’ve considered before. It seems important though. Becoming in 
touch with one’s impulses is perhaps one of the most difficult things about acting.. .1 
scrutinize most of my impulses because I am existing with caution in a new experiential 
landscape.” 
Having a script to which he could blindly adhere was a crutch that Greg was 
reluctant to surrender. In an interview he detailed the hours he spent crafting lessons. I 
asked him if he saw a commensurate benefit to this level of exhaustive preparation. He 
did not; many of his lessons failed. I stressed that while I admired his preparation, he 
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would need to prepare smarter. Rather than micromanaging his lesson plans in an effort 
to achieve perfection, he could spend the time developing a clear understanding of the 
central goals of the lesson, defining the ideas all students should take away by the end 
of the lesson and rehearsing transitioning the kids in and out of the activities with 
maximum clarity and efficiency, especially with regard to handling materials. Once he 
was clear on his educational objectives, lesson plan flow, and transitions, the rest of the 
lesson would be co-created with the class in the moment. By embracing this strategy he 
would be less thrown by student questions, misbehavior, external distracters (like the 
first snowfall of the year occurring during the middle of the lesson), etc. Viewing the 
lesson plan as a guide rather than a fixed script, he could improvise with the class 
without fear that he was not faithfully executing an exhaustively detailed plan as 
written. Most importantly, he would be free to seize teachable moments and tailor the 
lesson to the needs of the individual students because he was responding to them in the 
moment. The students and the classroom environment would no longer be the obstacles 
to his successful performance; they would actually drive the lesson. 
After our discussion of the truth of the moment, Greg submitted a lengthy 
journal entry in which used his experiences as a rock climber as a metaphor for his 
developing teacher role. He described how his rehearsal of isolated climbing 
techniques freed him to respond to the demands of a challenging climb via “sequences 
of movement that are very technical but executed without conscious thought.” While 
Greg did not feel he had the comparable skills onstage or in the classroom, he 
recognized the need to develop these skills and saw our acting class as an opportunity to 
practice positive teaching behaviors so that they become a natural aspect of his way of 
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being in the classroom. Acquiring these skills would allow him to be more open to the 
moment and respond to the challenges of the classroom with the unforced finesse he 
brought to a jagged rock face. 
“It seems to be that this climbing experience that I go through must be a similar 
process to [teaching and] acting. I’m reacting with trained responses, similar to an 
actor’s preparation. Yet at the same time much of my action is coming from a response 
[to the mountain] that is very much ‘in the moment.’ Climbing wasn’t always this way 
for me. For a period in the first year of my climbing I had to spend time developing 
footwork and technique on very simple and challenging routes. I can’t remember any 
sequences coming naturally to me, or feeling in control on any but the most 
undemanding routes. I suppose that my teaching might best be viewed then as in a 
developmental stage... When things don’t flow or come together I’ll need to 
concentrate on building habits and techniques that eventually I’ll be able to access 
without conscious effort.” 
One of the benefits that came from using assigned texts was the development of 
a shared classroom lexicon the participants could use to describe phenomena in their 
onstage and classroom performances. The knowledge of phrases such as “in the space” 
versus “in your head” to describe where a performer’s energy existed in a given 
moment allowed the participants to develop a more sophisticated tool for assessing their 
teaching behaviors. Other phrases like “presence”, “availability” and “truth of the 
moment” became fixtures in the way the new teachers discussed how connected they 
were to their students and environment during a lesson. 
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For novice teachers like Greg, these new words gave him the power to articulate 
where he was in his professional development and set progress goals. I had worked 
with Greg prior to the class and knew him to get upset when a lesson did not go well; 
however, I had never seen him take ownership of his role in the disappointing lesson as 
he did regularly after participating in this class. I credit the performer’s lexicon for 
giving him a new way to think and speak about his role. Describing one lesson, Greg 
wrote; “This week I would say that my responses were not in the moment at all. First of 
all, I was fatigued and disheveled when I entered class. My lack of focus seemed to 
ruin my performance even before the class [began]. That alone was frustrating because 
shrugging off fatigue and stress is a skill I have and I should have taken a moment to 
prepare like an actor before making my entrance.” Reflecting on a classroom 
confrontation that left him stunned, silent and seething, Greg wrote, “My unavailability 
[and inability to respond to the student] was deeply tied to a defensive posture I was 
assuming. Even as I think about it now I haven’t decided what teacher character I 
should adopt in these [tense] moments... This is a task I’ll have to put some time into 
this weekend: When conflict arises what is my role, how will I act.” These examples 
show a much more sophisticated and self-aware Greg than the man who entered the 
class in September. He began taking responsibility for his role in classroom interactions 
and recognizing that the problems could be fixed simply by blaming the students 
exclusively or through more detailed lesson planning; Greg knew he needed to perform 
better in tough situations. He was no longer in denial about his responsibilities in the 
classroom. He honestly assessed strengths and deficiencies in his teacher role and took 
steps toward positive change, steps that were supported in our acting class for teachers. 
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Jump Rope 
I briefly alluded to the jump rope activity in an earlier chapter, but I want to 
expand upon it here, as it was one of the most concrete activities I used to allow the 
students to develop honesty. In our class we played jump rope, but instead of using an 
actual rope, we used a space-object rope - that is to say, an invisible rope made of 
space. Two players turned the “rope” while their classmates took turns jumping it. The 
focus of this activity was to keep the rope in the space and out of the head. The 
participants needed to work as a group to create a theatrical reality in which an actual 
jump rope existed. Furthermore, they needed to interact with the rope, as jumper, rope- 
turner or observer, in a way that acknowledged the shared illusion of the rope. 
While the term “shared illusion” may seem synonymous with delusion or fakery, 
in actuality, what the participants did was construct a classroom environment in which 
space objects, like the rope, were recognized and valued. It was then incumbent on all 
participants to respect the shared illusion and interact honestly with the jump rope. 
At first, this seemed surprisingly easy. When Faye and Alexander began to 
swing the rope, they used their bodies to jointly create a very effective illusion of a rope 
turning between them. So effective that Esther was able to jump in without problem. In 
fact, when I asked the participants to raise their hand if they “saw” the rope, all nine 
responded in the affirmative. After several students had a tum at jumping, sometimes in 
pairs, I huddled the group for a quick evaluation. I asked the observers if they ever felt 
that the space rope had hit the jumper in a way that would have ended the game had the 
rope been made of string and not space. All admitted that they had. Then I asked the 
jumpers if they ever thought that they hit the rope, either when entering into the game or 
while jumping. They all admitted they had. Why had they continued to jump? 
Obviously, the jumpers were aware that they had hit the rope, and this was not lost on 
the observers, yet the two groups had colluded to “bend the rules” and deny the 
obvious. 
The students’ reasons for why they had not been honest about hitting the rope 
were very interesting. Several did not want to be seen as persnickety spoilers. Some 
were enjoying the game and did not want it to end. Esther admitted that at one point, 
she wanted to stop, but the turners kept swinging the rope so she just continued 
although it was obvious to all that she had walked right through the jump rope. Delia, a 
turner, responded that she did not see it as her role to point out when others hit the rope; 
she just kept turning. I pointed out that if nobody took it upon himself or herself to state 
the obvious and if we continued to play without respecting the rope, the exercise would 
become meaningless; why didn’t we all just jump and down in place if we were not 
going to actually use the space jump rope we had created? (RH journal) 
I asked the group if they wanted to continue playing. They did. I told them that 
I would not police the game; it was their responsibility to play honestly with the jump 
rope, if they so chose. The class played for about another eight minutes. At various 
points, observers, turners, and jumpers each stopped the play when someone had hit the 
space rope, the funniest being when Bernard mimed falling over as if he had tangled his 
foot in the rope. The illusion would have been more satisfying, however, had the rope 
turner stopped pretending to swing it. Thus, even when some of the class members 
“bought into” the illusion and interacted honestly within the environment they created, 
all nine rarely were able to work together as a team. (RH journal) 
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In a quick debrief after the activity, in response to my query “How’d it go?” the 
group answered that they had improved and were more willing to be called out when 
they hit the rope but that there were still times they let things slide. I asked if they saw 
any parallels to the classroom and they began to talk all at once, overlapping with their 
enthusiastic connections. I admit I could not make out all of their comments on the 
videotape. The consensus was that teachers, in an effort to keep things moving, to be 
kind, or to make their own lives easier, often break their own classroom policies. (RH 
journal) This may take the form of ignoring classroom rules by accepting a late 
homework assignments, disregarding the chattering students in the back row or 
allowing a whispered epithet to go unchecked. These subtle acts of denial can shatter 
the shared illusion of a safe, positive and welcoming classroom environment. In 
addition, they can force student and teacher to collude in an act of denial: let us both 
pretend we did not see that happen. The jump rope activity highlighted the importance 
of honesty in a way that was immediately clear, relevant and useful to the participants. 
In fact, three participants mentioned it specifically in their final interviews as one of the 
activities that shaped the development of their teacher role. 
Peer Feedback 
One course requirement was the performance of a scene from a modem 
theatrical work. I selected short two-person scenes from a variety of plays including 
Craig Lucas’s Prelude to a Kiss and Tony Kushner’s Angels In America for the students 
to memorize by rote, rehearse and perform several times during class meetings. During 
the five-week scene study unit, participants brought their scenes in front of the class. A 
key component of the scene work exercise was soliciting and receiving peer feedback. 
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Initially, much of the peer feedback was bland positive comments such as “I 
liked it” or “She did a good job.” After our first feedback session I banished the words 
“like” and “good” and encouraged the audience to tell the performers what they 
observed, noticed and felt, as well as what they specifically thought worked, didn’t 
work or was in any way surprising or interesting in the scene. The purpose of the peer 
feedback was not only to support the actors, but also to encourage careful observation 
while-developing the participants’ ability to give precise, honest critique. (RH journal) 
This was often difficult for the participants. In fact, I was surprised by how they 
resisted being specific in their feedback, favoring generic overall evaluative statements. 
However, after about four weeks of scene work I noticed a shift. It was especially 
obvious in the responses to Faye and Hank’s scene from Company when Esther focused 
on how a single gesture Faye had performed in the moment was truthful and 
unexpectedly poignant. Esther’s ability to move beyond “I liked it when..statements 
to talk about what she observed and how it made her feel demonstrated a passage from 
banal generalization to honest analysis and critique. Esther demonstrated that she was, 
as an observer, in the moment with Faye and Hank. She was connected to their work 
both intellectually and emotionally. She was willing to observe with head and heart and 
to allow herself to be impacted by their performance. In addition, she was able to 
process what she saw and felt and communicate her experience honestly, in precise 
detail, giving the actors the kind of information they could use to better assess how their 
work was received by their audience. (RH journal) 
Esther’s comment is only one of many that served this function. In a debrief 
after a particularly insightful peer criticism exchange, the students described the 
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audience’s job as “intense.” They seemed surprised that the audience member, when 
actively involved in the moment, was not a passive observer of the scene but an active 
participant in the onstage happenings. (RH journal) All actors know that there is no 
performance without an audience, but finally my participants began to understand how 
challenging the role of the audience can be when the actors demand to be seen and 
when the observer allows herself to be involved and engaged by the performance. 
I asked the participants if their new understanding of the relationship between 
actor and audience affects their ideas about teachers and students in the classroom. 
Faye’s response was a revelation for many. “It seems, at least in this case, that the 
teachers can be more of an audience sometimes and the students are like the actors.” (F 
journal) While the scene work activities initially appeared to be about learning how to 
perform in front of a group, in actuality, they had a second purpose: learning how to 
carefully observe and critique a performance. The teachers in the audience learned how 
to pay careful attention to the scene, how to involve themselves without being onstage 
participants, and how to engage in a meaningful feedback session by stating how the 
work affected them intellectually and emotionally. “We weren’t doing the scene 
ourselves, but then again, they couldn’t do it without us,” added Charles. (C journal) 
Many of the students appreciated the new perspective on actor and audience. 
Delia was especially pleased to see that she could use her acting skills in a less didactic 
teaching modality. She described how she assigned a lot of group work and often spent 
half of the period circulating and observing. “Sometimes I would feel like I was not 
doing enough,” she said, even though she knew she needed to give the kids space to 
work. (RH journal) While in the past she might have remedied her discomfort by 
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talking more, now she understood that she could be an actively engaged audience 
member during these cooperative working sessions, making her presence known 
without disrupting the students’ group work, just as an engaged audience member 
energizes the actors’ scene without interrupting it. 
A new appreciation of audience was initiated during the scene work and the 
feedback sessions. Not only did the onstage participants learn to act honestly in the 
moment, their classmates in the audience learned how to be truly aware and alert as 
observers. As trust and friendship grew among the participants, they became more 
assertive in their feedback. By mid-semester they were comfortable not only addressing 
the positives in each other’s scenes but also offering critical feedback. They became 
generous in their willingness to engage the actors and tactful in their discussion of what 
in the scene worked for them or felt truthful and what did not. With effort and gentle 
reminders from me, they stripped “I liked” and “I didn’t like” from their language of 
critique and used more sophisticated appraisals. Here are three examples of the 
participants’ direct feedback during the last weeks of scene work that I jotted down in 
my field notes (RH journal): 
■ “I understood what you were trying to do [in being assertive], but the way you kept 
shifting your weight while he spoke took away from it [your presentation of a strong 
woman].” 
■ “Sometimes I couldn’t hear what you were saying. I think you wanted a more 
intimate [tone] and it looked really good, but I wanted to know what you were 
saying.” 
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■ “When you stopped him this time you paused before [saying your next line] and it 
was so amazing because, I don’t know if anyone else here felt this, but I was totally 
on edge wanting to know what you were going to do next... you hooked me in.” 
The ability to see so much more in the scenes, to acknowledge verbally what 
they observed and to provide their classmates with specific, relevant criticism was a 
huge step in developing an effective teacher role. 
During a final reflection activity at our last class meeting, several students 
remarked that they were much more aware of their presence even when they were not 
the main actor in their classroom activities. (RH journal, C journal, F journal, H journal, 
G journal) The students volunteered that this already was influencing the way they 
managed their classrooms. (G journal, H journal, F journal) I was fortunate to observe 
Faye during her student teaching of a biology class on a day that her students presented 
research findings to their classmates. I was impressed with how well Faye oversaw the 
lesson. She introduced each student-presenter then sat down with a notebook to jot 
quick notes as the student addressed the class. She was careful, however, not to spend 
too much time looking at her pad; for the majority of the presentation her soft, steady, 
encouraging gaze supported the speaker and communicated to the rest of the class a 
sense of formality and importance. Faye did not slouch as she observed her students. 
She did not stand up, pace, cough or make any other distracting gestures. After each 
speaker she asked the students to applaud and invited them to comment (which they 
often elected not to do) before providing one or two pieces of feedback, always starting 
with a positive. She also asked each participant one or two questions about their 
presentation, again indicating how closely she was listening and how interested she was 
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in their ideas. I was also pleased to observe that Faye’s feedback was insightful, 
immediately relevant and geared to help the students develop not only their 
understanding of science, but also their performance skills. (RH journal) 
In our post-observation conference, Faye began the meeting by saying how 
different this session went compared to a similar lesson she had given before taking my 
class. The ability to focus, concentrate and listen that she had developed in our acting 
class made an important difference in the efficacy of her teaching. When I asked her to 
be specific about the changes in her teaching, she replied, 
I didn’t know what to say before [in response to student presentations] or how to 
watch them. I just sat there and said ‘Good job’ and then called on the next 
person... I felt really uncomfortable... I didn’t want to come off like I was 
judging them. (F interview) 
Faye’s crisis here comes from the fact that she knows her role is to evaluate the 
student work and yet she is denying that role, “I didn’t want to come off like I was 
judging them.” She needed to get honest about the evaluative nature of her teacher role 
and understand that evaluating student work is a professional requirement that cannot be 
denied. Our class work helped Faye to stop denying her role as a cognitive coach and to 
learn the skills necessary to be in the moment with her students and deliver honest 
feedback. Her newfound honesty, both in specific praise and in criticisms, strengthened 
her rapport with students while also providing them a more meaningful academic 
experience. 
Summary 
At the final class, we reflected upon our favorite activities. Jump rope was at 
the top of the list. This short and simple activity allowed the participants to co¬ 
construct a reality, the invisible jump rope, and then hold themselves to maintaining the 
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authenticity of the illusion. Most of the big-hearted participants did not want to admit 
when the illusion was broken, such as when the rope “hit” a jumper or when the turners’ 
movements got out of sync and “broke” the rope. At first, they all chose to deny that 
the illusion was broken and just “play along” allowing the jumpers to continue jumping 
and the turners to continue turning despite the mishaps. Although the participants 
overlooked these transgressions out of generosity and kindness, the result was that the 
exercise became meaningless. Participating in the jump rope activity made clear the 
notion that sometimes the kindest and most generous act is one of honesty, even if the 
honesty may sting. 
After the jump rope activity a few of the participants shared with me moments in 
their classrooms when they were tempted to be dishonest but chose instead to honor the 
truth of the moment. Charles talked about wanted to overlook a spelling error on a 
student’s quiz so that he could give the child a passing grade. Hank revealed that he 
chose to confront a student about his behavior on the playground, noting than in the past 
he might have “looked the other way.” (H interview) These little acts of integrity mark 
a subtle shift in the teachers’ way of being from denial towards honesty. I left the class 
with a sense that the participants, through their experiences as actors, developed a new 
respect for the truth of the moment. Their development over the course and their 
anecdotal stories, mentioned throughout this section, reveal how this increased respect 
for truth has influenced the way they enact their teacher role. 
From Extremism Towards Poise 
Many of the participants had not yet started their student teaching assignments; 
however, several of the participants were teaching classes while participating in our 
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course. These teachers, including Greg, found occasion to apply their emergent poise in 
authentic classroom settings. A classroom conflict occurred mid-semester in one of 
Greg's discussion seminars. This incident tested his ability to remain calm and 
dignified during and after the altercation and not resort to extreme measures and lash 
out. Greg wrote about the event in his class journal. 
This week [in] one of my discussion sections I had an unpleasant encounter with 
a student before class. The student hadn’t turned in work that was acceptable to 
the guidelines I’d laid this year. When I told her I wouldn’t accept her work she 
became angry - I’d even go so far as to say petty. She told me my rules were 
ridiculous and that “even her teachers in high school were better than me.” We 
had a discussion after this where I kept a very careful attention to my language 
and did my best to say in a non-insulting manner that I felt she was being very 
disrespectful to me. 
The experience was emotional and very disturbing for me. I’ve never felt so 
constrained by my role as a professional. All I wanted to do was to insult this 
student, to lash out at her for what I felt was an immature and unfair response. I 
took everything she said very personally. 
Now I’m caught up in a number of paradoxes. One is how available I can be 
without being [too] vulnerable. I did my best to hear everything the student said 
and, initially, to try to take it in as positive a light as possible. But at the same 
time I feel like I lost something. I felt like I let my identity as a teacher eclipse 
my beliefs about respect and the rights of the average person. If I’d had this 
conversation outside of the classroom with someone I didn’t work with, I think I 
would have felt justified to express my anger bluntly and without discussion. I 
just don’t know how to reconcile these two roles. 
I also recognize that this exchange happened before class really started. I wasn’t 
thinking of myself as being the “teacher” right at this moment. Maybe if I’d 
actively been within the role I would have had a bit more armor available, or 
maybe just a different kind of armor would have been on. 
More and more I am realizing that my greatest weakness as a teacher is that I 
take sudden disrespect and malice on the part of students very personally and I 
haven’t developed an appropriate defense for this kind of behavior. (G journal) 
Although Greg was very disheartened with his performance in his discussion 
section on that day, I was so proud of him. When I explained to him how pleased I was, 
he could not understand why. So I reread this journal entry to him at an impromptu, 
unrecorded lunch we shared later that week. 
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Sitting in the cafeteria, I told Greg that at some other point we could discuss the 
circumstances that brought about this exchange, but right now I wanted to focus on how 
he acted, as a teacher, when sandbagged by a disgruntled student moments after 
walking through the classroom door. Then I began reading his journal entry aloud. The 
first sentence I stressed was, “I kept a very careful attention to my language.” Greg, 
who earlier in the course admitted to moments of paralysis when caught in terror- 
inducing situations like this one, had found the courage to stay present and use his voice 
in a calculated manner. He did not succumb to a fight-or-flight impulse, even though 
the situation was “emotional and very disturbing.” I was also excited to read, “I felt like 
I let my identity as a teacher eclipse my beliefs about respect and the rights of the 
average person.” (G journal) Greg asked me why this sentence gave me pleasure. I 
replied that this statement revealed that Greg had constructed for himself a teacher- 
identity, a way of being in the classroom that was different from his everyday self, 
constructed to respond to the specific demands of his professional performance. (RH 
journal) While this incident may have illuminated some areas for self-improvement, 
there was a self- a teacher self- to improve. In addition, Greg recognized that when 
the skirmish took place he was not entirely prepared to respond: 
I also recognize that this exchange happened before class really started. I wasn’t 
thinking of myself as being the ‘teacher’ right at this moment. Maybe if I’d 
actively been within the role I would have had a bit more armor available, or 
maybe just a different kind of armor would have been on. (G journal) 
Greg recognized the value of warming up, like a performing artist. He admitted 
the importance of preparing himself emotionally for the demands of the classroom. 
While I might quibble with the military metaphors of “armor” and “defense” 
that Greg employed, he had skillfully determined two aspects of his teacher self that 
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could be improved. He could prepare emotionally for the classroom and he could learn 
to take professional criticism professionally, not personally. Both of these skills would 
enable him to face similar classroom confrontations with more poise. 
Experiencing Extremism 
I have named this performance obstacle extremism with great thought. 
Merriam-Webster defines extreme as “existing in a very high degree; going to great or 
exaggerated lengths; exceeding the ordinary, usual, or expected” (Merriam-Webster 
Online, 2007c) Synonyms given include excessive and radical. Indeed the performance 
obstacle extremism encompasses all of these things. For the purposes of this study, I 
define extremism as resorting to extravagant measures unnecessarily, becoming 
exceedingly angry, taking an unwarranted power trip or making a mountain out of a 
molehill. In the classroom this may take the form of responding to a relatively minor 
classroom event with an outsized, excessive reaction such as recommending a 
suspension, keeping the whole class in at recess, shutting down a lesson and having the 
students sit silently until the bell rings, doubling a homework assignment or taking 20 
points off a quiz grade. Most new teachers do not expect to behave this way, and yet at 
some point each of my participants admitted to “losing it” in front of their classes and 
lashing out with extreme consequences. They argued that they were driven towards this 
extreme course of action by student misbehavior, frustration, stress, or their own lack of 
preparation. 
Some classroom situations call for zero tolerance. For example, if a student in 
the class is wielding a pair of scissors in a threatening manner, it might be appropriate 
to stop the lesson, yell at the student to put the scissors down, and march the offender to 
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the principal’s office. However, a child passing a note or fooling around with a non¬ 
threatening plastic thermos during class would not require such extreme measures. 
When a teacher commits the “sin” of extremism she responds to commonplace 
classroom scenarios with excessive authoritarianism. She may even make sweeping 
statements or generalizations about her classroom, her students and her own 
performance based on seemingly insignificant anecdotal happenings. 
R. W. Hanning in his essay, The Classroom as Theater of Self: Some 
Observations for Beginning Teachers, recognizes that new teachers have little 
classroom experience and thus are often unsure as to how to act in front of their 
students. He encourages new teachers not to be themselves, but to make themselves, to 
consciously create a teacher role that can respond with efficacy to the challenges of the 
classroom environment. “You don’t have a ‘self to be when you start out as a teacher; 
that is, you don’t have a teacher-self. You have to develop one, and you do that by 
acting a part, by performing a role tailored to the needs of the classroom, by responding 
to the classroom as you would to a theater.” (Hanning, 1984). Hanning uses the 
metaphor of theater and encourages new teachers to undertake character-development 
exercises similar to those used by professional actors. Why? Because the classroom, 
like the stage, is a heightened environment which requires us to behave in a specific 
way that may differ from our everyday manner of being. “We take on the persona, the 
role, the identity that a situation requires of us if we are to control it for our needs and 
purposes... The classroom is a special situation, not continuous with the “outside 
world,” requiring a response—a persona, a self—not continuous with the other selves 
within us, formed by our responses to other situations.” (Hanning, 1984) Thus, 
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Hanning advocates for the special creation of a teacher role to better handle the task of 
responding to the heightened demands of managing a classroom. 
What if a teacher does not consciously create an explicit teacher role for 
himself? What if he enters the classroom unaware of or unprepared for the anxieties of 
classroom management? How might he then respond to the stresses he will most 
certainly encounter as he begins to teach his students? If my participants’ experiences 
are any guide, he may fluctuate wildly from passivity to hostility with little consistency 
or self-assurance, which brings us back to Greg. 
As Greg and I continued to eat our lunch in the cafeteria, I observed by his 
hunched shoulders and detached gaze that he had more classroom management 
problems to share. Although the incident had occurred more than a week before, the 
wounds still seemed fresh. Greg was replaying the incident over for himself, judging 
himself, and doubting his self-worth as a teacher. Although I had praised Greg for not 
succumbing to extreme aggressive behavior in the classroom (“All I wanted to do was 
to insult this student, to lash out at her for what I felt was an immature and unfair 
response.”), it was obvious that Greg left the encounter greatly disturbed (“I take 
sudden disrespect and malice on the part of students very personally.”). (G journal) He 
admitted in our meeting that he felt defeated and began questioning his decision to 
become a teacher. This certainly was an extremist response to a rather commonplace 
student complaint. If Greg were to be successful as a teacher, he would need to develop 
new techniques for taking professional criticism in a calmer, more measured, poised 
manner. The theater techniques employed in our class would help Greg develop the 
ability to remain present, available and connected in the classroom even when under 
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stress; in addition, they would help Greg construct a resilient teacher-self capable of 
withstanding criticism and enabling Greg to take any disparagement in a professional, 
and not personal, context. 
In the theater, actors receive bad reviews. Often. Even the most notable 
performers cannot satisfy all the critics all the time. One element of poise that an actor 
must develop is a thick skin - the ability to hear criticism with an open mind, and then 
evaluate it. He must determine whether the criticism is valid and whether it necessitates 
the effort necessary to overcome the deficiency. Some criticism is unusable. For 
example, I was once criticized in print for not being the right age for my role; the 
reviewer would have preferred an older actor. This was something over which I had 
little control. The director had cast me for my look and my specific ability to 
communicate the character as he saw him. It seemed foolish to act on this critic’s 
judgment. On another occasion, I unwisely took a critic’s advice and altered the way I 
performed a certain number in a musical review. My decision was reactionary and 
unprepared and caused me to perform the song in a style that appeared inappropriate 
and amateurish. Had I taken more time to approach the song anew and develop a way 
to perform the song that authentically incorporated the critique, I might have met with 
more success. Nevertheless, the rash decision to abandon what I was doing in light of a 
single critique left me under-rehearsed and frightened. Worst of all, I took the stage 
trying to be someone else, singing in a style that was not my own. 
However, other criticisms are often valid and may lead an actor to explore new 
alternatives; they may serve as an impetus for growth. As the actor must be open to 
criticism and yet not feel obliged to respond to each reviewer’s appraisal, so must the 
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new teacher be open to feedback from students, administrators, teacher developers and 
others and be willing to respond to their evaluations as she sees fit. Knowing how to 
receive and apply criticism is a skill the performing artist develops through his training. 
Managing professional criticism in a balanced and considered style is one of the many 
ways students moved from extreme reactionary behaviors to poised professionalism. 
Greg’s pattern of passivity and aggression is just one way in which extremism 
can present itself in the new teacher. Another is in the inappropriately grand reaction. 
During a discussion on responding to misbehavior, Delia discussed shutting down a 
classroom discussion because she felt it was getting out of hand. “There was too much 
chatter and side conversation, I couldn’t take it.” Therefore, Delia chose to end the 
discussion and have the students do a quieter journal writing activity instead. When I 
asked Delia how she made the transition, she reluctantly admitted, “angrily.” 
(RH journal) 
Every one of the participants revealed that they too had jettisoned an activity 
angrily when it did not go off as planned. They were not proud of their actions and 
wished they had reacted differently. Our class would give them the tools they needed to 
handle these situations more gracefully. 
The most intense of the extremist moments were revealed when the teachers 
discussed what classroom activities they would never do again. The participants listed 
things like going to the library, class discussions and laboratory experiments with water. 
The participants had decided to jettison whole arrays of activities simply because they 
had failed once or twice before. I found this response to be extremism at its most 
terrible. I immediately addressed this trend and invited the participants to use their 
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reflection journals as a tool to pinpoint what went wrong in these lessons and to use our 
classroom as a safe place to rehearse the techniques they would need to develop in order 
to implement these methodologies more successfully. 
Although the majority of the participants enjoyed and appreciated the value of 
their method coursework taken before their student teaching, several felt that a critical 
piece was missing. The courses had covered the development of winning lesson plans 
but did not address how to successfully implement the lessons with real children. Nor 
did the courses provide direct instruction on how to effectively give directions, execute 
transitions, wrap things up tidily and emphasize key learning objectives - at least not 
from a performance standpoint. Despite talk about “teachable moments” in other 
classes, there was little instruction about how to get over the shock, anger, frustration or 
disrespect that often precedes such moments. Moreover, there seemed to be little 
discussion of how to remain poised and confident when confronted with hostility in the 
classroom. This was surprising since many of the participants reported that their 
greatest insecurities as a new teacher stemmed from a fear of not being able to 
successfully manage a classroom and respond calmly and professionally to student 
misbehavior. (RH journal) 
Developing Poise 
The participants developed many skills during our class sessions that would aid 
them in the creation of a more poised teacher role. The ability to take the stage and 
perform their scenes and monologues elegantly, the capacity to respond in a calm, 
centered manner to various improvised situations, as well as the skill to consciously 
create beat changes in both an artistic and educational setting were all rehearsed in 
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class. These skills aided the participants in developing poise - the ability to maintain 
control, dignity and charisma in the most difficult of situations. 
Our class provided a new and much appreciated piece of the teacher preparation 
puzzle. The participants learned how to implement a lesson with grace, maintaining 
dignity and authority, while remaining open and available to students. In our class, we 
rehearsed techniques used by professional artists to manage emotions, prepare for the 
unexpected, and maintain composure under stressful situations. The participants were 
taught, via the acting training, how to respond to the truth of the moment in the most 
professional and effective manner possible, authentically, without submitting to the 
hostility or passivity that stem from defensiveness, frustration, anger or unpreparedness. 
Like seasoned performers, the participants became more adept at rolling with the 
punches and remaining in character. Three techniques I used to help students develop 
poise were: 
■ Minimum to Maximum 
■ The Hassle Circle 
■ Classroom Role Plays 
Minimum to Maximum 
The minimum to maximum activity begins with a special warm-up. The 
participants stand in a circle. One person starts the exercise by making a small gesture 
combined with a small vocalization. For example, she may quietly tap her thigh while 
saying “boo” very softly. The person to her immediate right amplifies both the gesture 
and the sound slightly - as if a CD player's volume knob were turned from a 1 to a 2. 
He might smack his leg a bit more solidly and project a bit more when saying, “boo.” 
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The next participant amplifies both gesture and sound further, and so it continues 
around the circle, steadily growing louder and more animated until the sound/gesture 
are returned to the original player who now must express them with maximum energy. 
By this point the little tap may involve a leap, open mouth, huge wind-up and hearty 
slap while the slight syllable “boo” may have become a battle cry. Play continues with 
the next person in the circle starting over with her own small gesture and sound, which 
is passed around and amplified. The warm-up ends when all players have had a chance 
to initiate the activity, and thus, have also had a chance to perform a gesture/sound at 
every step in the minimum to maximum continuum. 
After the warm-up students are asked to quickly debrief, evaluating the exercise 
and their experience in the group. “How did it feel? What did you observe about 
yourself? What did you notice in general? What does minimum feel like in your body? 
Maximum? What was most comfortable? Least comfortable? The most fun? The 
most challenging for you? Who in the game seemed the most committed? 
Some of the goals of the activity include developing an awareness of dynamics - 
both physical and vocal. In addition, participants must carefully observe the person 
immediately before them to make sure that they are amplifying that person’s 
performance. Occasionally we find, for example, that one person may swing his arm in 
a big circle before hitting his thigh while the next person does a smaller swing. 
Participants are expected to notice this and work to ensure that the sounds and gestures 
steadily increase around the circle. The idea of performing the same gesture at so many 
levels of dynamism allows the performers a chance to use their bodies in more articulate 
ways as they see that a simple gesture like pointing, touching your thigh, clapping, or 
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tapping your foot can be magnified or minimized and that the boldness of the gesture 
greatly impacts how it is received. 
Next, all but one of the participants are seated while a sole performer takes the 
stage. She performs either her monologue or a short passage from her scene beginning 
at a minimum and rising to a maximum by the end of the passage. This tends to work 
especially well with the short monologues that are constructed like a skein of unraveling 
phrases, each one building upon its predecessor. A sample of monologue that I used for 
this exercise appears below. It is from Craig Lucas’s play Prelude to a Kiss. 
“I love the little sign when you buy your ticket to the roller coaster: Ride at your 
own risk. As if the management is not at all concerned with your safety, the 
entire contraption is about to collapse, and to top it off there are supernatural 
powers out there just waiting to pull you out into your worst, cruelest nightmare 
- the wild blue.” (Lucas, 1990) 
I want to stress that this is an exercise, an activity, designed to free up the 
participants’ inhibitions. It simultaneously encourages levels of vocal, physical and 
emotional dynamism that one might not normally employ in the classroom or in 
everyday life. Our debriefing after the activity allowed the class to reflect upon and 
express how these different dynamic levels affect the piece. 
Many of the participants had difficulty utilizing their absolute minimum and 
maximum. We often had to restart the exercise to allow the participants another chance 
to begin at their absolute minimum. Likewise it was rare that a participant ever opened 
up to end on a true maximum; there almost always seemed to be some holding back of 
power and energy. Nevertheless, all of the participants worked a larger range of their 
being than they might typically use in the classroom. They also observed how a build 
in energy can be very dramatic and engage an audience’s attention. (RH journal, various 
participant journals) Finally, they learned at what point their dynamic level became so 
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large it was hostile or aggressive and could lead an audience to recoil or become 
uncomfortable, even feel attacked. (RH journal) 
Participants were able to artfully connect the minimum / maximum exercise to 
times in the classroom when their voice and body usage might be too small to engender 
much audience engagement, but also times when it might be so excessive that it created 
a hostile, aggressive classroom atmosphere. Participants shared times when they raised 
their voices suddenly, pounded a fist on the desk, or even threw a piece of chalk (not in 
anger) and found that the sudden dynamic shift was unsettling to the students. 
(C journal, H journal, RH journal) 
Hank talked about how, as a male elementary school teacher, he needed to 
remind himself of how much bigger he was than his students and how his presence 
alone could intimidate if were magnified too much. He realized that he could still have 
a dramatic dynamic range by starting at a lower dynamic than usual and raising in 
smaller increments (from 1 to 7, say, instead of 3 to 10); he could still use his voice and 
body to create dramatic build without frightening his students or appearing threatening. 
(H journal) 
Charles echoed Hank’s sentiments in a reflection journal written afterwards. 
Control of the space is a complicated issue, and I’ve realized that being a larger- 
than-average male is a major factor. Some classes I’ve had (usually involving 
scary-looking, apathetic male students) which I found to be difficult, but not 
impossible, have been more difficult for female teachers [than for me]. On the 
other hand I can intimidate students if I’m too loud or animated or if I move too 
close to them, something [that today’s class showed me] is less likely with a 
woman teacher. (C journal) 
The minimum to maximum activity did reveal an interesting gender issue. 
While all the participants appeared more unhinged, wild and threatening when operating 
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at their maximums, the men’s maximums had a distinctly more hostile and aggressive 
effect. Charles and his classmates realized that while the extremes, minimum and 
maximum, may be dramatic they must be used judiciously. (RH journal, C journal) 
A third man in the class, Alexander, appeared reluctant to use his full vocal 
power in class. When I commented on this in an email exchange, Alexander wrote 
back, 
• The level of my voice and of my physical demonstration is definitely a point for 
focusing on improvement. I am ever conscious of my voice, as it is a naturally 
resonant one, but more because having a history giving military-style commands 
outdoors [as a drum major], I can very easily vocalize well above the level of 
most. I will ignore my reservations in the future and give the 10 level, hoping 
that no veterans in the vicinity have flashbacks. (A journal, RH journal) 
In a later journal entry Alexander discussed using his maximum vocal ability to 
call out order numbers at his part-time job at a local deli counter. While Alexander’s 
teacher persona certainly benefited from the boost in vocal energy that he exhibited in 
subsequent exercises, he still had noticeable reserve in his physicality. This, too, he 
acknowledged in an email. “The physicality... I definitely need to work on, though. 
Being a fairly dull white boy, I will need to specifically target the non-verbal in order to 
become more believable [as an enthusiastic teacher] in my delivery.” Alexander also 
commented on the level of personal attention he received in regard to his classroom 
performance in various exercises. (A journal) 
I must confess that the level of attention that I get from you, and that I perceive 
the rest of the class also gets, is amazing. Few educators I have met tailor 
responses to produce such meaningful critique and collaboration on the ideas 
and behaviors being cultivated in the course work. (A journal) 
I add this remark because I believe that the instructor’s attentiveness to student 
participation in these theater exercises ensures their success. The students need 
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specific, personalized feedback to grow. In addition, they also need to have pointed out 
to them what exactly they are doing and how it reads. In this way, the instructor serves 
as a mirror to allow the student to see whom she is projecting, as well as a guide to lead 
the student toward the path of improvement. 
One final important lesson that came from the minimum to maximum activity 
was that when wanting to appear calm, collected and poised, it is safest to avoid the 
extremes and dial back the dynamism. Even if an agitated student is operating at a 7 or 
8, the teacher should respond by dropping down her vocal and physical dynamism to a 2 
or 3, appearing less animated and emotional than usual. While many of the participants 
reported having been advised to counter student hostility with minimal display of 
emotion, this activity allowed them to explore and rehearse performing at various 
dynamic levels, not only to build drama and excitement in classroom lessons, but also to 
better control their response to student misconduct. I advised the teachers to dial up 
their dynamism to energize a class, and dial it down to discipline. The application of 
these skills to classroom scenarios were rehearsed and applied in other exercises, which 
I describe below. 
The Hassle Circle 
The hassle circle is an improvisation activity that I learned from UMASS theater 
professor Julie Nelson and Lincoln Center Teaching Artist Jean Taylor. In my 
curriculum the activity served as a transition between the aforementioned minimum- 
maximum exercise and the classroom role-plays which follow. 
The participants begin by forming a circle. One person self-selects to stand in 
the center of the circle. She will be the one “hassled.” The activity begins when one 
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classmate from the perimeter steps into the circle and starts an improvised scene with 
the participant already in the center. While the improvised scene can be about almost 
anything, it is imperative that the instigator gives his classmate a hard time. In our class, 
students filled this mandate by initiating scenes with lines like, “I can’t believe you just 
ran over my dog!” ‘'Did you use my conditioner?” “Why did you give my son a C-?” 
and “You slut! I found your bra in my boyfriend’s bed!” 
* For the “Hassler” the focus of the exercise is to really grill his partner, not 
letting her off the hook. He must keep the stakes high. The “Hassled” participant must 
respond to whatever scenario her partner poses and keep her cool. Usually the scenes 
last for 10 to 20 exchanges before they start getting a bit stale or before the actors 
resolve the conflict. At that point, another student from the perimeter may interrupt, 
stepping in with a new hassling scenario for the center person to confront. The previous 
“hassler” moves back into the perimeter to allow the new scene to take place. After 
several turns responding to an array of nerve-wracking hassles, the game ends, we 
applaud the exhausted student in the center who has responded to many, many hassles 
without a break, and a new person takes the center of the circle for another round. 
Although we played this game several times during the semester, not every participant 
took the opportunity to be in the center. This was because the center person is always a 
volunteer; I never assign anyone the role. However, all students had multiple 
opportunities to hassle if not to be hassled. 
This activity was a lot of fun and many of the students expressed their 
enjoyment during our post-activity debriefing and in their reflection journals. Some 
students found it difficult to maintain their poise while being barraged with complaints 
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and accusations. Others said that they were “surprisingly calm” during the activity. 
Two of these students said that because they knew they were going to be harassed, they 
were able to prepare for the onslaught without being defensive, and respond in a more 
poised and professional manner. I seized upon this immediately to help underscore for 
the students the connection between mental and emotional preparation and excellent 
classroom performance. In life, unlike the exercise, hassles may arise unexpectedly, but 
if one enters the classroom prepared, one is tougher to rankle and more equipped to 
respond with grace and efficacy. 
As I spoke these words carefully and slowly, I allowed a moment for them to 
sink in. I noticed Greg nodding and smiling. He jotted down something in his 
notebook. I think this was an eye-opening moment for him and his classmates. The 
connections between an actor’s preparation and a teacher’s work had become even 
clearer. Poise could be learned and rehearsed. A teacher could create a teacher identity 
that was mentally and physically (as well as vocally and physically) prepared to respond 
to a crisis in a professional, collected manner. These ideas brought comfort to the 
participants who responded with a renewed sense of importance to our class work. 
Classroom Role-Plays 
I have discussed in some detail the way that monologue and scene work were 
used to develop performing artistry. I also have discussed the role of theater games, 
mime and improvisation, as well as discussion and reflection upon selected readings in 
developing the teachers’ performing skills. All of these activities, in one way or 
another, link teaching with the traditional performing arts; nevertheless, it was a series 
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of role plays performed over many sessions that allowed the students the most 
immediate opportunities to rehearse their teacher roles in a classroom setting. 
In these role-plays, we acted out various classroom scenarios and allowed the 
participants to take turns playing teacher and student, rehearsing various strategies for 
achieving professional goals in difficult situations. Then we sat in a circle and 
debriefed, discussing what aspects of the improvised performances worked well and 
what could be enhanced, modified, done differently. We then re-enacted the scenarios 
repeatedly, sometimes with the same actors, often switching roles, until we had 
exhausted the situation and were ready to move on. 
One of the classroom improvisation activities that best developed poise asked 
the participants to play teachers responding to various student misbehaviors: arriving 
late, refusing to work, asking inappropriate questions, tapping pencils, mistreating their 
classmates, passing notes, speaking out of turn, etc. The activity was structured as 
follows: Three or four students sat in desks and played the role of the students while 
one actor took on the role of a classroom teacher. Either the audience or the actor 
playing the teacher suggested the lesson topic and grade level. In addition, either the 
audience or the teacher decided what classroom misbehavior the students would enact 
to derail the lesson. Before the improvisation began, however, the teacher would pick a 
card out of a hat. The card informed the teacher what attitude to take when addressing 
the misbehavior. Three cards existed: hostile, assertive, and non-assertive. At the 
conclusion, the students in the audience, who had not seen the teacher’s card, would 
rate the teacher’s response as hostile, assertive or non-assertive. Discussion followed as 
to what vocal, physical, emotional or environmental factors caused the audience 
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members to label the teacher’s response as such. When disagreements arose, we spent 
time exploring which behaviors caused mixed messages to be sent. Sometimes the 
scenario was reenacted with a new actor playing the teacher; at other times, the original 
teacher reprised her role with a different card informing her action. 
This behavior was a revelation for many of the participants. While they had no 
problem playing “hostile”, which often led to the most hilarious scenes, teachers 
attempting assertive often wound up appearing either non-assertive (passive) or hostile. 
Sometimes this was because the teacher’s response was dwarfed by the student’s 
misbehavior, leaving the teacher looking ineffective, diminished and non-assertive. 
This was especially true of Bernard, whose quiet demeanor and choppy vocal style 
conveyed passivity, despite his intentions to be perceived as assertive. At other times, 
the “teacher’s” assertive response was overstated or abrupt, thus appearing hostile to the 
audience. 
This activity really held a mirror to the participants and allowed them to see how 
others viewed their responses to student misbehavior. It also allowed the teachers to go 
back and re-do the scene repeatedly until their response was read by the audience the 
way they intended. 
My solicitation of objective feedback regarding the teacher’s specific behaviors 
allowed the class to zero in on the ways that speech, gesture, spatial relationship and 
facial expression affect the interpretation of classroom discourse. In one specific 
instance students responded to Esther’s performance as the teacher with, “She just 
looked angry,” for example. I asked, “What, specifically, about the way she presented 
herself conveyed anger?” Follow-up questions included, “What about the way she was 
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standing? The distance between her and the student? The position of her hands? Her 
stance? Her gesturing while holding the clipboard?” We then replayed the scene with 
Esther not holding the clipboard but still giving the same sweeping gesture. The result, 
according to the audience, was less hostile. 
The level of specificity in this activity, and the critical examination skills 
involved drove home the realization that it is not just what we say or do in the 
classroom that conveys meaning, but how we speak and move. Participants also 
realized that it was nearly impossible to be conscious of every part of their body, 
movement and speech that could convey meaning during their teaching. Thus, the need 
to develop a teacher role that flowed naturally from their own personality and their most 
charismatic and professional behaviors needed to be constructed and rehearsed until the 
part came naturally. Actors engage in the same process, which enables them to step 
into the skin of the characters they play. It is also vital for the teacher. 
During a wrap-up discussion after the last round of scenes, one participant noted 
that she “needed to rehearse” a bit more before her innate passivity would be replaced 
with a more assertive stance. I assured the students that this was indeed the purpose of 
the course: to uncover any gaps between the teachers they were at that moment and the 
teachers the wished to become, and to rehearse strategies to narrow that gap. 
In our post-exercise discussions, I stressed that these strategies had to be 
authentically our own; one could not simply ape her cooperative teacher or any other 
favorite teacher. This comment was met with resistance. “Why not?” asked Bernard. 
“There are definitely things you do that I’d like to use in my classroom.” I answered 
him by initiating another round of improvisations. 
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This time the participants, one by one, played the teacher and responded to the 
same student misbehavior (disciplining a student who gets up to wander around the 
classroom) in the same way. Charles went first, and we dissected and “rewound” his 
performance a few times to see exactly how he stood, gestured, and spoke so that each 
participant could recreate Charles’s exact performance in turn. 
Although each participant strove, and largely succeeded, in recreating Charles’s 
initial performance, the response of the audience to each performance was unique. 
Some teachers appeared more passive than Charles did; others appeared stiff. More 
than one of the participants later expressed discomfort. “I was faking it,” Esther 
admitted, “It was awkward.” (RH journal) The audience affirmed her self-analysis. 
Her performance was nowhere near as honest, fluid or poised as she had been when 
allowed to express herself as she had done in the earlier round of improvisations. This 
activity emphasized how important it is for a teacher to be herself, even as she plays her 
teacher role. “Trying to do exactly what you have seen another excellent teacher do in a 
similar situation will lead to stiff delivery that an audience of students will perceive as 
awkward and dishonest. I wouldn’t be surprised if they called you on it, saying things 
like, ‘Who does she think she’s trying to be? Mr. Redford?”’ I advised. “It is better to 
be yourself. But not just any old version of yourself. Your best self. Your teacher self. 
The way of being that you have constructed for use in just these kinds of classroom 
situations. The way of being you are rehearsing here today... You have to become a 
virtuoso of your own instrument, not someone else’s.” (RH journal) 
The classroom role-plays provided the students will a much-needed chance to 
explore different responses to common classroom scenarios. They were able to analyze 
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their own performances and rehearse modifications in light of critical peer and 
instructor feedback. The result was a more nuanced, articulate understanding of their 
own instrument and the many different ways they could use it to shape their classroom 
environment. 
Summary 
As I mentioned earlier in the chapter one of the great goals of the class was to 
help the participants see themselves and their classroom performance more clearly as it 
is now while also challenging them to become the teachers they would like to be. 
Journaling and discussion focused the participants’ attention on the types of classroom 
triggers that precipitated extreme reactions. The classroom activities, especially 
Minimum to Maximum, Hassle Circle, and role-plays, allowed the participants to 
rehearse maintaining a calm, dignified and poised way of being that could be acted 
when trying classroom situations occurred. 
Admitting that they had acted out of anger and frustration was a terrific initial 
step. Identifying the emotional and situational prompts that elicited these extreme 
reactions was essential. Most important, however, was rehearsing poise and the 
development of a calm and measured, rational and professional state of being during 
tense moments. It is understandable that we, as people, might get drawn into the 
maelstrom of a chaotic situation; nevertheless, as teachers, we must draw the maelstrom 
into our own circle of calm and safety and subdue it. This is poise. This is the new way 
of being, rehearsed during our course, and incorporated into the new teachers’ nascent 
teacher roles. 
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From Ennui Towards Excellence 
Hank had some difficulties at the start of the course. He seemed a bit reserved, 
unsure, like he was holding back. During some of our first meetings, I found that he 
was reluctant to volunteer. During improvisation activities, he would be one of the last 
participants to jump in. He often sat furthest from me during discussions and tended to 
look down when I glanced in his direction. Not always, but enough that it became a 
pattern. Through his reflection journal, I learned that he had mixed feelings about his 
own teaching experience. He was unsure if he had picked the right career path. He also 
was not sold on the idea that an acting course for teachers could help him develop into a 
better teacher. Hank felt that his greatest struggles as a teacher were not in the 
classroom, but in fulfilling his other professional responsibilities that crowded his day 
and depleted his energy. . .Parent conferences, correcting homework, lesson planning, 
the amount of professional development, the never-ending meetings, hysteria about the 
MCAS [exams], etc.; these and more are the reasons I can’t find time to actually teach 
and have time to live my life outside of work.” After reading his journal, I scheduled an 
interview with Hank and asked him about his work. I sat listening as Hank detailed 
many of his complaints. 1 asked him how he felt about our course and what role it 
served in his professional and personal life. His initial answers were polite. He enjoyed 
it. He appreciated my teaching. He looked forward to attending each week. Then he 
revealed that my enthusiasm made him acutely aware that his own “excitement for 
teaching was lacking.” I asked him if he still wanted to teach and he did not have an 
immediate answer. The interview was drawing to a close and I simply asked Hank to 
reflect on this in his journal. 
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In my own journal, I thought about why Hank might be the least enthusiastic 
about teaching. After all, he was by far the most experienced teacher of all the 
participants. Rereading his journal entries, interview transcripts and my field notes and 
observations of his performances in class I hypothesized that a few years in the 
classroom, playing a role he did not enjoy, had eroded the initial enthusiasm that 
inspired him to become a teacher. I hoped that working with Hank to recast himself in a 
more positive and better-fitting teacher role would help him to reconnect with his joy 
for teaching and enliven his way of being in the classroom. With this in mind, I 
continued my work with Hank throughout the semester. 
Experiencing Ennui 
Merriam-Webstef s online dictionary defines ennui as a feeling of “weariness 
and dissatisfaction.” The word is derived from a French root meaning annoyance and 
has connotations of boredom. (Merriam-Webster Online, 2007b) I use this word, ennui, 
to encompass the wide range of negative feelings experienced by some of the 
participants that include not only weariness, dissatisfaction and annoyance but also 
dread, tedium and frustration. It is an awful feeling, and one I did not expect to find 
pervasive in my participant sample. (RH journal) Yet, most described several of these 
emotions when describing their pre-practicum, practicum or teaching experiences. 
Although one of the other participants expressed Hank’s level of ambivalence 
about the profession, both Faye and Greg expressed a lack of enthusiasm towards their 
classroom role during their semester of student teaching. Greg began his practicum 
with one teacher only to switch to a new school, and new mentor teacher, midway 
through the program. The change was due to a combination of logistical and 
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personality factors, but it did leave Greg feeling befuddled. His new mentor teacher, 
Mr. Gunderson, had plenty of experience working with student-teachers, but also had 
very fixed notions about lesson planning and classroom management that were 
occasionally at odds with the expectations of the university program. For example, Mr. 
Gunderson was reluctant to surrender some of his teaching responsibilities to Greg, so 
he decided instead to split the class in half. Greg worked with some of the students on a 
mini-unit about volcanoes while Mr. Gunderson worked with the other students, in a 
different room, on an earthquake unit; then they switched. On a positive note, Greg was 
able to teach his volcano unit twice. In addition, Greg did not have the experience of 
working with a full-sized class until the very end of his practicum. (RH journal, G 
journal) 
The irregularities in Greg’s experience with Mr. Gunderson were compounded 
by some personality factors. Greg is a natural worrier. (RH journal) He likes to be 
certain, to be prepared. (G interview) This suits him well when rock climbing; he is 
able to prepare mentally and physically for the challenges ahead. The goal is rather 
straightforward when ascending a cliff. However, the details of his practicum 
experience were more nebulous. From the practicum, Greg would have enjoyed from 
his mentor a stricter adherence to the university mentoring program and more 
collaborative lesson planning, classroom management implementation and personalized 
critical feedback sessions to help him isolate areas for development. Lacking this 
structure, Greg often felt confused and out of place in his practicum school. (G 
interview) His relationship with Mr. Gunderson became a difficult one that led Greg to 
doubt himself and to read negativity into any comment from the mentor-teacher, no 
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matter how innocuous. Greg looked forward to the days when I, in my capacity as his 
university supervisor, would visit his classroom, observe his lessons and provide 
support and critique. Our post-observation conferences were often very long and 
detailed. Greg had many questions for me ranging from lesson planning and 
implementation issues to classroom management, performance artistry matters, even 
educational philosophy quandaries. He seemed starved for professional companionship 
and mentoring, two items which the practicum itself was created to provide. 
(RH journal) 
Despite Greg’s passion for teaching, he found himself feeling taxed, tired and 
burdened by the practicum experience. He began to resent the experience and 
associated his practicum with tedium. (G journal) More than once he expressed his 
belief that things would be better when he had his own classroom. (RH journal, G 
interview) While I was excited to hear him planning and strategizing for his future 
classes, I was saddened by his frustration at not being able to use the practicum 
experience to rehearse the implementation of his ideas. I became concerned that Greg 
was viewing the practicum experience as a hoop he needed to jump through in order to 
obtain his certification and reminded him frequently that the students in his classes 
needed a fantastic seventh grade science teacher, and that job fell to him. Despite the 
many complaints Greg might have with his circumstances, he could not deny the kids 
an excellent education. 
Greg was wrestling with a desire to be an excellent teacher and the fatigue and 
demoralization that the vague student-teaching dynamic can create. Like so many new 
teachers, his lessons often failed their objectives, his classroom management was 
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ineffective and his ego was bruised by repeated instances of disrespect. Greg wanted to 
be an excellent teacher but felt weighed down by so much bureaucracy, fear and need 
that he simultaneously wanted to “just wash his hands of the whole thing” (G interview) 
and start over in a classroom where he was the official teacher, not the middling 
student-teacher. Constrained by a troubled mentor relationship, a lack of experience, 
self-doubt and exhaustion, Greg’s desire to be an excellent teacher battled his ever- 
increasing ennui to simply get the job done. Greg was unhappy and, unfortunately, he 
began to take this ennui into the classroom with him. As his supervisor, I could see it 
and feel it, and I have little doubt that many of his students could as well. (RH journal) 
When discussing ennui versus excellence, I am referring to teacher attitude not 
performance. I am not faulting the new teachers for not being excellent right away. 
Surely as neophytes, they have much to leant before anyone would expect their 
classroom performance to be excellent. Rather, I am recognizing that some new 
teachers have very high expectations for their own performance and are willing to put in 
the time and effort necessary to do their best, most excellent work while others are 
content to merely get by with a satisfactory evaluation. Sadly, some others are dragged 
down emotionally by discontentment, frustration, anxiety and a sense of failure. These 
new teachers may experience the morass of ennui in which their own negativity and the 
negativity in the classroom feed each other, resulting in a sense of dread, demoralization 
and tedium. These are many of the emotions Hank claimed to experience as he 
struggled with his teacher role. I recall one student teacher I supervised, who did not 
participate in this study, characterized her ennui as “waiting out the clock,” (RH 
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journal). In other words, she literally counted the days, hours and minutes until her 
practicum was over. Teaching had become a jail sentence. 
It bears mentioning that some of the teachers who began the semester as very 
weak performers were in fact the least lethargic in the group. Luckily, their desire for 
excellence propelled them to work very hard to be the best teacher they could be each 
day. The end result may not have been a sterling performance, but they did the best that 
they could do that day and were determined to put the effort into their teaching to 
improve daily. I had few doubts that with their desire for excellence and willingness to 
learn, prepare and reflect on their performance, they would make steady improvement 
over the course of the semester and throughout their careers. 
My nine participants had varying degrees of enthusiasm for teaching. Some, 
like Charles and Delia, were enthusiastic about their vocation while others, like 
Alexander, saw teaching as an undesirable aspect of his future role as an academic. 
Hank, who had been in the classroom already for seven years, was experiencing 
misgivings about his chosen profession while Greg, who had yet to begin his student 
teaching, could not have been more excited though he was ever anxious and often felt 
defeated after a rough day. Bernard and Esther, the two undergraduates in the course, 
had not yet committed to a career in education. Finally, we have Faye. Faye had a 
strong desire to teach well, but lacked self-confidence. This conflict led to Faye’s 
oscillating between determination to excel and ambivalence stemming from her 
awareness of her poor performance skills. 
Faye’s practicum cooperating teacher, Ms. Carlisle, was a popular high school 
biology teacher who was actively involved in many projects, most notably the school 
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science fair. She had worked with many new teachers in the past and I, personally, had 
collaborated with her twice as the university supervisor of two of her student teachers. 
She was very knowledgeable in her subject and equally conversant with school 
community issues. She gave her student teachers a lot of free reign to create their own 
lesson plans and assessments. At first, Faye enjoyed working with Miss Carlyle, but 
she soon perceived that her mentor had so many irons in the fire that mentoring Faye 
wasn’t always a top priority. The pair would go for days without really “checking-in” 
and then “seemingly out of nowhere” Miss Carlisle would make demands on Faye, in a 
manner that suggested Faye had been delinquent. (F interview) Faye recounted one 
example to me in an interview: Ms. Carlisle seemed shocked and dismayed that Faye 
had not been using her free periods to observe other science teachers in the building. 
“She made me feel terrible, like I should have known to have been doing this all along. 
But, honestly, Rod, she had never brought it up before. I thought it was optional.” 
(F interview) 
During the first weeks of Faye’s practicum Miss Carlisle was preparing heavily 
for the science fair and did not have much time for professional development 
discussions or tutelage with Faye. Faye found herself trying to learn some of the more 
complicated biology material that she was expected to be teaching, all while 
deciphering and preparing to deliver lessons prepared by her mentor. Often Faye 
observed Ms. Carlisle teach the lesson immediately prior to having to teach it herself. 
This setup led Faye to expend much energy aping her mentor as best she could, rather 
than exploring and rehearsing her own unique teaching style. During our post- 
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observation sessions, Faye often compared the value of her teaching to her mentor’s 
efficacy. This always led to frustration and disappointment, which lowered her morale. 
Despite a less than perfect practicum, Faye still seemed better prepared, 
emotionally and mentally, to consistently strive to do her best work. She often used the 
lexicon of the performing artist to describe the energy in the classroom and rehearsed 
effective teaching behaviors from our acting class. She found she was at her best when 
she “recalled the experiences from the scene work and exercises” and used them to 
inform her teaching. (F journal) Our class gave her the strength to perform her best in 
the classroom. From Faye’s journal: 
When you are teaching you are your teacher self, not your everyday self. It is 
very empowering to realize that we have control over our emotions. We can act 
however we need to in the moment, no matter how we might actually have been 
feeling [before the lesson began],.. I have successfully used these tools in 
horseback riding several times and it’s a truly amazing feeling when you can 
remove your own limitations even if only for a few moments. When I step into 
a classroom where the kids are difficult, such as at [a local school], I act calm 
and pleasant regardless of the situation, as if I were my teacher self. (F journal) 
At this point in the course, early December, Faye still needed to consciously act 
like her teacher self; she had not yet completely internalized these qualities. This is 
similar to the actor during the initial rehearsal process when it takes some degree of 
effort to get into character. Truthfully, it takes many actors a long time to be able to slip 
effortlessly in and out of a character, and many never achieve this. Whether the 
transformation from everyday Faye to ideal teacher Faye was conscious or instinctual, it 
still occurred and it served to make Faye a more confident, prepared, and effective 
educator. It was obvious that the strategies she rehearsed in the classroom served her 
well in the actual classroom. In addition to Faye’s own accounts, I saw this first-hand 
when I observed her practicum. 
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Faye began the semester excited for the practicum but understandably anxious 
about leading her classes. This was reflected in her body language and speaking style, 
as well as in her choice of instructional techniques. Faye often played with her hair, 
especially when unsure of herself or her material. She spoke softly and quickly with 
only intermittent eye contact. Her pedagogical repertoire was heavily weighted toward 
lecture with video or PowerPoint slides. Faye needed to come out of her shell and be 
more present in the classroom. 
Some of the notes I took during my initial visits to her classroom include: 
■ Increase your vocal/physical energy to fill the space 
■ Be mindful of stroking your hair when you feel you are losing control of the lesson 
■ Look at the student when you respond to her answer, even if it is incorrect 
■ What can you do during the video other than organize your materials in the front of 
the room? 
■ You began the class standing behind your desk, speaking in a frantic tone - why?! 
(RH journal) 
I had planned to discuss each of these points with Faye in our post-observation 
conferences, but inevitably, she brought up most of the issues before I did. “Ok, I know 
I started the class behind the desk,” were the first words out of her mouth during our 
conference on April 5, 2005. Although Faye, like all performers, occasionally missed 
her mark, she was aware of herself in space and took steps to self-correct. (RH journal) 
I was thrilled not only with Faye’s self-awareness as a performer, but also with 
her eagerness to improve as a teacher. Each lesson increasingly contained special 
moments in which Faye displayed a sophisticated awareness of theatricality in the 
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implementation of her lessons. By the third observation, the string of positive behaviors 
I noticed Faye perform dwarfed the admonishments. Some of my notes from Faye’s 
classroom include: 
■ “Great job pulling the kids back together after the activity - voice was solid, 
scanning room with eyes very effective.” 
■ “Gesturing to agenda on the board gave nice emphasis.” 
■ Bravo - using student helpers to quickly attend to administrative details 
■ Fun phrasing wicked easy, kids liked it 
■ Opened the lesson with smile, good humor. You settled the class quickly, answered 
their questions about the quiz which began in a timely fashion -1 love how explicit 
you were with pre-quiz seating adjustments - no students balked at your request to 
move 
■ During quiz - great combination of patrolling and holding, not too much movement, 
yet your presence was felt, your energy was outward! 
■ Great colorful language describing the centromere - very clear 
■ Clear voice! 
■ Great use of diagrams and flowcharts - clear, close at hand, nice gesturing / color 
coding 
Faye’s growth during her practicum was fantastic. On each visit to her 
classroom, I saw more of Faye’s teacher self emerge. By the third visit, Faye had begun 
using more hands-on, activity-based approaches with her students. She had selected 
lesson plans from her mentor and other colleagues to adapt for her own use. Faye 
developed a clear, relaxed way of introducing lessons, explaining instructions and 
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reviewing content at the end of the period. Her management of time, materials and 
student feedback was more artful. No longer did the bell interrupt Faye to abruptly end 
the lesson, Faye had perfected her timing to be able to close the lesson herself a minute 
or so before the bell rang. “My awareness as a performer is really helping me. I am 
getting to the point where I am aware of time and can purposefully close the lesson. 
The ability to know where I am in time is really important. I feel this colors 
everything.” (F journal) She was managing complex demonstrations and laboratory 
exercises with relative ease, providing student feedback in a poised and positive manner 
and using her students’ names while looking them in the eyes. Faye cut her hair so it 
would be less of a distraction. Not only did it solve the twirling problem, it looked 
fantastic. (RH journal) 
Faye also began using anecdotes to personalize her lessons and emphasize key 
instructional points. During my final visit to Faye’s classroom, she shared with the kids 
pictures (projected onto a screen at the front of the room) of her racing horses. Faye is 
an equestrian who competes professionally. She told the students of her love of horses, 
her recent competition experience and connected information about her horse’s 
musculature to the day’s biology lesson. The students were captivated; they had plenty 
of questions for Faye. Their curiosity piqued, they sat more still in their chairs, leaned 
forward, asked lots of questions; several stayed after class to continue talking with Faye 
about horses and riding. The students’ new interest and admiration for their teacher was 
evident. Faye seemed very surprised at their level of interest when we talked 
afterwards. “I knew they liked me, most of them, but I never thought they’d find me 
that interesting,” she reflected. In an email to me later that week, Faye related the 
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experience to the words of Stanislavsky, quoted from one of the texts we read in our 
acting class: “The person you are is a thousand times more interesting than the best 
actor you could hope to be." (Bruder et al., 1986, p. 75) Faye was becoming more 
confident as evidenced by her willingness to share more of herself with the students, 
inviting connection. This is evidenced in the following excerpts from Faye’s journal, 
all written in December, during the last two weeks of the acting course. 
Concerning our [acting] class I really have only good things to say about it. I’ve 
had a lot of unique experiences so far. I feel like we get to “practice what we 
preach” in our class, which is fabulous. For instance, we talked and read about 
how important it is to really listen to our students, and then we rehearse being in 
the moment with out scene partners, listening to what they are saying, and 
responding to what they give us. 
I’ve experienced an amazing level of concentration and clarity of mind at 
different points in this class, such as when we did the Suzuki-inspired spear 
walks while chanting our monologues. I had the same feeling when we 
attempted to feel each other’s presence in the circle and jump at the same time. 
As I delivered my mini-monologue for the first time you asked me to look at 
each member of my audience and wait for there to be a connection with him or 
her, then deliver my line. This is the type of skill I hope to bring into my 
classroom. When I ask a student a question I can practice remaining connected 
to that student as I wait for an answer. If done correctly, I don’t think this 
connection would make the student uncomfortable or nervous, but I hope it 
would have a calming, reassuring effect on him or her. (F journal) 
Faye’s growth during the practicum was deeply rooted in the experience she had 
in our acting class. This was evident from the way she talked about her teaching. In her 
last journal entry completed after the acting course had ended, but before she began 
student teaching, Faye wrote, “I know that I am not the same teacher I was...and much 
of that is due to this course. I feel like I am more aware of what’s going on around me 
and the effects of my body language in the classroom.” 
In conversations, interviews, emails and journal entries, Faye used performing 
artist lexicon to analyze and describe her work. Phrases like artist, teacher role, space, 
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connection, immediacy, rehearsal, blocking, focus, presence, availability, beats and 
awareness peppered her discussion of her teaching. Many of these words can be found 
in the preceding quote and in the following selections from Faye’s journal. “This class 
has provided me with lots of opportunities to work on focus and awareness. I believe 
that I can present or perform for the class with greater relaxation and presence. These 
are huge changes.” (F journal) 
Faye’s communications with me demonstrated how much thought she was 
giving to the performing artistry of teaching. 
The school day is lacking beats. I was discussing this beat theory of mine with 
an experienced teacher I know and he agreed and added that something in the 
classroom needs to change at least every 15 minutes. He then went on to 
explain that it could be as simple as having the students turn to the back of the 
room for a quick demonstration or forming informal cooperative groups for a 
two minute activity. [When it comes to using beat changes to shape time and 
space] teaching and theater are very similar in that respect... The classrooms 
with beats are the classrooms that are more likely to engage their students. 
(F journal) 
In addition, Faye used these concepts to plan not just the content of her lessons 
but also their delivery. One night, after her cooperating teacher had rearranged the 
furniture in the classroom, Faye called me at home to ask about the best location for the 
television set in her classroom if she wanted all the students to see it from their new 
desk locations. This reflects not only on Faye’s understanding of how important spatial 
relation is to the performing artist, but also her desire to go beyond competent, to be 
excellent. Faye had embraced herself as an artist-teacher and, claiming the title of 
artist, she elevated the expectations she had for her own performance. “If anyone 
questioned me about my artistic abilities before [this course] I would have probably 
looked at them and asked ‘What artistic abilities?’ Now I love to think of myself as an 
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artist. The word itself expresses feelings of creativity, vibrancy and energy.” (F journal) 
Faye’s self-conception as artist infused her teaching with a vitality that served as an 
impetus to strive for excellence rather than coast by complacently. 
Developing Excellence 
Faye was not the only participant to be energized by the performing arts 
training. Alexander wrote in his first reflection paper, September 2004, “My own 
teaching persona, as it marginally exists, needs attention in order to maximize 
effectiveness for myself and my students in the future.” (A journal) He began the class 
with minimal self-concept as an educator, or a performer, for that matter, but with a 
notion that the two were linked and that this course could help him develop both. 
Alexander and I sat down for a final interview in December 2004 at the end of the 
semester. When I asked Alexander who he was as a teacher, he responded, “I am a 
teacher now. I wasn’t before this course. I am much more structured now, I know that 
teachers - like actors - have to prepare and I know how to prepare myself now so I can 
appear off the cuff.” (A interview) Alexander discussed some of the techniques he uses 
to constantly improve his classroom performance. “I practice in front of a mirror. 
Seriously. I have used a tape recorder to rehearse and I pay more attention to my voice 
and gestures. I flap [my arms]. I am trying to stop that.” (A interview) Alexander now 
believes that a “teacher has a role to play. You can prepare, do analysis and harness 
your energy, your voice and body. It is not up to fate.” Preparing like an actor, he says, 
“allows more control. The course gives me a sense I can do this. I can’t believe it’s 
over. It just went so fast.” (A interview) I asked Alexander if he was excited for his 
teaching assistant position to begin after the winter break. He replied that he was 
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anxious but excited to use what he had learned. “I have more respect for teaching. I 
know it will challenge me in so many ways. I am excited to do my best.” (A interview) 
One of the biggest transformations for Alexander was a shift in the way he 
viewed teaching. At the beginning of the semester, he referred to it as “a necessary 
evil” for his degree and future profession as an academic. (A interview) By the end of 
the course, he was expressing excitement for his upcoming teaching assignment. 
Alexander did not want to be a complacent, mediocre teacher. “I am excited to do my 
best.” He wanted to be excellent. (A interview, RH journal) 
Even Hank, the participant most mired in complacent teaching at the start of the 
semester had raised his expectations for his own performance due to the experience of 
our acting class. “This opened my eyes,” he said. “It made me reflect on my own 
teaching and the rut I’m in. I am bored with me.” (H journal) Not only did Hank 
recognize and label his ennui, but he also was committed to revitalizing his classroom 
presence. “I am inspired to work harder... The course pointed out the glaring 
deficiencies in my teaching,” specifically his lack of presence. “I need to be there.” (H 
interview, RH journal) Hank appreciated the way that the class was structured. Unlike 
traditional education courses that discussed effective teaching strategies, this class 
modeled them. “It was an amazing atmosphere. It [this class] practices what it 
preaches; unlike ETEP [Elementary Teacher Education Program] it modeled teaching 
behaviors so I could see them and try them. It made me realize the importance of 
enthusiastic, passionate teaching.” (H interview) While Hank acknowledged the need 
for improvement, he was already seeing changes in the response of his students to his 
increasingly impassioned teaching. “I still need to do a much better job in my own 
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classroom. Just during the past few months, I have seen a change in my students. They 
respond so much more to my energy. It makes me want to give them more. I can. I 
know more now and have good ideas about how to be a more entertaining, effective 
teacher.” (H interview) 
One of the questions I posed to the participants in our final interview sessions 
asked them which activities they found to be the most beneficial in transforming their 
teacher role. I was surprised that the answers varied so greatly and that almost every 
exercise was mentioned by at least one participant. (RH journal) Nevertheless, here are 
three aspects of my curriculum design that I incorporated specifically to discourage 
mediocrity and support excellence. 
■ Experiential learning 
■ Art making 
■ Modeling of enthusiastic teaching behaviors 
Experiential learning 
I have already described in some detail the structure of professional acting 
classes and how they differ from most academic courses. In acting classes, the students 
act. Thus, it is the students who are active, onstage or in exercises; they are actively 
engaged in the lesson: body, mind, spirit and voice. The teacher sets up the scenario, 
frames the experience, coaches the performers from the sideline and provides feedback 
before, during and after the activity. In addition, he leads the students through a 
reflective process to help increase the students’ awareness of their craft. By contrast, in 
many academic courses it is the teacher, not the student, who is the more active 
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participant: lecturing, providing examples, anecdotes, demonstrations, explanations and 
assessments while the students listen and learn. 
I chose an experiential model for my course because it invites transformation, 
and my goal for the course was not that the students simply learn about performing, but 
that they would perform, and through this act of performance, grow as performers. To 
this end, the majority of our class time was spent with the students up on their feet using 
their voices, bodies, minds and spirits to engage in complex physical problem-solving 
tasks. These included scene work, mime, improvisation and theater games. 
Experiential learning encouraged excellence in many ways. First, it was active. 
It demanded that the participants do something. The tasks at hand invited the students 
to use all aspects of their self to become a missile, jump an invisible rope, enact a Greek 
choral ode or improvise a classroom scenario. 
Second, in performance one’s commitment, or lack thereof, is immediately 
visible. There is no hiding. An audience can tell when someone is committed and in 
the moment versus when an actor is “phoning in” his performance. This transparency 
was startling, at first, to the participants, especially to those who tried to hide and avoid 
being present in the activities. This was apparent during one particularly revealing 
experience with the mirror exercise. All of the students paired off and began doing 
mirror. Greg and Faye were totally engaged, while another pair, Esther and Ines, lacked 
commitment. Slowly I tapped-out the remaining five participants and asked them to 
silently stop the exercise and watch the four aforementioned students for a short while. 
In a reflection section afterwards, I asked the students to describe what they saw. 
Immediately all the observers began to discuss how “connected” Faye and Greg were, 
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how “focused" and “intense” was their eye contact, and how “they moved in tandem” 
so that “you couldn't tell who was leading and who was the follower.” “Their 
concentration was amazing.” No one mentioned Esther and Ines. When I asked about 
these two performers, there was awkward silence. It seemed that the participants were 
too polite to criticize their classmates. I asked pointedly if they seemed more or less 
connected than Greg and Faye. Finally, Charles bravely answered “less.” I asked, 
“HoW could you tell?” A few of the participants responded with specific comments 
about Esther’s blinking and touching her hair, the fact that their movements were not 
synchronized and that Ines repeatedly broke eye contact and even nibbed her leg at one 
point, a gesture which was not initiated by her partner. When I asked Esther and Ines to 
assess their level of commitment, Esther immediately volunteered that she felt 
“completely out of it. There were times when I didn’t want to do it anymore.” Ines 
tried to justify the lack of connection, but her excuses were hollow; her partner and her 
classmates could tell that her heart was not in the exercise. 
That is precisely the point: how easy it is to tell the committed actor from the 
one who is simply going through the motions. Bernard said, “You really can’t hide 
when you are performing.” To which Charles replied, “Now I am nervous because my 
students will be able to see right away if I am with them or not, or if I am just in my 
head. I never thought about them being able to tell if I was just winging it or going 
through the motions but it is so obvious. I didn’t realize how obvious it was.” Esther 
added that she can always tell when her boyfriend isn’t paying attention to her, “but I 
never thought that students would be able to tell if I was on auto-pilot. Which is kind of 
ridiculous, because I can always tell when my teachers are distracted or not really 
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invested in what they are doing.” The realization that students will be able to easily 
determine whether the teacher is complacent or committed to excellence provides a 
strong incentive to do one’s best. 
Finally, the experiential exercises were fun, even when they were difficult. In 
fact, every single one of the participants used the word “fun” to describe the course in 
their exit interviews. Hank appreciated that unlike his other education courses that 
“were mostly talk,” this one was “very active. We were constantly doing something. 
The classes were jam-packed, although I never felt overwhelmed. They were well 
paced. There wasn’t time to get bored.” (H interview) The fact that “the classes were 
so energetic helped me stay awake and aware and present” for the entire time. 
(H interview) Esther agreed. “I benefited from the fact that it was fun and fast. I loved 
all the activity especially the spears and the acting boot camp.” (E journal) She singled 
out many of the Spolin theater games, “because those were flin and they really helped 
me to concentrate,” despite the fact that she often has trouble paying attention in her 
other classes. “I was never bored during our three-hour classes. They felt shorter than a 
lot of my one-hour classes, believe it or not.” (E journal) 
One other comment that came up in every one of the exit interviews was the 
sense of community they discovered in our class. “What I loved was how well I got to 
know everyone, especially Faye and Greg,” commented Esther. (E journal) “I don’t 
know if the class was so wonderful because of this mix of people or if it was the kind of 
work that we were doing that made for such great relationships,” said Charles. 
(C interview) Hank added, “I got to know everyone really well which made acting 
easier.” (H interview) Alexander felt “there was not enough time [in the semester]. I 
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was really enjoying coming here every week.” (A journal) Real relationships were 
created in our classroom thanks to the shared experiences of working together, as actors 
and educators. (RH journal) 
Art making 
Preparing my review of the literature I came across a book by Eric Booth 
entitled, The Eveiyday Work of Art. In it Booth makes the case that “Art is not apart. It 
is a continuum within which we all participate; we all function in art, use the skills of 
art and engage in the actions of artists everyday.” (Booth, 2001) One can invite artistry 
into any act she performs. For a person who has never considered herself an artist, this 
point of view is particularly inspiring. 
You have expertise about what sounds and looks and tastes good. You may not 
have been trained for center stage leaping, but you have made many beautiful 
things with that body of yours, like dives in the deep end and waltzes on the 
dance floor or charades clues and wedding choreography. You have entertained 
others by performing clever impersonations. You’ve played red light / green 
light. You’ve made love. You are also, I’m sure, intimately aware of 
choreography in the world: on the street, on the playing field. You get annoyed 
when someone bungles their role on the dance floor of the sidewalk by crossing 
in front of you, or in the reception hall by stealing your spotlight, or on the 
gridiron by missing a block or a tailback sweep. You appreciate the balletic 
steps of the furniture movers as they maneuver your dining room set or of your 
spouse chopping vegetables in the kitchen. You said of the Japanese chefs 
preparation of teriyaki at your table, and of the carpenter’s work on your 
cabinets: ‘It was a work of art.’ (Booth, 2001, p. 4) 
Inviting the students to become artists, to do the work of the professional 
performing artist, all the while illuminating the connections between the performing 
artistry of the actor and that of the teacher was my unique contribution to the 
participants’ professional development. 
Initially many of the participants were not sold on the importance of acting 
training for teachers. On the first day of class, one participant described her hopes for 
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the course, “That it can perk-up my teaching, although I am already perky.” (RH 
journal) Others admitted that they took the class not because they found it particularly 
interesting or relevant, but because it was recommended to them by their advisor, or 
because they knew me to be “an excellent teacher” and felt “they would take any 
opportunity” to work with me again. (E interview) Although I was flattered, I was also 
concerned. Did no one believe that studying the arts would benefit their classroom 
presentation? Did no one select the course because they were excited to act? 
Apparently, given the data culled in my interview sessions, no one did. (RH journal) 
Given the fact that my participants were not immediately invested in the core 
principles of the course, I expected I’d have to sell them on the importance of the 
performing arts and the benefits practicing the arts would yield in their classroom 
performance. Yet I chose not to. I trusted the arts to speak for themselves. I took 
courage from Eric Booth that “There is something about doing the arts that 
communicates their importance.” (Booth, 2001, p. 12) So on the first day of class we 
dove right in and commenced with our theater games. After two hours of performing 
we took our first break and reflected on what we had just done, on what it takes to work 
in the performing arts, on why that work might be important and on how it might 
benefit us as teachers to develop our own artistry. After only two hours spent art 
making, the participants were energized and seemed to list an endless array of insights. 
These included an actor-teacher’s artful use of the voice and body, the need for clear 
expression, the ability to communicate without words, the ability to convey passion and 
enthusiasm, the willingness to take risks, the having of good ideas, the skill of 
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improvising while staying focused on your goal, and the ability to establish personal 
connections with a seemingly impersonal audience. (RH journal) 
Each class session began with a warm-up to prepare the participants’ voices, 
bodies and minds for the art making activities that would follow. These activities 
formed the core experiences that buoyed the experiential curriculum. Improvisations, 
theater games, scene work and other performances provided opportunities for the 
participants to use all their skills to create innovative solutions to difficult acting 
challenges such as conveying a subtext, making an entrance or improvising a solution to 
a classroom crisis. 
Participating in the arts also sharpened the participants’ critical eye, allowing 
them to better evaluate their classmates’ performances and, in time, develop the self- 
awareness needed to evaluate their own teaching. “In the humbling process of making 
things with meaning, we have insights that deepen our study of other people’s work.” 
(Booth, 2001, p. 20) I saw this in the increasingly nuanced critique that they gave their 
fellow classmates, as well as in their reflections on their own past teachers and current 
cooperating teachers. After a few weeks of art making, the participants were noticing 
things about their teachers that were invisible before the course. Faye noticed the way 
her high school teacher invited discussion. (F interview) Greg contrasted his own 
teaching style to that of his cooperating teacher in sophisticated artistic teims. (G 
interview) Charles found new respect for a colleague whose teaching style he had not 
previously appreciated. Bernard was now able to articulate how his performance style 
affected his work at the summer camp. (RH journal) 
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During feedback sessions after scenes, I noticed the comments changed from “I 
liked it” and “it was good” at the start of the semester to more perceptive and 
interpretive statements. These observations were made in November and December, 
during the last third of the course: 
■ “I got goose bumps when she put her hand on his sleeve. I wanted her to keep it 
there longer so that he couldn’t move away.” (E journal) 
■ “The scene works so much better now that you are starting it at a quicker pace, it 
really adds to the frenzied feeling so that when you slow down later it means more.” 
(C interview) 
With new eyes to perceive their acting and new sophisticated vocabulary to 
express their evaluations, the participants could better define and articulate what made 
one performance, or one lesson, better than another. They appreciated what made one 
lesson excellent and another merely adequate. The act of art making not only provided 
an outlet for their creativity, passion and enthusiasm, but also sharpened their awareness 
of teacher efficacy. In this way, the participants became inspired to overcome ennui 
and achieve excellence. 
Summary 
When the class began in September 2004 I had some clear ideas about how 
participating in an arts-based curriculum could improve new teachers’ teaching, 
especially the formation of their teacher roles. I also believed that this type of training 
would enable them to overcome what I termed “performance obstacles” like indecision, 
terror, assumption and embarrassment. What I had not anticipated was that this course 
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would alleviate so much of the ennui, the frustration, dread, fear, tedium and sense of 
failure that many new teachers experience. 
The acting exercises were challenging but fun. They allowed the participants to 
explore various ways to be themselves. They engaged the performers’ minds, emotions, 
bodies and voices in new ways. The participants tapped into reservoirs of enthusiasm 
and presence. As Eric Booth writes, “There is something about the arts that 
communicates their importance.” (Booth, 2001, p. 12) Engaging in the work of the 
artists awakened, energized and involved the performers in their professional and 
personal development in an exciting way - and that excitement inspired them to be 
more excellent in the classroom. 
When I began supervising student teachers several years ago I was warned that 
most student teachers begin their practica with enthusiasm and optimism, but after a few 
weeks they deflate and begin to question their decision to teach. Managing a classroom, 
planning instruction, following through on I.E.P.s, responding to misbehavior and 
performing in front of the class can be wearying. I was told to handhold, listen, nod, be 
supportive and say, “You can do it.” However, these token gestures were insubstantial 
against the grand ennui experienced by many new teachers. 
I did not design this course as a vehicle for providing new teachers with positive 
energy, support and reinvigoration; nevertheless, it definitely served the participants in 
this capacity. Despite the length of the course, three hours every Wednesday night, the 
participants reported feeling energized when they left, excited to get back to their 
classrooms. (RH journal) An arts-based curriculum such as Teaching as a Performing 
Art could certainly be expanded to address more explicitly issues of teacher fatigue and 
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burnout. I feel that this final category, from ennui towards excellence, is an unexpected 
yet major discovery that merits further attention. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS 
The story of my students and myself and our roles in the creation and experience 
of Teaching as a Performing Art is exciting and dynamic. We each came to the class 
with different needs, experiences, agendas and ideas. We worked together and shared 
with one another in various combinations and collaborations throughout the semester. 
We cfeated, reflected, deliberated, frustrated and dialogued. Reviewing the videotapes 
and replaying the interview audiocassettes I am amazed at how much was said and 
done. So many exercises, activities, exchanges (verbal and nonverbal), signals, 
gestures, silences, emails and conversations took place. The arts-based curriculum 
certainly created a fecund, dialogue-rich, discursive environment; there was no chalk- 
and-talk here. This atmosphere promoted interaction and cooperation. “Identities 
depend upon convergence, on constellations of persons and actions, on zones of contact 
among people, things, language and space.” (Danielewicz, 2001, p. 195) Our class 
certainly met those criteria. 
Our class proved that an acting class for teachers could be created from the rich 
literature cited in chapter two. It also proved that such a class could aid new teachers in 
developing positive teacher identities. Our class helped the participants grow, change 
and become the teachers they sought to be. This was accomplished via the performing 
arts curriculum. “Identities are created through recursive representation, or the process 
of representing and successively representing the self to others in whatever forms are 
available.” (Danielewicz, 2001, p. 166) Above and beyond the typical means of self 
expression and reflection found in most teacher education classrooms (discussion, 
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readings, lecture and written assignments), the arts-based curriculum used a far greater 
range of self-expressive forms (role-play, improvisation, vocal work, mime, scene 
study, etc.) to maximize opportunities for recursive representation. It is little wonder 
then that our identities, and I include my own in addition to those of the participants, 
underwent such growth over a few short weeks. 
The encouraging results of the study include the following: 
■ Recognizing teaching as a performing art opens up a new set of theater-based 
technologies that can be used to develop new teacher identities and support the 
adoption of best practices in the new teachers’ classrooms. 
■ It is possible to create and successfully implement an acting class designed 
specifically for teachers. This study has resulted in a model of one such class, 
though undoubtedly other models could exist. 
■ Teacher identity can be rehearsed, developed and strengthened via a performing arts- 
based curriculum. 
■ The discovery of seven performance obstacles (indecision, terror, assumption, 
embarrassment, denial, extremism and ennui) provides a framework for addressing 
some of the hindrances to outstanding classroom performance by new teachers. 
■ The identification of the seven performance obstacles also serves as a theoretical 
framework for the future study of teacher burnout, fatigue, resistance and other 
performance-related teacher challenges. 
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■ Naming the seven elements of positive teacher ways of being (strategy, courage, 
awareness, presence, honesty, poise and excellence) creates a meaningful structure 
for the development of future performance-oriented curricula to support successful 
teacher identity development. 
■ This study provides a detailed, though non-exhaustive, list of successful arts-based 
activities that have been used to develop positive teacher identities in new educators. 
It adds many new exercises and techniques to the repertoire of technologies available 
to the teacher developer. Many of the activities, though common to the acting 
classroom (including theater games, scene study and monologue work), have yet to 
be incorporated into mainstream teacher education curricula. This study argues for 
their inclusion and attests to their efficacy. 
Overcoming New Teacher Performance Obstacles via Arts Training 
It was very exciting for me to realize that not only had I identified the 
performance obstacles facing my novice teachers, but I had also identified seven 
positive qualities that could be developed via performing arts work that would enable 
the new teachers to develop more fully their nascent teaching identities. The list above 
was a clear set of performance goals that would serve as the backbone of my 
curriculum. Perhaps what was most remarkable was that developing these positive 
traits (courage, awareness, presence) constitutes a significant part of the actor’s training. 
Anyone who has spent time with actors in their professional environment may 
encounter frequent use of terms like “making choices” (strategy), presence, “truth of the 
moment” (honesty). Some of our most cherished performers like Carol Burnett or 
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Robert DeNiro are frequently praised for their audacious performances (courage), and 
the arts community has many awards for excellence in all areas of performance. 
I was confident these seven positive qualities were performance skills that my 
participants could hone via my experiential performing art course and apply to their 
teacher personae. To counter a teacher’s embarrassment in front of his classroom, I 
helped him become more present. Aiding a teacher paralyzed by terror called for 
developing her courage. The teacher prone to flying off the handle in bouts of 
extremism needed to practice poise, while the indecisive teacher benefited from 
rehearsing strategic decision-making skills. What is especially beautiful about these 
seven qualities is that their development is inherently transformative. The teacher who 
practices poise becomes more poised. Thus, our course became the safe rehearsal space 
for the essential performance characteristics of an effective teacher. By practicing 
strategy, courage, awareness, presence, honesty, poise and excellence, the participants 
not only learned about teaching but also prepared themselves to be teachers. 
Indecision, terror, assumption, embarrassment, denial, extremism and ennui are 
the performance obstacles my participants faced in the classroom. Performing artists 
face many of these same challenges onstage. Thus, several schools of acting teachers 
have developed technologies to help performers face these challenges. My observation 
of Julie Nelson’s acting class at UMASS Amherst found her working with young actors 
to develop poise, audacity / courage, presence, strategic decision making, awareness 
and honesty in the moment, as well as an appreciation of excellence in their craft. My 
own experiences in acting classes reaffirmed my belief that an acting workshop was the 
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ideal setting to realize the seven positive performance goals I had set for my 
participants. 
Actors are called upon to overcome indecision and make specific aesthetic 
choices when creating characters. Improvisation artists are especially adept at creating 
via exquisite specific vocal, physical, prop and costume decisions. Performing artists 
face stage fright and the terror of having to perform in front of an audience. Practice in 
the performing arts builds the courage to act admirably in the face of difficulty. Artists 
learn to overcome their assumptions by focusing their energies and attentions outward, 
thus becoming aware of their actual environment. This enables the teacher-artist to get 
out of her head and exist in the moment. Artists practice many techniques to become 
more comfortable revealing themselves to their audiences. As this study demonstrates, 
these practices may also benefit the teacher. 
While some critics have asserted that teaching is more than just a performing art 
(Smith, 1979), it does not preclude the notion that there is a strong performing 
component to classroom teaching and that this element can and should be developed 
(Lessinger & Gillis, 1976; Sarason, 1999; Tauber & Mester, 2007; Timpson & Tobin, 
1982). I proposed the framework of these performance obstacles and their positive 
counterparts to explore and understand how an acting class designed explicitly for 
teachers developed my nine participants’ abilities to perform more optimally in the 
classroom. Depending on one’s perspective, honing a new teacher’s strategy, courage, 
awareness, presence, honesty, poise and excellence may seems like either a very 
ambitious or a rather apathetic objective. I believe the performing artist will see this as 
a momentous and all-important task, while one unschooled in the performing arts might 
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wonder where all the flashy, theatrical, words are - words like charisma, enthusiasm, 
humor, drama, etc. One participant remarked on the first day of class, “I took this class 
to perky-up my teaching.” (RH journal) I have nothing against perky, flashy, peppy or 
jazzy teaching. However, effective teaching is about more than flash. A teacher acting 
from a place of terror, indecision, embarrassment, ennui, etc. can hardly perform 
charismatically. She may find it difficult to summon enthusiasm, let alone perkiness. 
No offense to Robert Tauber and Cathy Mester, who begin their Acting Lessons for 
Teachers (Tauber & Mester, 2007) with a chapter on enthusiasm, but I believe a certain 
level of self-assurance must be in place before one can channel his enthusiasm and 
share it with an audience. In addition, the enthusiasm must not be canned or forced; it 
should rise from an authentic place anchored by the teacher’s enthusiastic way of being. 
I resisted the temptation to begin my class with a leap into the flashy superficial 
waters of “perkying up” my participants’ teaching in favor of a more substantive 
approach to identity creation. (RH journal) We began our study with identity and an 
exploration of our voice and body. My data illuminated seven key facets of a strong 
performance identity for new teachers. My curriculum provided experiences for new 
teachers that challenged them to overcome performance obstacles and develop 
confidence and comfort in their classroom role. This, in turn, made the communication 
of enthusiasm, humor and excitement possible. The arts have long served as a vessel 
for passion. Developing the teacher’s ability to perform artistically enhances his ability 
to engage his students. (Lessinger & Gillis, 1976; Rives Jr., 1979; Sarason, 1999) 
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Limitations of this Study 
Avoiding Overgeneralization 
The small size of the study, the fact that only one class was designed and 
studied, and only nine subjects participated should caution the reader from 
overgeneralizing about the widespread application of acting training for teachers. So 
many factors might color the results. Larger class sizes, an instructor who is not an 
expert in both teacher development and the performing arts, an unsuitable curriculum 
could all affect how the course proceeds and its affects on the participants’ development 
of more efficient and professional ways of being for the classroom. However, this study 
does make clear that an acting class for teachers can be successful and that new 
educators can be prepared for the classroom in exciting, immediate, relevant and 
important ways via such a curriculum. 
Role of Researcher 
It is important to remember that this research project was, in fact, action 
research. Tlius, throughout the semester I collected and performed initial reviews of the 
incomplete data set as I continued to lead the class. The more I learned about my nine 
participants, the more this information impacted my curriculum - both its content and 
its delivery. Prior to the start of the course I had decided upon a framework for the 
course and outlined a fairly detailed syllabus, complete with weekly topics (including 
The Actor-Teacher’s Instrument, Presence, Authenticity, The Classroom Stage, and 
Connection) and related activities (including scene study, improvisation work, scholarly 
readings, specific theater games and reflection exercises). 
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I could have radically altered my syllabus at any time during the semester had I 
felt that the agenda I proposed would not meet my students’ needs, yet I did not. 
Although the weekly syllabus topics and activities had not been designed with the 
participants’ individual needs in mind (this would have been impossible, as I did not 
meet many of the participants until the first or second day of class), I found that my 
initial curriculum sufficiently anticipated my participants’ needs and addressed them in 
meaningful ways by providing the types of theater activities geared to developing the 
classroom performance skills mentioned on the syllabus (presence, authenticity, 
connection, and the like). I also discovered that these skills, developed via the acting 
activities I prepared, were key to overcoming indecision, terror, assumption, 
embarrassment, denial, extremism and ennui - the seven ways in which my participants 
allowed their classroom performance to be compromised. Even though I had not 
conceived the syllabus as a way of specifically addressing the seven performance 
obstacles faced by my participants, the course design did just that by using the 
performing arts to develop strategy, courage, awareness, presence, honesty, poise and 
excellence - the antitheses of the seven performance obstacles. 
Implications and Applications 
The original purpose for this study was to enrich the research base by providing 
a clear model of an acting class for teachers and to record the ways in which such a 
class affected the identity development of new teachers. As I stated earlier, I came to 
teaching having had a background in the performing arts and after a short while in the 
classroom came to realize that my familiarity with theater and acting was invaluable. 
My performing skills facilitated the creation of a strong teacher role that I could use to 
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implement instruction, create a positive and dynamic classroom culture, foster student 
achievement, redirect misbehavior, conduct parent conferences and a host of other 
everyday behaviors that modern teaching requires. My awareness of voice, body, 
space, environment, text, attitude, and other factors, coupled with an ability to shape 
those factors to great effect, served me well. These abilities enabled me to shape the 
ways in which my students perceived my teaching and me. They also helped me to be 
cognizant of the messages I was sending, physically and verbally, in a more thoughtful 
and strategic way. 
Later in my career, as I worked with novice teachers who did not share a 
background in the performing arts, I realized what a source of insight, power and 
strength my acting and directing experiences were for me. In an ad hoc manner, I found 
myself coaching new student teachers to use their voices, bodies and minds more like 
an actor in an effort to improve classroom performance. I also became interested in 
seeing how this training could be accomplished in a more organized setting like an 
acting class specifically designed for teachers. When the literature review validated my 
idea but stopped short of describing any models for such a class, I seized the 
opportunity to create my own. This study is the result. 
Along the way, however, I discovered far more than I had originally anticipated. 
Yes, the teachers who participated left the class with more information about 
performing artistry, verbal and nonverbal communication, voice and movement, and the 
application of theater techniques to the classroom. Yes, they began to train their voices 
and bodies differently and also developed new strategies for preparing themselves for 
the classroom. Sure, they planned and rehearsed lessons differently, viewing their 
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lesson plans less like a finished school assignment and more like a script for 
performance. I had expected that the participants might do these things, and they did. I 
did not expect, however, that I would find in the data a framework for better 
understanding what less-than-helpful ways of being many new teachers embody at the 
start of their professional development. Nor did I expect to arrive at a list of seven more 
positive and effective ways of being that any thorough teacher development program 
should seek to encourage. 
The identification, naming and discussion of my seven performance obstacles 
may serve as a framework for understanding the ways of being many new teachers 
enact upon initially entering the classroom. In addition, these seven dimensions may 
also be used to better describe changes in teacher ways of being. Future research in this 
area may include the undertaking of a research project that links changes in teacher 
ways of being, along these seven dimensions, to teacher happiness and student 
achievement. Although outside the scope of this study, links between teacher 
development strategies and student achievement are essential. Thus, I would encourage 
the design and implementation of a new study that would link arts-based teacher 
development programs, like my acting class, that seek to enhance teachers’ ways of 
being in the classroom to their students’ academic success. 
Another area for future research would be the development of a standard for 
measuring and charting growth along each of the seven dimensions. This would enable 
interested parties to demonstrate how change has occurred in light of various 
treatments, including, but not limited to, participation in an acting class such as the one 
described in this study. While this study proves the effectiveness of this particular 
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acting class in moving this specific group of participants towards a more effective way 
of being in the classroom, other methodologies may be devised to do the same thing. 
Developing a more sophisticated gauge of teacher change along the seven dimensions 
discovered here would be an invaluable tool for measuring the effectiveness of various 
teacher development programs as they relate to teacher change. 
Along these lines, I support the creation of other teacher development programs, 
arts-b'ased or otherwise, that seek to enhance teacher ways of being. The discovery and 
naming of the seven dimensions put forward in this study, combined with any future 
work to establish systems to assess change along these seven continua, could have a 
substantial impact on the way innovative teacher preparation programs are conceived 
and realized in regard to existential teacher change. New programs could have as goals 
the development of more courageous, aware, honest and poised teachers and the 
development of new and exciting curricula to move prospective educators away from 
indecision, terror, deceit and assumption. 
This study provides the teacher developer with a clear, relevant, proven and 
immediately useful theory for better understanding initial teacher performance flaws 
and also provides a clear, succinct list of teacher performance goals (strategy, courage, 
awareness, etc.). The genesis of this theoretical framework may in fact be the most 
important result of this research as it has broad implications beyond the formation of 
acting classes for new teachers. 
Explaining New Teacher Resistance 
Words like indecision, terror and ennui do not show up very often in ERIC 
database searches as referring to negative ways of being for new teachers. On the other 
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hand, resistance shows up frequently. But what is resistance? What are new teachers 
thinking and feeling when they are labeled resistant? Could it be that they are 
indecisive, unaware or unable to implement strategic choices into their classroom 
performance? Might they be experiencing terror, the panic and fear that leave them 
unable to function optimally? Or could it be ennui? Might they be feeling tired, 
overwhelmed, bored, defeated and lost? Any of these (or the other four performance 
obstacles) could explain new teacher resistance. 
The results of this research, and the theory of new teacher performance 
obstacles, provides the teacher developer with more specialized tools for addressing and 
improving a teacher’s way of being in the classroom. Teacher educators, cooperating 
practitioners and university supervisors, mentors and induction program workers could 
use their awareness of performance obstacles to recognize and address negative, 
ineffectual trends in a new teacher’s performance. This would allow them to be more 
specific with their instructional techniques. For example, there may be two student 
teachers who both resist establishing their authority in the classroom. One might be 
caused by embarrassment and the other might be wrestling with denial. Although the 
symptom is the same, the two teachers are struggling with two very different 
performance issues. The supervisor who is aware of my theory of performance 
obstacles would recognize this and be able to assist the first teacher in establishing 
presence while working with the other towards honesty. Hart’s performance obstacles 
may provide a more focused lens for viewing teacher “resistance,” a broad term that has 
been left undifferentiated for far too long. 
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Assessing New Teacher Demeanor 
Another application for this research lies in assessing and evaluating new 
teacher classroom performance. While several standardized tests are required to 
evaluate how well new teachers understand pedagogy and content, the tools used to 
understand, rate and improve new teacher in-classroom performance are woefully 
subjective and vague. My seven axes (indecision to strategy, terror to courage, etc.) 
may provide teacher developers with a more concrete framework for gauging a new 
teacher’s strengths and weaknesses as a performer, providing a more nuanced 
assessment of teacher demeanor. In addition, the clear framework of seven positive 
ways of being for the classroom teacher provides a comprehensible, lucid description of 
what an exemplary, effective classroom way of being includes. This can serve as a 
guide both for the new teachers as they construct their professional identities and for 
teacher developers as they create opportunities and activities to stimulate professional 
growth. 
Understanding Excellence in Teaching 
My first principal called me a “natural.” High praise indeed, but it did little to 
clarify what exactly I was doing right in the classroom. Why were my students more 
positive, willing and engaged in my class than they were overall? What was it about 
my teaching that created a dynamic and enthusiastic environment? In every school in 
which I have taught, I have been lauded for my “personality”, butl am admittedly not 
the nicest, kindest or most patient man who ever lived - yet I am an excellent teacher. 
It wasn’t my personality in general; it was my teaching personality specifically. Yet 
pinpointing what specifically in my way of being was responsible for my excellence has 
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remained elusive. I always attributed it to my acting training, but even that is a rather 
vague answer. Not to mention that many actors-tumed-teachers struggle, while many 
teachers with no interest in stage performance are exceptional educators. What defines 
excellence in teacher performance? 
The theory of performance obstacles generated in the research may provide an 
answer to this question. An excellent teacher is strategic, courageous, aware, present, 
honest, poised and positive, striving toward excellence. Looking over that list I can see 
that I do possess those traits in large amounts, at least when teaching. So do many other 
excellent teachers I know whose classroom demeanor is very different from my own. 
We may teach different subjects, different populations, hold different philosophies and 
use different techniques, but our way of being in the classroom is similar in that we all 
possess the seven positive performance traits listed above. 
What excites me most about this new theory of teacher excellence is that it does 
not establish one way of being as the gold standard. Nor does it ask new teachers to 
become what they are not. It asks them to develop qualities that they already possess, in 
some measure, and to bring them into the classroom every day. Some new teachers 
may struggle with poise, others with honesty, courage or presence. I encourage teacher 
developers to use the theater techniques described in this research as a springboard for 
the development of an expanded repertoire of pedagogical strategies to encourage and 
instill these qualities in neophyte teachers. Of course, this same framework can be used 
in ongoing professional development, as many seasoned veterans could benefit from 
increased poise, positivity, strategy and presence. Like the performing arts, my model 
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is concrete and clear enough to be relevant and useful, yet open-ended enough to 
encourage individual growth and expression. 
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APPENDIX A 
COURSE OUTLINE 
Course Objectives 
Just as the actor uses voice and movement to create a character, the teacher uses these 
same tools to clearly communicate her curriculum and connect with her students. This 
workshop provides a space for students to explore and develop the performing artistry 
vital to being an engaging and effective teacher. Specific communication topics include: 
providing directions and explanations, offering feedback, classroom management, 
effective classroom demonstrations, managing misbehavior and basic classroom 
dramatics. Techniques include participation in a series of carefully selected vocal and 
physical training exercises; acting exercises, structured improvisation, role-playing and 
scene study to create and rehearse the teacher roles they will embody in their future 
classrooms. 
Attendance Policy 
Inasmuch as this class is based on performance skills, your presence in this class is 
absolutely necessary. Unexcused absences will affect your grade. 
Assignments 
Each week there will be a short reading assignment which requires a response. In 
addition you will compose a weekly journal-style reflection piece that discusses any 
connections between the work we do in class and your performance in your own 
classroom. Acting exercises may also be assigned. Occasionally, lines will need to be 
memorized and rehearsed outside of class. 
Grading 
Attendance and active participation count for 50%. Weekly assignments count for 25% 
and Individual student conferences (in lieu of exams) are worth 25%. 
Performances 
You will rehearse and perform a mini-monologue, a scene from a contemporary play, and 
a 5-8 minute lesson (including an explanation, demonstration and question / answer 
exchange). These will be performed throughout the semester as indicated on the syllabus. 
Performances and class sessions may be videotaped. 
Special Notice 
You will want to wear comfortable clothes for this course as we will be very active! You 
should have a pair of sweat socks - some activities will be shoeless. Sneakers will be 
more appropriate than dress shoes or flip-flops for many activities. You are invited to 
bring a towel for floor activities if you choose. 
Office Hours 
To be scheduled as needed, rod@hartboys.com 
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APPENDIX B 
SYLLABUS 
Week Date Weekly Topics Readings to be Completed 
1 9/15 Our Instrument: Exploring our voices and bodies 
Envisioning ourselves as an artist-teacher 
Identity: Exploring our views on teaching and reaching style: 
Assessing personal strengths and areas for improvement. 
• from The Art Spirit 
• The Classroom as Theater of Self 
2 9/22 Comfort 1: How do we manifest discomfort physically, vocally, 
mentally and energy-wise? 
• from Acting Lessons for Teachers 
• from The Courage to Teach 
3 9/29 Comfort 2: Overcoming discomfort - adopting a relaxed, 
confident, positive and welcoming demeanor 
Relaxation / Breath work / Visualization 
• Practical Handbook for the Actor 
Chapters 3, 5, ” and 10 
4 10/6 Presence 1: Learning to focus and be present in the moment. 
Clearly communicating expectations. 
** Final performances of mini-monologues 
• Teacher Nonverbal Immediag 
10/13 No Class - Monday Schedule 
5 10/20 Presence 2: Maintaining focus on content -and students while 
working with visual aids, props, papers, chans, etc. 
Giving demonstrations and explanations 
• from Notes on Aesthetic Education 
Q 10/21 Acting Boot Camp. How do actors prepare their scenes for the 
stage? How can rehearsal help us to connect with the material 
and our scene partners? 
• The Cinematic Representation of the 
Persona1 and Professional Lives of Teachers 
7 11/3 Authenticity 1: ‘‘Truing on” different responses to classroom 
situations. Discovering and refining vour own communication 
stvle - Common teacher misbehaviors 
• from Communication for Teachers 
g 11/10 Authenticity 2: Discovering our own style. Fielding questions 
and leading discussions 
• from Classroom Communication 
g 11/17 Availability: Developing willingness to reach A be reached. 
Responding to student misbehavior. 
** Final performances of scenes 
• from Teaching as a Pe forming Art 
Chap 9: Practice what vou teach 
11/24 No Class - Thanksgiving 
10 12/1 The Classroom Stage: Students will bring in short 5-minute 
lessons to teach the class. 
• from The Empty Space 
11 12/8 Connection: Connecting with students as well as with vour 
curriculum. No assigned readings 
12 12/15 Reflection: Bringing it all together, reflecting on the journev as 
.well as looking ahead 
No assigned readings 
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APPENDIX C 
CENTER FOR TEACHING REPORT 
Selections from MAPS feedback for Prof. Rod Hart, EDUC 695C 
• What do you like most.? 
Instructor’s enthusiasm, experiences, well-prepared, engaging 
Balance of theory and practice 
Positive feedback 
• Student direct quote summary: 
I like his enthusiasm. He tries to and succeeds in reaching each person with how 
they need to be taught. He effectively makes the connection between performing 
and teaching, his experience as a teacher benefits and informs his instructions. His 
format is a refreshing change from typical college courses. He is engaging and 
accessible. He is inspiring to me because of his passion for students and what’s 
important, the students’ self esteem, rather than promoting showing inform into 
their brain. Helps teachers to learn how to be themselves more genuinely while 
being in full teacher role. The readings are great. Finally, some succinct, relevant 
stuff instead of technical and laborious. 
Experienced well-prepared instructor with positive feedback. Practical information 
that is relevant to the actual experience of teaching. Raises awareness of self¬ 
conception/concentration on performance for results desired in classroom. Allows 
knowledge of techniques for teaching (including concentration on focus and use of 
body and environment) to be practiced. Energy becomes focused on goal of 
bettering approach to taking over a classroom. Acting exercises improved 
confidence and tools for approaching class. Readings well-geared to 
acting/teaching is generally useful and brief. These integrate well into activities in 
classroom work and translate to a more comfortable teacher - self. Great use of 
exercises for application in our own classes to improve comfort, confidence and 
concentration. 
• What needs change or improvement?... 
Facilities and scheduling (classroom).. 
Review of recorded performance 
Chances to reflect 
Need some breaks during the class 
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APPENDIX D 
EXIT INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. What were your reasons for taking the class? 
2. What expectations did you have for the class? 
3. Were they met? 
4. What would you have liked more of? Why? 
5. What worked? 
6. In what ways have you changed (as a teacher) between September and now? 
7. Has this class aided in your development as an educator? How? 
8. Has this course affected the way you prepare for your own classroom? How? 
9. Has this course affected the way you use your voice and body when teaching? How? 
10. Has this course affected the way you view classroom communication? How? 
11. Has this course affected the way you view yourself as a teacher? How? 
12. What role did the instructor play in the effectiveness of the course? How could he 
have been more effective, helpful, etc.? 
13. What tools / skills / ideas / questions do you take away from this class? 
14. How was this course similar / different to other courses you have taken at UMass? 
15. Were the course to be offered again, what changes would you propose to make it 
more effective? 
16. Would you recommend this course? What would you say to someone asking if this 
course was worth taking? 
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